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Abstract
The focus of the present work are elliptic parametric multiscale problems, which inherit
the computational challenges of both multiscale as well as parametric problems. We
present the localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS) for the efficient and
accurate approximation of such problems. To achieve this goal, the LRBMS combines
localization ideas from numerical multiscale methods with model reduction techniques
from reduced basis methods.
We present a new reliable and localizable a posteriori error estimate in the context
of the LRBMS, which allows to efficiently assess the discretization as well as the model
reduction error during all stages of the computational process. Based on this estimate, we
propose an adaptive online enrichment procedure to improve the quality of the resulting
approximation by solving local corrector problems.
In addition, we present the design and implementation of a generic discretization and
model reduction software framework, which is utilized to demonstrate the applicability
of the LRBMS, in particular in the context of single-phase flow in porous media with
complex heterogeneities.
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt elliptische parametrische mehrskalen Problemen. Die
numerische Behandlung solcher Probleme wird sowohl durch ihren parametrischen als
auch durch ihren mehrskalen Charakter erschwert. In diesem Zusammenhang stellen wir
die lokalisierte reduzierte Basis mehrskalen Methode (LRBMS) vor, die der exakten und
effizienten Approximation solcher Probleme dient. Um dies zu erreichen kombinieren
wir in der LRBMS Lokalisierungsansa¨tze aus numerischen mehrskalen Methoden mit
Ansa¨tzen der Modellreduktion aus dem Bereich der reduzierte Basis Methoden.
Fu¨r die LRBMS stellen wir einen neuen zuverla¨ssigen und lokalisierbaren a posteriori
Fehlerscha¨tzer vor. Dieser Fehlerscha¨tzer ermo¨glicht es, sowohl den Diskretisierungs-
fehler als auch den Modellreduktionsfehler in allen Bereichen der numerischen Approx-
imation effizient zu bewerten. Aufbauend auf diesem Fehlerscha¨tzer schlagen wir ein
adaptives online Anreicherungsverfahren vor, um die Approximationsgu¨te durch die
Lo¨sung lokaler Korrekturprobleme zu erho¨hen.
Zusa¨tzlich stellen wir ein Design und die Implementierung eines generischen Diskre-
tisierungs- und Modellreduktions-Framework vor, um die Anwendbarkeit der LRBMS
im Zusammenhang mit ein-Phasen Stro¨mung in poro¨sen Medien mit komplexen Hetero-
genita¨ten zu demonstrieren.
v
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Introduction
Over the past decades, numerical approximations of solutions of partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) have become increasingly important throughout almost all areas of natural
sciences. At the same time, research efforts in the field of numerical analysis, computer
science and approximation theory have led to adaptive algorithms to produce such ap-
proximations in an efficient and accurate manner: by now, advanced approximation
techniques are available for a large variety of PDEs. However, there still exist prob-
lems where the computational cost of traditional algorithms easily exceeds the limits of
available computing power.
This is, for instance, the case for multiscale problems, where the data functions consti-
tuting the PDE exhibit a high contrast or strong oscillations on small spatial or temporal
scales. It is also the case for parametric problems, where the data functions depend on
a low-dimensional input vector and where one is interested in many solutions for a large
number of configurations. Multiscale problems arise in almost all contexts: it can be
argued that they arise almost always, whenever real-world data is involved [EE2003a, p.
1]. Interest in parametric problems is equally widespread: they arise in the context of
optimization, uncertainty quantification and decision making.
For each of these problems, there exist specialized algorithms to overcome the limita-
tions of traditional approximation techniques: numerical multiscale methods are specif-
ically tailored to allow for approximations in the context of multiscale problems, and
model order reduction techniques are available to reduced the computational demand
associated with parametric problems.
The focus of the present work are elliptic parametric multiscale problems, which in-
herit the computational challenges of both multiscale as well as parametric problems.
We present the localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS) for the efficient and
accurate approximation of such problems. To achieve this goal, the LRBMS combines
localization ideas from numerical multiscale methods with model reduction techniques
from reduced basis methods.
This work is organized as follows: in Chapter 1 we introduce the problem setup and
present existing approximation techniques. In particular, we discuss appropriate notions
of accuracy and efficiency. Chapter 2 covers the LRBMS and presents novel a posteriori
error estimation techniques, which are required for accurate and efficient approximations.
In Chapter 3 we present the software framework, which was utilized for the numerical
experiments presented in Chapter 4, which demonstrate the applicability of the LRBMS.
This work builds on previously published work: parts of Chapter 2 have been published
in [OS2014, OS2015], parts of Section 4.1 have been publish in [AHKO2012], parts of
Section 4.2.1 have been published in [AO2013], parts of Sections 4.2.4 and 4.4 have been
published in [OS2015], and parts of Section 4.3 have been published in [MRS2015].
xvii

1 Elliptic parametric multiscale problems
This chapter introduces elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) and numerical ap-
proximation techniques. In particular, we consider the accuracy and efficiency of ap-
proximations in the context of multiscale problems and parametric problems. To set the
stage, we consider the example of immiscible two-phase flow in porous media.
Immiscible two-phase flow in porous media We consider two-phase immiscible flow in
a porous medium, which is of interest for instance in the context of oil production, ground
water pollution or CO2 sequestration; we mainly follow the notation of [CHM2006]. Let
Ω denote a porous medium with porosity ϕ, κ the absolute permeability tensor, g the
gravitational acceleration, z the depth and let ρα denote the density, qα the mass flow,
να the viscosity and κrα the relative permeability of the wetting phase (α = w) and the
non-wetting phase (α = n). We are looking for wetting and non-wetting pressures pα,
Darcy velocities uα and saturations sα, for α = w, n, to fulfill mass conservation and
Darcy’s law within each fluid phase,
∂(ϕραsα)
∂t
= −∇·(ραuα) + qα and uα = −κrα
να
κ(∇pα − ραg∇z),
respectively and the capillary pressure relation (for a given capillary pressure pc),
pc(sw) = pn − pw, together with 1 = sw + sn,
modeling that the two fluids together fill the void completely. There exists a unique
solution to the above equations together with appropriate boundary and initial condi-
tions for incompressible fluids (see [Che2001, Che2002]). It is convenient to consider the
global pressure formulation of the above equations, for simplicity under the assumption
of constant densities (originating from [Ant1972, CJ1986]). For α = w, n, we define the
phase mobilities λα := κrαν
−1
α , the total mobility λ := λw+λn, the fractional flow func-
tions fα := λαλ
−1 and the total velocity u := uw+un. With s := sw we define the global
pressure p := pn+
∫
pc(s)
fw(p
−1
c (ξ)) dξ. The above six equations can be transformed into
the following three equations for p, u and s:
−∇·(λκ∇p) = (ρwfw + ρnfn)g∇z − ∂ϕ∂t + qwρw +
qn
ρn
(1.0.1a)
u = −λκ(∇p− (ρwfw + ρnfn)g∇z) (1.0.1b)
ϕ∂s∂t + S
∂ϕ
∂t +∇·
(
λnκfw
dpc
ds ∇s
)
= ∇·(λnκfw((ρn − ρw)g∇z)− fwu)+ pwρw (1.0.1c)
A popular method for the time discretization of the above equations is the implicit
pressure, explicit saturation (IMPES) scheme, first introduced by [SZC1959, SG1961].
1
1 Elliptic parametric multiscale problems
Using IMPES, Equations 1.0.1 are decoupled by implicitely solving for the pressure
(1.0.1a) and computing the velocity (1.0.1b) in each time step, using quantities from
the previous time step, and an explicit solve for the saturation (1.0.1c) afterwards.
Considering the whole simulation process, the pressure equation (1.0.1a) has to be solved
in each time step, which is responsible for most of the computational effort.
The permeability field in (1.0.1a) can be highly heterogeneous and rapidly varying
on small spatial scales, while the computational domain may be very large (see the
experiments in chapter 4). Thus, (1.0.1a) can be interpreted as a multiscale problem.
On the other hand, since a different saturation enters in the total mobility λ in each
time step, we can also view (1.0.1a) as a parametric problem, with a parameter dependent
data function λ.
The present work deals exclusively with approximations of such elliptic problems.
Accordingly, this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we introduce the gen-
eral definition of an elliptic problem and discuss grid-based numerical approximation
techniques based on Finite Element methods. We establish the notion of accuracy and
efficiency, where the former is associated with error control and the latter is associated
with adaptive methods based on reliable and localizable a posteriori error estimates.
We present multiscale problems, which are associated with highly oscillating or hetero-
geneous data functions, in Section 1.2. Though particularly challenging to approximate,
such problems arise in almost all areas of natural sciences. We give a brief overview
of numerical methods which are specifically tailored to multiscale problems in Section
1.2.2 and discuss the extend, to which accuracy and efficiency can be obtained for such
problems.
In Section 1.3, we consider elliptic problems which are parameterized by a low-
dimensional input vector and discuss the applicability of model reduction techniques.
Model order reduction allows for an increased efficiency in many circumstances, though
at the price of giving up full control over accuracy. As a particular model reduction
strategy, we present reduced basis (RB) methods.
Finally, a definition of elliptic parametric multiscale problems is given in Section 1.4.
The numerical approximation of such problems is particularly interesting, since the com-
putational demand of straightforward attempts easily exceeds available resources. We
give a brief presentation of the localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS), which
is covered in detail in Chapters 2 and 4, for the efficient and accurate approximation of
parametric multiscale problems (such as Equation 1.0.1a in the context of IMPES).
1.1 Elliptic problems and grid-based approximations
Let Ω ⊂ Rd, for d = 1, 2, 3, be a bounded connected domain with Lipschitz boundary, let
H1(Ω) denote the Sobolev space of weakly differentiable functions over Ω and H10 (Ω) ⊂
H1(Ω) its elements that vanish on the boundary of Ω in the sense of traces.
2
1.1 Elliptic problems and grid-based approximations
1.1.1 Elliptic problems
We consider a linear functional l : H1(Ω)→ R and a bilinear form b : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R
with the following properties: we require l to be continuous, that is |l(q)|/||q||H1(Ω) <∞
for all q ∈ H1(Ω), and we require b to be elliptic, i.e., to be continuous and coercive over
H10 (Ω), that is
|b(p, q)| ≤ Cb ||p||H1(Ω) ||q||H1(Ω) for all p, q ∈ H1(Ω) and (1.1.1)
cb ||q||2H10 (Ω) ≤ |b(q, q)| for all q ∈ H
1
0 (Ω), (1.1.2)
respectively, with positive constants cb > 0 and Cb ≥ cb. Owing to the Lax-Milgram
Lemma there exists a unique solution of the following elliptic problem, presuming the
above requirements (see, for instance [Cia1978, Theorem 1.3.1]).
Definition 1.1.1 (Elliptic problem). Given b and l as defined above, find p ∈ H10 (Ω),
such that
b(p, q) = l(q) for all q ∈ H10 (Ω).
The stationary heat equation may serve as a model problem.
Example 1.1.2 (Stationary heat equation). Let f ∈ L2(Ω) be bounded, let λ ∈ L∞(Ω) be
strictly positive and let κ ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d×d be symmetric and positive definite, such that λκ ∈
[L∞(Ω)]d×d. Here, the product λκ models the thermal conductivity of a medium that is
cooled at the boundary and f models a collection of heat sinks and sources. We are looking
for a temperature distribution p ∈ H10 (Ω) in its equilibrium, such that −∇· (λκ∇p) = f
in a weak sense in H10 (Ω).
The stationary heat equation results from considering conservation laws involving the
heat flux u := −λκ∇p (which will be an important quantity in the context of flow
problems and error estimation further below). We can see that the above example is an
elliptic problem by setting
b(p, q) :=
∫
Ω
(
λκ∇p) ·∇q dx and l(q) := ∫
Ω
fq dx, (1.1.3)
respectively. The continuity of both l and b and the coercivity of b follow from the
properties of f , λ and κ.
For arbitrary domains and data functions, we cannot solve Problem 1.1.1 directly and
therefore need to rely on efficient and accurate approximations of such problems (we
shall detail the precise meaning of “accurate” and “efficient” further below). There exist
many techniques to obtain approximate solutions, such as wavelet methods [Urb2009],
spectral methods [GO1977], radial basis functions [Buh2000], or other grid-free methods.
In this work, we consider grid-based discretizations, such as Finite Volume (FV) and
continuous or discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approximations.
3
1 Elliptic parametric multiscale problems
1.1.2 Grid-based numerical approximations with Finite Element methods
Generally speaking, we consider Finite Element methods (FEM), which are widely used
and thoroughly studied in engineering as well as academic contexts (see for instance the
classical work [Cia1978]). Any such discretization is based on a partition of the compu-
tational domain by a grid τh into a finite number of non-overlapping elements t ⊂ Ω of
simple shape, such that ∪t∈τht = Ω, and an approximation of the infinite-dimensional
space H1(Ω) by a finite-dimensional (sub-)space Qkh(τh) of some local polynomial order
k ∈ N.1 In addition, a discretization provides approximations of the bilinear form b
and the linear functional l, denoted by bh and lh, respectively (which often consist of
replacing integrals by numerical quadratures). If carefully constructed, these discrete
counterparts inherit the properties of b and l and, as a result, there also exists a unique
solution to the following discrete problem.
Definition 1.1.3 (Discrete elliptic problem). Given Qkh(τh), bh and lh by a suitable
discretization, find ph ∈ Qkh(τh), such that
bh(ph, qh) = lh(qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh).
We call an approximation accurate, iff, for a prescribed tolerance ∆ > 0,
||p− ph||∗ ≤ ∆ (1.1.4)
in a suitable norm ||·||∗; this will often be the L2(Ω)- or the H1(Ω)-(semi-)norm, or the
norm induced by the bilinear form b. On the other hand, we call an approximation
efficient, iff the computational cost of accurately computing ph is optimal (which may
depend on the circumstances or posed requirements, see further below). We know from
a priori theory that FE methods have the potential to be accurate in the sense that the
discretization error arising in (1.1.4) is bounded as in
||p− ph||L2(Ω) ≲ hk+1 or ||p− ph||H1(Ω) ≲ hk, (1.1.5)
respectively, for a discretization of order k (under mild assumptions on the regularity of
p and the grid, compare [Cia1978, Chapters 2 and 3, in particular Theorems 2.4.1, 3.2.2
and 3.2.4]). Here, h denotes a typical width of an element of τh (see also Section 2.1)
and ≲ denotes a relationship defined as a ≲ b :⇔ a ≤ C b with a constant C > 0. The
a priori estimate (1.1.5) justifies the use of FE methods in general. However, while it
ensures that any prescribed accuracy can be reached in theory, it does not tell us how to
choose τh (and thus Q
k
h(τh), bh and lh) to reach a desired accuracy in practice. We could,
for instance, construct an algorithm that uniformly refines the grid τh and iteratively
computes approximate solutions associated with each refinement. But we would have no
1We call the discretization a conforming one, if Qkh(τh) ⊂ H1(Ω), else a non-conforming one (compare
Section 3.1.1.1). For ease of notation we presume a conforming discretization throughout this chapter.
This allows us, for instance, to compare the approximate with the true solution, as in (1.1.4), in a
meaningful way. We also restrict ourselves to approximation spaces with uniform local polynomial
degree k, in contrast to locally varying polynomial degree.
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rigorous means to decide when to stop the algorithm and, more importantly, no means to
assess the quality of the computed approximations. In general, no a priori2 information
can guide the construction of an accurate discretization, let alone an efficient one.
This is the domain of a posteriori3 analysis (for an overview see [Ver1996, Ver2013]).
If successfully applied, it yields an estimate on the discretization error,
||p− ph||∗ ≤ ηh(ph),
for an already computed approximation ph ∈ Qkh(τh). Given such an a posteriori error
estimate ηh we can assess the quality of the computed approximation without knowledge
of the true solution p. Therefore, we could enhance the above mentioned algorithm
by computing such an estimate in each iteration of the algorithm and to derive an
appropriate stopping criterion: namely, to stop the algorithm, once ηh(ph) ≤ ∆. Such
an algorithm would therefore yield an accurate approximation in the sense of (1.1.4) for
any prescribed tolerance (we refer to [Ver1996, Ver2013] for an overview). Most likely,
however, the computational cost of computing this accurate approximation would not
be optimal (and the discretization thus not efficient), in the sense that the uniformly
refined grid would be too fine in parts of the domain.
Adaptive Finite Element methods (AFEM) try to minimize the computational cost of
the approximation by refining only relevant parts of the grid, for instance those parts
that are associated with the largest estimated error.4 To identify these parts of the
grid they utilize localized a posteriori error estimates, which are composed of local error
indicators ηth for each grid element t ∈ τh, such that
ηh(ph)
2 ≲
∑
t∈τh
ηth(ph)
2. (1.1.6)
There exist many classes of problems where such an iterative and adaptive solve →
estimate → mark → refine procedure was shown to produce a series of approximations
that converge to the desired solution. In particular, such an adaptive algorithm produces
an accurate approximation for any prescribed tolerance in finite time. We refer to
[BV1984], where first results for one space dimension were established, to [Doe1996],
where the well-known Do¨rfler -marking strategy was proposed, and to [MNS2002], where
a refinement strategy was proposed which removes the need for any a priori knowledge
or user input.
If the a posteriori estimate serves additionally as a lower bound,
ηh(ph) ≲ ||p− ph||∗ ≤ ηh(ph), (1.1.7)
2“a priori” as in: before computing the approximation.
3“a posteriori” as in: after computing the approximation.
4As we do not consider approximation spaces with varying local polynomial degree, we only discuss
the h-adaptive FEM. A similar notion of adaptivity is realized by locally adapting the polynomial
degree of the approximation space (p-adaptive FEM [BSK1981]), or both the local polynomial degree
and the grid (hp-adaptive FEM [BD1981]). For an overview we refer to [Ngu2010] and the references
therein.
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it induces a norm equivalent to ||·||∗. Such reliable estimates can be used to ensure that
the computational cost of an adaptive algorithm is optimal (for instance by an additional
adaptive coarsening of the grid, as proposed in [BDD2004]).
To conclude, adaptive FE discretizations based on reliable and localizable a posteriori
error estimates are the de-facto standard to accurately and efficiently compute approxi-
mations of Problem 1.1.1 for arbitrary domains and data functions (at least within the
classes of approximation algorithms considered here).
To summarize: we introduced elliptic problems and briefly mentioned grid-based ap-
proximation techniques (which are covered in detail in Section 3.1.1.1). We established
the notion of accuracy, as full control over the approximation error for any prescribed
tolerance, and the notion of efficiency, which is related to the computational cost of
computing such accurate approximations. As a key ingredient for either concept, we
briefly introduced a posteriori error estimation techniques, yielding reliable and localiz-
able estimates on the discretization error. Such estimates ηh are employed to steer fully
adaptive algorithms, yielding accurate as well as efficient approximations.
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1.2 Multiscale problems and numerical multiscale methods
The numerical treatment of elliptic problems, such as Problem 1.1.1, becomes increas-
ingly difficult with the increasing complexity of the data functions involved. This is for
instance the case, if the data functions exhibit a high contrast or vary on several spatial
scales: on a coarse scale associated with |Ω| = O(1) and on a fine scale associated with
a multiscale parameter 0 < ε≪ |Ω|.
1.2.1 Elliptic multiscale problems
In order to give a more rigorous description, we revisit the a priori results on the ap-
proximation quality of grid-based discretizations. In particular, we study the role of the
data functions in the hidden constant in (1.1.5), where we stated the following a priori
bound on the discretization error:
||p− ph||H1(Ω) ≤ C hk. (1.2.1)
To investigate the effect of the data functions on the constant C > 0 in the above
bound let us recall that we obtain the bound by first using Ce´a’s Lemma [Cia1978,
Theorem 2.4.1], which bounds the discretization error (on the left hand side) by the
best-approximation error of the Finite Element space,
||p− ph||H1(Ω) ≤ Cb/cb inf
qh∈Qkh(τh)
||p− qh||H1(Ω), (1.2.2)
where cb and Cb denote the coercivity and continuity constants of the bilinear form b
(Equations 1.1.1 and 1.1.2). We further estimate the approximation error by employing
local interpolation properties of the Finite Element space Qkh(τh), yielding local bounds
of the right hand side in Equation 1.2.2 (under mild assumptions on the data functions,
the grid and the regularity of the solution, see [Cia1978, Chapter 3, in particular Sections
3.1 and 3.2]), ultimately yielding
||p− ph||H1(Ω) ≲ Cb/cb |p|Hk+1(Ω) hk, (1.2.3)
with the relationship ≲ from the previous section. We obtain the desired result (1.2.1)
since p is bounded (compare the proof of the Lax-Milgram Lemma [Cia1978, Theorem
1.3.1]).
As long as the bilinear form b and the linear functional l (and their discrete coun-
terparts) fulfill the requirements stated in the previous section, the above analysis is
valid and states the potential accuracy of Finite Element approximations (compare the
discussion in the previous section). From (1.2.3) we know that we can reach any pre-
scribed accuracy if h is chosen small enough, since the constants Cb/cb and |p|Hk+1(Ω)
do not depend on h. They do, however, depend on the data functions that constitute
the elliptic problem and we highlight two scenarios where this might be problematic in
practical computations:
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(i) Given a bilinear form b as in (1.1.3), we can think of the coercivity and continuity
constants cb and Cb as the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the inducing
data functions, λκ. If these data functions exhibit a high contrast (compare the
Spe10 data functions in Chapter 4), namely if Cb is of order |Ω| = O(1), while cb
is of order ε > 0, for a very small ε ≪ |Ω|, we actually have Cb/cb = O(ε−1) in
(1.2.3).
(ii) There also exist many scenarios where the data functions exhibit strong oscilla-
tions on a fine scale 0 < ε ≪ |Ω| and the corresponding solution p shows similar
oscillations (think of sin(x/ε)). Consequently, the derivatives of p are of order ε−l
for some l ≥ 1, and we have |p|Hk+1(Ω) = O(ε−l) in (1.2.3).
Neither of the above situations is troublesome in theory and does not impact the
existence and uniqueness of the solution p. They do, however, impact the feasibility
of grid-based approximation techniques, as we obtain the following estimate on the
discretization error (in the presence of multiscale phenomena) from (1.2.3):
||p− ph||H1(Ω) ≲
hk
εl
!
< ∆, (1.2.4)
for some l ≥ 1 (a similar result holds for other norms). We have to interpret this result
in the following way:
In the context of multiscale phenomena, grid-based approximations can only be
accurate (in the sense of Section 1.1) if the grid is fine enough, h < O(ε).
We are now in the position to define elliptic multiscale problems.
Definition 1.2.1 (Elliptic multiscale problem). With the notation from Definition 1.1.1,
let l be continuous and let ε > 0 denote a multiscale parameter, such that ε ≪ |Ω|. Let
further bε : H
1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R denote an elliptic bilinear form in the sense of (1.1.1)
and (1.1.2). We call the problem of finding pε ∈ H10 (Ω), such that
bε(pε, q) = l(q) for all q ∈ H10 (Ω), (1.2.5)
an elliptic multiscale problem, if bε exhibits high contrast or strong oscillations (in the
sense of (i) and (ii) above).
The numerical approximation of Problem 1.2.1 is a computationally challenging task.
In particular, it is not clear whether the notions of accuracy and efficiency established
in Section 1.1 are suitable for the assessment of approximations of multiscale problems.
While (1.2.4) states that traditional grid-based discretization methods can be accurate
(in the sense that the discretization error can be controlled up to any prescribed tolerance
∆ by decreasing h), it also states that the grid is therefore required to resolve all features
associated with the fine scale ε.
Since the multiscale Problem 1.2.1 is an elliptic problem in the sense of Definition
1.1.1, one can apply traditional (adaptive) Finite Element methods. However, the level
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of accuracy that can possible be obtained is bounded by the available computing power.
While this is also true for smooth elliptic problems, it is particularly troublesome in the
context of multiscale problems, as detailed above (recall that the size of the approxima-
tion space scales with the size of the grid, which in turn is proportional to ε−l).
Remark 1.2.2 (Efficiency of traditional (A)FE methods). A typical implementation
of a Finite Element method (compare Section 3.1.1.1) requires O(N) operations in
order to assemble a linear system to solve the discrete elliptic Problem 1.1.3, with
N := dimQkh(τh). Similarly, the requirements on the system’s memory scale with N .
Solving the resulting linear system requires O(N2) operations using standard iterative
solvers.
For the remainder of this section, we present several techniques for the approximation
of such computationally challenging problems, and discuss their accuracy and efficiency.
We first mention two classical approaches, which are not necessarily related to multi-
scale problems: domain decomposition and multi-grid methods. Both rely on at least
two partitions of the computational domain: a fine grid τh that accurately resolves all
features of the PDE (as discussed above) and a coarse grid TH , such that |TH | ≪ |τh|.
Often, the two grids are nested partitions of Ω and one refers to the elements T ∈ TH of
the coarse grid as subdomains (compare Section 2.1).
The idea of domain decomposition methods (DD) is to split the computational domain
into several subdomains T ∈ TH and to consider the elliptic Problem 1.1.1 on each subdo-
main separately. These local problems are then independently discretized with local fine
grids τTh covering the subdomain T (possibly including overlap) and local approximation
spaces Qkh(τ
T
h ), with N
T := dimQkh(τ
T
h ). To obtain the solution of the original problem,
these local problems are iteratively solved and coupled by using the neighboring solution
as boundary values (we refer to [QV1999, TW2005] for an overview). While DD meth-
ods still require O(∑T∈TH NT ) ≈ O(N) operations to assemble the problem (and the
memory requirements also scale with N), they only require O(∑T∈TH NT 2) operations
to solve the problem (since one solves a number of local systems instead of one global
system). In addition, the local systems can be assembled and solved in parallel (to a
certain degree).
Multi-grid methods, on the other hand, rely on the observation that the error associ-
ated with the fine grid τh (for instance during an iterative solving procedure) behaves
much smoother on a coarser grid TH . Using restriction and prolongation operators with
respect to the two grids and smoothing operators, it is possible to greatly speed up the
iterative solution process. There exist many variants of multi-grid methods, in partic-
ular algebraic multi-grid (AMG) methods (we refer to [Wes1992] and [Sha2003] for an
overview). Such AMG methods construct the aforementioned operators solely based on
algebraic information assembled with respect to τh without actually requiring a coarse
grid TH . While the memory requirements of multi-grid or AMG methods still scale with
N and while they also require O(N) operations to assemble the problem, they are ca-
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pable of solving the problem in O(N l) operations, for 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 (where l = 1 is usually
only obtained for non-algebraic multi-grid methods).
Remark 1.2.3 (Improved efficiency). Both domain decomposition and multi-grid meth-
ods are well-established and powerful means to reduced the computational cost of solving
the discrete problem. However, even in the best of circumstances, the associated compu-
tational cost still scales linearly with the size of the approximation space, N .
To conclude, the size of the approximation spaces (and thus the computational de-
mands) of traditional FE methods (with or without DD or AMG methods) scales with
N ≈ ε−l for some l ≥ 1, which poses severe restrictions on the usefulness of these meth-
ods in the context of multiscale phenomena. The computational cost of approximating
elliptic multiscale problems arbitrarily accurate (i.e., for arbitrary small ∆ ≈ ε) thus
easily exceeds available computing resources, despite the ever-growing power of state-of-
the-art super-computers. As a consequence, the minimum possible accuracy is bounded
by the available computational power.
Luckily, many multiscale problems exhibit a separation of scales and the solution of
such problems can be written as an asymptotic expansion
pε(x) = p0(x) + εp1(x, x/ε) + . . . , (1.2.6)
where the leading term p0 represents the coarse (or average) behavior of the solution
and p1 represents fine-scale features of the solution. In many applications, it is not
required to have explicit knowledge about the full multiscale solution but one is rather
interested in its coarse behavior p0. It would thus be sufficient to have access to a coarse
approximation pH of p0, associated with a coarse grid TH of moderate size |TH | ≪ |τh|,
such that
||p0 − pH ||∗ ≲ H,
in some suitable norm, where H > 0 denotes the width of a typical element of TH .
Equivalently speaking: one is satisfied to reach a coarse accuracy ∆ ≈ H.
It is, however, particularly troublesome in the context of multiscale problems, that the
straightforward approach of computing such a coarse approximation by merely using a
coarser grid, cannot succeed (as it is well known that standard approximation techniques
on coarse grids do not lead to an appropriate coarse approximation of the solution,
compare [Ohl2005, Section 6.1]).
For some classes of multiscale problems, homogenization theory provides a means to
study rapidly oscillating PDEs and their convergence behavior for ε→ 0, for instance by
means of Γ-convergence [Gio1975, Gio1983], G-convergence [Spa1968], H-convergence
[Tar1976, MT1997], by the energy method of Tartar [Tar1976], or by two-scale conver-
gence [All1992, Ngu1989]; for an overview we refer to [Hor1997]. If the multiscale nature
of the PDE allows for it, it is even possible to obtain an explicit form of the homogenized
coarse scale equation for p0, which is independent of ε and can thus be approximated
with a computational cost which is also independent of ε. This can for instance be the
case if the multiscale nature is periodic or stochastic.
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For the more general case, an ever-growing class of numerical multiscale methods has
emerged over the past decades,
to compute a coarse approximation of the solution of elliptic multiscale
problems as efficiently as possible.
A discussion of these methods is the focus of the remainder of this section.
1.2.2 Numerical multiscale methods
The idea of numerical multiscale methods is to make use of a possible separation of
scales in the underlying problem to approximate p0 (and sometimes also p1 in view of
Equation 1.2.6) in circumstances where an explicit form of a coarse equation for p0 is not
given. For many of these methods, convergence and a priori estimates can be given for
periodic or stochastic problems, while numerical evidence of their successful application
is available for the more general case. Some of these methods can be cast into a unified
framework, a brief presentation of which is given (in the discrete setting), based on
[Mal2011, HO2012, Ohl2012, HOS2014].
Given a fine and a coarse grid, τh and TH , and an approximation space Qkh(τh) as
above, the two scales of the underlying problem are reflected in a possible decomposition
of the approximation space into a coarse and a fine space, Qkh(τh) = Q
c
H(TH)⊕Qfh(τh),
associated with the two grids. The coarse spaceQcH(TH) ⊂ Qkh(τh) is supposed to capture
the coarse behavior of the solution with few Degrees of Freedom, dimQcH(TH) = O(|TH |),
while the fine space Qfh(τh) ⊂ Qkh(τh) arises as the kernel of a coarse projection operator
ΠH : Q
k
h(τh)→ QcH(TH).
Consequently, we can decompose each function ph ∈ Qkh(τh) into a coarse part pH ∈
QcH(TH) and its fine-scale correction pfh ∈ Qfh(τh): ph = pH + pfh. We associate this
decomposition with a correction operator Q : QcH(TH) → Qfh(τh) and a reconstruction
operator R : QcH(TH) → Qkh(τh). Given a coarse function pH ∈ QcH(TH), the first
computes the fine scale correction pfh = Q(pH), while the latter reconstructs the full
multiscale function ph = R(pH) = pH +Q(pH).
Inserting this decomposition into (1.2.5) yields a coupled problem for pH ∈ QH(TH),
such that
bε(R(pH), qH) = l(qH) for all qH ∈ QH(TH), (1.2.7a)
bε(Q(pH), qfh) = l(qfh) for all qfh ∈ Qfh(τh). (1.2.7b)
It is coupled through the reconstruction operator R, which in turn is determined by
the correction operator Q. However, problem (1.2.7) can be decoupled by a careful
choice of the correction operator (usually by means of localization) to actually obtain a
low-dimensional problem for the coarse approximation pH .
Several numerical multiscale methods can be derived from the above framework by
specifying the coarse projection operator, the reconstruction and the correction operator.
We briefly discuss the most common methods but refer to [Mal2011, HO2012, Ohl2012,
HOS2014] for a detailed discussion, in particular regarding the unified framework above.
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We mention two approaches that allow to obtain a coarse approximation pH with a
computational complexity independent of ε under certain circumstances. The first is the
variational multiscale method (VMM), which was proposed in [Hug1995, HFMQ1998].
The VMM was the first method to be based on the abstract splitting of the approx-
imation spaces into coarse and fine contributions, as mentioned above. The space of
fine contributions is determined analytically by means of bubble or Greens functions to
decouple (1.2.7).
Second, the two-scale Finite Element method for homogenization problems presented
by [MS2002, SM2002] is based on a two-scale formulation of the problem and yields an
ε-independent computational scheme for the approximation of pH , if the solution of the
problem exhibits a certain two-scale regularity.
In addition, there exist several numerical multiscale methods which aim at dealing with
more general situations, however at the price of involving ε-dependent computations.
They are based on the idea to construct the coarse approximation space by solutions of
local problems (associated with the elements of the coarse grid) posed on the fine grid.
Since artificial boundary conditions have to be provided for these local problems, they
are often posed and solved on slightly larger domains (often called “oversampling” or
“overlap”) and restricted afterwards to minimize the effects of the boundary conditions.
In this spirit, an adaptive variant of the VMM was proposed by means of energy-based
a posteriori error estimates [LM2007, LM2009] and duality-based estimates [LM2005,
LM2009a]. Similarly, a fully adaptive variant based on a discontinuous Galerkin formu-
lation was proposed [EGMP2013] and complemented with a posterior error estimates
[EGM2013].
In case of the multiscale Finite Element Method (MsFEM), the coarse space QH(TH)
is spanned by globally continuous shape functions obtained by solving local fine-scale
problems. The MsFEM was first introduced in [HW1997], applied to the linear ellip-
tic [HW1997, HWC1999, EH2009] as well as the nonlinear elliptic [EHG2004] setting,
to two-phase flow in porous media [EH2007], stochastic porous media flow [AE2008]
and uncertainty quantification [DEH2008]. There exist several variants of the MsFEM
with and without overlap, and we refer to [HP2013] for an overview. Convergence of
the MsFEM in the general homogenization setting was shown in [EP2003, EP2004,
EP2005, Hen2012, SV2011] and a priori estimates in periodic or stochastic scenarios
were established in [HW1997, HWC1999, EHW2000, EHG2004, CS2008]. Recently, also
a posteriori estimates were established in [HOS2014] which allow to adaptively control
the resolution of the fine and coarse grids as well as the size of the overlap.
Finally, themultiscale Finite Volume method (MSFV) is based on a piecewise constant
non-conforming approximation space Q0h(τh). It was introduced in [JLT2003, JLT2004,
JLT2006] and successfully applied to flow in porous media [HBHJ2008, HJ2009] with a
focus on a physically meaningful reconstruction of the flux u mentioned in the previous
section (see also [ALKK2009, NB2008] for an overview). An adaptive iterative variant
was proposed in [HJ2011].
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Remark 1.2.4 (Efficiency of multiscale methods). Numerical multiscale methods such as
the adaptive VMM, the MsFEM and the adaptive MSFV yield low-dimensional problems
for the approximation of the coarse solution behavior, with little to no structural assump-
tions on the multiscale nature of the problem. However, these methods assume that the
fine scale ε can be resolved by a fine grid τh and the assembly of the low-dimensional
problem still requires O(N) computations.
It is not clear whether these multiscale methods are more efficient (regarding their
computational complexity) then the classical approaches discussed above (such as DD
or AMG methods), if applied to a single multiscale problem. In addition, the localization
which is required for the decoupling of (1.2.7) requires the coarse grid to resolve certain
features of the PDE, further limiting the usefulness of these methods (for instance in
the presence of global conductivity channels, see [AEJ2008]). We mention two methods
which each overcomes one these limitations.
As an extension of the adaptive VMM, a new multiscale method based on localized
orthogonal decomposition techniques (LOD) was introduced in [MP2014]. The idea of the
LOD is to construct a coarse approximation space QH(TH) with very high approximation
qualities (with respect to both scales), based on a Clement-type quasi-interpolation
operator. The method was extended to multiscale boundary conditions in [HM2014]
and to the semi-linear setting in [HMP2014]. While the LOD also requires computations
on a fine grid τh, it does not make any structural assumptions on the multiscale nature of
the problem and is at the same time capable of dealing with high-conductivity channels
connecting domain boundaries.
Lastly we mention the heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM), which was originally
proposed in [EE2003, EE2003a, EE2005] including a priori analysis. While the HMM
can be cast into the abstract framework presented above, it fundamentally differs from
other methods regarding its computational requirements. Within the framework of the
HMM, one also solves a low-dimensional problem for the coarse behavior of the solution.
However, whenever the evaluation of a multiscale data function in a quadrature point
on the coarse grid is required, a local fine grid is constructed around the quadrature
point and a local fine-scale problem is solved to determine the effective value of the data
function. The HMM was shown to correspond to a direct approximation of the two-
scale homogenized problem in the classical homogenization setting by [Ohl2005]. First
a posteriori error estimates were derived in [Ohl2005] based on this identification and
later on complemented by [HO2009, HO2010, AN2009, AN2011]. While the HMM also
requires fine-grid computations, it does so only in a small area proportional to ε.
To conclude, the HMM is the only numerical multiscale method which approximates
the coarse behavior of a multiscale solution with a computational complexity independent
of ε (to the best of our knowledge).
To summarize: we introduced a specific class of elliptic problems, which arise in the
context of highly oscillating or heterogeneous data functions and discussed the limitations
of traditional approximation techniques in this context. In particular, we discussed the
impact of limited available computing power on the level of accuracy which can be
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obtained. We presented problems which exhibit scale separation and thus allow for an
approximation of the coarse solution behavior with a computational complexity that
does not depend on the multiscale features, and discussed homogenization techniques as
well as numerical multiscale methods, which can allow for such a coarse approximation
in an efficient manner.
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1.3 Parametric problems and model order reduction
Consider elliptic problems, where all data functions and the domain involved may depend
on a parameter vector µ ∈ Rρ, for some ρ ∈ N. In this scenario, we are not interested in
a single solution, but in many solutions associated with a set of admissible parameters
P ⊆ Rρ (called the parameter space).
1.3.1 Elliptic parametric problems
For convenience, we consider a common space for all solutions to all parameters and
presume that parametric domains are transformed to a reference domain and that an ac-
cording geometry transformation is encoded in the bilinear form (compare [MMPR2001,
Dro2009, DHO2009]). For simplicity, we do not consider a parameter dependent right
hand side or parametric boundary values and refer to [PR2006] for the treatment of such
problems. Hence, we consider a nonparametric linear functional l as in Section 1.1 and
a parametric bilinear form b : P → [H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R], such that for all parameters
µ ∈ P the resulting nonparametric bilinear form b(·, ·;µ) : H1(Ω) × H1(Ω) → R is
continuous and coercive in the sense of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). Thus, there exists a unique
solution of the following problem for each µ ∈ P.
Definition 1.3.1 (Elliptic parametric problem). Given P and b as defined above and l
as defined in Section 1.1, find p(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) for µ ∈ P, such that
b
(
p(µ), q;µ) = l(q) for all q ∈ H10 (Ω). (1.3.1)
An example for a parametric problem is, for instance, given by a parametric variant
of Example 1.1.2, where the thermal conductivity is locally controlled by a parameter
component.
Example 1.3.2 (Thermal block problem). Let Ω be partitioned into Ξ ∈ N non-
overlapping subdomains Ωξ ⊂ Ω, such that ∪Ξ−1ξ=0 Ωξ = Ω. Let f and κ be as in Ex-
ample 1.1.2 and let λ be given piecewise constant in each subdomain: λ : P → L∞(Ω),
µ ↦→ λ(·;µ), with λ(x;µ) := µξ if x ∈ Ωξ and λ(x;µ) := 0 else, for 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ. For
µ ∈ P := {µ ∈ RΞ | 0 < µmin ≤ µ ≤ µmax}, for some fixed µmin,µmax ∈ RΞ , find
p(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω), such that −∇·
(
λ(µ)κ∇p(µ)) = f in the weak sense in H10 (Ω).
In this example, each parameter µ ∈ P corresponds to a specific thermal conductivity
λ(µ)κ and yields a nonparametric elliptic problem as in Example 1.1.2. We can see that
this example is an elliptic parametric problem by setting
b(p, q;µ) :=
∫
Ω
(
λκ∇p(µ)) ·∇q dx (1.3.2)
in Problem 1.3.1. The continuity and coercivity of b for any µ ∈ P follow from the
properties of λ.
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We are interested in accurate and efficient approximations of elliptic parametric prob-
lems, such as the thermal block problem, for many parameters. To be more precise:
given the input/output map
IO : P → H10 (Ω), µ ↦→ p(µ), where p(µ) is the solution of (1.3.1), (1.3.3)
we are interested in an efficient evaluation of an accurate approximation of IO (since we
do not have direct access to the solutions p, compare Section 1.1).
To properly define a discrete input/output map IOh as an approximation of IO, we
need to carefully examine the possible range of such a map (as an approximation of
the range of IO, which is H10 (Ω)). Each approximation of a solution of Problem 1.3.1
for a single parameter µ ∈ P is in general associated with a different grid τh(µ) and a
corresponding approximation space Qkh
(
τh(µ)
)
of order k, which are required to ensure
the accuracy of that specific approximation (compare AFEM in Section 1.1). We thus
denote by Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
a common space for all approximations, where τh(P) is defined as
the coarsest grid, such that Qkh
(
τh(µ)
) ⊂ Qkh(τh(P)) for all µ ∈ P.
Remark 1.3.3. Though easily defined, the construction of Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
is not feasible in
practice. Apart from the computational challenge of constructing Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
for a large
number of parameters, it is usually the case that P is not finite.
Nevertheless, the common approximation space Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
is required for the defini-
tion of a suitable approximation of IO. Therefore, we presume that a suitable discretiza-
tion of Problem 1.3.1 is available, yielding discrete counterparts of b and l, denoted by
bh and lh, respectively (compare Section 1.1), such that there exists a unique solution of
the following problem for each µ ∈ P.
Definition 1.3.4 (Discrete elliptic parametric problem). Given Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
, bh and lh
by a suitable discretization, find ph(µ) ∈ Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
for µ ∈ P, such that
bh
(
ph(µ), qh;µ
)
= lh(qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
. (1.3.4)
With this discrete problem as an approximation of Problem 1.3.1, we define the dis-
crete input/output map
IOh : P → Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
, µ ↦→ ph(µ), where ph(µ) is the solution of (1.3.4),
as an approximation of IO in (1.3.3). By construction, the evaluation of IOh(µ) yields
an accurate approximation of the evaluation of IO(µ) for any parameter µ ∈ P (since
the approximation space Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
was chosen accordingly). Despite the infeasibility
of an actual construction of Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
(see Remark 1.3.3), we can formulate a practical
algorithm to evaluate IOh arbitrarily accurate (see Algorithm 1.3.5), in the sense that
for any prescribed tolerance ∆ > 0,
||IO(µ)− IOh(µ)||∗ ≤ ∆ for all µ ∈ Pint., (1.3.5)
in a suitable norm ||·||∗. Recall that since, IO(µ) = p(µ) and IOh(µ) = ph(µ), the above
difference corresponds to the discretization error from Section 1.1.
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We therefore collect all parameters for which we would like to evaluate IOh in a finite
set of parameters of interest, Pint. ⊂ P. Additionally, we presume we are given a reliable
and localizable a posteriori error estimate on the discretization error, as in Equations
1.1.7 and 1.1.6. By construction, the following algorithm yields accurate approximations
of IO in the sense of (1.3.5). If we consider each parameter µ ∈ Pint. separately, this
algorithm is also efficient in the sense of Section 1.1.
Algorithm 1.3.5 AFEM for elliptic parametric problems.
Input: Pint. ⊆ P, ∆ > 0, ηh
Output: ph(µ), for all µ ∈ Pint., such that ||p(µ)− ph(µ)||∗ ≤ ∆
for µ ∈ P do
Use adaptive Finite Element methods (compare Section 1.1) to construct a grid
τh(µ) and to compute an approximate solution ph(µ) ∈ Qkh
(
τh(µ)
)
, such
that ||p(µ)− ph(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh
(
ph(µ);µ
)
.
end for
There exist circumstances, however, where this notion of efficiency is not suitable. We
present two such scenarios in the context of parametric problems, following the overview
of [RHP2008].
In real-time contexts, one is interested in very quick evaluations of the input/output
map IOh, or rather in a quantity derived from its output (e.g., some functional
acting on the solution associated with a parameter). In order to achieve this near
real-time evaluation one is willing to spend a considerable amount of computing
power in advance. An example for such a scenario is the use of low-end devices
(such as tablet computers, smartphones or embedded devices) to quickly access
results in the context of decision making while extensive numerical simulations
have been prepared in advance, possibly on a high performance cluster.
In many-query contexts, one is interested in an evaluation of the input/output
map IOh (or a derived quantity) for a very large number of parameters, that is
overall less costly than Algorithm 1.3.5. An example for such a scenario is an
optimization or Monte-Carlo procedure (for instance in the context of uncertainty
quantification) which requires many subsequent solutions of Problem 1.3.4.
Both scenarios induce a different meaning of “efficiency”. In a real-time context one is
interested in online efficiency, namely to split the evaluation of IOh into a computa-
tionally expensive “offline” part and a computationally very cheap “online” part. In a
many-query context, on the other hand, one is interested in overall efficiency, namely to
evaluate IOh for a large number of parameters, with an overall computational cost that
is lower than the cost of the procedure in Algorithm 1.3.5. Both notions of efficiency are
the motivation for model order reduction (MOR).
The idea of model order reduction for parametric problems is to make use of some
regularity of the input/output map IOh (in other words: to exploit “opportunities”
[RHP2008, p. 230] encoded in Problem 1.3.4) in order to achieve either online or over-
all efficiency. There exists a large class of established model reduction approaches,
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for instance POD- or snapshot-based [Sir1987, BHL1993, WP2002, LV2014, HO2014]
and interpolation-based [GAB2008, AF2011, BBBG2011] approaches, and we refer to
[BBH+2015] for an overview.
1.3.2 Model order reduction with reduced basis methods
We consider model reduction by projection-based reduced basis (RB) methods, which
can be applied in real-time as well as many-query contexts and allow for an elegant
mathematical setting. RB methods were first introduced several decades ago [FM1971,
ASB1978, FR1983, Por1985] but have only gained the interest of a larger community
in the past 15 years. They have been applied to a large variety of problems and we
refer to [PR2006, QRM2011, RHP2008] for an overview. Beside the Lagrangian RB
ansatz which we consider, there also exist Taylor, Hermit or least-squares RB methods
(compare [Por1985, RHP2008]).
Consider the range of all possible solutions of Problem 1.3.4, or equivalently, the image
of IOh:
IOh(P) =
{
ph(µ) ∈ Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
, solution of (1.3.4)
⏐⏐µ ∈ P}. (1.3.6)
As we shall argue below, there exist many circumstances, where IOh(P) is of considerably
lower dimension than Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
. The idea of RB methods is to find a low-dimensional
reduced space Qred ⊂ Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
, which is a good approximation of IOh(P).
We postpone the question of how to find a “good” reduced space until Section 1.3.2.2
and continue with the definition of the reduced problem to establish the notation, which
is required for the discussion. For the time being, we can think of the reduced space as
being spanned by a reduced basis ϕred, which is composed of solutions of Problem 1.3.4
for selected parameters.
Presuming we are given a reduced space Qred ⊂ Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
, the reduced problem is
given by a Galerkin projection of Problem 1.3.4 onto the reduced space; existence and
uniqueness of solutions of the following problem follow directly from the existence and
uniqueness of solutions of Problem 1.3.4, since Qred is a subspace.
Definition 1.3.6 (Reduced elliptic parametric problem). Given a reduced space Qred ⊂
Qkh
(
τh(µ)
)
, we define the reduced bilinear form bred : Qred×Qred → R and reduced linear
functional lred : Qred → R by restrictions of their discrete counterparts,
bred := bh|Qred,Qred and lred := lh|Qred ,
respectively, with bh and lh from Definition 1.3.4. Find pred(µ) ∈ Qred for µ ∈ P, such
that
bred
(
pred(µ), qred;µ
)
= lred(qred) for all qred ∈ Qred. (1.3.7)
While the dimension of the original approximation space, N := dimQkh
(
τh(P)
)
), scales
with the size of the grid, the dimension of the reduced space, n := dimQred, only depends
on the parameterization of the problem and we can expect n≪ N (see Section 1.3.2.2).
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Thus, we can expect to solve the algebraic problem corresponding to (1.3.7) for any
µ ∈ P much quicker than the one corresponding to (1.3.4). However, we also need to be
able to assemble this algebraic problem for any µ ∈ P quickly, in order to achieve any
kind of online or overall efficiency.
1.3.2.1 Offline/online decomposition
This kind of efficiency can be achieved in the context of RB methods by precomputing
the restriction of bh and lh to the reduced space. This, in turn, is possible if the param-
eterization of Problem 1.3.1 allows for it, to be more precise: if all parameter dependent
quantities allow for an affine parameter decomposition.
Definition 1.3.7 (Affine parameter dependence). We call b : P → [H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R]
affinely decomposable with respect to P, iff there exist Ξ ∈ N nonparametric components
bξ : H
1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R and coefficients θξ : P → R, such that
b(p, q;µ) =
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ(p, q) for all p, q ∈ H1(Ω) and all µ ∈ P. (1.3.8)
The affine parameter dependence of the bilinear form usually follows from a similar
decomposition of the data functions, for instance, if b is given as in (1.3.2).
Example 1.3.8 (Affine decomposition of the Thermal Block problem). With the nota-
tion and assumptions from Example 1.3.2, we define λξ(x) := χΩξ(x) and θξ(µ) := µξ,
respectively, for all x ∈ Ω, all µ ∈ P and all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, where χω denotes the indicator
function for any ω ⊂ Ω. It then holds that λ(x;µ) =∑Ξ−1ξ=0 θξ(µ)λξ(x).
If such an affine decomposition of the data functions is not available, one can replace
the data functions by arbitrary close approximations using Empirical Interpolation, in-
troduced in [BMNP2004].
We also presume that the discrete bilinear form bh is affinely decomposable in the
sense of Definition 1.3.7 as well, with components bξ,h : Q
k
h
(
τh(µ)
) × Qkh(τh(µ)) → R,
such that:
bh(ph, qh;µ) =
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ,h(ph, qh) for all ph, qh ∈ Qkh(τh) and all µ ∈ P. (1.3.9)
For many problems, this decomposition is directly given by a discretization of the compo-
nents of b. If such a decomposition is not available, for instance in the context of nonlinear
PDEs, an efficient evaluation of the involved operators can still be achieved using Empir-
ical Operator Interpolation [Dro2012, DHO2012] (or equivalently the discrete Empirical
Interpolation method [CS2010]). These nonlinear model reduction techniques (some-
times also referred to as “hyper reduction” techniques) are an active field of research
but do not lie within the scope of this work; we refer to [Dro2012, CFCA2013, WSH2014].
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The affine decomposition of the discrete bilinear form is a crucial ingredient for an
efficient evaluation of the quantities involved in (1.3.7), since the reduced bilinear form
inherits this decomposition,
bred(pred, qred;µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ,red(pred, qred), for all pred, qred ∈ Qred and µ ∈ P.
with the coefficients from (1.3.9) and the reduced components bξ,red := bξ,h|Qred,Qred .
This affine decomposition of the reduced bilinear form allows for a decomposition of
the computational process into an offline and an online part, since the projection of the
high-dimensional components onto the reduced space can be precomputed.
We therefore denote the matrix and vector representation of bξ,h and lh with respect
to the basis of Qkh(τh) by bξ,h ∈ RN×N , for 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, and lh ∈ RN , respectively.5 Let
further Πred : Q
k
h
(
τh(µ)
) → Qred denote the L2-orthogonal projection onto Qred and
Πred ∈ Rn×N its matrix representation (each row of Πred corresponds to one element of
the reduced basis ϕred).
We then obtain the matrix representation of the reduced components bξ,red for all
0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, as well as the vector representation of lred, with respect to the reduced basis,
bξ,red := Πred bξ,h Πred
⊥ ∈ Rn×n and lred := lh Πred⊥ ∈ Rn, (1.3.10)
respectively.6 The algebraic problem corresponding to (1.3.7) then reads: find pred(µ) ∈
Rn for µ ∈ P, such that
bred(µ) pred(µ) = lred, with bred(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ,red ∈ Rn×n. (1.3.11)
Remark 1.3.9 (Offline/online decomposition). In the offline part of the computation,
given a reduced basis, we compute bξ,red and lred as in (1.3.10) with a computational com-
plexity of O(Ξn2N). The reduced basis can be obtained with a computational complexity
of O(N2) if spanned by high-dimensional solutions (compare the greedy algorithm 1.3.10
and Remark 1.2.2).
In the online part of the computation, we evaluate the Ξ scalar coefficients θξ and form
the linear combination of the reduced component matrices as in (1.3.11), with a com-
putational complexity of O(Ξn2). The reduced dense algebraic system can then be solve
with a computational complexity of O(n3) using a direct solver.
This offline/online decomposition of the computational process allows for online- as
well as overall efficient computations, since solving the sparse algebraic system corre-
sponding to the high-dimensional problem (1.3.4) requires O(N l) operations, for 1 ≤
l ≤ 2 (compare the discussion on multi-grid methods in Section 1.2).
5The same methodology can be applied to matrix-free operators and functionals as well.
6For a matrix A ∈ RN×M we denote its transposed by A⊥ ∈ RM×N .
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Since we assume that n is much smaller than N (say 100 compared to 106), solving
the reduced system is much quicker than solving the high-dimensional system, resulting
in online efficient computations. If additionally the computational demand of the offline
part is taken into account, overall efficiency can be obtained if a large enough number
of solutions are required.
1.3.2.2 Basis generation
The quality of the reduced space Qred has a big influence on the success of the model
reduction. It should be sufficiently rich to yield an accurate approximation of the image
of IOh (compare Equation 1.3.6). On the other hand, it should be of low dimension to
yield a small reduced system (compare Equation 1.3.11).
The potential of a set of functions X to be approximated by a finite-dimensional
subspace Xn ⊂ X of a Hilbert space X is measured by the Kolmogorov n-width,
dn(X) = inf
Xn⊂X
dimXn=n
sup
x∈X
inf
y∈Xn
||x− y||X ,
(see [Pin1985, Definition 1.1]), going back to early studies of Kolmogorov [Kol1936].
It can be shown that spaces Xn exist, for which this infimum is attained (and finite)
[Pin1985, Theorem II.2.2], but in general it is impossible to find such spaces.
In our setting, X is given by Qkh
(
τh(P)
)
and we are looking for n-dimensional reduced
spaces Qred to approximate X = IOh(P). If the Kolmogorov n-width dn
(
IOh(P)
)
would
decay exponentially fast for growing n, and if we knew how to construct appropriate n-
dimensional subspaces, we would obtain the best possible reduced space.
Great effort has been invested into the task of specifying the n-width of specific sets,
such as periodic functions over an interval or the range of linear operators (see for in-
stance [Kol1936, Pin1985]). Explicitly computing the n-width of solution spaces for
arbitrary parameterized PDEs a priori, however, can be considered (close to) impossi-
ble. However, recent work [CD2015] shows that for affinely decomposed problems such
as those considered here, the n-width of the solution manifold actually does decay ex-
ponentially fast.
Thus, IOh(P) can be well approximated by low-dimensional spaces and we are left
with the question of how to construct these. In the context of reduced basis meth-
ods, one employs the greedy algorithm to iteratively build a series of nested spaces
X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ X2 · · · ⊂ Xn ⊂ X to approximate a set X by using the hitherto worst ap-
proximated element of X (see Algorithm 1.3.10). greedy algorithms are well-known tools
from approximation theory [Tem2008], and were first introduced in the context of RB
methods in [VPP2003] and the references therein. The greedy algorithm searches for the
worst approximated element over a set of training parameters Ptrain (using estimate),
and enriches the basis ϕn of the approximation space Xn using this element (modeled
by extend).
We shall present several variants of the greedy algorithm throughout this work, which
are each given by specific choices of init, estimate and extend. The performance
of the greedy algorithm and the approximation quality of the resulting reduced spaces
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Algorithm 1.3.10 The greedy algorithm.
Input: Ptrain ⊆ P, ∆red > 0, nmax ∈ N, init, estimate, extend
Output: ϕn, such that Xn = span(ϕn)
ϕ0 ← init(Ptrain), n← 0
while maxµ∈Ptrainestimate(ϕn,µ)> ∆red and n < nmax do
µ∗ ← argmaxµ∈Ptrainestimate(ϕn,µ)
ϕn+1 ← extend(ϕn,µ∗), n← n+ 1
end while
return ϕn
can be analyzed, if estimate is given by a reliable a posteriori error estimate on the
approximation error, init is given by ∅ and extend is given by ϕn ∪ IO(µ∗). Then,
this algorithm is a weak greedy algorithm in the sense of [BCD+2011]. The worst best-
approximation error of the resulting reduced space can be bounded
sup
µ∈Ptrain
inf
qred∈Qred
||IO(µ)− qred|| ≲Me−cnα(α+1)
−1
,
if the Kolmogorov n-width of IOh(Ptrain) decays exponentially fast in the sense, that
there exist M,a, α > 0, such that
dn
(
IOh(Ptrain)
) ≤Me−anα ,
where c > 0 only depends on a and α [BCD+2011, Theorem 3.2].
Thus, the greedy algorithms yields nearly-optimal reduced spaces, if the set of training
parameters is a good representative of P and if the Kolmogorov n-width of the solution
manifold IOh(Ptrain) decays exponentially fast, which is the case for the class of problems
studied throughout this work. The set of training parameters is usually given by an
equidistant partition of the parameter space or a random selection of parameters, but far
more complex choices are conceivable and used in practice (see for instance [HDO2011,
MS2013]).
1.3.2.3 Accuracy vs. efficiency
As discussed in Section 1.3.2.1, reduced basis methods have the potential to be vastly
superior to the Algorithm 1.3.5 in terms of efficiency. This, however, comes at a price
in terms of accuracy.
By employing model order reduction, we introduced an additional level of approxima-
tion on top of the one already given by the underlying discretization. In the context of
RB methods, our original notion of accuracy (compare Equation 1.1.4) reads: for any
prescribed tolerance ∆ > 0,
||p(µ)− ph(µ)||∗  
discretization error
+ ||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗  
model reduction error
≤ ∆ (1.3.12)
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in a suitable norm ||·||∗ for any parameter of interest µ ∈ Pint..
However, due to the offline/online decomposition of the computational process, this
level of accuracy cannot be attained by traditional RB methods. To elaborate this point,
we present the traditionally used variant of the greedy algorithm, which presumes the
existence of an “appropriate” discretization.
Definition 1.3.11 (Discrete weak greedy algorithm). Let Ptrain ⊂ P be a finite set, let
ph(µ) denote the solution of the discrete Problem 1.3.4 for a given discretization and let
pred(µ) denote the solution of the reduced Problem 1.3.6, for µ ∈ P. Let further ηred :
P → [Qkh
(
τh(P)
) → R] denote a reliable a-posterior estimate on the model reduction
error, i.e.,
ηred
(
pred(µ);µ
)
≲ ||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηred
(
pred(µ);µ
)
which is offline/online decomposable in the sense of Section 1.3.2.1. The discrete weak
greedy algorithm for the construction of a reduced basis ϕred spanning a reduced space
space Qred to approximate IOh(Ptrain) is then given by Algorithm 1.3.10 with
estimate(ϕ
(n)
red,µ):= ηred
(
p
(n)
red(µ);µ
)
,
init(Ptrain) := ph
(
argmaxµ∈Ptrainestimate({0},µ)
)
and
extend(ϕ
(n)
red,µ
∗) := ONB(ϕ(n)red ∪ ph(µ∗)),
where ONB denotes an orthonormalization procedure for improved numerical stability, for
instance a stabilized Gram Schmidt procedure (see also Section 3.2.4.1).
The reduced scheme resulting from this greedy algorithm ensures that the model
reduction error is below the prescribed greedy tolerance for all parameters contained in
the training set
||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ∆red for all µ ∈ Ptrain,
but it does not give such a guarantee for any untrained parameter µ ∈ Pint.\Ptrain.
While we can assess the model reduction error for any parameter efficiently during the
online phase by means of the a posteriori error estimate,
||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηred
(
pred(µ);µ
)
for all µ ∈ P,
we have no means to improve the approximation quality of the reduced space without re-
sorting to high-dimensional computations involving Qh(τh). Since the high-dimensional
approximation space was prescribed a priori, we have in general no means to assess the
discretization error during the online phase. Thus, instead of (1.3.12) we have
||p(µ)− ph(µ)||∗  
≤?
+||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤
{
? + ∆red for µ ∈ Ptrain,
? + ηred
(
pred(µ);µ
)
for µ ∈ Pint.\Ptrain.
(1.3.13)
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During the online phase of traditional RB methods, one is thus left with neither a
guarantee on nor an assessment of the magnitude of the full approximation error (namely,
the discretization and the model reduction error).
An improvement of this unfortunate situation has only recently been introduced by
[Yan2014], by incorporating an AFEM procedure into the greedy algorithm to simulta-
neously generate Qkh
(
τh(Ptrain)
)
and Qred in a fully adaptive manner.
Definition 1.3.12 (Spatio-parameter greedy algorithm). With the notation of Defini-
tion 1.3.11, let ηh,red : P → [Qkh
(
τh(P)
)→ R] denote an a posteriori estimate of the full
approximation error, i.e.,
||p(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh,red
(
pred(µ);µ
)
for all µ ∈ P,
which is offline/online decomposable in the sense of Section 1.3.2.1. Let further ηh denote
a reliable and localizable a posteriori estimate of the discretization error and ∆ > 0 a
tolerance. The spatio-parameter greedy algorithm for the simultaneous construction of
an accurate discretization space Qkh
(
τh(Ptrain)
)
and the reduced basis ϕred spanning a
reduced space Qred to approximate IOh(Ptrain) is then given by Algorithm 1.3.10 with
estimate(ϕ
(n)
red,µ):= ηh,red
(
p
(n)
red(µ);µ
)
,
init(Ptrain) := AFEM(Qkh
(
τh(∅)
)
, argmaxµ∈Ptrainestimate({0},µ),∆) and
extend(ϕ
(n)
red,µ
∗) := ONB(ϕ(n)red∪ AFEM(Qkh
(
τh(Ptrain)
)(n−1)
,µ∗,∆)),
where AFEM(Qkh(τh),µ
∗,∆) denotes an AFEM procedure which adaptively refines the
given grid τh using ηh, and produces an accurate approximation ph(µ
∗) ∈ Qkh
(
τh(µ
∗)
)
,
such that ηh(µ
∗) ≤ ∆. In init, τh(∅) denotes an arbitrary coarse initial grid.
The spatio-parameter greedy algorithm constructs sequences of nested discretiza-
tion spaces Qkh
(
τh(Ptrain)
)(n)
and nested reduced basis spaces Q
(n)
red, such that Q
(n)
red ⊂
Qkh
(
τh(Ptrain)
)(n)
. Since it does not permit a coarsening of the grid during AFEM, all
quantities from the previous iteration can be prolonged without any loss of accuracy.
Compared to the traditionally used discrete weak greedy algorithm, the spatio-parameter
greedy algorithm guarantees the accuracy of the resulting reduced approximation over
the whole training set and allows for an efficient estimation of the full approximation
error. Instead of (1.3.13), we thus have
||p(µ)− ph(µ)||∗ + ||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤
{
∆ for µ ∈ Ptrain,
ηh,red(µ) for µ ∈ Pint.\Ptrain.
during the online phase.
Remark 1.3.13. The spatio-parameter greedy algorithm yields efficient approximations
of elliptic parametric problems that are accurate over the whole set of training parameters
and furthermore allows to quantify the full approximation error for any parameter in an
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online-efficient manner. It is worth noting, that we require access to an offline/online
decomposable a posteriori error estimate of the full error, which might not be as readily
available as an estimate of the model reduction error. It is also worth noting, that
the above greedy algorithm can be seen as the first feasible algorithm to approximate
IO(Ptrain), in contrast to IOh(Ptrain).
We present such an error estimate in Section 2.3.2, which was developed independently
of (and, to the best of our knowledge, earlier than) [Yan2014].
While the spatio-parameter greedy algorithm is fully adaptive during the offline part
of the computation and we can efficiently estimate the error online, we have no means to
improve the reduced approximation, except by breaking the offline/online decomposition
of the computational process and thereby giving up efficiency.
In addition, there exist many problems where the available computing power is limited
and where the greedy algorithm can only carry out a limited number of high-dimensional
solution snapshots, resulting in a reduced space with insufficient approximation qualities.
The latter is true, for instance, in the context of parametric multiscale problems (see
Section 1.4), where one can only afford to evaluate IOh for very few parameters.
An efficient enrichment of the reduced space in the online part of the computational
process can only be achieved by a careful incorporation of additional adaptive strategies.
Such “online-adaptive” model reduction strategies are an active field of research, see
[Car2015, ZF2015]. The localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS), which is
the focus of the remainder of this work, can be considered the first method of this kind.
To summarize: we introduced elliptic problems that are parameterized by a low-
dimensional input vector, and presented the reduced basis method as a particular model
reduction technique for such problems. In particular, we discussed the trade-of between
the improved efficiency of the resulting reduced scheme and the reduced level of accuracy
of such schemes.
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1.4 Parametric multiscale problems and combined approaches
This section treats elliptic parametric multiscale problems, which are a combination of
the problems presented in the previous two sections.
1.4.1 Elliptic parametric multiscale problems
As in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, we consider data functions which exhibit multiscale features
associated with a fine scale ε ≪ |Ω| and also depend on a parameter vector µ ∈ P: for
fixed ε > 0, we consider a parametric bilinear form bε : P → [H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R], such
that bε(·, ·;µ) is continuous and coercive over H10 (Ω) in the sense of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2)
for all µ ∈ P, and exhibits high-contrast or strong oscillations as in Definition 1.2.1. We
pose the same assumptions on the linear functional l as in the previous sections and,
for simplicity, do not consider any parameter or multiscale dependency in the forces
and boundary values. Thus, for each parameter there exists a unique solution of the
following problem.
Definition 1.4.1 (Elliptic parametric multiscale problem). For a fixed multiscale pa-
rameter ε > 0, a parameter space P ⊂ Rρ, l as given in Definition 1.1.1 and bε as given
above, find pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) for µ ∈ P, such that
bε
(
pε(µ), q;µ) = l(q) for all q ∈ H10 (Ω). (1.4.1)
An example for a parametric multiscale problem is given by the pressure Equation
1.0.1a in the context of two-phase flow in porous media.
Example 1.4.2 (Two-phase flow in porous media). Let the collection of forces f ∈ L2(Ω)
be bounded, let the parametric total mobility λ : P → L∞(Ω) be strictly positive for all
µ ∈ P and let the multiscale permeability tensor κε ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d×d be symmetric and
positive definite, such that λ(µ)κε ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d×d for all µ ∈ P. For µ ∈ P, find a global
pressure pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω), such that −∇·
(
λ(µ)κε∇pε(µ)
)
= f in the weak sense in H10 (Ω).
We can see that this is an example for an elliptic parametric multiscale problem by
setting
bε(p, q;µ) :=
∫
Ω
(
λ(µ)κε∇p
) ·∇q dx and l(q) := ∫
Ω
fq dx (1.4.2)
in Definition 1.4.1.
We are interested in accurate and efficient approximations of elliptic parametric mul-
tiscale problem, such as the one given in Example 1.4.2. Problem 1.4.1 is mainly an
elliptic parametric problem in the sense of the previous section. As such, we can employ
the reduced basis method to efficiently compute approximations of Problem 1.4.1 for a
large number of parameters µ ∈ P. The accuracy of any reduced basis approximation
is related to the approximation quality of the reduced space, which in turn is related to
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the number of available solutions of Equation 1.4.1 (since the reduced space is spanned
by solutions of (1.4.1) for selected parameters, see the greedy Algorithm 1.3.11).
However, the problem of solving (1.4.1) for a fixed parameter is a multiscale problem
in the sense of Section 1.2 and thus suffers from the limitations discussed there. In
particular, we cannot expect to approximate the solution of multiscale problems arbi-
trarily accurate. Moreover, already the cost of approximating only the coarse behavior
of the solution may exceed the available computing power. This is particularly trou-
blesome in the context of parametric multiscale problems, where we require many such
approximations.
On the other hand, the parametric nature of Problem 1.4.1 also simplifies matters.
Similar to traditional reduced basis methods, we can afford to spend a considerable
amount of computing power in the offline phase to prepare a reduced space which in-
corporates as much multiscale information as possible. Many of the techniques used in
numerical multiscale methods, such as the preparation of multiscale basis functions en-
riched with fine-scale information, may seem computationally too costly in the context
of nonparametric multiscale problems (compare Remark 1.2.4). In the parametric case,
however, these preparations can lead to efficient approximations, since we are interested
in solving (1.4.1) for many parameters.
1.4.2 The localized reduced basis multiscale method
Inspired by the localized formulation of numerical multiscale and domain decomposition
methods (see Section 1.2), the localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS) was
introduced [AHKO2012, OS2014, OS2015] for the approximation of parametric multi-
scale problems, such as Problem 1.4.1. The idea of the LRBMS is to construct a spatially
localized reduced basis on each subdomain of a coarse grid TH , in contrast to a single
reduced basis associated with Ω. These local reduced bases can be prescribed a priori,
or given as solutions of discrete problems on a fine grid τTh (possibly including overlap)
in each of the coarse subdomains T ∈ TH , or by global solution snapshots that are re-
stricted to the individual subdomains. In particular, these solution snapshots can be
obtained by any of the numerical multiscale methods discussed in Section 1.2. The local
reduced spaces are coupled with a discontinuous Galerkin scheme along the faces of the
coarse grid, yielding a discontinuous reduced basis space Qred(TH), associated with the
coarse grid.
The localized nature of the LRBMS allows to reduce the computational cost of many
aspects of the basis generation, compared to traditional reduced basis methods. Since the
LRBMS also inherits the offline/online decomposition of the computational process from
RB methods, the LRBMS has the potential to be much more efficient than traditional
approaches (compare the experiments in Chapter 4).
While the development of the LRBMS was motivated by considering multiscale prob-
lems, the resulting methodology is not tied to the multiscale setting and can be seen as
a general localized reduced basis scheme. In particular, the resulting reduced scheme is
equivalent to that obtained from traditional RB methods (see the discussion of Definition
2.2.1) and most results which are available for RB methods also apply to the LRBMS
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(including results on error estimation and approximation quality).
In addition to the standard a posteriori estimates on the model reduction error, we
also provide a fully offline/online decomposable a posteriori error estimate on the full
error in the context of the LRBMS (see Section 2.3.2). This estimate is additionally
localizable with respect to the coarse grid and allows for an efficient estimation of the
spatial error distribution during the online part of the computational process.
While it is not possible to enrich the reduced space in the context of tradition RB
methods, without resorting to high-dimensional computations involving the full high-
dimensional discretization, the localized nature of the LRBMS in combination with the
localized error estimate, allows for an online enrichment of the local reduced spaces, that
only involves local high-dimensional computations (see Section 2.4.2).
Remark 1.4.3 (Accuracy and efficiency of the LRBMS). If used in conjunction with
the discrete weak greedy algorithm 1.3.11, the LRBMS yields accurate reduced approx-
imations for all parameters in the training set, similar to traditional RB methods. In
addition, it allows to give an estimate on the full error (including the discretization
error), during the online phase. The LRBMS could also be used together with the spatio-
parameter greedy algorithm 1.3.12 to additionally ensure the approximation quality of
the high-dimensional approximation space.
During online computations, the LRBMS additionally allows for an enrichment of the
reduced basis and thus yields reduced approximations, which are as accurate as the high-
dimensional approximation for any parameter. If combined with local grid adaptation,
the LRBMS would also allow for an adaptation of the local approximation spaces during
the online enrichment, yielding fully accurate reduced approximations (concerning the
discretization as well as the model reduction error).7
After an online enrichment of the basis, all quantities can again be offline/online de-
composed with only local high-dimensional computations. Thus, the LRBMS still allows
for an efficient computation of such accurate approximations.
To conclude, the LRBMS in its current state allows for efficient and accurate approx-
imations of parametric multiscale problems. Due to its localized nature, the LRBMS
additionally carries the potential for a level of accuracy that is far beyond the scope of
traditional methods. The theoretical framework of the LRBMS, including the adaptive
basis generation, several a posteriori error estimates and the adaptive online enrich-
ment, is presented in Chapter 2 and numerical experiments are given in Chapter 4. The
corresponding software framework is presented in Chapter 3.
For the remainder of this chapter, we discuss related methods that combine ideas from
model reduction and domain decomposition or numerical multiscale techniques.
1.4.3 Combined approaches
We begin with methodologies that combine domain decomposition and reduced basis
techniques to allow for an online adaptation of the computational domain, which are
7This is subject to future work.
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not explicitly associated with multiscale problems. The idea of the reduced basis element
method [MR2002, MR2004, LMR2007] is to prepare a reduced basis for each archetype
of subdomain and to allow for a deformation and combination of several of these sub-
domains to form the actual computational domain (much in the spirit of traditional
Finite Element methods, where shape functions for each reference element of the grid
are considered). The local reduced bases are coupled with Lagrange multipliers and the
shape and composition of the domain can be altered during the online computation.
Similarly, the idea of the reduced basis hybrid method [IQR2012, IQRV2014] is also to
prepare a reduced basis for each archetype of subdomain and to combine these subdo-
mains online. In contrast to the reduced basis element method, however, the Degrees of
Freedom associated with the coupling faces of the subdomains are not fully eliminated.
This results in a hybrid reduced basis/Finite Element scheme in the online phase. Both
methods have been applied for slow flow in the context of computational fluid dynamics.
The port reduced static condensation reduced basis element method [HKP2013, EP2013,
EP2013a, Sme2015] is an extension of the reduced basis element method and is also based
on a set of local reduced bases which have been trained by prescribing different boundary
values at the connecting faces of the subdomains (ports). These subdomains can also be
combined and assembled online, where the resulting system is treated by static conden-
sation to yield online efficiency. The method has been mainly applied in the context of
linear elasticity and structural analysis.
In addition, there exist several approaches where reduced basis techniques have been
employed to lower the computational cost of traditional numerical multiscale methods.
For instance, in the context of homogenization, the reduced basis methods was employed
to provide efficient access to the solutions of the required cell problems [Boy2008]. Sim-
ilarly, the reduced basis Finite Element heterogeneous multiscale method combines the
HMM multiscale method (see Section 1.2) on the coarse scale with reduced basis tech-
niques on the fine-scale to provide efficient evaluations of the multiscale data functions
[AB2013, AB2014].
However, none of these methods is tailored to the efficient approximation of parametric
multiscale problems. Only recently, a combination of the reduced basis framework with
localized orthogonal decomposition (compare Section 1.2) has been proposed in [AH2014]
for that purpose.
Last, we mention the generalized MsFEM for the linear [EGH2013] as well as the
nonlinear setting [EGLP2014] as an extension of the traditional MsFEM (compare Sec-
tion 1.2). It is based on ideas from [AE2008] where limited global information was
used to construct multiscale basis functions. While these basis functions were reused
in subsequent computations, yielding efficient approximations of a collection of multi-
scale problems, the methodology is not proposed as a model reduction technique for the
approximation of parametric multiscale problems.
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2 The localized reduced basis multiscale
method (LRBMS)
This chapter introduces the localized reduced basis multiscale method (LRBMS). As an
overview, we briefly revisit the problem context and give a very brief overview of the
LRBMS methodology. For further details we refer to the previous chapter, in particular
Section 1.4, and the respective sections of this chapter.
We are interested in accurate and efficient approximations of elliptic parametric mul-
tiscale problems such as: for a given multiscale parameter 0 < ε ≪ |Ω| and a set of
admissible parameters P ∈ Rρ, find pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) for µ ∈ P, such that
bε(pε(µ), q;µ) = l(q) for all q ∈ H10 (Ω), (2.0.1)
where bε denotes an elliptic parametric bilinear form, l a continuous linear functional
and Ω the spatial domain.
To obtain approximations of 2.0.1 we rely on grid-based discretizations and presume
we are given a grid τh of Ω, which resolves the fine scale associated with ε, a Finite
Element approximation space Qkh(τh) of order k ∈ N and approximations of bε and l,
denoted by bε,h and lh: find pε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(τh) for µ ∈ P, such that
bε,h(pε,h(µ), qh;µ) = lh(qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh). (2.0.2)
Possible discretizations include standard continuous or discontinuous Finite Element
discretizations (compare Section 3.1.1.1), the multiscale discretizations from Section 1.2
or the one we propose in the next section.
We also presume the existence of a localizable and reliable a posteriori error estimate
on the discretization error,
||pε(µ)− pε,h(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh
(
pε,h(µ);µ
)
in a suitable norm ||·||∗ to assure the accuracy of the approximation; we discuss a par-
ticular estimate in Section 2.3.2 below.
To achieve online- and overall-efficiency, we rely on a further model reduction of
(2.0.2) with respect to µ by reduced basis methods, namely the localized reduced basis
multiscale method (LRBMS). Therefore, we presume the existence of a coarse grid TH
in addition to the fine grid and a tensor-type decomposition of the approximation space,
Qkh(τh) = ⊕T∈THQk,Th , given local approximation spaces Qk,Th on each subdomain of the
coarse grid. This decomposition is directly given for the discretization proposed in the
next section and can be obtained for other discretizations by a projection of pε,h onto
suitable local approximation spaces.
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The main idea of the LRBMS is to build individual reduced spaces QTred(Q
k,T
h ) on each
subdomain T ∈ TH , yielding a reduced space which inherits the discontinuous structure
of the approximation space: Qred(TH) = ⊕T∈THQTred. We obtain the reduced scheme by
a projection onto this reduced space: find pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) for µ ∈ P, such that
bred(pred(µ), qred;µ) = lred(qred) for all qred ∈ Qred(TH). (2.0.3)
The reduced bilinear form and linear functional in (2.0.3) are always given by restrictions
of the discrete counterparts in Section 2.1, which do not have to coincide with the ones
from (2.0.2).
To control the model reduction error,
||pε,h(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηred
(
pred(µ);µ
)
,
as well as the full error
||pε(µ)− pε,h(µ)||∗+||pε,h(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh,red
(
pred(µ);µ
)
, (2.0.4)
we propose suitable a posteriori error estimates in Section 2.3, which are used in the
adaptive greedy basis generation (Section 2.4.1) and to ensure the accuracy of the overall
approximation. The latter estimate is additionally localizable with respect to the coarse
grid TH while being fully offline/online decomposable.
We use the localized estimate (2.0.4) to adaptively enrich the local reduced bases
during the online computation (Section 2.4.2). This is of particularly interest in the
context of multiscale problems, where we cannot expect to be given enough computing
power to construct a reduced space with sufficient approximation quality during the
offline computation (compare Sections 1.2 and 1.4).
2.1 Detailed discretization
This section introduces the approximation space Qk(τh), the discrete bilinear form bε,h
and the linear functional lh, all of which we require twofold. First, we use them to
discretize the elliptic parametric multiscale Problem 1.4.1 and to compute approximate
solutions pε,h, as in (2.0.2). Second, we use them to define the reduced scheme, namely
the reduced bilinear form bε,red and the reduced linear functional lred. We make this
explicit distinction here since we want to allow the use of other discretizations for the
generation of the solution snapshots, in particular those given by the methods discussed
in Section 1.2, which are specifically tailored to the multiscale setting.
We require two nested partitions of Ω, a coarse one, TH , and a fine one, τh. Let τh be
a grid of Ω with non-overlapping elements t of simple shape, such that ∪t∈τh = Ω. We
call τh a fine grid if it resolves all features of the quantities involved in (2.0.1). We pose
no further requirements on the coarse grid TH here, apart from TH being a partition of
Ω and that each coarse element is made up of at least one fine element. We will pose
further requirements on both grids in the context of error estimation further below, but
these are not needed to define the discretization.
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For simplicity, we can think of τh as a shape-regular simplicial triangulation without
hanging nodes, and of the coarse elements T ∈ TH as convex. We collect all fine faces
in Fh, all coarse faces in FH and denote by N (t) ⊂ τh and N (T ) ⊂ TH the neighbors
of t ∈ τh and T ∈ TH , respectively, and by h∗ the diameter of any element ∗ of the sets
τh, TH , Fh or FH . In addition, we define h := maxt∈τh ht and H := maxT∈TH HT . We
collect in τTh ⊂ τh the fine elements of τh that cover the coarse element T ∈ TH and in
F∗h ⊂ Fh all faces that cover the set ∗, e.g., by F th the faces of a fine element t ∈ τh,
by FEh the faces that cover a coarse face E ∈ FH and so forth; the same notation is
used for coarse faces F∗H ⊂ FH . In addition, we denote the set of all boundary faces by
Fh ⊂ Fh and the set of all inner faces, that share two elements, by
◦Fh ⊂ Fh, such that
Fh ∪
◦Fh = Fh and Fh ∩
◦Fh = ∅. We also denote the set of fine faces which lie on the
boundary of any coarse element T ∈ TH by FTh := ∪E∈FTHF
E
h and by
◦FTh := FTh \F
T
h
the set of fine faces which lie in the interior of the coarse element. Finally, we assign
a unit normal ne ∈ Rd to each inner face ∂t− ∩ ∂t+ = e ∈
◦Fh, pointing from t− to t+,
and denote the unit outward normal to ∂Ω by ne for a boundary face e = ∂t
− ∩ ∂Ω, for
t−,t+ ∈ τh.
Given any two such grids τh and TH we extend the domain of the bilinear form bε
and the linear functional l to the broken Sobolev space H1(τh) and localize them with
respect to TH , where H1(τ∗h) :=
{
q ∈ L2(Ω) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ H1(t) ∀t ∈ τ∗h} for any τ∗h ⊆ τh.
Throughout this chapter, we presume bε and l to be as in (1.4.2), but the methodology
can be applied to any elliptic problem. Given the data functions as in Example 1.4.2,
we define the local bilinear forms bTε : P → [H1(τTh )×H1(τTh )→ R] and the local linear
functionals lT : H1(τTh ) by
bTε (p, q;µ) :=
∫
T
(
λ(µ)κε∇p
) ·∇q dx and lT (q) := ∫
T
fq dx, (2.1.1)
respectively, for all µ ∈ P and all p, q ∈ H1(τTh ). By defining bε :=
∑
T∈TH b
T
ε : P →
[H1(τh) ×H1(τh) → R] and l :=
∑
T∈TH l
T : H1(τh) → R we obtain the same bε and l
as in (1.4.2), if restricted to H1(Ω) ⊂ H1(τh).
We discretize Problem 1.4.1 by allowing for a suitable discretization of at least first
order inside each coarse element T ∈ TH and by coupling those with a Symmetric
weighted Interior-Penalty discontinuous Galerkin (SWIPDG) discretization along the
coarse faces of TH . This ansatz can be either interpreted as an extension of the SWIPDG
discretization introduced in [ESZ2009] on the coarse partition TH , where we further
refine each coarse element and introduce an additional local discretization, or it can
be interpreted as a domain-decomposition approach, where we use local discretizations,
defined on subdomains given by the coarse partition, which are then coupled by the
SWIPDG fluxes. In view of the latter, this ansatz shows some similarities to [BZ2006]
but allows for a wider range of local discretizations. A similar ansatz for a multi-
numerics discretization using a different coupling strategy was independently developed
and recently introduced in [PVWW2013]. We present two particular choices for the local
discretizations and continue with the definition of the overall DG discretization.
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2.1.1 Local discretizations
The main idea of our discretizations scheme is to approximate the local bilinear forms bTε
and the local linear functionals lT from (2.1.1), which are defined on the local subdomain
triangulations τTh , by discrete counterparts
◦
bTε,h and l
T
h , respectively, discretizing Problem
1.4.1 on T with homogeneous Neumann boundary values. We additionally choose local
discrete ansatz spaces Qk,Th ⊂ H1(τTh ), with local polynomial order k ∈ N, k ≥ 1,
to complete the definition of the local discretizations. A natural choice for the local
discretization is to use a standard continuous Galerkin (CG) discretization, which we
obtain by setting
◦
bTε,h to b
T
ε , l
T
h to l
T and Qk,Th to
Skh(τ
T
h ) :=
{
q ∈ C0(T ) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ Pk(t) ∀t ∈ τTh } ⊂ H1(T ),
where Pk(ω) denotes the set of polynomials on ω ⊆ Ω with total degree at most k ∈ N.
Another choice is to use a discontinuous space for Qk,Th , given by
Qkh(τ
T
h ) :=
{
q ∈ L2(T ) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ Pk(t) ∀t ∈ τTh } ⊂ H1(τTh ),
to set lTh to l
T and to choose
◦
bTε,h from a family of DG discretizations. Therefore, we
introduce the technicalities needed to state a common framework for the non-symmetric,
the incomplete, the symmetric and the symmetric weighted interior-penalty (IP) DG dis-
cretization (henceforth denoted by NIPDG, IIPDG, SIPDG and SWIPDG, respectively,
see [ESZ2009] and the references therein), following [ESV2010, Sect. 2.3].
For a function q ∈ H1(τh), which is double-valued on interior faces, we denote its
jump on an inner face e ∈ ◦Fh by [[q]]e := q− − q+ with q± := q|t± , recalling that
e = t− ∩ t+ for t± ∈ τh. We also assign weights ω−e , ω+e > 0 to each inner face, such that
ω−e + ω+e = 1, and denote the weighted average of q by {{q}}e := ω−e q− + ω+e q+. On a
boundary face e ∈ Fh, we set ω−e = 1, ω+e = 0, [[q]]e := q and {{q}}e := q. With these
definitions, we define the local discrete bilinear form
◦
bTε,h : P → [H1(τTh )×H1(τTh )→ R]
for ϑ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} by
◦
bTε,h(p, q;µ) := b
T
ε (p, q;µ) +
∑
e∈ ◦FTh
(
ϑbec(q, p;µ) + b
e
c(p, q;µ) + b
e
p(q, p;µ)
)
(2.1.2)
on T ∈ TH , with its coupling and penalty parts bec and bep, respectively, defined by
bec(p, q;µ) :=
∫
e
−{{(λ(µ)κε∇p) ·ne}}e [[q]]e ds and bep(p, q;µ) :=
∫
e
σe(µ) [[p]]e [[q]]e ds,
(2.1.3)
for all µ ∈ P, all p, q ∈ H1(τh) and all e ∈ Fh. The parametric positive penalty
function σe : P → R is given by σe(µ) := σh−1e {{λ(µ)}}e σeε, where σ ≥ 1 denotes a user-
dependent parameter and the locally adaptive weight is given by σeε := δ
+
e δ
−
e (δ
+
e +δ
−
e )
−1
for an interior face e ∈ ◦Fh and by σeε := δ−e on a boundary face e ∈ Fh, respectively,
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with δ±e := neκ±ε ne. Using the weights ω±e := 1/2, we obtain the NIPDG bilinear
form for ϑ = −1, the IIPDG bilinear form for ϑ = 0 and the SIPDG bilinear form
for ϑ = 1. We obtain the SWIPDG bilinear form for ϑ = 1 by using locally adaptive
weights ω−e := δ+e (δ+e + δ−e )−1 and ω+e := δ−e (δ+e + δ−e )−1. From now on, we assume that◦
bTε,h is of the form (2.1.2), since this is the most general case (which also covers a CG
discretization, where all face terms vanish due to the nature of Skh(τ
T
h )).
2.1.2 Global coupling
Now given suitable local discretizations on the coarse elements T ∈ TH we couple those
along the coarse faces E ∈ FH using a SWIPDG discretization again and define the
bilinear form bε,h : P → [H1(τh)×H1(τh)→ R] by
bε,h(p, q;µ) :=
∑
T∈TH
◦
bTε,h(p|T , q|T ;µ) +
∑
E∈FH
bEε,h(p, q;µ), (2.1.4)
where we use the SWIPDG variants of ω±e to define the coupling bilinear form bEε,h :
P → [H1(τh)×H1(τh)→ R] by
bEε,h(p, q;µ) :=
∑
e∈FEh
(
bec(q, p;µ) + b
e
c(p, q;µ) + b
e
p(q, p;µ)
)
for all E ∈ FH , all µ ∈ P and all p, q ∈ H1(τh). We also define the discrete linear
functional lh : H
1(τh)→ R by
lh(q) :=
∑
T∈TH
lTh (q), for all q ∈ H1(τh). (2.1.5)
Finally, we define the global approximation space Qkh(τh) ⊂ H1(τh) for k ≥ 1 by
Qkh(τh) :=
{
q ∈ H1(τh)
⏐⏐ q|T ∈ Qk,Th ∀T ∈ TH}, (2.1.6)
with Qk,Th either being the local CG space S
k
h(τ
T
h ) or the local DG space Q
k
h(τ
T
h ). Given
the data functions from Example 1.4.2, lh is continuous and, if σ is chosen large enough,
bε,h is continuous and coercive with respect to a DG norm over Q
k
h (e.g., given by the
semi H1 norm combined with a DG jump norm) and there exists a unique solution to
the following problem.
Definition 2.1.1 (Discrete elliptic parametric multiscale problem). With the notation
from Definition 1.4.1 and Qkh(τh), bε,h and lh given as above, find pε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(τh) for
µ ∈ P, such that
bε,h
(
pε,h(µ), qh;µ) = lh(qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh). (2.1.7)
Depending on the choice of the coarse grid and the local discretizations we can re-
cover several discretizations from (2.1.7). Choosing TH = Ω and Qk,Th = Skh(τTh ) yields
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a standard CG discretization (except for the treatment of the boundary values), for
instance. Choosing Qk,Th = Q
k
h(τ
T
h ) for any choice of TH or TH = τh for any choice
of Qk,Th , on the other hand, results in the standard SWIPDG discretization proposed
in [ESZ2009, ESV2010]. Note that the local discretizations as well as the polynomial
degree k do not have to coincide on each coarse element (or even inside a coarse element
when using a local DG space). It is thus possible to balance the computational effort by
choosing local CG or k-adaptive DG discretizations.
This puts our discretization close to the multi-numerics discretization proposed in
[PVWW2013], where the latter allows for an even wider range of local discretizations
while coupling along the coarse faces using Mortar methods. Our discretization is also
closely related to the adaptive discontinuous Galerkin multiscale method [EGMP2013,
EGM2013]. Concerning the choice of the user dependent penalty factor, we found an
automated choice of σ depending on the polynomial degree k, as proposed in [ER2007],
to work very well.
Remark 2.1.2 (Alternate form of the global bilinear form). We have given the global
bilinear form bε,h in primal formulation in (2.1.4), due to our definition of the coupling
bilinear forms bEε,h. It is worth noting that there also exists an equivalent form of bε,h
which is more suitable for the reduction process. This local formulation is induced by a
decomposition of bEε,h, analogous to local DG methods [CKSS2002]: we can decompose b
E
ε,h
into several contributions associated with the coarse elements adjacent to E. We can then
rearrange these contributions to obtain local bilinear forms bTε,h : P → [H1(τh)×H1(τh)→
R], given by
bTε,h(p
T
h , q
T
h ;µ) :=
◦
bTε,h(p
T
h , q
T
h ;µ) +
∑
E∈FTH
bEε,h(p
T
h , q
T
h ;µ),
for all pTh , q
T
h ∈ QTh and µ ∈ P, and coupling bilinear forms bT,Sε,h : P → [H1(τTh ) ×
H1(τSh )→ R] for each coarse element T ∈ TH and all of its neighbors S ∈ N (T ), given
by
bT,Sε,h (p
T
h , q
S
h ;µ) :=
∑
E∈FTH∩FSH
bEε,h(p
T
h , q
S
h ;µ),
for all pTh ∈ QTh , qSh ∈ QSh and all µ ∈ P, such that
bε,h(ph, qh;µ) =
∑
T∈TH
[
bTε,h(ph|T , qh|T ;µ) +
∑
S∈N (T )
bT,Sε,h (ph|T , qh|S ;µ)
]
, (2.1.8)
for all ph, qh ∈ Qkh(τh) and all µ ∈ P.
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2.2 Reduced discretization
Once we are given a reduced space Qred, the reduced scheme follows directly from the
discrete Problem 2.1.1 by Galerkin projection of all quantities onto the reduced space
just like for standard RB methods, as detailed in Section 1.3. Nevertheless, we explicitly
state a definition of the reduced discretization here and discuss some of its aspects, in
particular those related to the offline/online decomposition of the computational process.
For the rest of this section we presume we are given a reduced space Qred ⊂ Qkh(τh).
The reduced basis spanning Qred is usually made up of solutions of (2.1.7) for selected
parameters. This does not always have to be the case, however, as the reduced basis
functions can also be given a priori (see Section 2.4.1 below) or by another approximation
of (2.0.1) entirely (for instance by one of the multiscale methods discussed in Section
1.2). We postpone any discussion regarding the generation of the reduced basis to Section
2.4.1 and presume we are given elements of Qkh(τh), which span Qred.
The reduced space inherits the discontinuous structure of Qkh(τh), namely its decom-
position with respect to the coarse grid, and we explicitly denote the reduced space by
Qred(TH) from here on. Following (2.1.6) we assume we are given local reduced basis
spaces QTred ⊂ Qk,Th for all T ∈ TH , such that
Qred(TH) = ⊕T∈THQTred (2.2.1)
=
{
qh ∈ Qkh(τh)
⏐⏐ qh|T ∈ QTred ∀T ∈ TH} ⊂ Qkh(τh).
In the same manner, the reduced bilinear form and linear functional inherit the structure
of their discrete counterparts, (2.1.8) and (2.1.5), where we prefer the alternate form of
the bilinear form as discussed in Remark 2.1.2. We thus define reduced local bilinear
forms bTred : P → [QTred × QTred → R], reduced local functionals lTred : QTred → R and
reduced coupling bilinear forms bT,Sred : P → [QTred × QSred → R] for all coarse elements
T ∈ TH and respective neighbors S ∈ N (T ) by restrictions of their discrete counterparts
to the corresponding local reduced spaces,
bTred := b
T
ε,h
⏐⏐
QTred,Q
T
red
, bT,Sred := b
T,S
ε,h
⏐⏐⏐
QTred,Q
S
red
and lTred := l
T
h
⏐⏐
QTred
,
respectively. The reduced bilinear form bred : P → [Qred(TH) × Qred(TH) → R] and
reduced linear functional lred : Qred(TH)→ R are then given by
bred(pred, qred;µ) :=
∑
T∈TH
[
bTred(pred|T , qred|T ;µ) +
∑
S∈N (T )
bT,Sred (pred|T , qred|S ;µ)
]
(2.2.2)
and
lred(qred) :=
∑
T∈TH
lTred(qred|T ), (2.2.3)
respectively, for all p, q ∈ Qred. Since bred and lred inherit continuity and coercivity from
their discrete counterparts, there exists a unique solution of the following problem.
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Definition 2.2.1 (Reduced elliptic parametric multiscale problem). For a given param-
eter space P, a reduced space Qred(TH) ⊂ Qkh(τh) and bred and lred given as above, find
pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) for µ ∈ P, such that
bred
(
pred(µ), qred;µ) = lred(qred) for all qred ∈ Qred(TH). (2.2.4)
There are several things worth noting, regarding the above reduced scheme. First of
all it is equivalent to a reduced scheme obtained by a standard RB method (see Section
1.3) in the following way: we can define a reduced space Qred ⊂ Qkh(τh) by collecting all
local reduced basis functions of all local reduced spaces QTred for all T ∈ TH and extending
them by 0 outside of T . It is, however, more useful to consider the local reduced spaces,
local reduced bilinear forms and local reduced linear functionals separately, as indicated
by (2.2.1), (2.2.2) and (2.2.3). This local view allows us to carry out the offline/online
decomposition for all subdomains independently, and in parallel, and is crucial for the
online-adaptive basis enrichment (see Section 2.4.2).
2.2.1 Offline/online decomposition
The offline/online decomposition of the computational process in the context of the
LRBMS is very close to that of standard RB methods, with some techniques borrowed
from DG methods. Given the definitions in the previous subsection, the detailed bilinear
form bε,h is affinely decomposable in the sense of (1.3.8) if such a decomposition holds
for λ (compare Example 1.3.8), which we presume from here on. This decomposition is
also present in the detailed local and coupling bilinear forms and carries over to their
respective reduced variants. With the notation from Definition 1.3.7 we thus presume
that the local bilinear forms bTε,h and the coupling bilinear forms b
T,S
ε,h are affinely decom-
posable in the sense of (1.3.8) and we denote their respective nonparametric components
by bTε,ξ,h : Q
k,T
h ×Qk,Th → R and bT,Sε,ξ,h : Qk,Th ×Qk,Sh → R, for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, all subdo-
mains T ∈ TH and each respective neighbor S ∈ N (T ). As usual, we define the reduced
counterparts of these bilinear forms by restrictions to the respective local reduced spaces,
for all T ∈ TH , S ∈ N (T ) and 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ:
bTξ,red := b
T
ε,ξ,h
⏐⏐
QTred,Q
T
red
and bT,Sξ,red := b
T,S
ε,ξ,h
⏐⏐⏐
QTred,Q
S
red
.
Given these nonparametric reduced local bilinear forms bTξ,red : Q
T
red × QTred → R and
non-parametric reduced coupling bilinear forms bT,Sξ,red : Q
T
red × QSred → R we define the
non-parametric components of the reduced bilinear forms bξ,red : Qred ×Qred → R by
bξ,red(pred, qred;µ) :=
∑
T∈TH
[
bTξ,red(pred|T , qred|T ;µ) +
∑
S∈N (T )
bT,Sξ,red(pred|T , qred|S ;µ)
]
for all pred, qred ∈ Qred, all µ ∈ P and all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, analogously to (2.2.2). The affine
decomposition of the reduced bilinear form bred then reads
bred(pred, qred;µ) =
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ,red(pred, qred), (2.2.5)
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for all pred, qred ∈ Qred and all µ ∈ P, with the coefficients θξ of the corresponding
decomposition of λ. Given the local structure of the reduced space (2.2.1) we presume
that for each local reduced space QTred, we are given a local reduced basis ϕ
T
red spanning
QTred, for all subdomains T ∈ TH . We denote for all T ∈ TH by ΠTred : Qk,Th → QTred the
L2-orthogonal projection and by ΠTred ∈ Rn
T×NT its matrix representation with respect
to the basis of Qk,Th , where n
T := dimQTred and N
T := dimQk,Th . Each row of Π
T
red thus
corresponds to the basis representation of one element of the local reduced basis ϕTred
with respect to Qk,Th . We also denote the matrix and vector representations of the local
bilinear forms bTε,ξ,h, the coupling bilinear forms b
T,S
ε,ξ,h and the local functionals l
T
h with
respect to the bases of Qk,Th and Q
k,S
h by
lTh ∈ RN
T
, bTε,ξ,h ∈ RN
T×RT and bT,Sε,ξ,h ∈ RN
S×NT ,
respectively, for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, all T ∈ TH and all S ∈ N (T ).
With this notation, we split the assembly of the algebraic problem corresponding to
Problem 2.2.1 into an offline and an online part as follows: we apply standard techniques
locally on each subdomain and combine those with a DG-like mapping ι : TH × N→ N
to assemble the reduced component matrices.1
Algorithm 2.2.2 Local assembly of reduced component matrices and vectors (LRBMS).
Input: TH , ι, lTred and bTξ,red and bT,Sξ,red for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ
Output: lred and bξ,red for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ
initialize lred ∈ Rn and bξ,red ∈ Rn×n for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ with zero entries
for all T ∈ TH do
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ nT do(
lred
)
ι(T,i)
← (lred)ι(T,i) + (lTred)i
for all 0 ≤ j ≤ nT and all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ do(
bξ,red
)
ι(T,i),ι(T,j)
← (bξ,red)ι(T,i),ι(T,j) + (bTξ,red)i,j
end for
end for
for all S ∈ N (T ) do
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ nS and all 0 ≤ j ≤ nT and all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ do(
bξ,red
)
ι(T,i),ι(S,j)
← (bξ,red)ι(T,i),ι(S,j) + (bT,Sξ,red)i,j
end for
end for
end for
return lred and bξ,red for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ
1Given a consecutive numbering of the subdomains, which we denote by iT ∈ {0, |TH |−1} for all T ∈ TH ,
we define the mapping ι(T, ·) : {0, nT − 1} → {0, |TH | − 1} for each subdomain by i ↦→ ι(T, i) :=∑
{S∈TH | iS<iT } n
S+ i, which corresponds to a standard DG DoF mapping (see also Section 3.1.1.1).
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Offline, for all subdomains T ∈ TH and neighbors S ∈ N (T ) we assemble the matrix and
vector representations of bTξ,red, b
T,S
ξ,red and l
T
red with respect to the local reduced bases, by
lTred := l
T
h Π
T
red
⊥ ∈ RnT
bTξ,red := Π
T
red b
T
ε,ξ,h Π
T
red
⊥ ∈ RnT×nT and
bT,Sξ,red := Π
S
red b
T,S
ε,ξ,h Π
T
red
⊥ ∈ RnS×nT ,
respectively, for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ.2 We then assemble the matrix and vector representations
of bξ,red and lred, denoted by bξ,red ∈ Rn×n for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ and lred ∈ Rn, respectively
with n :=
∑
T∈TH n
T = dimQred(TH), using Algorithm 2.2.2.
Online, given any µ ∈ P we proceed just like in the standard RB setting described
in Section 1.3.2.1 and assemble the reduced system matrix bred(µ) ∈ Rn×n by a linear
combination of all component matrices:
bred(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ) bξ,red.
The reduced linear algebraic problem corresponding to (2.2.4) then reads: find pred(µ) ∈
Rn, such that bred(µ) pred(µ) = lred.
There are several things worth noting regarding the offline as well as the online part
of the computation, compared to standard RB methods (which correspond to |TH | = 1).
Offline we can carry out the projection of the local matrices and vectors and coupling
matrices in parallel, where we only require access to those values of the neighboring local
reduced basis functions which lie on the subdomain boundaries. Thus we only have to
communicate data associated with one layer of fine grid elements touching the coarse
subdomain boundaries (which corresponds to the communication pattern of standard
FE methods). Online, the reduced linear system is roughly |TH | times larger than that
of standard RB methods. The reduced system matrix bred(µ), however, is sparse and we
can use standard iterative solvers, if needed.
2Note that ΠTred
⊥
denotes the transpose of ΠTred.
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As motivated in the previous Chapter, a posteriori error estimates are crucial for all
parts of the computational process. Denoting the weak solution of Problem 1.4.1 for a
parameter µ ∈ P by pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω), the discrete solution of Problem 2.1.1 by pε,h(µ) ∈
Qkh(τh) and the reduced solution of Problem 2.2.1 by pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH), we require
• an estimate on the discretization error,
||pε(µ)− pε,h(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh(µ) ≤ ∆h (2.3.1)
to assess the quality of the discrete solution. If the estimate is localizable, i.e.,
ηh(µ)
2 =
∑
t∈τh η
t
h(µ)
2, we can also use it to steer an adaptive refinement of the
computational grid to reach a prescribed tolerance ∆h > 0 (ensuring an accurate
approximation) or to drive the spatio-parameter greedy algorithm 1.3.12. If the
estimate is additionally rigorous, i.e., it is an upper as well as a lower bound on
the error, we can additionally ensure that these adaptive approximations are also
efficient (see Sections 1.1 and 1.3 for further details);
• an estimate on the model reduction error,
||pε,h(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηred(µ) ≤ ∆red (2.3.2)
to drive the adaptive basis generation in the case that we are given a fixed approx-
imation space Qkh(τh), for instance using the discrete weak greedy algorithm 1.3.11
with a prescribed tolerance ∆red > 0. This estimate should be reliable as well as of-
fline/online decomposable, to allow the greedy algorithm to search over a large set
of training parameters during the basis generation. It also allows us to efficiently
assess the model reduction error during the online part of the computation;
• and an estimate on the full error,
||p(µ)− pred(µ)||∗ ≤ ηh,red(µ). (2.3.3)
If offline/online decomposable, such an estimate allows us to assess the full ap-
proximation error during the online part of the computation. If additionally lo-
calizable with respect to the coarse grid, i.e., ηh,red(µ)
2 =
∑
T∈TH η
T
h,red(µ)
2 with
offline/online decomposable local indicators ηTh,red(µ), we can assess the local error
distribution efficiently during the online part of the computation.
For the discretization presented in the previous section, an estimate on the discretiza-
tion error as in (2.3.1) is given in [ESV2010], if we choose the local approximation spaces
as DG spaces, i.e., QTh = Q
k
h(τ
T
h ) or the coarse grid as the fine grid, TH = τh. The es-
timate from [ESV2010] can be extended to the parameter-dependent case (analogously
to the methodology presented below) and is localizable with respect to the fine grid τh.
We present an extension of this estimate to arbitrary local approximation spaces (given
mild requirements on the shape of the subdomains), which is localizable with respect to
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the coarse grid TH , in Subsection 2.3.2. In the context of RB methods, an estimate on
the model reduction error as in (2.3.2) is readily available (at least for linear problems)
by residual type estimates and we present a variant of this standard estimate in the
context of the LRBMS in Section 2.3.1. That estimate, however, is not localizable and
its offline/online computation depends on the number of subdomains.
The estimate we propose in Section 2.3.2 is also an estimate on the full error as
in (2.3.3), given mild requirements on the local reduced spaces. Moreover it is fully
offline/online decomposable and localizable, which is quite a novelty in the context of
RB methods.
For our error analysis we require several norms and scalar products. We denote the
product over a space V(ω), for ω ⊆ Ω, by (·, ·)V,ω and omit ω if ω = Ω; the same holds
for the induced norm, ||·||2V,ω := (·, ·)V,ω. For the estimates (2.3.1) and (2.3.3), we use
the parametric energy semi-norm |||·|||· : P → [H1(τh) → R], which is for µ ∈ P defined
as
|||·|||2µ :=
∑
T∈TH
|||·|||2µ,T , |||·|||2µ,T :=
∑
t∈τTh
|||·|||2µ,t, |||·|||2µ,t := btε(·, ·;µ), (2.3.4)
with btε(p, q;µ) :=
∫
t
(
λ(µ)κε∇p
) ·∇q dx for all t ∈ τh, all p, q ∈ H1(τh) and all µ ∈ P.
Note that |||·|||· is a norm only on H10 (Ω). For the estimate (2.3.2), on the other hand,
we define the discrete energy scalar product (((·, ·)))h,· : P → [Qkh(τh)×Qkh(τh)→ R] and
use the discrete energy norm ||| · |||h,· : P → [Qkh(τh)→ R], for µ ∈ P defined as
(((ph, qh)))h,µ := bε,h(ph, qh;µ) and |||qh|||2h,µ := (((qh, qh)))h,µ (2.3.5)
respectively, for all ph, qh ∈ Qkh(τh), with bε,h given from Section 2.1.
In order to compare these norms for different parameters we use the affine decomposi-
tion of λ (compare Example 1.3.8), λ(x;µ) =
∑Ξ−1
ξ=0 θξ(µ)λξ(x), where we presume from
here on that the coefficients θξ are positive and that the components λξ are non-negative,
for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ. We can then compare λ for two parameters by
α(µ,µ)λ(x;µ) ≤ λ(x;µ) ≤ γ(µ,µ)λ(x;µ) for all x ∈ Ω, (2.3.6)
with the positive equivalent functions α, γ : P × P → R given by
α(µ,µ) :=
Ξ−1
min
ξ=0
θξ(µ)
θξ(µ)
and γ(µ,µ) :=
Ξ−1
max
ξ=0
θξ(µ)
θξ(µ)
, (2.3.7)
for all µ,µ ∈ P. Since this decomposition carries over to bε and bε,h, we can also compare
the above energy semi-norm for any two parameters µ,µ ∈ P by√
α(µ,µ) |||·|||µ ≤ |||·|||µ ≤
√
γ(µ,µ) |||·|||µ, (2.3.8)
the same holds for the local energy semi-norms in (2.3.4) and the discrete energy norm
in (2.3.5).
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2.3.1 Residual based error control of the model reduction error
Residual-based error estimation is a well established technique within the RB community
to estimate the model reduction error ered(µ) := pε,h(µ) − pred(µ), see for instance
[PR2006, QRM2011, RHP2008]. This technique is particularly suited for the RB context
since the solution we compare to, pε,h(µ), is already a discrete quantity (which makes
the computation of the norm of the Riesz-representative feasible). It is worth noting
that the concept of residual-based error estimation has already been used in the context
of Finite Element methods to estimate the discretization error for a long time (see for
instance [Ver1996, Ver2013] and the references therein).
We estimate the error in the discrete energy norm ||| · |||h,µ (see Equation 2.3.5), which
enables us to easily compute all constants involved and to obtain a fully computable
upper bound on the error during the online part of the computation. One can also
estimate the error in any equivalent norm and obtain computable bounds using the
so-called min-θ approach [PR2006, QRM2011, RHP2008] and Successive constraints
methods [HRSP2007].
Given bε,h and lh from the Section 2.1, we define the residual rε,h : P → [Qkh(τh) →
Qkh(τh)
′] for all ph, qh ∈ Qkh(τh) and all µ ∈ P by
rε,h[ph;µ](qh) := bε,h(ph, qh;µ)− lh(qh).
Residual-based error estimation is based on the following error identity for the reduced
solution pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh) and all µ ∈ P:
rε,h[pred(µ);µ](qh) = (((ered(µ), qh)))h,µ . (2.3.9)
This error identity allows us to bound the norm of the model reduction error by the
norm of the Riesz-representative of the above residual. We therefore denote the Riesz-
representative of rε,h[pred(µ);µ] with respect to the discrete energy scalar product given
by (2.3.5) for a fixed parameter µ ∈ P by qpred(µ);µ ∈ Qkh(τh), such that(((
qpred(µ);µ, qh
)))
h,µ
= rε,h[pred(µ);µ](qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh). (2.3.10)
We then have the following a posteriori error estimate.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Residual-based a posteriori error estimate). Let pε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(τh)
denote the discrete solution of Problem 2.1.1 and pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) the reduced solution
of Problem 2.2.1 for a parameter µ ∈ P. Let further qpred(µ);µ ∈ Qkh(τh), for a fixed
parameter µ ∈ P, denote the Riesz-representative of the residual for pred(µ), as defined
above. It then holds that
√
α(µ,µ)√
γ(µ,µ)
ηred(µ) ≤ |||pε,h(µ)− pred(µ)|||h,µ ≤ ηred(µ)
with ||| · |||h,µ given by (2.3.5), α and γ given by (2.3.7) and
ηred(µ) :=
1√
α(µ,µ)
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐qpred(µ);µ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐h,µ.
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Proof. We obtain the upper bound by
α(µ,µ) |||pε,h(µ)− pred(µ)|||2h,µ ≤ |||ered(µ)|||2h,µ
= (((ered(µ), ered(µ))))h,µ
= rε,h[pred(µ);µ]
(
ered(µ)
)
=
(((
qpred(µ);µ, ered(µ)
)))
h,µ
≤ ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐qpred(µ);µ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐h,µ|||ered(µ)|||h,µ,
where we used the norm equivalence (2.3.8) and the definition of eh in the first inequality,
the definition of the discrete energy norm (2.3.5) in the first equality, the error identity
(2.3.9) in the second equality, the definition of the Riesz-representative (2.3.10) in the
third equality and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the last inequality. We obtain the
lower bound, on the other hand, by⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐qpred(µ);µ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2h,µ ≤ (((qpred(µ);µ, qpred(µ);µ)))h,µ
= rε,h[pred(µ);µ]
(
qpred(µ);µ
)
=
(((
ered(µ), qpred(µ);µ
)))
h,µ
≤ |||ered(µ)|||h,µ
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐qpred(µ);µ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐h,µ
≤ γ(µ,µ) |||ered(µ)|||h,µ
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐qpred(µ);µ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐h,µ,
using the same arguments.
As already noted, this kind of estimate is a common one in the context of RB methods.
It is reliable, fully offline/online decomposable and gives a fully online computable upper
bound (at least in the variant we proposed here). This estimate, however, relies on the
error identity (2.3.9), which is a global property. Thus, we cannot except to immediately
get a localized estimate using this approach, though there exist recent contributions
towards localization [Sme2015]. Additionally, the offline/online decomposition of the
computation of |||qpred(µ);µ|||h,µ requires as many inversions of the global scalar product
as there are elements of the global reduced basis, which in turn scales with the size of the
coarse grid, as noted earlier. Again, this global interpretation of the reduced basis is not
appropriate in the context of the LRBMS and leads to extensive offline computations,
compare the experiments in Section 4.1.
Next, we present a completely different approach to error estimation, which is based on
local flux reconstruction. This approach yields a reliable estimate on the discretization
as well as on the full error. The resulting estimate is also offline/online decomposable
and additionally localizable with respect to the coarse grid.
2.3.2 Localized error control of the discretization and the full error
Our error analysis is a generalization of the ansatz presented in [ESV2010] to provide
an estimate on the discretization error for the solution pε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(τh) of the discrete
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Problem 2.1.1 as well as an estimate on the full error for the solution pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH)
of the reduced Problem 2.2.1. The main idea of the a posteriori error estimate pre-
sented in [Voh2007, ESV2010] is to observe that the approximate discrete diffusive flux
−λ(µ)κε∇hpε,h(µ) is nonconforming while its exact counterpart belongs to Hdiv(Ω) ⊂
[L2(Ω)]d, which denotes the space of vector valued functions the divergence of which lies
in L2(Ω). The idea of [Voh2007, ESV2010] is to reconstruct the discrete diffusive flux
in a conforming Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec space V lh(τh) ⊂ Hdiv(Ω) and compare it to the
nonconforming one. Their error analysis relies on a local conservation property of the
reconstructed flux on the fine grid τh to prove estimates local to the fine grid.
We transfer this concept to the discretization from Section 2.1 and prove estimates lo-
cal to the coarse grid that are valid for the discrete as well as the reduced approximation.
We obtain mild requirements for the coarse triangulation and the local approximation
spaces, namely that a local Poincare´ inequality holds on each coarse element and that the
constant function 1 is present in the local approximation spaces. The latter is obvious
for traditional discretizations and can be easily achieved for the LRBMS approximation.
The estimates are fully offline/online decomposable and can thus be efficiently used for
model reduction in the context of the LRBMS.
From here on, we presume the fine grid τh to be a simplicial one (and thus call it
a triangulation from here on) and to fulfill the requirements stated in [ESV2010, Sect.
2.1], namely shape-regularity and the absence of hanging nodes; an extension to more
general triangulations is possible analogously to [ESV2010, A.1]. We also presume the
subdomains T ∈ TH to be shaped convex.
We begin by stating an abstract energy norm estimate (see [ESV2010, Lemma 4.1])
that splits the difference between the weak solution pε ∈ H10 (Ω) of problem (1.3.1)
and any function ph ∈ H1(τh) into two contributions. This abstract estimate does not
depend on the discretization and thus leaves the choice of s and v open. Note that we
formulate the following Lemma with different parameters for the energy norm and the
weak solution. The price we have to pay for this flexibility is the additional constants
involving α(µ,µ) and γ(µ,µ), that vanish if µ and µ coincide.
Lemma 2.3.2 (Abstract energy norm estimate). Let pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) be the weak solution
of Problem 1.4.1 for µ ∈ P and let ph ∈ H1(τh) and µ ∈ P be arbitrary. Then
|||pε(µ)− ph|||µ ≤ 1√α(µ,µ)
(√
γ(µ,µ) inf
s∈H10 (Ω)
|||ph − s|||µ (2.3.11)
+ inf
v∈Hdiv(Ω)
{
sup
φ∈H10 (Ω)
|||φ|||µ=1
{(
f −∇·v, φ)
L2
− (λ(µ)κε ·∇hph + v,∇φ)L2}})
≤
√
γ(µ,µ)√
α(µ,µ)
2 |||pε(µ)− ph|||µ.
Proof. We mainly follow the proof of [ESV2010, Lemma 4.1] while accounting for the
parameter dependency of the energy norm and the weak solution. It holds for arbitrary
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µ ∈ P, p ∈ H10 (Ω) and ph ∈ H1(τh), that
|||p− ph|||µ ≤ inf
s∈H10 (Ω)
|||ph − s|||µ + sup
φ∈H10 (Ω)
|||φ|||µ=1
bε(p− ph, φ;µ) (2.3.12)
(see [Voh2007, Lemma 7.1]) and for the weak solution pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) of Problem (1.4.1),
that
bε(pε(µ)− ph, φ;µ) =
(
f, φ
)
L2
− (λ(µ)κε∇hph,∇φ)L2 ,
=
(
f −∇·v, φ)
L2
− (λ(µ)κε ·∇hph + v,∇φ)L2 (2.3.13)
for all φ ∈ H10 (Ω) and all v ∈ Hdiv(Ω), where we used the definition of bε in the
first equality and the fact that (v,∇φ)L2 = −(∇·v, φ)L2 due to Green’s Theorem and
φ ∈ H10 (Ω) in the second one. Inserting (2.3.13) into (2.3.12) with p = pε(µ) and using
the norm equivalence (2.3.8) then yields the first inequality in (2.3.11).
To obtain the second inequality we choose s = pε(µ) and v = −λ(µ)κε∇pε(µ) in the
right hand side of (2.3.11) which eliminates the two infimums and leaves us with two
terms yet to be estimated arising inside the supremum. Using Green’s Theorem and the
definition of bε we observe the vanishing of the first term. We estimate the second term
as ⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε∇hph − λ(µ)κε∇pε(µ),∇φ)L2⏐⏐
=
⏐⏐((λ(µ)κε)1/2∇h(ph − pε(µ)), (λ(µ)κε)1/2∇φ)L2⏐⏐
≤
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε)1/2∇h(ph − pε(µ))⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
L2
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε)1/2∇φ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
L2
= |||ph − pε(µ)|||µ|||φ|||µ,
where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the definition of the energy norm. We
finally obtain the second inequality of (2.3.11) from the bound above by observing that
the supremum vanishes (due to |||φ|||µ = 1) and by using the norm equivalence (2.3.8)
again.
The following theorem states the main localization result and gives an indication on
how to proceed with the choice of v: it allows to localize the estimate of the above Lemma,
if v fulfills a local conservation property. It is still an abstract estimate in the sense that
it does not use any information of the discretization and does not yet fully prescribe s
and v. Given our assumptions on the data functions λ and κε, we denote by 0 < c
t
ε(µ)
and ctε(µ) ≤ Ctε(µ) the smallest and largest eigenvalue of λ(µ)κε|t, respectively, for any
µ ∈ P and additionally define ctε := infµ∈P ctε(µ) and ctε ≤ Ctε :=
∑
µ∈P C
t
ε(µ), for all
t ∈ τh.
Theorem 2.3.3 (Locally computable abstract energy norm estimate). Let pε(µ) ∈
H10 (Ω) be the weak solution of Problem 1.4.1 for µ ∈ P, let s ∈ H10 (Ω) and ph ∈ H1(τh)
be arbitrary, let v ∈ Hdiv(Ω) fulfill the local conservation property
(∇ · v,1)L2,T = (f,1)L2,T
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and let CTP > 0 denote the constant from the Poincare´ inequality,⏐⏐⏐⏐φ−ΠT0 φ⏐⏐⏐⏐2L2,T ≤ CTP h2T ||∇φ||2L2,T for all φ ∈ H1(T ), (2.3.14)
on all T ∈ TH , where Πωl denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto Pl(ω) for l ∈ N and
ω ⊆ Ω. It then holds for arbitrary µ, µˆ ∈ P, that
|||pε(µ)− ph|||µ ≤ η˜(ph, s, v;µ, µˆ),
with the abstract global estimator η˜(ph, s, v;µ, µˆ) defined as
η˜(ph, s, v;µ, µˆ) :=
1√
α(µ,µ)
[ √
γ(µ,µ)
( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tnc(ph, s;µ)
2
)1/2
+
( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tr (v)
2
)1/2
+ 1√
α(µ,µˆ)
( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tdf(ph, v; µˆ)
2
)1/2 ]
and the local nonconformity estimator defined as
η˜Tnc(ph, s;µ) := |||ph − s|||µ,T ,
the local residual estimator defined as
η˜Tr (v) := (C
T
P /c
T
ε )
1/2hT ||f −∇·v||L2,T
and the local diffusive flux estimator defined as
η˜Tdf(ph, v; µˆ) :=
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µˆ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇hph + v)⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
L2,T
for all coarse elements T ∈ TH , where cTε := inft∈τTh c
t
ε.
Proof. We loosely follow the proof of [ESV2010, Theorem 3.1] while accounting for the
parameter dependency and the coarse triangulation. Fixing an arbitrary s ∈ H10 (Ω) in
(2.3.11) and localizing with respect to the coarse triangulation yields
|||pε(µ)− ph|||µ ≤ 1√α(µ,µ)
(√
γ(µ,µ)
√∑
T∈TH
|||ph − s|||2µ,T (2.3.15)
+ sup
φ∈H10 (Ω)
|||φ|||µ=1
{ ∑
T∈TH
( (
f −∇·v, φ)
L2,T  
:=(i)
− (λ(µ)κε ·∇hph + v,∇φ)L2,T  
:=(ii)
)})
which leaves us with two local terms we will estimate separately.
(i) Since (f −∇·v,ΠT0 φ)L2,T = 0 due to the local conservation property of v we can
estimate the first term as⏐⏐(f −∇·v, φ)
L2,T
⏐⏐ ≤ ||f −∇·v||L2,T ⏐⏐⏐⏐φ−ΠT0 φ⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,T
≤
√
CTP hT
(
max
t∈τTh
1
ctε
)1/2||f −∇·v||L2,T |||φ|||µ,T ,
where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the Poincare´ inequality and the
equivalence of the local norms, (2.3.8), on all t ∈ τTh .
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(ii) We estimate the second term as⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε∇hph + v,∇φ)L2,T ⏐⏐ ≤ ⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇hph + v)⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,T |||φ|||µ,T
≤
√
α(µ, µˆ)
−1⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µˆ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇hph + v)⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
L2,T
|||φ|||µ,T
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the definition of the local energy semi-norms
(2.3.4) and the parameter equivalence (2.3.6).
Inserting the last two inequalities in (2.3.15) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and the definition of the local estimators and of cTε yields
|||pε(µ)− ph|||µ ≤ 1√α(µ,µ)
(√
γ(µ,µ)
( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tnc(ph, s;µ)
2
)1/2
+ sup
φ∈H10 (Ω)
|||φ|||µ=1
[ ∑
T∈TH
(
η˜Tr (v) +
1√
α(µ,µˆ)
η˜Tdf(ph, v; µˆ)
)|||φ|||µ,T  
(iii)
]2)
.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again we can further estimate (iii) as
(iii) ≤
[( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tr (v)
2
)1/2
+ 1√
α(µ,µˆ)
( ∑
T∈TH
η˜Tdf(ph, v; µˆ)
2
)1/2]|||φ|||µ.
The previous two inequalities combined give the final result, since the supremum vanishes
due to |||φ|||µ = 1.
Remark 2.3.4 (Properties of the locally computable abstract energy norm estimate). In
contrast to the estimator proposed in [ESV2010] the above estimate is local with respect
to TH , not τh. Choosing TH = τh we obtain nearly the same estimate as the one in
[ESV2010] for the pure diffusion case (apart from a slightly less favorable summation).
In general, however, we can only expect η˜r to be super-convergent as in [ESV2007] if we
refine TH along with τh (see the experiments in Section 4.2.4.1), thus keeping the ratio
H/h fixed.
What is left now in order to turn the abstract estimate of Theorem 2.3.3 into a fully
computable one is to specify s and v, given a discrete solution pε,h(µ). We will do so in
the following paragraphs, finally using the knowledge that pε,h(µ) was computed using
the discretization from Section 2.1.
2.3.2.1 Oswald interpolation
The form of the nonconformity estimator in Theorem 2.3.3 already indicates how to
choose s: it should be close to pε,h(µ), in order to minimize η˜nc, and it should be
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computable with reasonable effort. Both requirements are met by the Oswald inter-
polation operator, that goes back to [KP2003] (in the context of a posteriori error es-
timates; see also [ESV2010, Section 2.5] and the references therein). Given any pos-
sibly discontinuous function qh ∈ Qkh(TH) we define the Oswald interpolation operator
Ios : Q
k
h(TH) → Qkh(TH) ∩ H10 (Ω) by prescribing its values on the Lagrange nodes ν of
the triangulation: we set Ios[qh](ν) := q
t
h(ν) inside any t ∈ τh and
Ios[qh](ν) :=
1
|τνh |
∑
t∈τνh
qth(ν) for all inner nodes of τh and Ios[qh](ν) := 0 (2.3.16)
for all boundary nodes of τh, where τ
ν
h ⊂ τh denotes the set of all simplices of the fine
triangulation which share ν as a node. Given a nonconforming approximation pε,h(µ),
we choose s = Ios
[
pε,h(µ)
]
.
We continue with the specification of v, which is a bit more involved. The only formal
requirement we have is for v to fulfill the local conservation property on each coarse
element, but the diffusive flux estimator already gives a good hint on the specific form
of v (namely, to be close to −λ(µ)κε∇hpε,h(µ)). A particular choice is given by the
element-wise diffusive flux reconstruction (with respect to the fine triangulation) that
was proposed in [ESV2010], which fulfills the local conservation property on the coarse
elements if properly defined with respect to the discretization from Section 2.1.
2.3.2.2 Diffusive flux reconstruction
We reconstruct a conforming diffusive flux approximation uε,h(µ) ∈ Hdiv(Ω) of the non-
conforming discrete diffusive flux −λ(µ)κε∇hpε,h(µ) ̸∈ Hdiv(Ω) in a conforming discrete
subspace V lh(τh) ⊂ Hdiv(Ω), namely the Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec space of vector valued
functions (see [ESV2010] and the references therein), defined for k − 1 ≤ l ≤ k by
V lh(τh) :=
{
v ∈ Hdiv(Ω)
⏐⏐v|t ∈ [Pl(t)]d + xPl(t) ∀t ∈ τh}.
See [ESV2010, Section 2.4] and the references therein for a detailed discussion of the role
of the polynomial degree l, the properties of elements of V lh(τh) and the origin of the use
of diffusive flux reconstructions in the context of error estimation in general. We define
the parametric diffusive flux reconstruction operator Rlh : P → [Qkh(TH) → V lh(τh)],
µ ↦→ [qh ↦→ Rlh[qh;µ]], by locally specifying Rlh[qh;µ] ∈ V lh(τh), such that(
Rlh[qh;µ] ·ne, q
)
L2,e
= bec(qh, q;µ) + b
e
p(qh, q;µ) for all q ∈ Pl(e) (2.3.17a)
and all e ∈ F th and(
Rlh[qh;µ],∇q
)
L2,t
= −bt(qh, q;µ)− ϑ
∑
e∈Fth
bec(q, qh;µ) for all ∇q ∈ [Pl−1(t)]d
(2.3.17b)
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with q ∈ Pl(t) for all t ∈ τh, where ϑ is given by the local discretization inside each coarse
element and by ϑ = 1 on all fine faces that lie on a coarse face. This reconstruction
of the diffusive flux is sensible for the discrete solution as well as the reduced solution,
since the reconstructions of either fulfill the requirements of Theorem 2.3.3.
Lemma 2.3.5 (Local conservativity). Let 1 ∈ QTred ⊂ Qk,Th for all T ∈ TH and
let pε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(TH) and pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) be the discrete and reduced solution
of Problems 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 for a parameter µ ∈ P, respectively, and let uε,h(µ) :=
Rlh[pε,h(µ);µ] ∈ V lh(τh) and ured(µ) := Rlh[pred(µ);µ] ∈ V lh(τh) denote their respective
diffusive flux reconstructions. It then holds that uε,h(µ) and ured(µ) fulfill the local con-
servation property of Theorem 2.3.3, i.e.,(∇·uε,h(µ),1)L2,T = (f,1)L2,T = (∇·ured(µ),1)L2,T for all T ∈ TH .
Proof. We follow the ideas of [ESV2010, Lemma 2.1] while accounting for the coarse
triangulation. Let 1T ∈ Qkh(TH) be an indicator for T ∈ TH , such that 1T
⏐⏐
T
= 1 ∈ Qk,Th
and zero everywhere else. It then holds, that(∇·uε,h(µ),1)L2,T = ∑
t∈τTh
[(
uε,h(µ) ·n,1
)
L2,∂t
− (uε,h(µ),∇1))L2,t]
= bε,h(pε,h(µ),1
T ;µ) =
(
f,1)L2,T ,
for all T ∈ TH , where we used Green’s Theorem in the first equality, the definition of the
diffusive flux reconstruction, (2.3.17), and the definition of 1T and bε,h in the second and
the fact, that 1 ∈ Qk,Th and pε,h solves (2.1.7) in the third. The very same arguments
hold for ured and pred solving (2.2.4).
Inserting the Oswald interpolation for s and the diffusive flux reconstruction for v in
Theorem 2.3.3 then yields a locally computable energy estimate for the discrete as well as
the reduced solution. Though mathematically identical we explicitly distinguish between
ηh and ηh,red, since the latter, restricted to Qred(TH), is offline/online decomposable.
Corollary 2.3.6 (Locally computable energy norm estimate). Let pε(µ) ∈ H10 (Ω) be the
weak solution of Problem 1.4.1, let pε,h(µ) ∈ Q1h(TH) be the discrete solution of Problem
2.1.1, let pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) be the reduced solution of Problem 2.2.1 and let Rlh denote
the diffusive flux reconstruction operator. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.3 and
Lemma 2.3.5 be fulfilled and let µ, µˆ ∈ P be arbitrary. It then holds, that
|||pε(µ)− pε,h(µ)|||µ ≤ ηh(pε,h(µ);µ,µ, µˆ),
|||pε(µ)− pred(µ)|||µ ≤ ηh,red(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ).
with
η∗(·;µ,µ, µˆ) := 1√
α(µ,µ)
[ √
γ(µ,µ)
( ∑
T∈TH
ηTnc(·;µ)2
)1/2
+
( ∑
T∈TH
ηTr (·;µ)2
)1/2
+ 1√
α(µ,µˆ)
( ∑
T∈TH
ηTdf(·;µ, µˆ)2
)1/2 ]
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for η∗ = ηh = ηh,red and
ηTnc(·;µ) := η˜Tnc(·, Ios[·];µ), ηTr (·;µ) := η˜Tr (Rlh[·;µ]), ηTdf(·;µ, µˆ) := η˜Tdf(·, Rlh[·;µ]; µˆ).
2.3.2.3 Local efficiency
The global efficiency of the abstract estimate was already shown in Lemma 2.3.2 (again
note, that γ(µ,µ) = α(µ,µ) = 1 if µ and µ coincide), see [ESV2007, Remarks 4.2
and 4.3] for a discussion. We also state a local efficiency of the local estimates from
Corollary 2.3.6 using the form of the discretization, the Oswald interpolation and the
diffusive flux reconstruction. Therefore, we further localize our estimates with respect
to the fine triangulation and apply the ideas of [ES2008, ESV2007, ESV2010]. We
denote by ≲ a proportionality relation between to quantities a and b in the sense that
a ≲ b :⇐⇒ a ≤ Cb, where the positive constant C only depends on the space dimension,
the polynomial degree k, the polynomial degree of f , the shape-regularity of τh and the
DG parameters σ and ϑ. We additionally denote the set of all fine elements that touch
T ∈ TH by τ˜Th := {t ∈ τh | t∩T ̸= ∅}, the set of all fine faces that touch T by F˜Th := {e ∈
Fh | ∃t ∈ τTh : e ∩ t ̸= ∅} and the weighted jump seminorms [[[·]]]·,F : P → [H1(τh)→ R],
µ ↦→ [q ↦→ [[[q]]]µ,F ] and [[[·]]]p,·,F : P → [H1(τh)→ R], µ ↦→ [q ↦→ [[[q]]]p,µ,F ] for any subset
F ⊂ Fh, all µ ∈ P and q ∈ H1(τh) by
[[[q]]]µ,F :=
(∑
e∈F
⏐⏐⏐⏐[[(λ(µ)κε∇q) ·ne]]e⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,e)1/2 and [[[q]]]p,µ,F := (∑
e∈F
bep(q, q;µ)
)1/2
,
respectively. We also denote the set of all fine elements that touch t ∈ τh by τ˜ th and the
set of all fine faces that touch t by F˜ th and define
c˜Tε := min
t∈τ˜Th
ctε, hT := max
t∈τTh
ht, ω
T :=
(
max
e∈FTh
ω+e
2)1/2
,
CTε := max
t∈τh
Ctε, hT := min
t∈τTh
ht, C
T
ε := max
t∈τTh
(
( max
s∈t∪N (t)
Csε
csε
)2
)
for all T ∈ TH .
Theorem 2.3.7 (Local efficiency of the locally computable energy norm estimate). With
the notation and assumptions from Corollary 2.3.6, let f be polynomial and maxt∈τh ht ≤
1. It then holds for p∗ = pε,h, pred, that
ηTnc(p∗(µ);µ) ≲
(
CTε /c˜
T
ε
)1/2
[[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,F˜Th ,
ηTr (p∗(µ);µ) ≲
√
γ(µ,µ)(CTp /c
T
ε )
1/2hT
[
CTε hT
−1|||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||µ,T
+ ωT hT [[[p∗(µ)]]]µ,FTh
+ σ1/2 hT
−1[[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,FTh
]
ηTdf(p∗(µ);µ, µˆ) ≲
√
γ(µ, µˆ)
√
γ(µ,µ) C
T
ε
1/2( |||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||µ,T
+ [[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,FTh
)
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for all coarse elements T ∈ TH .
Proof. We estimate each local estimator separately. It holds for the nonconformity
estimator, that
ηTnc(p∗(µ);µ) =
( ∑
t∈τTh
|||p∗(µ)− Ios[p∗(µ)]|||2µ,t
)1/2
≲
( ∑
t∈τTh
Ctεmin
t˜∈τ˜ th
(ct˜ε)
−1[[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]2p,µ,F˜th
)1/2
≤ (CTε /c˜Tε )1/2[[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,F˜Th ,
where we use the definition of ηTnc[p∗(µ)] and τTh in the equality and the arguments of
[ESV2010, Proof of Theorem 3.2] in the first and the definition of CTε , c˜
T
ε and F˜Th in the
second inequality.
It holds for the residual estimator that
ηTr (p∗(µ);µ) ≤
(
CTp /c
T
ε
)1/2
hT
( ⏐⏐⏐⏐f −∇·(λ(µ)κε∇hp∗(µ))⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,T  
:=(i)
+
⏐⏐⏐⏐∇·(λ(µ)κε∇hp∗(µ) + u∗(µ))⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,T  
:=(ii)
)
,
with u∗ as in Lemma 2.3.5, where we used the definition of ηTr [u∗(µ)] and the triangle
inequality, which leaves us with two terms we will estimate separately.
(i) The first term can be estimated as follows, using the definition of τTh and the
arguments of [ES2008, Proposition 3.3] in the first and the definition of CTε and
τTh and the fact that maxt∈τh ht ≤ 1 in the second inequality:
(i) ≲
( ∑
t∈τTh
Ctεh
−2
t |||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||2µ,t
)−1/2 ≤ CTε hT−1|||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||µ,T
(ii) The second term can be estimated as
(ii) ≲
[ ∑
t∈τh
(
h
1/2
t
∑
e∈Fth
ω+e
⏐⏐⏐⏐[[(λ(µ)κε∇hp∗(µ)) ·ne]]e⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,e
+ σ1/2h−1t [[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,Fth
)2 ]1/2
≲ ωT hT [[[p∗(µ)]]]µ,FTh + hT
−1σ1/2 [[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,FTh ,
using the definition of τTh and the arguments of [ESV2010, Proof of Theorem 3.2]
in the first and Young’s inequality and the definition of ωT , hT , hT and τ
T
h in the
second inequality.
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Applying the norm equivalence (2.3.8) yields the desired result for the residual estimator.
Finally, it holds for the diffusive flux estimator, that
ηTdf(p∗(µ);µ,µ) ≤
√
γ(µ, µˆ)
( ∑
t∈τTh
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇p∗(µ) + u∗(µ))⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,t
)1/2
≲
√
γ(µ, µˆ)
[ ∑
t∈τTh
(
max
s∈t∪N (t)
Csε
csε
)2(|||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||µ,t
+ [[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,Fth
)2]1/2
≲
√
γ(µ, µˆ) C
T
ε
1/2(|||pε(µ)− p∗(µ)|||µ,T + [[[pε(µ)− p∗(µ)]]]p,µ,FTh ),
where we used the definition of ηTdf [p∗(µ)] and τ
T
h and the parameter equivalence from
(2.3.8) in the first, [ESV2007, Lemma 4.12] in the second and the definition of C
T
ε and
FTh in the third inequality. Applying the norm equivalence (2.3.8) again finally yields
the desired result for the diffusive flux estimator.
2.3.2.4 Localized offline/online decomposition
We give a localized offline/online decomposition of the local error indicators and of the
global estimator, as defined in Corollary 2.3.6. Here, localized is to be understood in the
sense that in order to compute the indicators for a subdomain we only require quantities
associated with this subdomain and its neighbors. Therefore, for each local reduced basis
space QTred, we denote the corresponding reduced basis by ϕ
T
red = {φT0 , . . . , φTnT−1}, with
nT = dimQTred ∈ N for all subdomains T ∈ TH . We also define qTred := qred|T ∈ QTred for
any function qred ∈ Qred(TH) (and implicitly understand qTred to be extended by 0 outside
of T , if required by the context). For the reduced solution pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH), we thus
get pred(µ) =
∑
T∈TH p
T
red(µ) with p
T
red(µ) =
∑nT−1
i=0 p
T
i (µ)φ
T
i . We denote the vector of
Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of pTred(µ) ∈ QTred by pTred(µ) ∈ Rn
T
, with
(
pTred(µ)
)
i
= pTi (µ).
First of all, however, we need to revisit the definition of the diffusive flux reconstruction
operator (2.3.17). Since that operator is defined locally with respect to the fine grid,
we can reformulate it with respect to each subdomain and its neighbors, analogously to
(2.1.8). Additionally, it inherits the affine decomposition of the bilinear forms. This does
not only make it possible to decompose the evaluation of the local indicators as defined
in Corollary 2.3.6 into an offline and an online part, given prescribed µ, µˆ ∈ P. It also
allows us to evaluate those indicators efficiently for any online choice of µ. This, in turn,
allows us to efficiently estimate the full error of a reduced solution in the parameter
dependent energy norm |||·|||µ online, for any µ ∈ P.
For each subdomain T ∈ T , we therefore define the local component diffusive flux
reconstruction operators
◦
Rl,Th,ξ : Q
T
h → V lh(τTh ) for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ by locally specifying
◦
Rl,Th,ξ[qh], for qh ∈ Qkh(τh), on all e ∈
◦FTh , such that( ◦
Rl,Th,ξ[qh] ·ne, q
)
L2,e
= bec,ξ(qh, q) + b
e
p,ξ(qh, q) for all q ∈ Pl(e)
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and on all t ∈ τTh , such that( ◦
Rl,Th,ξ[qh],∇q
)
L2,t
= −btε,ξ(qh, q)− ϑ
∑
e∈Fth∩
◦FTh
bec,ξ(q, qh) for all ∇q ∈ [Pl−1(t)]d
with q ∈ Pl(t), where ϑ is given as in (2.3.17) and btε,ξ, bec,ξ and bep,ξ denote the components
of the affine decomposition of the local, coupling and penalty bilinear forms btε, b
e
c and b
e
p
from (2.3.4) and (2.1.3), respectively (which we do not give explicitly here). Additionally
for all coarse faces E ∈ FH , we define the face component diffusive flux reconstruction
operator Rl,Eh,ξ : Q
k
h(τh) → V lh(τh) for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ, by locally specifying Rl,Eh,ξ [qh], such
that (
Rl,Eh,ξ [qh] ·ne, q
)
L2,e
= bec,ξ(qh, q) + b
e
p,ξ(qh, q) for all q ∈ Pl(e)
on all e ∈ FEh and(
Rl,Eh,ξ [qh],∇q
)
L2,t
= −
∑
e∈Fth∩FEh
bec,ξ(q, qh) for all ∇q ∈ [Pl−1(t)]d
with q ∈ Pl(t) on all t ∈ τEh , where τEh ⊂ τh denotes those fine elements, a face of
which lies in FEh . With these definitions we can rewrite the diffusive flux reconstruction
operator from (2.3.17) as
Rlh[qh;µ] =
∑
T∈TH
[
Rl,Th [qh|T ;µ] +
∑
S∈N (T )
Rl,T,Sh [qh|S ;µ]
]
,
with
Rl,Th [qh|T ;µ] :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)R
l,T
h,ξ[qh|T ] and Rl,T,Sh [qh|T ;µ] :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)R
l,T,S
h,ξ [qh|T ],
where θξ denote the coefficients from the affine decomposition of λ and
Rl,Th,ξ[qh|T ] :=
◦
Rl,Th,ξ[qh|T ] +
∑
E∈FTH
Rl,Eh,ξ [qh|T ] and
Rl,T,Sh,ξ [qh|T ] =
∑
E∈FTH
Rl,Eh,ξ [qh|S ],
for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh) and all µ ∈ P.
Using this reformulation of the diffusive flux operator and the fact that the Oswald
interpolation operator Ios from (2.3.16) is linear, we proceed with the actual offline/online
decomposition of the local error indicators and the a posteriori error estimator from
Corollary 2.3.6.
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The nonconformity estimator ηTnc. Using the definitions of η
T
nc and the energy norm
(2.3.4), we obtain for the nonconformity estimator
ηTnc
(
pred(µ);µ
)2
= |||pred(µ)− Ios[pred(µ)]|||2µ,T
= bTε
(
pred(µ), pred(µ);µ
)− 2bTε (pred(µ), Ios[pred(µ)];µ)
+ bTε
(
Ios[pred(µ)], Ios[pred(µ)];µ
)
. (2.3.18)
We define the component matrices ATξ , B
T
ξ , C
T
ξ ∈ Rn
T×nT for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ and the
parametric matrices AT (µ), BT (µ), CT (µ) ∈ RnT×nT for all µ ∈ P by
(
ATξ
)
i,j
:= bTε,ξ(φ
T
i , φ
T
j ), A
T (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)A
T
ξ ,
(
BTξ
)
i,j
:= bTε,ξ
(
φTi , Ios[φ
T
j ]
)
, BT (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)B
T
ξ ,
(
CTξ
)
i,j
:= bTε,ξ
(
Ios[φ
T
i ], Ios[φ
T
j ]
)
and CT (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)C
T
ξ ,
respectively, for all φTi , φ
T
j ∈ ϕTred and all subdomains T ∈ TH . We thus obtain the
following decomposition of the evaluation of ηTnc from (2.3.18), for variable µ ∈ P and
all T ∈ TH :
ηTnc
(
pred(µ);µ
)
=
(
pTred(µ)
(
AT (µ)− 2BT (µ) + CT (µ)
)
pTred(µ)
)1/2
.
The residual estimator ηTr . Similarly, using the definitions of η
T
r and the L
2 norm, we
obtain for the residual estimator
ηTr
(
pred(µ);µ
)2
=
(
CTP /c
T
ε
)⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐f −∇·Rlh[pred(µ);µ]⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T
=
(
CTP /c
T
ε
)(⏐⏐⏐⏐f ⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T
− 2 (f,∇·Rlh[pred(µ);µ])L2,T  
=:(i)
(2.3.19)
+
⏐⏐⏐⏐∇·Rlh[pred(µ);µ]⏐⏐⏐⏐2L2,T  
=:(ii)
)
,
which leaves us with two terms we consider separately. We make use of the reformulation
of the diffusive flux operator from above and the fact that
Rlh[qh;µ]
⏐⏐⏐
T
= Rl,Th [q
T
h ;µ] +
∑
S∈N (T )
Rl,T,Sh [q
S
h ;µ],
which also holds for all components of the reformulated diffusive flux operator.
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(i) We define the component vectors dTξ ∈ Rn
T
and dT,Sξ ∈ Rn
S
for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ and
the parametric vectors dT (µ) ∈ RnT and dT,S(µ) ∈ RnS for all µ ∈ P by
(
dTξ
)
i
:=
(
f,∇·Rl,Th,ξ[φTi ]
)
L2,T
, dT (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)d
T
ξ ,
(
dT,Sξ
)
i
:=
(
f,∇·Rl,T,Sh,ξ [φSi ]
)
L2,T
and dT,S(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)d
T,S
ξ ,
respectively, for all φTi ∈ ϕTred, φSi ∈ ϕSred and all subdomains T ∈ TH and their
respective neighbors S ∈ N (T ). We thus obtain
(i) = pTred(µ) ·dT (µ) +
∑
S∈N (T )
pSred(µ) ·dT,S(µ). (2.3.20)
(ii) Using the definition of the L2 norm, we obtain
(ii) =
⏐⏐⏐⏐∇·Rl,Th [pTred(µ);µ]⏐⏐⏐⏐2L2,T
+ 2
∑
S∈N (T )
(
∇·Rl,Th [pTred(µ);µ],∇·Rl,T,Sh [pSred(µ);µ]
)
L2,T
+
∑
S∈N (T )
∑
S′∈N (T )
(
∇·Rl,T,Sh [pSred(µ);µ],∇·Rl,T,S
′
h [p
S′
red(µ);µ]
)
L2,T
.
(2.3.21)
We define the component matrices ETξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nT , ET,Sξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nS and ES,T,S
′
ξ,ξ′ ∈
RnS×nS
′
for all 0 ≤ ξ, ξ′ < Ξ and the parametric matrices ET (µ) ∈ RnT×nT ,
ET,S(µ) ∈ RnT×nS and ES,T,S′(µ) ∈ RnS×nS′ for all µ ∈ P by
(
ETξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
(
∇·Rl,Th,ξ[φTi ],∇·Rl,Th,ξ′ [φTj ]
)
L2,T
, ET (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)E
T
ξ ,
(
ET,Sξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
(
∇·Rl,Th,ξ[φTi ],∇·Rl,T,Sh,ξ′ [φSj ]
)
L2,T
, ET,S(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)E
T,S
ξ ,
(
ES,T,S
′
ξ,ξ′
)
:=
(
∇·Rl,T,Sh,ξ [φSi ],∇·Rl,T,S
′
h,ξ′ [φ
S′
j ]
)
L2,T
, ES,T,S
′
(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
θξ(µ)E
S,T,S′
ξ ,
respectively for all φTi ∈ ϕTred, φSi , φSj ∈ ϕSred, φS
′
j ∈ ϕS
′
red and all subdomains T ∈ TH
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and their respective neighbors S, S′ ∈ N (T ). We thus obtain from (2.3.21):
(ii) = pTred(µ) E
T (µ) pTred(µ) (2.3.22)
+ 2
∑
S∈N (T )
pTred(µ) E
T,S(µ) pSred(µ)
+
∑
S∈N (T )
∑
S′∈N (T )
pSred(µ) E
S,T,S′(µ) pS
′
red(µ).
Inserting (2.3.20) and (2.3.22) into (2.3.19) finally yields the following decomposition for
the evaluation of the residual estimator ηTr , for all µ ∈ P and all T ∈ TH :
ηTr
(
pred(µ);µ
)
=
1√
CTP /c
T
ε
(⏐⏐⏐⏐f ⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T
+
(
pTred(µ) E
T (µ) − 2 dT (µ)
)
·pTred(µ)
+ 2
∑
S∈N (T )
(
pTred(µ) E
T,S(µ)− dT,S(µ)
)
·pSred(µ)
+
∑
S∈N (T )
∑
S′∈N (T )
pSred(µ) E
S,T,S′(µ) pS
′
red(µ)
)1/2
.
The diffusive flux estimator ηTdf. Similarly, using the definitions of η
T
df and the L
2
norm, we obtain for the diffusive flux estimator
ηTdf
(
pred(µ);µ, µˆ)
2 =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µˆ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇hpred(µ) +Rlh[pred(µ);µ])⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T
=
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µˆ)κε)−1/2(λ(µ)κε∇hpred(µ))⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T  
=:(i)
(2.3.23)
+ 2
(
λ(µ)κε∇hpred(µ),
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1
Rlh[pred(µ);µ]
)
L2,T  
=:(ii)
+
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐(λ(µˆ)κε)−1/2Rlh[pred(µ);µ]⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐2
L2,T  
=:(iii)
,
which leaves us with three terms we consider separately.
(i) We define the component matrices F Tξ,ξ′ for all 0 ≤ ξ, ξ′ < Ξ and the parametric
matrices F T (µ) for all µ ∈ P by
(
F Tξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
((
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1(
λξκε∇hφTi
)
, λξ′κε∇hφTj
)
L2,T
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and
F T (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)F
T
ξ,ξ′ ,
respectively, for all φTi , φ
T
j ∈ ϕTred and all subdomains T ∈ TH . We thus obtain
(i) = pTred(µ) F
T (µ) pTred(µ). (2.3.24)
(ii) We define the component matrices GTξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nT and GT,Sξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nS for all 0 ≤
ξ, ξ′ < Ξ and the parametric matrices GT (µ) ∈ RnT×nT and GT,S(µ) ∈ RnT×nS
for all µ ∈ P by(
GTξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
(
λξ′κε∇hφTi ,
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1
RTh,ξ′ [φ
T
j ]
)
L2,T
,(
GT,Sξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
(
λξ′κε∇hφTi ,
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1
RT,Sh,ξ′ [φ
S
j ]
)
L2,T
and
GT (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)G
T
ξ,ξ′ ,
GT,S(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)G
T,S
ξ,ξ′ ,
respectively, for all φTi , φ
T
j ∈ ϕTred, φSj ∈ ϕSred and all subdomains T ∈ TH and their
respective neighbors S ∈ N (T ). We thus obtain
(ii) = pTred(µ) G
T (µ) pTred(µ) +
∑
S∈N (T )
pTred(µ) G
T,S(µ) pSred(µ). (2.3.25)
(iii) We define the component matrices HTξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nT , HT,Sξ,ξ′ ∈ Rn
T×nS and HS,T,S
′
ξ,ξ′ ∈
RnS×nS
′
for all 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ and the parametric matrices HT (µ) ∈ RnT×nT ,
HT,S(µ) ∈ RnT×nS and HS,T,S′(µ) ∈ RnS×nS′ for all µ ∈ P by
(
HTξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
((
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,Th,ξ[φ
T
i ],
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,Th,ξ′ [φ
T
j ]
)
L2,T
,(
HT,Sξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
((
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,Th,ξ[φ
T
i ],
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,T,Sh,ξ′ [φ
S
j ]
)
L2,T
,(
HS,T,S
′
ξ,ξ′
)
i,j
:=
((
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,T,Sh,ξ [φ
S
i ],
(
λ(µˆ)κε
)−1/2
Rl,T,S
′
h,ξ′ [φ
S′
j ]
)
L2,T
,
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and
HT (µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)H
T
ξ,ξ′ ,
HT,S(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)H
T,S
ξ,ξ′ ,
HS,T,S
′
(µ) :=
Ξ−1∑
ξ=0
Ξ−1∑
ξ′=0
θξ(µ)θξ′(µ)H
S,T,S′
ξ,ξ′ ,
respectively, for all φTi , φ
T
j ∈ ϕTred, φSi , φSj ∈ ϕSred, φS
′
j ∈ ϕS
′
red and all subdomains
T ∈ TH and their respective neighbors S, S′ ∈ N (T ). We thus obtain
(iii) = pTred(µ) H
T (µ) pTred(µ) (2.3.26)
+
∑
S∈N (T )
pTred(µ) H
T,S(µ) pSred(µ)
+
∑
S∈N (T )
∑
S′∈N (T )
pSred(µ) H
S,T,S′(µ) pS
′
red(µ).
Inserting (2.3.24), (2.3.25) and (2.3.26) into (2.3.23) finally yields the following
decomposition for the evaluation of the diffusive flux estimator ηTdf, for all µ ∈ P
and all T ∈ TH :
ηTdf
(
pred(µ);µ, µˆ) =
(
pTred(µ)
(
F T (µ) +GT (µ) +HT (µ)
)
pTred(µ)
+ 2
∑
S∈N (T )
pTred(µ)
(
GT,S(µ) +HT,S(µ)
)
pSred(µ)
+
∑
S∈N (T )
∑
S′∈N (T )
pSred(µ) H
S,T,S′(µ) pS
′
red(µ)
)1/2
.
Given these decompositions of the local indicators, the corresponding offline/online
decomposition of the estimator ηred is straightforward. Note that the computational
complexity of computing the estimators during the online phase scales quadratically
with the number of components of the affine decomposition of λ, Ξ.
Now that we know how to compute high-dimensional snapshots and how to estimate
the error of the discrete as well as the reduced solution, the definition of the LRBMS is
nearly complete. For the remainder of this chapter, we therefore discuss how to generate
the local reduced bases offline and how to adaptively enrich them online.
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2.4 Adaptivity
We have already identified several challenges in the context of parametric multiscale
problems, where traditional RB methods reach their limits (see Section 1.4). These
challenges are related to the fact that the dimension of the approximation space scales
with ε−l for some l ≥ 1, which results in a very expensive offline part of the computational
process. We address this issue by localizing many aspects of the offline part, for instance
by a combination of the greedy algorithm using localized snapshots and an a priori choice
of local reduced basis functions (see Section 2.4.1).
In addition, we have already discussed another shortcoming of traditional RB methods
with respect to the training character of the greedy algorithm (see Section 1.3): we can
only expect the greedy algorithm to produce a good reduced approximation space (in
the sense of the Kolmogorov n-width), if we allow it to search over a large set of training
parameters, Ptrain ⊂ P, and if we allow it to add a certain amount of solution snapshots
to the reduced basis. In general, we cannot say anything about the approximation quality
of the generated reduced space for untrained parameters, P\Ptrain. While we can assess
the approximation error online, we have no means to improve the approximation quality
of the reduced basis online, without dropping back to high-dimensional computations.
The latter is particularly troublesome in the context of parametric multiscale problems,
where a single solution snapshot is already very costly and where we usually do not have
the computational power to generate an acceptable reduced space offline. We address
this issue by an adaptive enrichment of the local reduced bases during the online part
of the computational process (see Section 2.4.2). While we allow for high-dimensional
computations online (and thus break the traditional offline/online decomposition), we
only require computations that are local to a subdomain.
2.4.1 Offline basis generation
As discussed in Section 1.3, there exist several variants of the greedy algorithm, depend-
ing on the circumstances and requirements. In many multiscale scenarios, the fine grid
τh, and thus the high-dimensional approximation space Q
k
h(τh), is prescribed a priori (see
for instance the experiment in Section 4.1.2). A natural choice for these kind of problems
is the discrete weak greedy algorithm 1.3.11, which we adapt to the LRBMS setting. We
do so by using the residual-based a-posterior estimate on the model reduction error from
Theorem 2.3.1, ηred, and by restricting the snapshots to each subdomain:
extend(ϕ
(n)
red,µ
∗) := ∪T∈TH ONB(ϕT (n)red ∪ pε,h(µ∗)|T), with ϕ
(n)
red = ∪T∈THϕT (n)red .
This variant of the greedy algorithm produces a reduced space with better approxima-
tion properties than that of standard RB methods while requiring less global snapshots
(see the experiments in section 4.1). In addition, the local orthonormalization proce-
dures operate on much smaller quantities and can be carried out in parallel. This step
of the offline part is thus much cheaper than the global orthonormalization step of the
traditional discrete weak greedy algorithm. On the other hand, the offline part suffers
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from the bad scaling of the offline/online decomposition of the residual-based error es-
timator with respect to the coarse grid, which undermines our efforts of reducing the
overall offline cost.
We addressed this drawback by using the localized a posteriori error estimate, ηh,red,
from Corollary 2.3.6. We could use this estimate on the full error, together with the local-
ized estimate on the discretization error from [ESV2010], to drive the spatio-parameter
greedy Algorithm 1.3.12, which adaptively refines the discrete space Qkh(τh) along with
the reduced space Qred(TH). However, since the idea of the spatio-parameter greedy
algorithm has only recently been proposed and since there still remain some practical
aspects to be considered in the context of the LRBMS, we postpone this ansatz for
future work. We thus use the estimate on the full error in the above context where a
fixed approximation space Qkh(τh) is given, which requires some careful considerations:
since the full error of a reduced solution can never be lower than the discretization error
induced by the prescribed approximation space Qkh(τh), say ∆h > 0, we cannot expect
a greedy algorithm to reach any tolerance below that, ∆red < ∆h (see also Definition
2.4.1 below).
In general we do not have any information about the solution manifold a priori and it
thus does not make sense to initialize the reduced basis with problem independent func-
tions a-priori. The most natural choice therefore is to initialize the reduced basis with
the largest element of the solution manifold (see the variants of the greedy algorithms in
Section 1.3). In the context of the LRBMS, however, we are not interested in generating
one reduced basis with global support, but instead many local reduced bases, associated
with the subdomains of the coarse grid. Inspired by numerical multiscale methods (see
Section 1.2) and the interpretation of the LRBMS as a generalized DG method with re-
spect to the coarse grid, we initialize each local reduced basis with DG shape functions
of order up to kH , for some kH ∈ N. We thus ensure that any LRBMS approximation is
at least as good as a standard DG method of order kH on the coarse grid. In addition,
the coarse behavior of the reduced solutions will be captured by the DoFs associated
with these basis functions, while all subsequent local reduced basis functions can be
interpreted as local fine scale corrections (see also the discussion of numerical multiscale
methods in Section 1.2.2).
Definition 2.4.1 (Discrete weak greedy algorithm in the context of the LRBMS). Let
Ptrain ⊂ P be a finite set and let pε,h(µ) and pred(µ) denote the solutions of the dis-
crete Problem 2.1.1 and the reduced Problem 2.2.1, respectively, for µ ∈ P. Let further
ηh(·; ·,µ, µˆ) and ηh,red(·; ·,µ, µˆ) denote the localizable a-posterior estimates on the full
error from Corollary 2.3.6 for some fixed µ, µˆ ∈ P and let kH ∈ N. With the maximum
estimated discretization error denoted by ∆h := maxµ∈Ptrain ηh
(
pε,h(µ);µ,µ, µˆ
)
, the dis-
crete weak greedy algorithm for the construction of a local reduced basis ϕTred spanning
a local reduced space space QTred on each subdomain T ∈ TH , to approximate IOh(Ptrain)
with an accuracy ∆red > ∆h, is then given by Algorithm 1.3.10 with
init(Ptrain) := ∪T∈TH
{
DG shapefunctions of order up to kH w.r.t T
}
estimate(ϕ
(n)
red,µ):= ηh,red
(
p
(n)
red(µ);µ,µ, µˆ
)
,
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extend(ϕ
(n)
red,µ
∗) := ∪T∈TH ONB(ϕT (n)red ∪ pε,h(µ∗)|T), with ϕ
(n)
red = ∪T∈THϕT (n)red ,
where ONB denotes an orthonormalization procedure for improved numerical stability, for
instance a stabilized Gram Schmidt procedure (see also Section 3.2.4.1).
In order to bring down the computational cost of the offline part we can use the above
greedy algorithm while allowing only for a very limited amount of global solution snap-
shots. This will result in a relatively small reduced space that may well be insufficient
for most parameters (even most training parameters).
We are thus now in the situation already outlined in the beginning of this chapter:
We are not given sufficient resources to generate an appropriate reduced basis of-
fline and we would thus like to adaptively improve the reduced basis online, while
maintaining as much of the offline/online decomposition of the computational pro-
cess as possible.
2.4.2 Online basis enrichment
Online, given any µ ∈ P, we compute a reduced solution pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH) and effi-
ciently assess its quality using the error estimator ηh,red. With traditional RB methods,
we have no means to improve the quality of the reduced solution, if the estimated error
was too large. The localized nature of the LRBMS, however, allows us to improve the
quality of the reduced solution during the online phase by carrying out an intermedi-
ate local enrichment step in the SEMR (solve → estimate → mark → refine) spirit of
adaptive FE methods (see Section 1.1). Instead of enlarging the approximation space
by local grid adaptation, however, we enrich the local reduced bases by solving local
corrector problems on selected subdomains, motivated by domain decomposition and
numerical multiscale methods (the procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.4.2): we
first compute local error indicators ηTh,red(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) for all T ∈ TH , such that
ηh,red(·;µ,µ, µˆ)2 ≤
∑
T∈TH η
T
h,red(·;µ,µ, µˆ)2, defined as
ηTh,red(·;µ,µ, µˆ)2 := 3√α(µ,µ)
[√
γ(µ,µ) ηTnc(·;µ)2 + ηTr (·;µ)2 + 1√α(µ,µˆ) η
T
df(·;µ, µˆ)2
]
,
(2.4.1)
and mark subdomains T˜H ⊆ TH for enrichment, given a marking strategy MARK. We
propose and discuss several such strategies in Section 4.4. On each marked subdomain
T ∈ T˜H we solve the local corrector problem
bTδε,h(p
Tδ
ε,h(µ), qh;µ) = l
Tδ
h (qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τTδh ) (2.4.2)
on an overlapping domain Tδ ⊃ T with the insufficient reduced solution pred(µ) as dirich-
let boundary values on ∂Tδ to obtain an updated detailed solution p
Tδ
h (µ) ∈ Qkh(τTδh ).
Here Qkh(τ
Tδ
h ), b
Tδ
ε,h and l
Tδ
h are extensions of Q
k
h(τ
T
h ), b
T
ε,h and l
T , respectively, to the
overlapping domain Tδ while additionally encoding pred(µ) as dirichlet boundary values.
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We then extend each marked local reduced basis by performing an orthonormalization
procedure on pTδε,h(µ)
⏐⏐
T
with respect to the existing local reduced basis and update all
reduced quantities with respect to the newly added basis vector. Finally, we compute
an updated reduced solution using the updated coarse reduced space and estimate the
error again. We repeat this procedure until the estimated error falls below the prescribed
tolerance ∆red or until the prescribed maximum number of iterations, next ∈ N, is
reached.
Algorithm 2.4.2 Adaptive basis enrichment in the intermediate local enrichment phase.
Input: MARK, ONB,
{
ϕTred
}
T∈TH , pred(µ), µ, ∆red > ∆h, next ∈ N
Output: Updated reduced solution and local reduced bases.
ϕ
T (0)
red ← ϕTred, ∀T ∈ TH , n← 0
while ηh,red(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) > ∆red and n < next do
for all T ∈ TH do
Compute local error indicator ηTh,red(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) according to (2.4.1).
end for
T˜H ← MARK
(TH)
for all T ∈ T˜H do
Solve (2.4.2) for pTδε,h(µ) ∈ Qkh(τTδh ).
ϕ
T (n+1)
red ← ONB
({
ϕ
T (n)
red , p
Tδ
ε,h(µ)
⏐⏐
T
})
end for
Qred(TH)(n+1) ←
⨁
T∈T˜H span
(
ϕ
T (n+1)
red
)⊕⨁T∈TH\T˜H span(ϕT (n)red )
Update all reduced quantities w.r.t Qred(TH)(n+1).
Solve (2.2.4) for pred(µ) ∈ Qred(TH)(n+1).
n← n+ 1
end while
return pred(µ),
{
ϕ
T (n)
red
}
T∈TH
There are several things worth noting about our modification of the online part of the
computational process. First of all, if the approximation quality of the reduced space is
sufficient for all parameters of interest, we do not interrupt the online phase at all; it
is then completely analogous to the online phase of traditional RB methods. The com-
putation of the local error indicators in Algorithm 2.4.2 can be efficiently offline/online
decomposed (see above); the computational complexity of MARK only depends on the
number of subdomains, |TH |. Once a set of subdomains has been marked, the enrich-
ment can be carried out in parallel with respect to the marked subdomains, without any
communication. For the update of the reduced quantities only local information and the
information on one layer of neighboring fine grid cells is needed.
The LRBMS method with the proposed basis generation Algorithm 2.4.1 and the
adaptive online enrichment strategy from Algorithm 2.4.2 is now suitable for a far wider
range of circumstances than standard RB methods or the initially published variants
of the LRBMS method [AHKO2012]. As mentioned before it can now be applied if
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the computational power available for the offline phase is limited by time- or resource
constraints. It can also be applied if the set of training parameters given to the greedy
Algorithm was insufficiently chosen or even if online a solution to a parameter is requested
that is outside of the original bounds of the parameter space. In general, the online
adaptive LRBMS method can be applied whenever the basis that was generated during
the offline phase turns out to not be sufficient for what is required during the online
phase.
Remark 2.4.3. Our choice of the greedy Algorithm 2.4.1 and the adaptive online enrich-
ment Algorithm 2.4.2 covers a wide range of scenarios. Disabling the online enrichment
(by setting next = 0) and choosing any suitable ∆red and nred yields the standard discrete
weak greedy basis generation. Setting nred = 0 and kH = 1, on the other hand, disables
the greedy procedure and merely initializes the reduced bases with the coarse DG basis of
order one. This is of particular interest in situations where the computation of solutions
of the detailed problem during the greedy procedure might be too costly. In that setup
nearly all work is done in the adaptive online enrichment phase.
Many other variants of Algorithm 2.4.2 are possible, e.g. other local boundary con-
ditions, other marking strategies MARK or orthonormalization algorithms ONB or other
stopping criteria; one could also limit the number of intermediate snapshots added to
the local bases. Depending on these choices the resulting method is then close to existing
DD methods (i.e., a DD method with overlapping subdomains, see [QV1999]) or numer-
ical multiscale methods (i.e., the adaptive iterative multiscale finite volume method, see
[HJ2011] or Section 1.2).
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In this chapter we present and discuss the discretization and the model reduction frame-
work, which were utilized to conduct the experiments in Chapter 4. Scientific software
plays a crucial role in research and is vital for a practical confirmation of theoretical
results as well as for an experimental justification of algorithms, which have not yet
been fully studied theoretically. For each of the two frameworks, we give a thorough
mathematical description of the underlying theoretical requirements (Sections 3.1.1 and
3.2.1), which naturally lead to the abstract design principles for each framework (Sec-
tions 3.1.2 and 3.2.3). We also discuss existing software frameworks (Sections 3.1.3 and
3.2.2) and present our own implementation of either framework in detail (Sections 3.1.4
and 3.2.4).
3.1 Discretization framework
An implementation of a discretization is at the heart of many numerical algorithms, be it
the adaptive grid-based discretizations discussed in Section 1.1, the numerical multiscale
methods discussed in Section 1.2 or the model reduction techniques discussed in Section
1.4.
However, the implementation of a discretization framework as a library of building
blocks for many different circumstances is not a trivial task. We present a realization of
a discretization framework, the purpose of which is to provide such a library for rapid
prototyping of new discretization schemes as well as for well performing discretizations
for highly complex real-world problems.
This section is organized as follows: we examine the different circumstances, where a
discretization framework is required, and define all relevant mathematical concepts in
Section 3.1.1. Based on these requirements, we derive abstract design principles for a
designated discretization framework in Section 3.1.2 and discuss possible available candi-
dates in Section 3.1.3. Since none of those met our needs, we present a new discretization
framework in Section 3.1.4, which is centered around the DUNE module dune-gdt.
3.1.1 Mathematical foundation and theoretical requirements
We recall what we require (mathematically speaking) of a discretization framework.
• Most prominently: given data functions, we require an approximation of the solu-
tion of a partial differential equation (PDE). This approximation involves a parti-
tion of the computational domain, an approximation of integrals, a discrete repre-
sentation of the solution and the solution of linear systems, among other ingredients
(see Section 3.1.1.1).
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• For a given solution we require an assessment on the error introduced by the
approximation, either by comparison with a known exact solution, a more detailed
approximation or by means of a posteriori error estimation (see Section 3.1.1.2).
• We also require direct access to discrete counterparts of operators, bilinear forms,
products and functionals. This is especially the case in the context of model
reduction (see Section 3.2).
We shall examine these different scenarios and requirements in the following sections
and derive key concepts along the way.
3.1.1.1 Approximating the solution of a partial differential equation
Following Section 1.1, we consider an elliptic problem as in Example 1.1.2, but allow
for more general types of boundary values. Let therefore Ω ⊂ Rd, for d = 1, 2, 3,
denote a bounded connected domain with polygonal boundary ∂Ω = ΓD ∪ ΓN , which
is separated into a Dirichlet boundary ΓD and a Neumann boundary ΓN , such that
ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅ and ΓD ̸= ∅. Let additionally H1(Ω) denote the Sobolev space of weakly
differentiable functions over Ω and H1ΓD(Ω) ⊂ H1(Ω) its elements that vanish on the
Dirichlet boundary ΓD in the sense of traces.
Given a force f ∈ L2(Ω), a diffusion factor λ ∈ L∞(Ω), a diffusion tensor κ ∈
[L∞(Ω)]d×d , Dirichlet boundary values gD ∈ L2(ΓD) and Neumann boundary values
gN ∈ L2(ΓN), we are looking for a pressure p ∈ H1(Ω), such that
−∇·(λκ∇p) = f in Ω,
p = gD on ΓD and
(λκ∇p) ·n = gN on ΓN
in a weak sense in H1ΓD(Ω). Equivalently put (in a variational setting), we are looking
for p ∈ H1(Ω) with p = gD on ΓD, such that
b(q, p) = lf (q) + lgN (q) for all q ∈ H1ΓD(Ω), (3.1.1)
with the bilinear form b : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R and the linear functionals lf : L2(Ω)→ R
and lN : L
2(ΓN)→ R defined as
b(q, p) :=
∫
Ω
(λκ∇q) ·∇pdx, lf (q) :=
∫
Ω
fq dx and lgN (q) :=
∫
ΓN
gNq dx, (3.1.2)
respectively.
The classes of discretizations we consider, namely Finite Element methods (FEM), are
based on a suitable partition of the computational domain Ω by a grid τh and a Galerkin
projection of (3.1.1) onto a discrete function space associated with this grid.1 To proceed
further, however, we need to differentiate between a conforming approximation, where
the approximating space is a subspace (e.g., Skh(τh) ⊂ H1(Ω)), or a nonconforming one,
where this is not the case (e.g., Qkh(τh) ⊂ L2(Ω) with Qkh(τh) ̸⊂ H1(Ω)).
1See Section 2.1 for a definition of a grid.
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A conforming approximation: continuous Galerkin FEM. We consider the operator
B : H1(Ω)→ H−1(Ω), p ↦→ [q ↦→ B[p](q) := b(q, p)] corresponding to the bilinear form b,
and express the solution p in terms of its homogeneous part p0 ∈ H1ΓD(Ω) and a Dirichlet
shift gh,D ∈ H1(Ω). Problem (3.1.1) is then equivalent to: find p0 ∈ H1ΓD(Ω), such that
B[p0] = lf + lgN −B[gh,D] in H1ΓD(Ω), (3.1.3)
where gh,D is any representation of gD, such that gh,D|ΓD = gD in the sense of traces
(we will specify the choice of gh,D further below). The weak solution is then given by
p := p0 + gh,D.
In order to discretize (3.1.3), we introduce two approximations by substituting the
ansatz space by a finite dimensional subspace and the operator B and the two functionals
lf and lgN by discrete variants; both approximations are induced by the choice of the grid
τh. (We think of grids as introduced in [BBD+2008] and use the notation of Chapter
2, that is: a grid is denoted by τh, its elements are denoted by t ∈ τh and its faces are
denoted by e ∈ Fh.) To begin with, presuming we are given a grid, let Skh(τh) ⊂ H1(Ω)
denote the continuous Lagrange space of globally continuous and piecewise polynomial
functions of order k ∈ N, k ≥ 1,
Skh(τh) :=
{
q ∈ C0(Ω) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ Pk(t) ∀t ∈ τh}, (3.1.4)
where Pk(ω) denotes the set of polynomials of order at most k for any set ω ⊂ Ω.
(For ease of notation we shall frequently drop the explicit polynomial order, where
appropriate, and denote by P(ω) the set of polynomials of at most some fixed finite
order, which does not have to be the same at each occurrence.) The Galerkin projection
of (3.1.3) onto Skh then simply reads: find ph,0 ∈ Skh(τh) ∩H1ΓD(Ω), such that
B[ph,0] = lf + lgN −B[gh,D] in Skh(τh) ∩H1ΓD(Ω). (3.1.5)
Before we proceed any further, let us consider the relationship between the elliptic
bilinear form b and the elliptic operator B.
Remark 3.1.1 (On operators and two-forms). We think of an operator L as a mapping
between Hilbert-spaces V and W , that is: L : V → W ′. We can also interpret each
operator as a two-form acting on V and W :
(·, ·)L :W × V → R, (w, v)L := L[v](w) for all v ∈ V,w ∈W.
If L is linear, the corresponding two-form is a bilinear form.
It is thus equivalent to consider (3.1.5), which is posed in operator notation, or the
following problem, which is expressed using the bilinear form: find ph,0 ∈ Skh(τh) ∩
H1ΓD(Ω), such that
b(qh, ph,0) = lf (qh) + lgN (qh)− b(qh, gh,D) for all qh ∈ Skh(τh) ∩H1ΓD(Ω).
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To proceed with the approximation of the PDE we can consider either problem but
mainly prefer operator notation in this section. It will only be important to clearly
separate operators and two-forms in the context of the implementation, compare Section
3.1.4.2.
Now that we have approximated H1 by the discrete (finite dimensional) space Skh(τh),
we require an approximation of the operator and the functionals by discrete counterparts
Bh ≈ B, lh,f ≈ lf and lh,gN ≈ lgN , since B, lf and lgN act on H1(Ω) and involve integrals
which need to be approximated. We obtain these discrete counterparts by a localization
of the integrals with respect to τh and by numerical quadratures to approximate the local
integrals on each element of the grid. In order to define the correct discrete operator,
we start by localizing B:
B[ψ](φ) =
∑
t∈τh
∫
t
(λκ∇ψ) ·∇φdx. (3.1.6)
The next step would be to approximate the above local integrals by a numerical quadra-
ture on each grid element t ∈ τh. However, providing quadratures for arbitrary elements
t ∈ τh is not an easy task (the same holds for the local shape functions that are required
for the local basis functions, as we will see below). Most discretization frameworks thus
presume that each element of the grid, t ∈ τh, is defined in terms of a reference element
tˆ and a bijective map Φt : tˆ → t and we follow this assumption.2 Using this map and
the definition Λ2t := |det(∇Φt⊥∇Φt)| we transform the integral in (3.1.6) and obtain∫
t
(
λκ∇ψ) ·∇φdx = ∫
tˆ
Λt
(
(λ ◦ Φt)(κ ◦ Φt)(∇ψ ◦ Φt)) ·(∇φ ◦ Φt) dx. (3.1.7)
Definition 3.1.2 (Local function, local derivative). Let τh be a grid of Ω and let Φ
t :
tˆ→ t denote the reference map for all t ∈ τh. Let further Pˆ(t) := {φt = φ◦Φt |φ ∈ P(t)}
denote the set of localized polynomials for t ∈ τh. Given a function φ : t → R, for
t ∈ τh, we call the function φt := φ ◦ Φt : tˆ→ R a local function, iff there exists a finite
polynomial degree (which may depend on t), such that φt ∈ Pˆ(t). Given a derivative
operator D acting on φ, we define the local derivative of φt by Dtφ
t := Dφ ◦ Φt. In
particular, for a local function φt ∈ Pˆ(t), we define its local gradient by ∇tφt := ∇φ◦Φt ∈
[Pˆ(t)]d.3
Remark 3.1.3. Note that the local gradient of a local function, ∇tφt, does not coincide
with the gradient of a local function, ∇φt. Using the chain rule we obtain for the latter
∇φt = ∇(φ ◦ Φt) = (∇φ ◦ Φt)∇Φt,
while the following holds for the former:
∇tφt = ∇φ ◦ Φt = ∇(φ ◦ Φt)(∇Φt)−1 = ∇φt(∇Φt)−1.
2The reference element tˆ is usually given by the unit cube or simplex on which quadratures and shape
functions can be constructed.
3Note that the concept of localization naturally holds for vector- and matrix-valued functions as well.
For ease of notation, however, we only discuss the scalar case in this chapter (unless noted otherwise).
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Nevertheless, the local gradient of a local function is a useful concept, as it allows to
rewrite (3.1.7) in a more intuitive way, preserving the structure of the integrand:∫
t
(
λκ∇ψ) ·∇φdx = ∫
tˆ
Λt
(
λtκt∇tψt
) ·∇tφt  
=:(∗)
dx. (3.1.8)
We transform the local integrals required for the approximation of the linear functional
lf from (3.1.2) in a similar manner:∫
t
fψ dx =
∫
tˆ
Λt f
tψt
=:(∗∗)
dx. (3.1.9)
In the above integrals, we implicitly assumed the existence of local functions λt, κt and
f t, given the data functions λ, κ and f . We formalize this assumption by demanding all
functions involved to be localizable from here on.
Definition 3.1.4 (Localizable function). Let τh be a grid of Ω and let q : Ω → R be a
function. We call q localizable with respect to τh, iff it can be expressed as a local function
on all elements of the grid. To be more precise, we call q localizable, iff q ∈ Q(τh), where
Q(τh) :=
{
q : Ω→ R ⏐⏐ ∀t ∈ τh ∃k(t) ∈ N, such that qt = q|t ◦ Φt ∈ Pˆk(t)(t)}
denotes the vector space of functions which are localizable with respect to τh.
By requiring all data functions involved to be localizable, we can always transform
local integrals as in (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) and obtain polynomial integrands.
Remark 3.1.5 (Local functions and quadratures). While only considering locally poly-
nomial data functions might seem restrictive, note that by using numerical quadratures
we can only integrate polynomials exactly. In practice we are thus bound by the quadra-
ture of largest available order, anyway. In addition, non-polynomial data functions such
as q(x) = sin(x) can still be approximated arbitrarily well (given appropriate quadra-
tures) by specifying large enough local polynomial degrees. The problem of quadrature
errors is thus shifted towards the specification of appropriate local polynomial degrees of
the data functions.
In order to properly define the discrete operator and functionals we return to the inves-
tigation of the transformed local integrals (3.1.8) and (3.1.9). The respective integrand
is composed of the transformation Λt and a local evaluation (∗ and ∗∗, respectively),
motivated by the form of b and lf in (3.1.2). The question of finding an appropriate
numerical quadrature in order to approximate the integrals over the reference element tˆ,
however, does only depend on the polynomial degree of the integrand, not on its actual
form. Since we are seeking an approximation of (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) by a (local) discrete
operator and functional, say
Bth[φ
t](ψt) ≈
∫
tˆ
Λt
(
λtκt∇tψt
) ·∇tφt  
=(∗)
dx and lth,f (ψ
t) ≈
∫
tˆ
Λt f
tψt
=(∗∗)
dx,
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the main difference between the two local evaluations ∗ and ∗∗ is the number of local
basis functions they depend on.
Definition 3.1.6 (Local binary volume evaluation and local volume integral operator).
Let τh be a grid and let Υ
t
2 : Pˆ(t)×Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t) denote a local binary volume evaluation.4
We define the local volume integral operator Σth
(
Υt2
)
: Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′ by
Σth
(
Υt2
)
[φt](ψt) :=
N(Υt2)−1∑
n=0
wtnΛt(x
t
n)Υ
t
2
(
ψt, φt
)
(xtn),
where wtn and x
t
n, for all 0 ≤ n < N(Υt2) ∈ N, denote the quadrature weights and points,
respectively, in order to integrate ΛtΥ
t
2
(
ψt, φt
)
exactly.
We finally obtain the local elliptic operator Bth to approximate the integral in (3.1.8)
by combining the abstract local volume integral operator Σth with the appropriate local
evaluation.
Example 3.1.7 (Local elliptic evaluation and local elliptic operator). Let τh be a grid
and let λ ∈ Q(τh) and κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d be localizable with respect to τh. We define the
local elliptic evaluation Υtell. : Q(τh) × [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t) × Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(t)] and the local
elliptic operator Bth : Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′ by
Υtell.[λ, κ]
(
ψt, φt
)
:=
(
λtκt∇tψt
) ·∇tφt and Bth := Σth(Υtell.[λ, κ]),
respectively, where Σth denotes the local volume operator from Definition 3.1.6. Note that
Υtell.[λ, κ] is a local binary volume evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.6.
Given the above definition of an elliptic operator, some remarks are in order.
Remark 3.1.8 (On integrals vs. integrands or operators vs. evaluations). The explicit
distinction between the operator integrating over a certain domain and the evaluation
modeling the integrand may seem over-engineered at first and may seem to come at a
price of overly complex notation. However, it gives us an increased flexibility and may
even simplify the notation, since we can focus our efforts on specifying meaningful local
evaluations. This shall become apparent in the next paragraphs, where we require exactly
the same evaluation for a non-conforming approximation and for error estimation. In
addition, the concept of local evaluations allows us to formalize many quantities arising
in discretization schemes. In the context of Finite Volume approximations, for instance,
we usually do not carry out a quadrature but compute numerical fluxes on faces (which
are appropriately modeled by local evaluations).
We continue with the approximation of the integral in (3.1.9) for the linear functional
lf .
4As noted earlier, we restrict ourselves to scalar functions in order to simplify the notation, all concepts
hold for vector- and matrix-valued local functions as well.
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Definition 3.1.9 (Local unary volume evaluation and local volume integral functional).
Let τh be a grid and let Υ
t
1 : Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(t) denote a local unary volume evaluation. We
define the local volume integral functional Σth
(
Υt1
)
: Pˆ(t)→ R by
Σth
(
Υt1
)
(ψt) :=
N(Υt1)−1∑
n=0
wtnΛt(x
t
n)Υ
t
1
(
ψt
)
(xtn),
where wtn and x
t
n, for all 0 ≤ n < N(Υt1) ∈ N, denote the quadrature weights and points,
respectively, in order to integrate ΛtΥ
t
1
(
ψt
)
exactly.
Note that we use the same notation for the local volume operator and functional, Σth,
to indicate their similarity (since the sole purpose of either is to approximate the integral
over tˆ ). It will be clear from the context to which of the two we are referring to (for
instance by the number of arguments).
In the same spirit as above, we obtain the local L2 functional lth,f to approximate the
integral in (3.1.9) by combining the abstract local volume integral functional Σth with
the appropriate local evaluation.
Example 3.1.10 (Local product evaluation and local L2-volume functional). Let τh be
a grid and let f ∈ Q(τh) be localizable with respect to τh. We define the local product
evaluation Υtprod. : Q(τh) →
[
Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(t)] and the local L2-volume functional lth,f :
Pˆ(t)→ R by
Υtprod.[f ]
(
ψt
)
:= f tψt and lth,f := Σ
t
h
(
Υtprod.[f ]
)
,
respectively, where Σth denotes the local volume integral functional from Definition 3.1.9.
Note that Υtprod.[f ] is a local unary volume evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.9.
The approximation of the original PDE is now nearly complete: we are still missing
the approximation of the Neumann L2 functional lgN from (3.1.2). We start again by
localizing the boundary integral with respect to τh, where we use the fact that every
boundary face is uniquely associated with an element of the grid, e = t ∩ ΓN :
lgN (q) =
∑
e∈Fh,N
∫
e
gN q dx =
∑
t∈τh
∑
e∈Fth,N
∫
e
gN q dx. (3.1.10)
The latter form is more suitable in our context, since we approximate the linear func-
tional in terms of a local discrete functional acting on local functions, which in turn are
associated with elements of the grid, not faces.
We proceed with the approximation of the above face integral in the same manner as
we did with the volume integrals: by transformation onto a reference face and numerical
quadrature. Similarly to the elements of the grid, each face e ∈ Fh is given by a reference
face eˆ and a bijective map Φe : eˆ → e. In addition we require another map in order to
formulate a quadrature on eˆ which allows us to evaluate a local function on tˆ: for each
element t ∈ τh of the grid that shares the face e ⊂ ∂t, there exists a bijective embedding
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of the respective reference face into the respective reference element, which we denote
by Φˆte : eˆ → tˆ. This allows us to transform the integral in (3.1.10) to the respective
reference face and to formulate it in terms of local functions,∫
e
gN q dx =
∫
eˆ
Λe
(
g˜tN ◦ Φˆte
)(
qt ◦ Φˆte
)
dx =
∫
eˆ
Λe g˜
t
Ne q
t
e, (3.1.11)
where Λ2e := |∇Φe⊥ · ∇Φe|, t ∈ τh such that e = t ∩ ΓN and where g˜N ∈ Q(τh) is an
extension of gN , such that g˜N |ΓN = gN in the sense of traces (which is only evaluated on
ΓN).
Remark 3.1.11 (Local functions and face evaluations). In order to preserve the struc-
ture of integrands associated with face integrals, we denote a local function qt ∈ Pˆ(t), for
t ∈ τh, which can be evaluated on the reference face eˆ of e ∈ Fh, such that e ⊂ ∂t, by
qte := q
t ◦ Φˆte ∈ Pˆ(e), with Pˆ(e) := {φ ◦ Φe |φ ∈ P(e)}. We apply the same notation for
the local derivative as in Definition 3.1.17, e.g., we denote the local gradient of a local
function which can be evaluated on a reference face by ∇tqte :=
(∇tqt) ◦ Φˆte.
Similar to volume integrals, we approximate the above integral in terms of a local
evaluation and a local functional.
Definition 3.1.12 (Local unary face evaluation and local boundary integral functional).
Let τh be a grid and let Υ
e
1[ΓN ] : Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(e) denote a local unary face evaluation, for a
boundary face e ∈ Fh,N , with t ∈ τh, such that e = t∩ΓN . We define the local boundary
integral functional Σeh
(
Υe1[ΓN ]
)
: Pˆ(t)→ R by
Σeh
(
Υe1[ΓN ]
)
(ψt) :=
N(Υe1)−1∑
n=0
wenΛe(x
e
n)Υ
e
1[ΓN ]
(
ψt
)
(xen),
where wen and x
e
n, for all 0 ≤ n < N(Υe1) ∈ N, denote the quadrature weights and points,
respectively, in order to integrate ΛeΥ
e
1[ΓN ]
(
ψt
)
exactly.
We finally obtain the local L2-boundary functional leh,gN to approximate the integral
in (3.1.11) by combining the abstract local boundary integral functional Σeh with the
appropriate local evaluation.
Example 3.1.13 (Local product evaluation and local L2-boundary functional). Let τh
be a grid and let g˜N ∈ Q(τh) be localizable with respect to τh, such that g˜N |ΓN = gN
in the sense of traces. We define the local product evaluation Υeprod.[ΓN , ·] : Q(τh) →[
Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(e)] for a boundary face e ∈ Fh,N , with t ∈ τh such that e = t ∩ ΓN , and the
local L2-boundary functional leh,gN : Pˆ(t)→ R by
Υeprod.[ΓN , g˜N ]
(
ψt
)
:= g˜N
t
e ψ
t
e and l
e
h,gN
:= Σeh
(
Υeprod.[ΓN , gN ]
)
,
respectively, where Σeh denotes the local boundary integral functional from Definition
3.1.12. Note that Υeprod.[ΓN , gN ] is a local unary face evaluation in the sense of Definition
3.1.12.
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This completes the approximation of the local operator and functionals which consti-
tute their respective global counterparts.
Definition 3.1.14 (Discrete elliptic operator, discrete L2-functionals). With Bth, lh,f
and lh,gN as in Examples 3.1.7, 3.1.10 and 3.1.13 we define the discrete elliptic operator
Bh : Q(τh) → Q(τh)′ and the discrete L2-functionals lh,f : Q(τh) → R and lh,gN :
Q(τh)→ R for any p, q ∈ Q(τh) by
Bh[p](q) :=
∑
t∈τh
Bth[p|t ◦ Φt](q|t ◦ Φt) =
∑
t∈τh
Bth[p
t](qt),
lh,f (q) :=
∑
t∈τh
lth,f (q|t ◦ Φt) =
∑
t∈τh
lth,f (q
t) and
lh,gN (q) :=
∑
t∈τh
∑
e∈Fth,N
leh,gN (q|t ◦ Φt) =
∑
t∈τh
∑
e∈Fth,N
leh,gN (q
t),
respectively.
The discrete variant of (3.1.3) then reads: find ph,0 ∈ S1h(τh) ∩H1ΓD(Ω), such that
Bh[ph,0](qh) = lh,f (qh) + lh,gN (qh)−Bh[gh,D](qh) for all qh ∈ S1h(τh) ∩H1ΓD(Ω),
(3.1.12)
where we make use of the fact that Skh(τh) ⊂ Q(τh).
The approximation of the original PDE is now formally complete. However, there
remain some important technical details on how to compute all quantities arising in
(3.1.12), namely how to form (and solve) the algebraic problem and how to choose gh,D.
We first consider the algebraic problem associated with (3.1.12).
Given a basis ϕ := {φ0, . . . , φI−1} of Skh(τh), for some I ∈ N, we represent the unknown
solution in terms of its Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) pi ∈ R: ph,0 =
∑I−1
i=0 piφi. Using this
basis representation, (3.1.12) reads: find pj ∈ R, for 0 ≤ j < I, such that
I−1∑
j=0
pjBh[φj ](φi) = lh,f (φi) + lh,gN (φi)−Bh[gh,D](φi) for all 0 ≤ i < I, (3.1.13)
under the constraint that φi|ΓD = 0 for all 0 ≤ i < I.5 We have thus arrived at a
system of I linear equations to determine the I unknowns pi. Given (3.1.13), we define
the matrix representation of Bh and vector representations of lh,f and lh,gN with respect
to the basis ϕ, namely Bh ∈ RI×I , lh,f ∈ RI and lh,gN ∈ RI , by(
Bh
)
i,j
:= Bh[φj ](φi),
(
lh,f
)
i
:= lh,f (φi) and
(
lh,gN
)
i
:= lh,gN (φi), (3.1.14)
respectively, for all 0 ≤ i, j < I. A naive way of computing the above matrices and
vectors is given in Algorithm 3.1.15. This algorithm, however, is computationally not
5We will see further below how to enforce this constraint.
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Algorithm 3.1.15 Naive assembly of global matrices and vectors.
Input: a global basis ϕ of Skh(τh)
Output: Bh, lh,f and lh,gN
for all 0 ≤ i < I do(
lh,f
)
i
← lh,f (φi)(
lh,gN
)
i
← lh,gN (φi)
for all 0 ≤ j < I do(
Bh
)
i,j
← Bh[φj ](φi)
end for
end for
efficient, since random access to containers is usually much cheaper than iterating over
the elements of a grid. In addition, Algorithm 3.1.15 is inspired by the interpretation of
ϕ as a global basis of Skh(τh), which is not very useful in the context of Finite Element
methods. In the spirit of Finite Element methods (see [Cia1978, FEM3 on page 41]) we
presume each basis function to have a local support of only very few elements of the
grid. It would thus be a waste of resources to repeatedly iterate over all elements of the
grid for each entry (lh,f )i, (lh,gN )i and (Bh)i,j to compute the underlying integrals. It
shall be much more useful to consider the localization of the global basis ϕ with respect
to the grid τh.
Definition 3.1.16 (Discrete function space). Let τh be a grid of Ω and Vh(τh) be a
vector-space of real-valued functions v : Ω → Rr×c, for r, c ∈ N.6 We call Vh(τh) a
discrete function space iff
• its basis ϕ = {φ0, . . . , φI−1} is a finite set, for I ∈ N; and
• for all t ∈ τh, there exists a local basis ϕtk(t) = {φt0, . . . , φtI(t)−1} of polynomial
degree at most k(t) ∈ N, where the size of the local basis, I(t) ∈ N, only depends
on the polynomial degree k(t), the dimension d and the element t; and
• for all t ∈ τh, there exists a DoF map ι(t, ·) : {0, . . . , I(t) − 1} ↪→ {0, . . . , I − 1},
such that for each local basis function φti ∈ ϕtk(t) there exists exactly one global basis
function φι(t,i) ∈ ϕ, such that φti = φι(t,i)
⏐⏐
t
◦ Φt.
Each local basis function is thus given as the localization of a global basis function
and the relation of the two is determined by the DoF map ι. As a consequence, each
element of a discrete function space is localizable.
Definition 3.1.17 (Discrete function, DoF vector). Let Vh(τh) be a discrete function
space. We call an element vh ∈ Vh(τh) a discrete function, represented by its DoF
vector vh ∈ RI , such that vh(x) =
∑I−1
i=0 (vh)i φi(x) for all x ∈ Ω. Each discrete function
can be localized (in the sense of Definition 3.1.2) with respect to τh by means of a local
discrete function vth ∈ Pˆ(t), represented by its local DoF vector vht ∈ RI(t), such that
vth(xˆ) =
∑I(t)−1
i=0 (vh)ι(t,i) φ
t
i(xˆ) for all xˆ ∈ tˆ.
6We only consider real valued functions. The concepts introduced work for other fields as well, though.
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Compared to Algorithm 3.1.15 it is computationally much more efficient to make
use of the fact that Skh(τh) is a discrete function space and to consider all local basis
functions on one grid element at a time and to add their respective contribution to the
corresponding global matrix or vector entry (see Algorithm 3.1.18, where F th,N ⊂ Fh
denotes the set of all faces of t that lie on the Neumann boundary ΓN).
Algorithm 3.1.18 Local assembly of global matrices and vectors (CG FEM).
Input: a discrete function space Skh(τh)
Output: Bh, lh,f and lh,gN
initialize Bh, lh,f and lh,gN with zero entries
for all t ∈ τh do ▷compute volume integrals
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do(
lh,f
)
ι(t,i)
← (lh,f)ι(t,i) + lth,f (φti)
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t) do(
Bh
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
← (Bh)ι(t,i),ι(t,j) +Bth[φtj ](φti)
end for
end for
for all e ∈ F th,N do ▷compute Neumann face integrals
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do(
lh,gN
)
ι(t,i)
← (lh,gN )ι(t,i) + leh,gN (φti)
end for
end for
end for
Last, we specify how to choose gh,D ∈ H1(Ω) and how to enforce the Dirichlet con-
straints, in order to form the algebraic problem. For both, we make use of the fact that
Skh(τh) is a Lagrangian type discrete function space.
Definition 3.1.19 (Continuous Lagrange discrete function space). Let Skh(τh) be a dis-
crete function space fulfilling (3.1.4) with k ∈ N, k ≥ 1. We call Skh(τh) a continuous
Lagrange discrete function space of order k, iff, for all t ∈ τh there exists a finite set
of Lagrange points {νˆt0, . . . , νˆtI(t)−1} ⊂ tˆ, such that φti(νˆtj) = δij for all 0 ≤ i, j, < I(t),
where δij denotes the Kronecker symbol.
Thus, each element of a Lagrange discrete function space is uniquely defined by spec-
ifying its values on all Lagrange points. The Lagrange points of the piecewise linear
continuous Lagrange discrete function space S1h(τh) are given by the vertices of each
element t ∈ τh, for instance.
Given the definition of a Lagrange discrete function space, the choice of gh,D as a
projection of the Dirichlet boundary values gD is straightforward and we choose gh,D :=
ΠΓD
Skh(τh)
[gD] in (3.1.3).
Definition 3.1.20 (Dirichlet projection). Let Skh(τh) be a continuous Lagrange discrete
function space. We define the Dirichlet projection ΠΓD
Skh(τh)
: L2(ΓD) → Skh(τh), g ↦→
ΠΓD
Skh(τh)
[g], by specifying the values of the local discrete function of its image, ΠΓD
Skh(τh)
[g]t,
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at each Lagrange point νˆ on each element t ∈ τh:
ΠΓD
Skh(τh)
[g]t(νˆ) :=
{
(g ◦ Φt)(νˆ), if Φt(νˆ) ∈ ΓD,
0, else.
Finally, we enforce the constraint ph,0 ∈ Skh(τh)∩H1ΓD(Ω), required by (3.1.12), on the
algebraic level, again making use of the structure of Skh(τh).
Definition 3.1.21 (Dirichlet constraints). Let Skh(τh) be a Lagrange discrete function
space, let B ∈ RI×I and l ∈ RI and let ph ∈ Skh(τh) be a discrete function with DoF
vector p ∈ RI . We call the problem: find p ∈ RI , such that
B|
D
p = l|
D
,
Dirichlet constrained, denoted by ·|
D
, iff for all elements t ∈ τh(
B|
D
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
= δij and
(
l|
D
)
ι(t,i)
= 0
for all {0 ≤ i < I(t) | νˆti ∈ ΓD} and all 0 ≤ j < I(t).
The algebraic problem that corresponds to (3.1.12) then reads: find ph,0 ∈ RI , such
that
Bh
⏐⏐
D
ph,0 =
(
lh,f + lh,gN −Bh gh,D
)⏐⏐⏐
D
, (3.1.15)
where ph,0 is the DoF vector of the constrained solution ph,0 ∈ Skh(τh) of (3.1.12). The
DoF vector of the unconstrained solution ph ∈ Skh(Ω) can be obtained by ph := ph,0+gh,D.
This finalizes the continuous Galerkin Finite Element approximation of (3.1.1).
Next we consider a nonconforming approximation by discontinuous Galerkin methods.
In contrast to a conforming approximation, discontinuous Galerkin methods enforce the
continuity of the solution along the faces of the grid only implicitly. While this comes at
the expense of a considerably higher number of Degrees of Freedom, these methods have
other desirable properties (such as local conservation properties or less communication
effort in parallel environments, at least for higher orders).
A nonconforming approximation: discontinuous Galerkin FEM. There exist a large
variety of discontinuous Galerkin based Finite Element approximations for elliptic prob-
lems. We consider the symmetric weighted Interior Penalty discontinuous Galerkin
(SWIPDG) method, introduced in [ESZ2009], which covers many existing methods (com-
pare the discussion in Section 2.1).
Similar to continuous Galerkin Finite Element approximations, a discontinuous Galerkin
approximation consists of two parts: the definition of an approximation space as well
as the choice of appropriate discrete operators and functionals. Therefore, we directly
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consider (3.1.1) and choose a space of globally discontinuous and piecewise polynomial
functions,
Qkh(τh) :=
{
q ∈ L2(Ω) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ Pk(t), ∀t ∈ τh} ⊂ Q(τh), (3.1.16)
for k ∈ N, to approximate H1(Ω), with Qkh(τh) ̸⊂ H1(Ω).7
Definition 3.1.22 (Discontinuous Galerkin discrete function space). Let τh be a grid
and k ∈ N. We call Qkh(τh) a discontinuous Galerkin discrete function space iff it is a
discrete function space in the sense of Definition 3.1.16 and fulfills (3.1.16).
Particular discontinuous Galerkin discrete function spaces are given by specifying the
local shape functions which span Pk(t), possible choices include Legendre and Lagrange
polynomials. We consider the latter and thus denote Qkh(τh) a discontinuous Lagrange
discrete function space from here on.
Since Qkh(τh) ̸⊂ H1(Ω) we cannot obtain a discretization of (3.1.1) by a mere Galerkin
projection onto Qkh(τh). Functions in Qh(τh) are discontinuous across and thus double
valued on the faces of the grid and we need to add additional continuity and penalty
terms to the discrete operator and functionals. We thus approximate (3.1.1) by the
following problem: for k ≥ 1 find ph ∈ Qkh(τh), such that
bh(qh, ph) = lf (qh) + lgN (qh) + lh,D(qh) for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh), (3.1.17)
where lf and lgN are given by (3.1.2). In order to specify the bilinear form bh and
the linear functional lh,D we recall from Section 2.1 of the previous chapter the broken
Sobolev space
Hk(τh) =
{
q ∈ L2(Ω) ⏐⏐ q|t ∈ Hk(t) ∀t ∈ τh},
the broken gradient operator ∇h : Hk(τh)→ [Hk−1(τh)]d,
(∇hq)|t = ∇(q|t) for all t ∈ τh,
and the jump and weighted average of a two-valued function q ∈ Hk(τh) on an inner face
e ∈ ◦Fh, with e = t− ∩ t+,
[[q]]e = q|t− − q|t+ and {{q}}e = ω−e q|t− + ω+e q|t+
and on a boundary face e ∈ Fh, [[q]]e = q and {{q}}e = q, respectively. The locally
adaptive weights ω±e > 0 are given by ω−e = δ+e (δ+e + δ−e )−1 and ω+e = δ−e (δ+e + δ−e )−1,
respectively, such that ω−e + ω+e = 1, with δ±e = ne · κ|t± ·ne. We recall that each inner
face e ∈ ◦Fh is uniquely oriented with a unit normal ne ∈ Rd pointing from t− to t+
(corresponding to an ordering of the elements of the grid which allows for a meaningful
comparison in the sense of t− < t+).
7For simplicity we only consider the same polynomial degree k on all elements, all concepts hold for
locally varying polynomial degrees as well.
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With this notation we define the SWIPDG bilinear form bh : H
1(τh) × H1(τh) → R
and the linear functional lh,D : H
1(τh)→ R in (3.1.17) by
bh(q, p) :=
∑
t∈τh
∫
t
(λκ∇hq) ·∇hpdx (3.1.18)
+
∑
e∈ ◦Fh∪Fh,D
∫
e
−{{(λκ∇hp) ·ne}}e [[q]]e − {{(λκ∇hq) ·ne}}e [[p]]e + σe [[q]]e [[p]]e dx
  
=:(i)
and
lh,D(q) :=
∑
e∈Fh,D
∫
e
(
σeq − (λκ∇hq) ·ne
)
gD dx, (3.1.19)
respectively, with the locally adaptive penalty function given by σe := σh
−1
e {{λ}}e σκ
(with a locally adaptive penalty parameter σ ≥ 1 as specified in [ER2007]) and the
locally adaptive weight given by σκ = δ
+
e δ
−
e (δ
+
e +δ
−
e )
−1 on an inner face and by σκ = δ−e
on a boundary face.
In order to fully discretize Problem (3.1.17) we need to rephrase it in terms of local
operators and local functionals acting on local functions. We have already done so
for the linear functionals lf and lgN in (3.1.17) and the part of bh in (3.1.18) that is
associated with the volume integral. We are left to specify how to approximate lh,D and
the parts of bh in (3.1.18) that are associated with the face integrals. We start with the
former and recall from Definition 3.1.12 the local boundary integral functional Σeh which
approximates a face integral by a numerical quadrature, given an appropriate local unary
face evaluation (which we obtain by transforming the face integral in (3.1.19) into an
integral on the reference face).
Example 3.1.23 (Local SWIPDG boundary evaluation and local SWIPDG boundary
functional). Let τh be a grid and let λ ∈ Q(τh), κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d and g˜D ∈ Q(τh) be
localizable with respect to τh, where g˜D is an extension of gD, such that g˜D|ΓD = gD in the
sense of traces. For a boundary face e ∈ Fh,D, with t ∈ τh, such that e = t∩ΓD,we define
the local SWIPDG boundary evaluation Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, . . . ] : Q(τh)× [Q(τh)]d×d×Q(τh)→[
Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(e)], by
Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, λ, κ, g˜D]
(
ψt
)
:=
(
σeψ
t
e − (λte κte∇tψte) ·ne
)
g˜D
t
e
and the local SWIPDG boundary functional l
e
h,gD
: Pˆ(t)→ R by
l
e
h,gD
:= Σeh
(
Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, λ, κ, g˜D]
)
,
where Σeh denotes the local boundary integral functional from Definition 3.1.12. Note that
Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, λ, κ, g˜D] is a local unary face evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.12.
8
8Note that ψte ∈ Pˆ(e) denotes a local function which can be evaluated on the reference face, compare
Remark 3.1.11.
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We continue with the approximation of the face integral in (3.1.18). In order to
reformulate the bilinear form bh in terms of local functions associated with the elements
of the grid we examine the face integral and split it up, depending on the integration
area and the local functions involved. We start by inserting the definition of {{·}}e and
[[·]]e in (3.1.18):
(i) =
∑
e∈Fh,D
∫
e
−(λκ∇p) ·neq − (λκ∇q) ·nep+ σe q pdx  
=:(ii)
(3.1.20)
+
∑
e∈ ◦Fh
∫
e
−((ω−e λ|t− κ|t−∇p|t− + ω+e λ|t+ κ|t+∇p|t+) ·ne)(q|t− − q|t+)
− ((ω−e λ|t− κ|t−∇q|t− + ω+e λ|t+ κ|t+∇q|t+) ·ne)(p|t− − p|t+)
+σe
(
q|t− − q|t+
)(
p|t− − p|t+
)
dx.  
=:(iii)
Next, we transform the integrals to the reference face and group the terms associated
with an inner face by the adjacent grid elements, to which the ansatz and test functions
p and q are restricted to. We start with the integral associated with boundary faces and
obtain from (3.1.20), with t ∈ τh, such that e = t ∩ ΓD:
(ii) =
∫
eˆ
Λe
(−(λte κte∇tpte) ·ne qte − (λte κte∇tqte) ·ne pte + σe qte pte  
=:Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD,λ,κ](q
t,pt)
)
dx. (3.1.21)
We continue with the integral associated with inner faces and obtain from (3.1.20), with
t± ∈ τh, such that e = t− ∩ t+:
(iii) =
∫
eˆ
Λe
(
−ω−e
(
λt
−
e κ
t−
e ∇t−pt
−
e
) ·ne qt−e − ω−e (λt−e κt−e ∇t−qt−e ) ·ne pt−e + σe qt−e pt−e  
=:
◦
Υe
−−
SWIP[λ,κ](q
t− ,pt− )
(3.1.22)
−ω+e
(
λt
+
e κ
t+
e ∇t+pt
+
e
) ·ne qt−e + ω−e (λt−e κt−e ∇t−qt−e ) ·ne pt+e + σe qt−e pt+e  
=:
◦
Υe
−+
SWIP[λ,κ](q
t− ,pt+ )
+ω−e
(
λt
−
e κ
t−
e ∇t−pt
−
e
) ·ne qt+e − ω+e (λt+e κt+e ∇t+qt+e ) ·ne pt−e + σe qt+e pt−e  
=:
◦
Υe
+−
SWIP[λ,κ](q
t+ ,pt− )
+ω+e
(
λt
+
e κ
t+
e ∇t+pt
+
e
) ·ne qt+e + ω+e (λt+e κt+e ∇t+qt+e ) ·ne pt−e + σe qt+e pt+e  
=:
◦
Υe
++
SWIP[λ,κ](q
t+ ,pt
+ )
)
dx.
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We have thus derived the local evaluations and local operators required for the ap-
proximation of the face integrals of bh.
Definition 3.1.24 (Local binary face evaluation and local boundary integral operator).
Let τh be a grid and let Υ
e
2 : Pˆ(t) × Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(e) denote a local binary face evaluation
for a boundary face e ∈ Fh,D, with t ∈ τh such that e = t ∩ ΓD. We define the local
boundary integral operator Σeh
(
Υe2
)
: Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′ by
Σeh
(
Υe2
)
[φt](ψt) :=
N(Υe2)−1∑
n=0
wenΛe(x
e
n)Υ
e
2
(
ψt, φt
)
(xen),
where wen and x
e
n, for all 0 ≤ n < N(Υe2) ∈ N, denote the quadrature weights and points,
respectively, in order to integrate ΛeΥ
e
2
(
ψt, φt
)
exactly.
Example 3.1.25 (Local SWIPDG boundary evaluation and local SWIPDG boundary
operator). Let τh be a grid and let λ ∈ Q(τh) and κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d be localizable with respect
to τh. For a boundary face e ∈ Fh,D, such that e = t∩ΓD for an element t ∈ τh, we define
the local SWIPDG boundary evaluation Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, ·, ·] : Q(τh) × [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t) ×
Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(e)] by (3.1.21) and the local SWIPDG boundary operator Beh,D : Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′
by
B
e
h,D := Σ
e
h
(
Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, λ, κ]
)
,
where Σeh denotes the local boundary integral operator from Definition 3.1.24. Note that
Υ
e
SWIP[ΓD, λ, κ] is a local binary face evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.24.
Definition 3.1.26 (Local quaternary face evaluation and local coupling integral opera-
tor). Let τh be a grid. For an inner face e ∈
◦Fh, with t± ∈ τh such that e = t− ∩ t+, let
Υe4 denote a local quaternary face evaluation given by
Υe
−−
4 : Pˆ(t−)× Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e), Υe
−+
4 : Pˆ(t−)× Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e),
Υe
+−
4 : Pˆ(t+)× Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e) and Υe
++
4 : Pˆ(t+)× Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e).
We define the local coupling integral operators
◦
Σe
−−
h
(
Υe
−−
4
)
: Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(t−)′, ◦Σe−+h
(
Υe
−+
4
)
: Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(t+)′,
◦
Σe
+−
h
(
Υe
+−
4
)
: Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(t−)′ and ◦Σe++h
(
Υe
++
4
)
: Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(t+)′
for all combinations of − and + by
◦
Σe
±±
h
(
Υe
±±
4
)
[φt
±
](ψt
±
) :=
N(Υe
±±
4 )−1∑
n=0
wenΛe(x
e
n)Υ
e±±
4
(
ψt
±
, φt
±)
(xen)
where wen and x
e
n, for all 0 ≤ n < N(Υe
±±
4 ) ∈ N, denote the quadrature weights and
points, respectively, in order to integrate ΛeΥ
e±±
4
(
ψt
±
, φt
±)
exactly.
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Example 3.1.27 (Local SWIPDG coupling evaluations and local SWIPDG coupling
operators). Let τh be a grid and let λ ∈ Q(τh) and κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d be localizable with
respect to τh. For an inner face e ∈
◦Fh, such that e = t− ∩ t+ for elements t± ∈ τh, we
define the local SWIPDG coupling evaluations
◦
Υe
−−
SWIP : Q(τh)× [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t−)× Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e)],
◦
Υe
−+
SWIP : Q(τh)× [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t−)× Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e)],
◦
Υe
+−
SWIP : Q(τh)× [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t+)× Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e)] and
◦
Υe
++
SWIP : Q(τh)× [Q(τh)]d×d →
[
Pˆ(t+)× Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e)]
by (3.1.22). Note that these local evaluations form a local quaternary evaluation in the
sense of Definition 3.1.26. We define the local SWIPDG coupling operators
◦
Be
−−
h : Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(t−)′,
◦
Be
−+
h : Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(t+)′,
◦
Be
+−
h : Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(t−)′ and
◦
Be
++
h : Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(t+)′
for all combinations of − and + by
◦
Be
±±
h := Σ
e±±
h
( ◦
Υe
±±
SWIP[λ, κ]
)
,
where Σe
±±
h denote the local coupling integral operators from Definition 3.1.26.
We are now in the position to define the discrete SWIPDG operators
◦
Bh and Bh and
the discrete SWIPDG functional lh,D which are required to approximate bh from (3.1.18)
and lh,D from (3.1.19), respectively.
Definition 3.1.28 (SWIPDG operators and functional). With the notation from Exam-
ples 3.1.23 3.1.25 and 3.1.27 we define the SWIDPG coupling operator
◦
Bh : Q(τh) →
Q(τh)
′, for inner faces e ∈ ◦Fh with e = t− ∩ t+ for t± ∈ τh, by
◦
Bh[p](q) :=
∑
e∈ ◦Fh
( ◦
Be
−−
h [p
t− ](qt
−
) +
◦
Be
−+
h [p
t− ](qt
+
)
+
◦
Be
+−
h [p
t+ ](qt
−
) +
◦
Be
++
h [p
t+ ](qt
+
)
)
and the SWIPDG boundary operator Bh,D : Q(τh) → Q(τh)′ and SWIDG boundary
functional lh,D : Q(τh) → R, for Dirichlet boundary faces e ∈ Fh,D with e = t ∩ ΓD for
t ∈ τh, by
Bh,D[p](q) :=
∑
e∈Fh,D
B
e
h,D[p
t](qt) and lh,D(q) :=
∑
e∈Fh,D
l
e
h,D(q
t),
respectively, for all p, q ∈ Q(τh).
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Algorithm 3.1.29 Local assembly of global matrices and vectors (SWIPDG FEM).
Input: a discrete function space Qkh(τh)
Output: Bh,
◦
Bh, Bh,D ∈ RI×I and lh,f , lh,gN , lh,D ∈ RI
initialize Bh,
◦
Bh, Bh,D, lh,f , lh,gN and lh,D with zero entries
for all t ∈ τh do
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do ▷compute volume integrals(
lh,f
)
ι(t,i)
← (lh,f)ι(t,i) + lth,f (φti)
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t) do(
Bh
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
← (Bh)ι(t,i),ι(t,j) +Bth[φtj ](φti)
end for
end for
for all e ∈ F th,N do ▷compute Neumann face integrals
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do(
lh,gN
)
ι(t,i)
← (lh,gN )ι(t,i) + leh,gN (φti)
end for
end for
for all e ∈ F th,D do ▷compute Dirichlet face integrals
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do(
lh,D
)
ι(t,i)
←
(
lh,D
)
ι(t,i)
+ l
e
h,D(φ
t
i)
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t) do(
Bh,D
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
←
(
Bh,D
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
+B
e
h,D[φ
t
j ](φ
t
i)
end for
end for
end for
for all e ∈ ◦F th do with t− := t and t+ ∈ τh, such that e = t− ∩ t+: ▷compute inner face integrals
if t− < t+ then ▷(visit each face only once, given an ordering of the elements)
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t−) do
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t−) do( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t−,i),ι(t−,j)
←
( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t−,i),ι(t−,j)
+
◦
Be
−−
h [φ
t−
j ](φ
t−
i )
end for
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t+) do( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t−,i),ι(t+,j)
←
( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t−,i),ι(t+,j)
+
◦
Be
−+
h [φ
t−
j ](φ
t+
i )
end for
end for
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t+) do
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t−) do( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t+,i),ι(t−,j)
←
( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t+,i),ι(t−,j)
+
◦
Be
+−
h [φ
t+
j ](φ
t−
i )
end for
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t+) do( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t+,i),ι(t+,j)
←
( ◦
Bh
)
ι(t+,i),ι(t+,j)
+
◦
Be
++
h [φ
t+
j ](φ
t+
i )
end for
end for
end if
end for
end for
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With these definitions the fully discretized variant of (3.1.17) then reads: for k ≥ 1
find ph ∈ Qkh(τh), such that
Bh[ph](qh) +
◦
Bh[ph](qh) +Bh,D[ph](qh) = lh,f (qh) + lh,gN (qh) + lh,D(qh), (3.1.23)
for all qh ∈ Qkh(τh), where the elliptic operator Bh and the L2 functionals lh,f and lh,gN
are given by Definition 3.1.14.
Analogous to (3.1.14) we define the matrix and vector representation of the operators
◦
Bh and Bh,D and the functional lh,D with respect to the global basis ϕ = {φ0, . . . , φI−1}
of Qkh(τh), namely
◦
Bh ∈ RI×I , Bh,D ∈ RI×I and lh,D ∈ RI , by( ◦
Bh
)
i,j
:=
◦
Bh[φj ](φi),
(
Bh,D
)
i,j
:= Bh,D[φj ](φi) and
(
lh,D
)
i
:= lh,D(φi),
respectively, for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ I − 1.
Similar to the previous paragraph we assemble these containers in a localized fashion
(see Algorithm 3.1.29) using the fact that Qkh(τh) provides a local basis. The algebraic
problem then reads: find ph ∈ RI , such that(
Bh +
◦
Bh +Bh,D
)
ph = lh,f + lh,gN + lh,D, (3.1.24)
where ph ∈ RI is the DoF vector of the solution ph ∈ Qkh(τh) of (3.1.23).
This finalizes the discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element approximation of (3.1.1)
using a SWIPDG discretization.
While approximating the solution of a PDE is surely one of the most important tasks
we require of a discretization framework, we also need to assess the quality of the resulting
approximation.
3.1.1.2 Error estimation
This section deals with the assessment of the approximation quality of a discretization
by estimating the discretization error eh := p − ph (where “estimating” is not to be
solely understood in the sense of a posterior error estimation, see the discussion below).
As usual, p denotes the exact solution of (3.1.1) and ph the discrete solution of (3.1.12)
or (3.1.23), associated with a grid τh and an approximation space S
k
h(τh) or Q
k
h(τh). We
know from a priori theory (compare Section 1.1), that the discretization error is bounded
as in
||eh||L2 ≲ hk+1, ||eh||H1 ≲ hk and |||eh||| ≲ hk,
where h > 0 denotes the typical width of an element of τh, k > 0 denotes the polynomial
degree of the ansatz space, |||·||| denotes the energy norm induced by the bilinear form b
and ≲ denotes a proportionality relationship (compare Sections 1.1 and 2.1). We thus
know the rate by which the approximation should improve whenever we decrease h (for
instance by refining the grid τh): namely k or k+1, depending on the norm in question.
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There are several ways to estimate the norm of the discretization error, in particular:
by a direct comparison of the approximate solution with either a known exact or a
computed reference solution, or indirectly by an evaluation of a reliable a posteriori
error estimate ηh (1.1.7); each of these options is presented in detail further below.
Given any such (direct or indirect) estimate on the discretization error, we compute
the experimental order of convergence (EOC) of this quantity and compare it to the
expected rate, k or k + 1.
We therefore consider a series of refined grids τ
(0)
h , τ
(1)
h , τ
(2)
h , . . . with respective grid
widths h(0) > h(1) > h(2) > · · · > 0. For each level ν = 0, 1, 2, . . . we compute an
approximate solution p
(ν)
h and compute the estimate on the discretization error, say e˜
(ν)
h ,
by one of the means presented below. We then compare its values on different grid
refinements, to obtain the corresponding EOC (for all ν > 0):
EOC
e˜
(ν)
h
:=
ln
(
e˜
(ν)
h
e˜
(ν−1)
h
)
ln
(
h(ν)
h(ν−1)
) .
If, for a series of refined grids, the EOC of the quantity in question is close to its
theoretical order (k or k+1), we have good reason to trust our discretization framework.
In the next paragraphs, we discuss several means to actually compute an estimate on
the discretization error, and derive further requirements for a discretization framework.
Comparison with a known solution. In some (rare) cases we actually do explicitly know
the exact solution p of (3.1.1) for given data functions. Though usually of academic
nature, these problems are important to easily test the approximation quality of our
discretization framework. Since we presume all data functions as well as the exact
solution p ∈ Q(τh) to be localizable with respect to τh and since the discrete solution ph
is an element of a discrete function space Vh(τh) ⊂ Q(τh), we can compare the two in
Q(τh) in a meaningful way: p− ph = eh ∈ Qh(τh).
The question of how to compute the norm of the discretization error thus simplifies
to the question of how to compute the norm of a localizable function eh ∈ Q(τh). Given
a grid τh, we consider norms
||·||∗ : Q(τh)→ R, q ↦→ ||q||∗ := (q, q)1/2∗ ,
which are induced by a corresponding scalar product (·, ·)∗ : Q(τh)×Q(τh)→ R. While
the energy scalar product is induced by the elliptic operator B from (3.1.3),
|||q|||2 := (((q, q))) := B[q](q) =
∫
Ω
(
λκ∇hq
) ·∇hq dx,
we express the L2-product or the H1-semiproduct directly by
(q, q)L2(Ω) :=
∫
Ω
q2 dx and (q, q)H1(Ω) :=
∫
Ω
∇q2 dx, (3.1.25)
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respectively. In order to actually compute the evaluation of these products, we need to
numerically approximate the arising integrals. We have already done so for the elliptic
operator inducing the energy product by localization with respect to the grid and by
numerical quadratures, yielding
(((q, p))) =
∑
t∈τh
Bth[p
t](qt),
with the local elliptic operator Bth from Example 3.1.7, where q
t denotes the local func-
tion of q with respect to t ∈ τh in the sense of Definition 3.1.2. We recall that the local
elliptic operator is defined in terms of an abstract local volume integral operator Σth
(approximating the integral) and a local elliptic evaluation (modeling the integrand).
We obtain approximations of the other products by defining the appropriate local
evaluation and using existing local operators.
Example 3.1.30 (Local product evaluation and local L2 product operator). Let τh be
a grid and let q ∈ Q(τh) be localizable with respect to τh. We define the local product
evaluation Υtprod. : Q(τh) →
[
Pˆ(t) × Pˆ(t) → Pˆ(t)] and the local L2 product operator
(·, ·)tL2 : Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′ by
Υtprod.[q]
(
ψt, φt
)
:= qt ψt φt and (·, ·)tL2 := Σth
(
Υtprod.[1]
)
[·](·),
respectively, where Σth denotes the local volume integral operator from Definition 3.1.6
and 1 ∈ Q(τh) denotes a function mapping to 1 ∈ R. Note that Υtprod.[1] is a local binary
volume evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.6.9
Example 3.1.31 (Local H1-semi product operator). With the notation from Example
3.1.7 we define the local H1-semi product operator (·, ·)tH1 : Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)′ by
(·, ·)tL2 := Σth
(
Υtell.[1,1d]
)
[·](·),
respectively, where Σth denotes the local volume integral operator from Definition 3.1.6
and 1d ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d denotes a function mapping to the unit matrix in Rd×d.
Note that the above example demonstrates the usefulness of the concept of local
evaluations, since we can easily express the localization of the integrand in (3.1.25) by
an existing local evaluation:10
Σth
(
Υtell.[1,1d]
)
[φt](ψt) =
∫
tˆ
Λt∇tψt ·∇tφt dx =
∫
t
∇ψ ·∇φdx
With these local product operators, we obtain the discrete variants of (3.1.25).
9Note that we use the same notation for the unary as well as for the binary local product evaluation,
Υtprod. (compare Example 3.1.10); it is clear from the context which of the two is used. The above
definition of the local binary product evaluation also allows for weighted L2 products, which we
require in the context of a posteriori error estimation.
10While this is a rather simple case of a reuse of local evaluations the benefit will be more apparent in
the context of a posterior error estimation further below, we we reuse the local SWIPDG evaluations.
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Definition 3.1.32 (Discrete L2 and H1-semi product operators). With the notation
from Example 3.1.30 and 3.1.31 we define the discrete L2 andH1-semi product operators
(·, ·)h,L2 : Q(τh)→ Q(τh)′ and (·, ·)h,H1 : Q(τh)→ Q(τh)′ by
(q, p)h,L2 :=
∑
t∈τh
(
qt, pt
)t
L2
and (q, p)h,H1 :=
∑
t∈τh
(
qt, pt
)t
H1
,
respectively, for p, q ∈ Q(τh).
We assemble the evaluation of these products in a localized fashion, analogously to
Algorithm 3.1.18.
Algorithm 3.1.33 Local computation of global norms.
Input: a local product (·, ·)t∗, a localizable function eh ∈ Q(τh)
Output: ||eh||∗
||eh||2∗ ← 0
for all t ∈ τh do
||eh||2∗ ← ||eh||2∗ +
(
eth, e
t
h
)t
∗
end for
Comparison with a more detailed discrete solution. In general, we do not have access
to the exact solution p of (3.1.1) to compare our approximate solution to. In order to
still have a way to compute an approximate EOC on the first ν ∈ N levels of the grid,
we substitute the unknown exact solution by a discrete approximation on a more refined
reference grid, say p
(ν′)
h ∈ Vh(τ (ν
′)
h ), with ν
′ ∈ N, such that ν < ν ′. Since we do not
considering a coarsening of the grid, we obtain a set of nested discrete function spaces for
each grid refinement, Vh(τ
(0)
h ) ⊂ Vh(τ (1)h ) ⊂ Vh(τ (2)h ) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vh(τ (ν)h ) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vh(τ (ν
′)
h ),
such that we can compare all quantities in Vh(τ
(ν′)
h ) ⊂ Q(τ (ν
′)
h ). (As usual, Vh denotes
a discrete function space in the sense of Definition 3.1.16 and Q denotes the space of
localizable functions in the sense of Definition 3.1.4.)
To this end, we prolong the discrete approximations p
(ν)
h ∈ Vh(τ (ν)h ), for each level
ν < ν ′, onto the reference grid τ (ν
′)
h by means of a prolongation operator
Π
τ
(ν)
h
Vh(τ
(ν′)
h )
: Q(τ
(ν)
h )→ Vh(τ (ν
′)
h ). (3.1.26)
We present several prolongation operators further below, along with projection opera-
tors. Given a suitable prolongation operator for all ν < ν ′, the question of how to obtain
an approximation of the discretization error simplifies to the question of how to compute
the norm of a discrete function
p
(ν′)
h −Π
τ
(ν)
h
Vh(τ
(ν′)
h )
[p
(ν)
h ] := e
(ν)
h ∈ Vh(τ (ν
′)
h ).
Since e
(ν)
h is localizable with respect to τ
(ν′)
h we can employ the techniques of the previous
paragraph to compute any norm of e
(ν)
h in a localized manner.
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However, we can also make use of the fact, that e
(ν)
h is a discrete function in the sense
of Definition 3.1.17, belonging to the discrete function space Vh(τ
(ν′)
h ). Since the local
polynomial degree of all discrete functions belonging to a discrete function space is fixed,
we can precompute a matrix representation of the product in question with respect to
this discrete function space, as detailed in the following algorithm, where we reuse the
local product operators from the previous paragraph.
Algorithm 3.1.34 Local assembly of global product matrices.
Input: a local product (·, ·)t∗, a discrete function space Vh(τh)
Output: (·, ·)∗ ∈ RI×I (the matrix representation of (·, ·)∗)
initialize (·, ·)∗ with zero entries
for all t ∈ τh do
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) do with φti the ith element of the local basis ϕtk(t) of Vh(τh):
for all 0 ≤ j < I(t) do with φtj the jth element of the local basis ϕtk(t) of Vh(τh):(
(·, ·)∗
)
ι(t,i),ι(t,j)
← ((·, ·)∗)ι(t,i),ι(t,j) + (φtj , φti)t∗
end for
end for
end for
Given such a matrix representation (·, ·)∗ ∈ RI×I of a product (·, ·)∗ : Vh(τh) ×
Vh(τh) → R, we can compute the induced norm of any discrete function eh ∈ Vh(τh)
(e.g., for the discretization errors in each refinement step) by a simple matrix vector
multiplication using eh’s DoF vector eh ∈ RI :
||eh||∗ =
√
eh⊥(·, ·)∗ eh.
While the comparison with a more detailed discrete solution allows us to estimate
the discretization error in cases where we do not have access to the exact solution, it
is computationally not always feasible (since it requires a discrete approximation on a
finer grid). In addition we do not obtain any guarantee on how well we approximated
the evaluation of the norm of the discretization error (since we do not use the unknown
exact solution to compare with). We usually obtain good results if the reference grid is
much finer than the original one, but this may not be the case for finer approximations,
e.g., where ν = ν ′ − 1. In many cases, a good way of computing an estimate on the
discretization error is by means of a reliable a posteriori error estimate (if available).
A posteriori error estimation. There exist a large variety of a posteriori error estima-
tors and we refer to [Ver1996, Ver2013] for an overview. We consider the localized a
posteriori error estimate from Section 2.3.2, which (being formulated for the parametric
case) is based on a similar estimate on the discretization error for the nonparametric
case, introduced in [ESV2010]. The form of the latter is very similar to Corollary 2.3.6,
except for the parameter dependency. Given a solution ph ∈ Qh(τh) of the discrete
Problem (3.1.23), the estimate ηh(ph) consists of three components,
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(i) a local nonconformity estimator ηtnc(ph) = |||ph − IOS [ph]|||t,
(ii) a local residual estimator ηtr(ph) = (C
t
P /c
t
ε)
1/2ht
⏐⏐⏐⏐f −∇·Rlh[ph]⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,t and
(iii) a local diffusive flux estimator ηtdf(ph) =
⏐⏐⏐⏐(λκ)−1/2(λκ∇hph +Rlh[ph])⏐⏐⏐⏐L2,t,
where IOS denotes the Oswald interpolation operator from (2.3.16), R
l
h denotes the
diffusive flux reconstruction from (2.3.17) and CtP , c
t
ε ∈ R denote positive constants.
We briefly discuss the ingredients we require in order to realize each of these local
estimators.
(i) The Oswald interpolation operator IOS actually coincides with the generalized
Lagrange projection operator ΠSkh(τh)
we present further below. To compute the
nonconformity estimator we can thus use the local elliptic operator Bth from Ex-
ample 3.1.7 as detailed in the previous paragraphs, applied to the local function
of ph −ΠSkh(τh)[ph] ∈ Q(τh).
(ii) Since the divergence of the image of the diffusive flux reconstruction operator Rlh
(the implementation of which we discuss below) is localizable with respect to the
grid, f −∇·Rlh[ph] ∈ Q(τh) is as well. And since (CtP /ctε)1/2ht
⏐⏐
t
∈ P0(t) is positive
for all t ∈ τh we use the product evaluation Υtprod.[c] from Example 3.1.30 and
the local volume operator from Definition 3.1.6 to compute the residual estimator,
with c ∈ Q(τh) such that c|t = (CtP /ctε)1/2ht for all t ∈ τh.
(iii) To approximate the diffusive flux estimator we use the local volume operator from
Definition 3.1.6 as well, but require a special local evaluation: given localizable
λ ∈ Q(τh), κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d and v ∈ [Q(τh)]d, we define Υtdf : Q(τh) × [Q(τh)]d×d ×
[Q(τh)]
d → [Pˆ(t)× Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(t)] by
Υtdf[λ, κ, v](ψ
t, φt) := (λtκt)−1
(
λtκt∇tψt + vt
) ·(λtκt∇tφt + vt).
Given the diffusive flux reconstruction Rlh[ph] we then evaluate the local product
operator Σth
(
Υtdf
[
λ, κ,Rlh[ph]
])
(pth, p
t
h). Note that (λ
tκt)−1 in the definition of Υtdf
is in general not polynomial any more and Υtdf thus only yields an approximate
local evaluation.
For the remainder of this paragraph we discuss the diffusive flux reconstructionRlh[ph] ∈
V lh(τh) in a Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec space of order l ∈ N:
V lh(τh) :=
{
v ∈ Hdiv(Ω)
⏐⏐v|t ∈ [Pl(t)]d + xPl(t) ∀t ∈ τh}. (3.1.27)
The local DoFs of an element of V lh are associated with the faces of a grid element and
the grid element itself, depending on the dimension d, the polynomial degree l and the
shape of the grid element (for simplicity we restrict ourselves to triangles and orders 0
and 1; for a definition of V lh(τh) for higher orders, higher dimensions and other grids, see
[BF1991, §III.3]).
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Definition 3.1.35 (Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec discrete function space). Let τh be a sim-
plicial triangulation of Ω ⊂ R2 and let V lh(τh) be a discrete function space fulfilling
(3.1.27) with l = 0, 1. We call V lh(τh) a Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec discrete function space
of order l, iff, for all t ∈ τh there exist the following bijections: between the elements of
the local basis
• and the faces of the element (ϕtl(t) ↔ F th) for l = 0;
• and the faces of the element and the element itself (ϕtl(t) ↔ {F th ∪ t}) for l = 1.
Similar to the parametric case, Rlh[ph] is given analogously to (2.3.17) and the arising
nonparametric local coupling and penalty bilinear forms bt, bec and b
e
p coincide with the
individual terms in (3.1.18), ignoring µ. We already discretized those using the local
SWIPDG evaluations in the previous paragraphs and the corresponding local operators
and functionals. We briefly discuss how to obtain the local DoFs of the diffusive flux
reconstruction R0h[p] of lowest order, given a localizable function p ∈ Q(τh).
For l = 0, these local DoFs are associated with the faces of the grid only. We transform
the integrals in (2.3.17a) to the reference face, for a boundary face e ∈ Fh,D with t ∈ τh
such that e = t ∩ ΓD:∫
eˆ
ΛeΥ
e
df
[
ΓD
](
1t, R0h[p]
t
)
dx =
∫
eˆ
ΛeΥ
e
SWIP
[
ΓD, λ, κ
](
1t, pt
)
dx, (3.1.28)
where Υedf
[
ΓD
]
denotes the local evaluation from Example 3.1.36 below, Υ
e
SWIP denotes
the local SWIPDG boundary evaluation from Example 3.1.25 and where 1t ∈ Pˆ0(t)
denotes a local function mapping to 1 ∈ R, modeling the basis of P0(e). Since R0h[p] ∈
V 0h (τh) is a discrete function, we can express its local function in terms of the local basis
ϕtk(t) of V
0
h (τh) and the local DoF vector R
0
h[p]
t ∈ RI(t), with I(t) := |ϕtk(t)| ∈ N, for all
t ∈ τh. Using this basis representation and the local boundary volume operator Σeh from
Definition 3.1.24 (to approximate the integral), we obtain from (3.1.28): find R0h[p]
t
i
∈ R,
such that
R0h[p]
t
i
Σeh
(
Υedf
[
ΓD
])
[φti](1
t) = Σeh
(
Υ
e
SWIP
[
ΓD, λ, κ
])
[pt](1t), (3.1.29)
where i ∈ {0, . . . , I(t) − 1} denotes the index of the local DoF, which corresponds to
the local basis function φti ∈ ϕtk(t) that is associated with the face e (compare Definition
3.1.35).
We proceed with the integrals in (2.3.17b) in a similar manner. Since the normal
component of R0h[p] is continuous across faces of the grid, it suffices to consider only
one of the local functions of R0h[p] associated with the grid elements adjacent to a face
(in order to fully specify the local DoFs associated with inner faces of the grid). Using
the above basis representation we obtain from (2.3.17b), for an inner face e ∈ ◦Fh with
t± ∈ τh such that e = t− ∩ t+: find R0h[p]t
−
i
∈ R, such that
R0h[p]
t−
i
Σeh
(
Υe
−−
df
)
[φt
−
i ](1
t−) = Σeh
( ◦
Υe
−−
SWIP
[
λ, κ
])
[pt
−
](1t
−
) (3.1.30)
+ Σeh
( ◦
Υe
+−
SWIP
[
λ, κ
])
[pt
+
](1t
−
),
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where the local evaluation Υe
−−
df is given by the example below,
◦
Υe
±−
SWIP denote the lo-
cal SWIPDG coupling evaluations from Example 3.1.27, Σeh denotes the local coupling
integral operator from Definition 3.1.26 and where i ∈ {0, . . . , I(t−) − 1} denotes the
index of the local DoF, which corresponds to the local basis function φt
−
i ∈ ϕt
−
k(t−) that
is associated with the face e (compare Definition 3.1.35).
Example 3.1.36 (Local evaluation). Let τh be a grid. For a boundary face e ∈ Fh,D,
such that e = t ∩ ΓD for an element t ∈ τh, we define the local boundary evaluation
Υedf
[
ΓD
]
: [Pˆ(t)]d × Pˆ(t)→ Pˆ(e)] by
Υedf
[
ΓD
](
ψt, φt
)
:= ψte ·ne φte.
For an inner face e ∈ ◦Fh, such that e = t− ∩ t+ for elements t± ∈ τh, we define the local
coupling evaluations
Υe
−−
df : [Pˆ(t−)]d × Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e), Υe
−+
df : [Pˆ(t−)]d × Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e),
Υe
+−
df : [Pˆ(t+)]d × Pˆ(t−)→ Pˆ(e) and Υe
++
df : [Pˆ(t+)]d × Pˆ(t+)→ Pˆ(e)
by
Υe
±±
df
(
ψt
±
, φt
±)
:= ψt
±
e ·ne φt
±
e
for all combinations of − and +. Note that Υedf
[
ΓD
]
is a local binary face evaluation
in the sense of Definition 3.1.24 and that the four local evaluations Υe
±±
df form a local
quaternary evaluation in the sense of Definition 3.1.26.
Due to the nature of the Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec space we have completely specified
the discrete function R0h[p] ∈ V 0h (τh) by specifying its local DoFs for all faces of the grid,
as summarized in Algorithm 3.1.37.
Algorithm 3.1.37 Local computation of the diffusive flux reconstruction.
Input: a Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec space V 0h (τh), localizable λ, p ∈ Q(τh) and κ ∈ [Q(τh)]d×d
Output: the diffusive flux reconstruction R0h[p]
initialize R0h[p] ∈ RI
for all t ∈ τh do
for all e ∈ F th do ▷compute boundary DoFs
compute R0h[p]
t
i
∈ R according to (3.1.29)(
R0h[p]
)
ι(i,t)
← R0h[p]ti
end for
for all e ∈ ◦F th do with t− := t and t+ ∈ τh, such that e = t− ∩ t+: ▷compute inner DoFs
if t− < t+ then ▷(visit each face only once)
compute R0h[p]
t−
i
∈ R according to (3.1.30)(
R0h[p]
)
ι(i,t−) ← R0h[p]
t−
i
end if
end for
end for
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3.1.1.3 Projections and prolongations.
We have already encountered a scenario which requires the prolongation of a discrete
function: in order to determine the EOC of an error norm we require to prolong a discrete
function qh ∈ Vkh(τ (ν)h ), associated with a coarse grid onto a discrete function space
Vlh(τ
(ν′)
h ) associated with a finer grid, to compare it to a reference solution (Equation
3.1.26). A similar situation arises in the context of adaptive Finite Element methods
(compare Section 1.1).
In general we require a prolongation operator whenever we are given a localizable
function associated with a source grid τ sh that we wish to interpret in the context of a
range grid τ rh. In the above cases the range grid is simply a refinement of the source grid,
such that Q(τ sh) ⊂ Vh(τ rh). In the context of multiscale methods, however, we also allow
for two grids associated with different physical domains: while the source grid could be
a partition of the full domain Ω, the range grid could be a partition of only a subdomain
T ⊂ Ω, possibly including overlap (compare the nested fine and coarse grids in Section
2.1). In that case, the prolongation operator also carries out a restriction and we have
Q(τ sh)|T ⊂ Vh(τ rh).
We can actually think of a prolongation as two distinct operations:
(i) Given a function q ∈ Q(τ sh), which is localizable with respect to τ sh, we require a
function Π
τsh
τrh
[q] ∈ Q(τ rh), which is localizable with respect to τ rh .
(ii) Given a function q ∈ Q(τ rh), which is localizable with respect to τ rh , we require a
projection onto a discrete function space Vkh(τ rh), which we denote by ΠVkh(τrh)[q].
Thus, we have split the problem of prolonging a function into two separate problems
and the prolongation operator from (3.1.26) is actually given by:
Π
τsh
Vh(τrh)
: Qh(τ
s
h)→ Vh(τ rh), Πτ
s
h
Vh(τrh)
:= ΠVkh(τ
r
h)
◦Πτshτrh .
We define the reinterpretation operator, Π
τsh
τrh
: Q(τ sh)→ Q(τ rh), locally by defining the
local functions of its image, for all elements of the range grid tr ∈ τ rh :
Π
τsh
τrh
[q]
tr ∈ Pˆ(tr), such that Πτshτrh [q]
tr
(xˆr) := qt
s
(
Φt
s−1(
Φt
r
(xˆr)
))
,
where ts ∈ τ sh denotes the element of the source grid, such that Φt
r
(xˆr) ∈ ts.
Remark 3.1.38 (The reinterpretation operator Π
τsh
τrh
). There are several things worth
noting regarding the reinterpretation of a localizable function with respect to a different
grid. The role of the reinterpretation operator is merely to provide a local function on
each element of the range grid τ rh, by redirecting the evaluation to an appropriate local
function on the source grid τ sh. Formally, we do not require any relationship between
the source grid and the range grid, apart from the fact that the physical domain covered
by τ rh has to be included in the physical domain covered by τ
s
h. While this also holds
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for the case where the source grid is coarser than the range grid, the definition of the
operator Π
τsh
τrh
is not meaningful in that case and we would require a restriction operator
(which we do not consider here). While the operator is easily defined in theory, a well
performing implementation of Π
τsh
τrh
can be quite involved in practice (since it needs to
find an appropriate ts ∈ τ sh for each tr ∈ τ rh).
Given the close connection between prolongation and projection operators, we only
need to define the projection of an arbitrary localizable function q onto a discrete function
space Vkh(τh). The actual definition of the projection operator depends on its range: in
case of a continuous Lagrange space we can carry out the projection in a localized
manner.
Definition 3.1.39 ((Generalized) Lagrange projection). Let Skh(τh) be a continuous
Lagrange discrete function space in the sense of Definition 3.1.19 and let q be localizable
with respect to τh. For globally continuous q, we define the Lagrange projection operator
ΠSkh(τh)
: C0(Ω) ∩ Q(τh) → Skh(τh) by specifying the local DoF vector ΠSkh(τh)[q]
t ∈ RI(t)
of the local functions of its image ΠSkh(τh)
[q], by(
ΠSkh(τh)
[q]t
)
i
:= qt(νˆti ), for all 0 ≤ i < I(t) and all t ∈ τh,
where νˆti ∈ tˆ denotes a Lagrange point, for all 0 ≤ i < I(t). For an arbitrary localizable
function q ∈ Q(τh) we define the generalized Lagrange projection operator ΠSkh(τh) :
Q(τh)→ Skh(τh) by specifying(
ΠSkh(τh)
[q]t
)
i
:=
1⏐⏐τ νˆtih ⏐⏐
∑
t′∈τ νˆ
t
i
h
qt
′(
Φˆt
′−1(
Φˆt(νˆti )
))
,
where τ
νˆti
h ⊂ τh denotes the set of those elements of the grid, that share the Lagrange
point Φˆt(νˆti ).
Though locally defined, the generalized Lagrange projection operator might involve
global computations (in order to determine τ
νˆti
h ), depending on the implementation of
the grid.
If the range of the projection operator is a discontinuous discrete function space, we
can also carry out the projection locally.
Definition 3.1.40 ((Local) L2 projection). Let Qkh(τh) be a discontinuous Galerkin
discrete function space in the sense of Definition 3.1.22 and let q be localizable with
respect to τh. We define the L
2 projection operator ΠQkh(τh)
: Q(τh) → Qkh(τh), by
specifying the local DoF vector ΠQkh(τh)
[q]t ∈ RI(t) of the local functions of its image
ΠQkh(τh)
[q], as the solution of
L2h
t
ΠQkh(τh)
[q]t = lth,q, for all t ∈ τh,
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with the local mass matrix L2h
t ∈ RI(t)×I(t) and the local right hand side lth,q ∈ RI(t) given
by (
L2h
t)
i,j
:=
(
φti, φ
t
j
)t
L2
and
(
lth,q
)
j
:= lth,q(φ
t
j)
respectively, with the local basis functions φti, φ
t
j ∈ ϕtk(t) of the discrete function space,
for all 0 ≤ i, j < I(t) = |ϕtk(t)|, the local L2 product operator (·, ·)tL2 from Example 3.1.30
and the local L2-volume functional lth,q from Example 3.1.10 (with f replaced by q).
We can carry out the above projection locally due to the discontinuity of the discrete
function space. In general, however, we require the inversion of a global mass matrix.
Definition 3.1.41 ((Global) L2 projection). Let Vh(τh) be a discrete function space
in the sense of Definition 3.1.16 and let q be localizable with respect to τh. We define
the L2 projection operator ΠVh(τh) : Q(τh) → Vh(τh), by specifying the DoF vector
ΠVh(τh)[q] ∈ RI of its image ΠVh(τh)[q], as the solution of
L2h ΠVh(τh)[q] = lh,q,
with the global mass matrix L2h := (·, ·)L2 ∈ RI×I given by the matrix representation of
the L2 product from above (compare Algorithm 3.1.34) and the global right hand side
lh,q ∈ RI given by the vector representation of the discrete L2 functional from Definition
3.1.14 (compare also (3.1.14) with f replaced by q).
Note that these global containers can also be assembled in a localized fashion, compare
Algorithms 3.1.18 and 3.1.34.
Following this presentation and discussion of the (mathematical) ingredients we re-
quire of a discretization framework, we continue with a presentation of the main design
principles for a designated discretization framework (which are a direct consequence of
these ingredients).
3.1.2 Abstract design principles and technical requirements
We revisit the main concepts behind the mathematical foundation introduced in the
previous section and derive abstract design principles that shall be constitutive for a
discretization framework. From a bird’s eye perspective, these principles are:
• localizable functions
• local operators, local functionals and local evaluations
• direct access to building blocks
• abstract interfaces and generic algorithms
We discuss those in the following paragraphs and touch on some aspects of a possible
implementation of such a discretization framework.
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Localizable functions. Perhaps the most basic principle is the concept of localizable
functions, as expressed in Definition 3.1.4. Since all data functions are required to be
localizable and all discrete functions are localizable as well, we can formulate operators,
functionals, products and norms purely in terms of localizable functions. This yields
generic constructs that can be applied in a large variety circumstances: for instance, the
discrete elliptic operator Bh from Definition 3.1.14 can be used either to be assembled
into a system matrix, given any discrete function space, or to be assembled into an
energy or H1-semi product matrix, given any discrete function space, or to compute the
energy or H1-semi product of two arbitrary localizable functions. This is possible since
all localizable functions yield local functions in the sense of Definition 3.1.2, which can
be evaluated on the reference elements of the grid. Thus, all operators, functionals and
products can be realized by local counterparts (see the next paragraph).
As a consequence, all discrete function spaces yield local bases as well (the elements
of which are local functions, see Definition 3.1.16). (Given the interpretation of a local
basis function as the local function of a localizable global basis function, those do in
particular include all necessary transformations, for instance in the context of Raviart-
Thomas-Ne´de´lec spaces.) We thus only require a single implementation of a discrete
function that works with arbitrary discrete function spaces.
Local operators, local functionals and local evaluations. All operators, two-forms and
functionals can be localized with respect to the grid and integrals can be transformed
to the respective reference element. We treat the resulting local integrals by modeling
the integrand as a local evaluation and applying generic local operators and functionals
to approximate the integral by a numerical quadrature. This splitting allows for a
reuse of local evaluations in different circumstances (see the local SWIPDG evaluations
from Examples 3.1.23, 3.1.25 and 3.1.27 that are used in the context of the SWIPDG
discretization as well as in the context of a posteriori error estimation) yielding powerful
and versatile constructs. For instance, a combination of the local product evaluation
(Example 3.1.30) with the generic local volume operator (Definition 3.1.9) yields a local
L2-volume operator. Since the local operators act on local functions only, they can be
used to form localizable operators and products (acting on localizable functions) as well
as assembled operators and products (acting on the DoF vectors of discrete functions).
The very same local L2 operator, for instance, can be used to form several L2 products
(Definition 3.1.32 and Algorithm 3.1.34) or L2 projection operators (Definitions 3.1.40
and 3.1.41).
The above separation of duties leads to simple objects with a distinct purpose, which
has several benefits regarding a possible implementation. The sole purpose of a local
volume operator, for instance, is to approximate a local volume integral by a numerical
quadrature (without bothering with the form of the integrand). On the one hand, the
resulting implementation can thus be easily understood. On the other hand, this leads to
less code duplication and easier to track down errors, since there need only be two objects
implementing a volume quadrature in the whole discretization framework (namely the
local volume operator and the local volume functional). While implementing the use of a
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quadrature may seem like a simple example, a safe and well performing implementation
still needs to obtain and check the polynomial degree of the integral, try to obtain a
suitable quadrature and handle the situation where such a quadrature is not available.
Since it is good practice not to duplicate such code and effort, a possible implementa-
tion should follow the proposed separation of local operators, functionals and evaluations.
Direct access to building blocks. When designing new discretization schemes it is im-
portant for the developer to have direct access to the underlying building blocks, such
as the DoF map ι (Definition 3.1.16), the properties of the local Finite Element (such
as Lagrange points or the interpretation of the local basis of a Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec
space, see Definitions 3.1.19 and 3.1.35), or the containers constituting discrete functions
and assembled operators and functionals. If all underlying parts are individually accessi-
ble and exposed, they can be used and combined in new ways that not even the original
authors may have thought of. Such a library of reusable and flexible building blocks is
the basis for an easy development of new discretization schemes and error estimators.
Abstract interfaces and generic algorithms. All mathematical concepts should be
represented by abstract interfaces, in particular matrices and vectors, operators and
functionals, discrete function spaces, discrete functions and localizable functions and
local functions. Such interfaces are the only reliable way to allow for generic imple-
mentations (as mentioned above). Discrete functions can be implemented generically,
given any discrete function space and vector; localizable operators and functionals can
be implemented generically given any localizable functions; assemblable operators and
functionals can be implemented generically given any discrete function space; and so
forth. . .
A considerable amount of time and effort has to be invested into an implementation
of a discretization framework, in particular regarding maintenance. In the long run,
this effort can only be kept at bay through the use of abstract interfaces and generic
algorithms, keeping code duplication at a minimum.
In addition, for instance in the context of model reduction, we require access to at
least the vectors, operators and discretizations of a discretization framework (compare
[MRS2015, Section 3.3]). When used in conjunction with an external model reduction
library, this access can easily be granted (and implemented) in terms of the abstract
interfaces. Any implementation of these interfaces then automatically benefits from the
exposure of the interfaces and can be used in novel ways, far beyond the traditional
scope of discretization frameworks.
While one might regard abstract interfaces and the required direct access to building
blocks and underlying structures as opposite philosophies, we consider both beneficial
and necessary (in particular if access to the underlying structures can be provided in a
generic way).
In addition to these design principles there are other (more technical) aspects which
we require of a discretizations framework:
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• We require a means to model and identify different parts of the boundary of the
domain (such as ΓD and ΓN) in a well defined way to allow for generic implemen-
tations of local boundary operators and functionals.
• We require a well defined way to create, access and combine (dense and sparse)
matrices and vectors to allow the use of different existing linear algebra backends.
We also require linear solvers which should be exchangeable at runtime.
• Since iterating over the grid may be costly we want to be able to execute as many
local operations on one element of the grid as desired. This allows to assemble
several containers or apply products in one iteration over the grid.
• In order to fully use all available resources it should be possible to execute most
operations in parallel, in particular the assembly of containers and the inversion
of system matrices. We do not want to enforce a specific parallelization paradigm,
allowing in particular for shared memory and distributed approaches. All objects
representing mathematical concepts (such as local evaluations, operators, discrete
functions, containers) should be usable without explicit knowledge of the paral-
lelization involved; a user of the discretization framework should be able to focus
mainly on the mathematical aspects of discretization schemes.
• It is clear from the above discussion that we aim for a system language (such as C,
Fortran or C++) for performance critical parts of the implementation and a modern
object oriented language (such as a recent version of C++ or Python in conjunction
with NumPy [Oli2007] and SciPy [JOPo2001] for all parts that are visible to the
user.
In case of a statically typed language, such as C++, we aim for a balance between
static and dynamic polymorphism: while performance critical parts (such as the
type of the grid, field types, dimensions, local evaluations) should be fixed at
compile time, it should be possible to switch between data functions (of the same
dimension) at runtime.
3.1.3 Existing implementations
Needless to say, we are interested in an open source and freely available software frame-
work with a strong scientific background in the developer- and user-base. There exist
several such frameworks:
deal.ii [BHH+2015], which is available at https://www.dealii.org/, “is a C++
program library targeted at the computational solution of partial differential equa-
tions using adaptive finite elements”11.
DUNE [BBD+2008, BBD+2008a], which is available at http://www.dune-project.
org/ is a “modular toolbox for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) with
grid-based methods”12.
11https://www.dealii.org/about.html, 22.07.2015
12http://www.dune-project.org/dune.html, 22.07.2015
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Feel++ [PCD+2012], which is available at http://www.feelpp.org/, “is a C++
library for partial differential equation solves using generalized Galerkin methods
such as the finite element method, the h/p finite element method, the spectral
element method or the reduced basis method.”13.
FreeFem++ [Hec2012], which is available at http://www.freefem.org/ff++/index.
htm, “is a partial differential equation solver”14.
The FEniCS Project [LMW2012], which is available at http://fenicsproject.
org/ “is a collection of free software with an extensive list of features for automated,
efficient solution of differential equations”15.
libMesh [KPSC2006], which is available at http://libmesh.github.io/, “pro-
vides a framework for the numerical simulation of partial differential equations
using arbitrary unstructured discretizations on serial and parallel platforms”16.
Most of these frameworks allow for adaptive mesh refinement, different parallelization
paradigms and the use of external libraries. They vary in their provided features, aims
and philosophies, user friendliness and target audience.
We chose to realize our discretization framework within the context of the DUNE
project: the Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment [BBD+2008, BBD+2008a],
written in C++. DUNE is free and open source software, its philosophy aligns well
with the abstract design principles identified in Section 3.1.2, it yields highly efficient
programs, is fairly well documented and has a large developer and user base with a
strong background in numerical analysis and scientific computing. However, DUNE is
mainly targeted at researchers and thus has a steep learning curve.
DUNE has a modular structure, with the core modules being used and developed by
all research groups involved:
dune-common contains abstract parallelization helpers, dense vectors modeling co-
ordinates and many abstractions of advanced C++ features to yield portable code
which works with most compilers of the last decade.
dune-geometry contains generic reference elements, embeddings and quadratures.
dune-grid contains the abstract definition of a grid and is probably the most
widely used module. It also contains some reference implementations of the ab-
stract grid interface and wrapper code to allow the use of external grid managers.
(Note that a grid in DUNE includes all elements on all refinement levels. The
concept of a grid τh, as used throughout this work, is modeled by a GridView.)
dune-istl provides an iterative solver template library with generic sparse matri-
ces, vectors and linear solvers.
13http://www.feelpp.org/, 22.07.2015
14http://www.freefem.org/ff++/index.htm, 22.07.2015
15http://fenicsproject.org/, 22.07.2015
16http://libmesh.github.io/index.html, 22.07.2015
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dune-localfunctions contains shape functions defined on the reference elements
together with interpolation operators which form the basis of a local Finite Ele-
ment. (Note that these shape functions do not coincide with the notion of local
functions from Definition 3.1.2.)
On top of these core modules, there exist two main discretization modules, which
are independently developed by different research groups: dune-fem17 [DKNO2010] and
dune-pdelab18, each with different philosophies, design approaches and implementa-
tions.
dune-fem is formulated in terms of discrete function spaces and discrete opera-
tors. It has a long history for adaptive grid refinement and distributed parallel
computations.
dune-pdelab is based on the residual formulation of PDEs. Is supports differ-
ent linear algebra backends and arbitrary function spaces based on local Finite
Elements.
Being the younger project of the two, dune-pdelab uses more modern programming
techniques and is developed more openly than dune-fem. Its residual formulation and
automatic differentiation make it easy to solve systems of complicated PDEs. From the
perspective of a developer of new numerical schemes, however, it does not allow for an
easy access to the underlying building blocks. In addition, the residual formulation is
not suitable for the context of model reduction, where we require access to individual
operators and functionals.
While dune-fem supports the notion of a discrete operator it lacks support for func-
tionals. In addition, its monolithic design hinders shared memory parallel implementa-
tions due to many global singletons.
Both frameworks do not support the notion of a localizable function and a discrete
function space as proposed in Section 3.1.1.1 and neither of the two supports the separa-
tion of integration and integrand. We could have added some of the required function-
ality to either of these frameworks. However, due to our requirements (see the previous
sections), this would have only been possible to a certain degree. Each framework would
bring severe restrictions regarding the required flexibility and its use in the context of
model reduction.
3.1.4 A new discretization framework
There was no suitable discretization framework available when we started to work on
efficient and reliable discretizations in the context of parametric multiscale problems in
2011. We thus provide our own implementation of such a framework within the con-
text of the DUNE project, based on the mathematical foundation and design principles
discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
17http://dune.mathematik.uni-freiburg.de/
18http://www.dune-project.org/pdelab/
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Following the modular structure of DUNE, we provide several modules which imple-
ment different aspects of our discretization framework (we discuss each in detail in the
following sections):
dune-stuff provides extensions of the core modules dune-common and dune-grid,
which are mostly centered around improved usability and generic algorithms, to-
gether with important build and test infrastructures. In particular it contains the
concept of a GridProvider (which encapsulates a grid and provides an abstrac-
tion of GridParts and GridViews) and the concept of a BoundaryInfo (which
provides a standardized way to identify different parts of the boundary). In ad-
dition, dune-stuff contains the abstract interface modeling localizable functions
and local functions (in the sense of Definitions 3.1.4 and 3.1.2) and various ready
to use implementations. Lastly, it provides an abstraction for linear algebra con-
tainers and linear solvers along with several implementations supporting different
parallelization paradigms (for instance based on dune-istl or eigen19 [GJo2010]).
dune-gdt, the generic discretization toolbox, is the heart of our discretization
framework. It provides abstract interfaces for local evaluations, local operators
and functionals, discrete function spaces, operators, products and functionals and
so forth, in the spirit of Section 3.1.1. In addition, it contains many ready to use
implementations, problem definitions and discretizations. It is currently mainly
centered around linear elliptic and hyperbolic problems.
The remainder of this chapter gives an in-depth discussion of these modules which
together make up our implementation of a discretization framework. We provide ex-
ample code snippets along the way that are not necessarily meant to be directly us-
able (for instance, we shall omit int main(...) in C++ code). In addition, we pro-
vide reference to code locations, where “dune/foo/bar.hh” denotes the location of a
file within the dune-foo module. However, we do not provide individual references
for elements of the standard C++ library, which are prefixed by std::, and refer to
http://en.cppreference.com/.
3.1.4.1 dune-stuff
The DUNE module dune-stuff is open source software and freely available on GitHub:
https://github.com/wwu-numerik/dune-stuff. It is mainly developed by R. Milk
and F. Schindler with contributions from A. Buhr, S. Girke, S. Kaulmann, T. Leibner,
B. Verfu¨rth and K. Weber. As mentioned above, dune-stuff contains helpful infrastruc-
ture, extensions of dune-common and dune-grid and the definition and implementation
of localizable functions and linear algebra containers and solvers. Accordingly, it contains
the following submodules, modeled as namespaces below the Dune::Stuff namespace:
Common, Functions, Grid and LA. We discuss relevant content of these submodules in
the following paragraphs.
19http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/
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Improved handling of dense containers in Dune::Stuff::Common. dune-common con-
tains the FieldVector20 and FieldMatrix21 classes, which model small dense vectors
and matrices of fixed size (in particular used for coordinates, affine reference maps and
function evaluations). These containers are implemented to provide maximum perfor-
mance, but lack some convenience features. In particular the lack of certain operators
and contructors make it difficult to write generic code. Consider, for instance, a generic
string conversion utility (assuming T is a matrix type):
1 template< class T >
2 static inline T fromString(const std::string ss,
3 const size_t rows = 0,
4 const size_t cols = 0)
5 {
6 T result(rows, cols); // <- does not compile for FieldMatrix
7 // fill result from ss
8 // ...
9 return result;
10 }
The above example does compile if T is a DynamicMatrix22, but not if T is a Field-
Matrix, which makes it extremely difficult to write generic code.23
In order to allow for generic algorithms we provide templated VectorAbstraction
and MatrixAbstraction classes in dune/stuff/common/{matrix,vector}.hh (along
with specializations for all sensible vector and matrix classes), which allow for generic
creation of and access to matrices and vectors. Additionally, we provide is_vector and
is_matrix traits, which allow to rewrite the above example:
1 #include <dune/stuff/common/matrix.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Common;
4
5 template< class T >
6 static inline typename std::enable_if< is_matrix< T >::value, T >::value
7 fromString(const std::string ss,
8 const size_t rows = 0,
9 const size_t cols = 0)
10 {
11 auto result = MatrixAbstraction< T >::create(rows, cols);
12 // fill result from ss using MatrixAbstraction< T >::set_entry(...)
13 // ...
14 return result;
15 }
It is thus possible to use fromString with matrices of different type:
20dune/common/fvector.hh
21dune/common/fmatrix.hh
22dune/common/dynmatrix.hh
23While it is clear that constructing a FieldMatrix of fixed size M×N is not sensible for other values of
rows and cols, the construction in line 6 should be possible for rows = M and cols = N (throwing
an appropriate exception otherwise).
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1 #include <dune/common/fmatrix.hh>
2 #include <dune/common/dynmatrix.hh>
3
4 auto fmat = fromString< Dune::FieldMatrix< double, 2, 2 > >("[1. 2.; 3. 4.]");
5 auto dmat = fromString< Dune::DynamicMatrix< double > >("[1. 2.; 3. 4.]");
In particular, one can use it with any custom matrix implementation by providing a
specialization of MatrixAbstraction within the user code:
1 template< class FieldType >
2 class CustomMatrix { /* implement custom matrix */ };
3
4 template< class FieldType>
5 struct MatrixAbstraction< CustomMatrix< FieldType > > { /* implement specialization */ };
6
7 auto cmat = fromString< CustomMatrix< FieldType > >("[1. 2.; 3. 4.]");
Based on these abstractions we provide many generic implementations in dune/stuff/
common/. For instance, we provide an extension of the FloatCmp24 mechanism from
dune-common for any combination of vectors (which allows for the same syntax as its
counterpart in dune-common, including compare styles and tolerances):
1 #include <dune/common/dynvector.hh>
2 #include <dune/stuff/common/float_cmp.hh>
3
4 std::vector< double > svector({1., 1.});
5 Dune::DynamicVector< double > dvector(2, 1.);
6
7 Dune::Stuff::Common::FloatCmp::eq(svector, dvector);
Improved string handling and Configuration in Dune::Stuff::Common. As already
hinted at in the previous paragraph, we provide the string conversion utilities
1 template< class T >
2 static inline T fromString(const std::string ss,
3 const size_t size = 0, const size_t cols = 0);
4
5 template< class T >
6 static inline std::string toString(const T& ss);
in dune/stuff/common/string.hh. These can be used with any basic type as well as
with all matrices and vectors supported by the abstractions from the previous paragraph.
We use standard notation for vectors ("[1 2]") and matrices ("[1 2; 3 4]"), see the
previous paragraph for examples. The fromString function takes optional arguments
which determine the size of the resulting container (for containers of dynamic size),
where 0 means automatic detection.
Based on these string conversion utilities, we provide an extension of dune-common’s
ParameterTree25 in dune/stuff/common/configuration.hh: the Configuration class.
24dune/common/float_cmp.hh
25dune/common/parametertree.hh
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The Configuration is derived from ParameterTree and can thus be used in all places
where a ParameterTree is expected. While it also adds an additional layer of checks
(in particular regarding provided defaults), report and serialization facilities, one of its
main features is to allow the user to extract any type that is supported by the string
conversion facilities. Given a sample configuration file in .ini format (for example the
default configuration of the Cube grid provider discussed further below),
Listing 1 Contents of the default_config() of Stuff::Grid::Providers::Cube.
lower_left = [0 0 0 0]
upper_right = [1 1 1 1]
num_elements = [8 8 8 8]
num_refinements = 0
overlap = 1
we can query the resulting Configuration object config for the types supported by
the ParameterTree,
auto num_refinements = config.get< int >("num_refinements");
as well as for all types supported by our string conversion utilities (including custom
matrix and vector types as explained in the previous paragraph):
auto lower_left = config.get< FieldVector< double, dimDomain > >("lower_left");
The above is valid for all 0 ≤ dimDomain ≤ 4, due to the automatic size detection of
fromString.
Identification of domain boundaries in Dune::Stuff::Grid. As noted in Section 3.1.2
we require a generic way to identify parts of the boundary of the computational domain,
such as those associated with Dirichlet- or Neumann boundary values. Unfortunately,
dune-grid does not provide such a mechanism. In dune/stuff/grid/boundaryinfo.
hh, we thus provide a virtual interface,
1 template< class IntersectionType >
2 class BoundaryInfoInterface
3 {
4 virtual bool has_dirichlet() const;
5 virtual bool has_neumann() const;
6
7 virtual bool dirichlet(const IntersectionType& intersection) const = 0;
8 virtual bool neumann(const IntersectionType& intersection) const = 0;
9 };
based on which we can provide generic algorithms, which act only on parts of the domain
boundary (such as the Dirichlet projection from Definition 3.1.20). We also provide the
following implementations of the BoundaryInfoInterface within the BoundaryInfos
namespace:
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AllDirichlet and AllNeumann, the purpose of which is self-explanatory.
IdBased, using the now-deprecated boundaryId() method of an intersection
(given key-value pairs such as {"dirichlet", {1, 2}}, {"neumann", {3, 4}},
mapping the reported boundary ids to the respective boundary type).
NormalBased, which allows to identify boundary intersections by the direction of
their outward pointing normal.
In order to allow for problem definition classes to define domain boundaries inde-
pendently of the type of the grid, we also provide the BoundaryInfoProvider fac-
tory. Classes can hold a complete description of one of the boundary infos above in
a Configuration. Given the type of the grid (and thus the type of an intersection), one
is then able to create an instance of one of the implementations of the BoundaryInfo-
Interface of correct type, as required:
1 #include <dune/grid/yaspgrid.hh>
2 #include <dune/grid/sgrid.hh>
3 #include <dune/stuff/common/configuration.hh>
4 #include <dune/stuff/grid/boundaryinfo.hh>
5
6 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Common;
7 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Grid;
8
9 class Problem
10 {
11 public:
12 Configuration boundary_info_cfg()
13 {
14 Configuration config;
15 config["type"] = "stuff.grid.boundaryinfo.normalbased";
16 config["default"] = "dirichlet";
17 config["neumann.0"] = "[ 1. 0.]";
18 config["neumann.1"] = "[-1. 0.]";
19 return config;
20 }
21 }; // class Problem
22
23 typedef typename Dune::YaspGrid< 2 >::LeafIntersection YI;
24 typedef typename Dune::SGrid< 2, 2 >::LeafIntersection SI;
25
26 Problem problem;
27 auto boundary_info_y = BoundaryInfoProvider< YI >::create(problem.boundary_info_cfg());
28 auto boundary_info_s = BoundaryInfoProvider< SI >::create(problem.boundary_info_cfg());
The type of boundary_info_y, for instance, is std::unique_ptr< BoundaryInfoInter-
face< YI > >. Given a rectangular domain in R2, it models a Neumann boundary left
and right and a Dirichlet boundary everywhere else.
Walking the grid in Dune::Stuff::Grid. Since we are considering grid-based numer-
ical methods, we frequently need to iterate over the elements t ∈ τh of a grid (compare
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Algorithms 3.1.18 and 3.1.29). In order to minimize the amount of required grid itera-
tions, we want to be able to carry out several operations on each grid element (instead
of several iterations over the grid). We thus provide in dune/stuff/grid/walker.hh
the templated Walker class, working with any GridView (from dune-grid) or GridPart
(from dune-fem):26
1 template< class GridViewType >
2 class Walker
3 {
4 // not all methods and types shown ...
5 public:
6 void add(Functor::Codim0< GridViewType >& functor/*, ... */ );
7 void add(Functor::Codim1< GridViewType >& functor/*, ... */ );
8 void add(Functor::Codim0And1< GridViewType >& functor/*, ... */ );
9
10 void walk(const bool use_tbb = false);
11 };
The user can add an arbitrary amount of functors to the Walker, all of which are then
locally executed on each grid element. Each functor is derived from one of the virtual
interfaces Functor::Codim0, Functor::Codim1 or Functor::Codim0And1, for instance
1 template< class GridViewType >
2 class Codim0
3 {
4 public:
5 typedef typename Stuff::Grid::Entity< GridViewType >::Type EntityType;
6
7 virtual void prepare() {}
8 virtual void apply_local(const EntityType& entity) = 0; // called for all t ∈ τh
9 virtual void finalize() {}
10 };
where prepare (and finalize) are called before (and after) iterating over the grid,
while apply_local is called on each element of the grid. Each add method of the
Walker accepts an additional argument which allows to select the elements and faces,
the functor will be applied on. For instance, in the context of the SWIPDG discretization
we want to apply the local coupling operators from Example 3.1.27 on all inner faces of
the grid and the local boundary operators from Example 3.1.25 on all Dirichlet faces of
the grid (compare Section 3.1.1.1). Presuming we were given suitable implementations of
these local operators as functors and a BoundaryInfo object in the sense of the previous
paragraph, the following would realize just that:
1 #include <dune/stuff/grid/walker.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Grid;
4
5 Walker< GV > walker(grid_view);
26We provide traits in dune/stuff/grid/{entity,intersection}.hh to extract required information
from a GridView or GridPart in a generic way (see the Codim0 functor example).
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6 walker.add(coupling_operator, new ApplyOn::InnerIntersectionsPrimally< GV >());
7 walker.add(boundary_operator, new ApplyOn::DirichletIntersections< GV >(boundary_info));
8 // add more, if required...
9 walker.walk()
Note that the walk method allows to switch between a serial and a shared memory
parallel iteration over the grid, at runtime (via the use_tbb switch). In particular, the
user only has to provide implementations of the functors and need not deal with any
parallelization issues (or different types of grid walkers, depending on the parallelization
paradigm).
Providing generic access to GridViews and GridParts in Dune::Stuff::Grid. There
exists an unfortunate disagreement between dune-grid and dune-fem, whether Grid-
Views or GridParts are to be used to model a collection of grid elements, which makes
it hard to implement generic algorithms. Think of some code which needs to create a
LevelGridView or LevelGridPart, depending on the further use for a discrete function
space implemented via dune-pdelab or dune-fem:
1 #include <dune/fem/gridpart/levelgridpart.hh>
2
3 template< class GridType >
4 void create_level(GridType& grid, const int lv) {
5 // either
6 auto level_view = grid.levelGridView(lv);
7 // or
8 Dune::Fem::LevelGridPart< GridType > level_part(grid, lv);
9 // ...
10 }
To allow for generic code despite this disagreement we provide the ProviderInterface
in dune/stuff/grid/provider.hh, the purpose of which is to be passed around instead
of a grid:
1 template< class GridType >
2 class ProviderInterface
3 {
4 // not all methods and types shown ...
5 public:
6 virtual GridType& grid() = 0;
7
8 template< ChooseLayer layer_type, ChoosePartView part_view_type >
9 typename Layer< layer_type, part_view_type >::Type layer(const int lv = 0);
10
11 template< ChoosePartView type >
12 typename Level< type >::Type level(const int lv);
13
14 template< ChoosePartView type >
15 typename Leaf< type >::Type leaf();
16 };
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Together with the ChooseLayer and ChoosePartView enum classes27, this allows to
write generic code by passing a grid provider along with the required tag (this will be of
significant importance in the context of dune-gdt further below):
1 #include <dune/stuff/grid/provider.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Grid;
4
5 template< class GridType, ChoosePartView type >
6 void create_level(ProviderInterface< GridType >& grid_provider, const int lv) {
7 auto level_part_or_view = grid_provider.level< type >(lv);
8 // ...
9 }
We provide several implementations of the ProviderInterface (for instance Provi-
ders::Default, wrapping an existing grid and Providers::Cube, which creates grids
of rectangular domains). In addition, we provide a means to select a grid provider at
runtime using the GridProviders struct, given the type of the grid G and a configuration
(for instance using the default one of the Cube provider, see Listing 3.1.4.1),
1 #include <dune/stuff/grid/provider.hh>
2
3 auto grid_provider = Dune::Stuff::GridProviders< G >::create("stuff.grid.provider.cube",
4 config);
which is particularly useful in conjunction with configuration files or Python bindings.
Local functions and localizable functions in Dune::Stuff::Functions. As discussed
in Section 3.1.2, the concept of a local function in the sense of Definition 3.1.2 is crucial
for a discretization framework (not to be confused with shape functions from dune-
localfunctions). Given a grid element t ∈ τh, we can evaluate a (scalar-, vector- or
matrix-valued) local function φt : tˆ → Rr×c, for r, c ∈ N, on the reference element tˆ
associated with t. To model such functions (as well as a set of local basis functions) we
provide the LocalfunctionSetInterface in dune/stuff/functions/interfaces.hh:
1 template< class EntityType,
2 class DomainFieldType, size_t dimDomain,
3 class RangeFieldType, size_t dimRange, size_t dimRangeCols = 1 >
4 class LocalfunctionSetInterface
5 {
6 // not all methods and types show ...
7 public:
8 virtual const EntityType& entity() const
9
10 virtual size_t size() const = 0;
11 virtual size_t order() const = 0;
12
13 virtual void evaluate(const DomainType& xx, std::vector< RangeType >& ret const = 0;
14 virtual void jacobian(const DomainType& xx,
15 std::vector< JacobianRangeType >& ret) const = 0;
16 };
27dune/stuff/grid/layers.hh
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The template parameter EntityType models the type of the grid element t ∈ τh, the
parameters DomainFieldType and dimDomain model Rd ⊃ τh while RangeFieldType,
dimRange and dimRangeCols model Rr×c. The resulting DomainType is a FieldVector
from dune-common, while RangeType and JacobianRangeType are composed of Field-
Vector and FieldMatrix, depending on the dimensions. As a shorthand, we often
write
template< class E, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t r, size_t rC >
for these arguments. Each set of local functions has to report its polynomial order and
size. The methods evaluate and jacobian expect vectors of size size() for ret.
While local bases of discrete function spaces will be realized as implementations of
LocalfunctionSetInterface (see below), we also provide an interface for individual
local functions, which is used by data functions and local functions of discrete functions:
1 template< class E, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t r, size_t rC >
2 class LocalfunctionInterface
3 : public LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, r, rC >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 virtual void evaluate(const DomainType& xx, RangeType& ret) const = 0;
8 virtual void jacobian(const DomainType& xx, JacobianRangeType& ret) const = 0;
9
10 virtual size_t size() const override final
11 {
12 return 1;
13 }
14 }
All local evaluations, operators and functionals in dune-gdt are implemented using
LocalfunctionSetInterface and thus work for local bases, local functions and local
discrete functions at the same time.
Alongside, we also provide the following interface for localizable functions according
to Definition 3.1.4, which merely work as containers of localizable functions:
1 template< class E, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t r, size_t rC >
2 class LocalizableFunctionInterface
3 {
4 // not all methods and types shown ...
5 public:
6 virtual std::string name() const;
7
8 virtual std::unique_ptr< LocalfunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, r, rC > >
9 local_function(const EntityType& entity) const = 0;
10 };
Based on this interface we provide visualization and convenience operators, allowing for
(p - p_h).visualize(grid_view, "difference");
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where p might denote a localizable data function and p_h might denote a discrete func-
tion (see further below), if both are localizable with respect to the same grid_view.
Expressions such as p - p_h, p + p_h or p*p_h yield localizable functions via generi-
cally implemented local functions (if the dimensions allow it).
We also provide numerous implementations of LocalizableFunctionInterface in
dune-stuff, most of which can also be created using the FunctionsProvider28 factory
class, given a Configuration:
• Functions::Checkerboard in dune/stuff/functions/checkerboard.hh models
a piecewise constant function, the values of which are associated with an equidis-
tant regular partition of a domain. Sample configuration for a function R2 → R:
lower_left = [0. 0.]
upper_right = [1. 1.]
num_elements = [2 2]
values = [1. 2. 3. 4.]
• Functions::Constant in dune/stuff/functions/constant.hhmodels a constant
function. Sample configuration for a function Rd → R2×2, for any d ∈ N, mapping
to the unit matrix in R2:
value = [1. 0.; 0. 1.]
• Functions::Expression in dune/stuff/functions/expression.hh models con-
tinuous functions, given an expression and order at runtime (expressions for gra-
dients can be optionally provided). Sample configuration for f : R2 → R2 given
by (x, y) ↦→ (x, sin(y)):
variable = x
order = 3
expression = [x[0] sin(x[1])]
gradient.0 = [1 0]
gradient.1 = [0 cos(x[1])]
Note that the user has to provide the approximation order, resulting in f being
locally approximated as a third order polynomial on each grid element.
• GlobalLambdaFunction in dune/stuff/functions/global.hhmodels continuous
functions by evaluating a C++ lambda expression. Sample usage for f : R2 → R
given by (x, y) ↦→ x:
GlobalLambdaFunction< E, double, 2, double, 1 > f([](DomainType x){ return x[0]; },
1); // <- local polynomial order
• Functions::Spe10::Model1 in dune/stuff/functions/spe10.hhmodels the per-
meability field of the SPE10 model1 test case, given the appropriate data file29.
28dune/stuff/functions.hh
29Available at http://www.spe.org/web/csp/datasets/set01.htm
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Generic linear algebra containers in Dune::Stuff::LA. We discussed the use of small
dense vectors and matrices in the context of coordinates and function evaluations above.
In addition we require large vectors and matrices (usually sparse) to represent assem-
bled operators and functionals, compare Section 3.1.2. Linear algebra containers are a
performance critical aspect of the discretization framework and we do not want to bet
on a single horse: there exists external backends which are well suited for serial and
shared memory parallel computations (such as eigen) while others are more suited for
distributed memory parallel computations (such as dune-istl). Neither is fitting for
every purpose and we thus require a means to exchange the implementation of matri-
ces and vectors depending on the circumstances. This calls for abstract interfaces for
containers, which we provide within the Dune::Stuff::LA namespace.
We chose a combination of static and dynamic inheritance for these interfaces, allowing
for virtual function calls that act on the whole container (such as operators) while
using the “Curiously recurring template patterns” (CRTP, see [Cop1995]) paradigm for
methods that are called frequently (such as access to individual elements in loops),
allowing the compiler to optimize performance critical calls (for instance by inlining).
We provide a thread-safe helper class CRTPInterface in dune/stuff/common/crtp.hh
along with thread-safe CHECK_... macros for debugging (since the tools provided in
dune/common/bartonnackmanifcheck.hh do not work properly in a shared memory
parallel program).
All matrices and vectors are derived from ContainerInterface in dune/stuff/la/
container/container-interface.hh:
1 template< class Traits, class ScalarType = typename Traits::ScalarType >
2 class ContainerInterface
3 : public CRTPInterface< ContainerInterface< Traits, ScalarType >, Traits >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 typedef typename Traits::derived_type derived_type;
8 // Sample CRTP implementation:
9 inline void scal(const ScalarType& alpha) // as_imp() from CRTPInterface
10 { // performs a static_cast into
11 CHECK_AND_CALL_CRTP(this->as_imp().scal(alpha)); // derived_type. Thus, scal() of
12 } // the derived class is called.
13
14 inline void axpy(const ScalarType& alpha, const derived_type& xx);
15 inline derived_type copy() const;
16
17 virtual derived_type& operator*=(const ScalarType& alpha) // Default implementation:
18 { // could be overriden by
19 scal(alpha); // any derived class.
20 return this->as_imp();
21 }
22 };
The ContainerInterface enforces just enough functionality to assemble a linear com-
bination of matrices or vectors, which we require for instance in the context of model
reduction. Given an affine decomposition of a parametric matrix or vector B (compare
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Definition 1.3.7), we need to assemble B(µ) :=
∑Q−1
q=0 θq(µ)Bq for given components Bq
and coefficients θq(µ). The following generic code will work for any matrix or vector
type C derived from ContainerInterface:
1 #include <dune/stuff/la/container/container-interface.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::LA;
4
5 template< class C >
6 typename std::enable_if< is_container< C >::value, C >::type
7 assemble_lincomb(const std::vector< C >& components,
8 const std::vector< double >& coefficients)
9 {
10 auto result = components[0].copy();
11 result *= coefficients[0];
12 for (size_t qq = 1; qq < components.size(); ++qq)
13 result.axpy(coefficients[qq], components[qq]);
14 return result;
15 }
Note that since we implement copy-on-write and move semantics for all matrices and
vectors in dune-stuff, the only deep copy is actually done in line 11 (neither in line 10
nor in line 14).30
Based on ContainerInterface we provide the VectorInterface31 for dense vectors
and the MatrixInterface32 for dense and sparse matrices. Each derived vector class has
to implement the methods size, add_to_entry, set_entry and get_entry_ref, which
allow to access and change individual entries of the vector. The interface provides default
implementations for all relevant mathematical operators, support for range-based for
loops and many useful methods, such as dot, mean, standard_deviation and l2_norm,
just to name a few.
Each derived matrix class has to implement rows, cols, add_to_entry, set_entry
and get_entry to allow for access to individual entries, mv for matrix/vector multipli-
cation and clear_row, clear_col, unit_row and unit_col, which are required in the
context of Dirichlet Constraints and pure Neumann problems. Every matrix implemen-
tation (even dense ones) is constructible from a sparsity pattern (which we provide in
dune/stuff/la/container/pattern.hh) and the access methods ..._entry are only
required to work on entries that are contained in the pattern. The interface provides
several mathematical operators, norms and a means to obtained a pruned matrix (where
all entries close to zero are removed from the pattern).
We also provide several vector and matrix implementations:
• The CommonDenseVector and CommonDenseMatrix in dune/stuff/la/container/
30Note also the use of the is_container traits in line 6 that we provide in dune/stuff/la/container/
container-interface.hh. Together with enable_if, this checks that C is derived from Container-
Interface at compile time. We will see further below how to deal with CRTP interfaces in a much
nicer way, if the situation allows for it (e.g., if the argument is not wrapped inside a vector).
31dune/stuff/la/container/vector-interface.hh
32dune/stuff/la/container/matrix-interface.hh
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common.hh, based on the DynamicVector and DynamicMatrix from dune-common.
These are always available.
• The EigenDenseVector, EigenMappedDenseVector, EigenDenseMatrix and Eigen-
RowMajorSparseMatrix in dune/stuff/la/container/eigen.hh, based on the
eigen package (if available). The EigenMappedDenseVector allows to wrap an
existing double* array and the EigenRowMajorSparseMatrix allows to wrap ex-
isting matrices in standard CSR format, which allows to wrap other container (for
instance in the context of Python bindings).
• The IstlDenseVector and IstlRowMajorSparseMatrix in dune/stuff/la/con-
tainer/istl.hh, based on dune-istl (if available).
To allow for generic algorithms we also provide the LA::ChooseBackend enum class
along with the default_backend, default_sparse_backend and default_dense_bac-
kend defines (which are set depending on the build configuration). For instance, these
could be used together with the LA::Container traits to implement a local L2 projection
(see Definition 3.1.40), given a local basis and an appropriate quadrature:
1 #include <dune/stuff/la/container.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::LA;
4
5 typedef typename Container< double, default_dense_backend >::MatrixType LocalMatrixType;
6 typedef typename Container< double, default_dense_backend >::VectorType LocalVectorType;
7
8 // ... on each grid element
9 LocalMatrixType local_matrix(local_basis.size(), local_basis.size(), 0.);
10 LocalVectorType local_vector(local_basis.size(), 0.);
11 LocalVectorType local_DoFs(local_basis.size(), 0.);
12
13 // ... at each quadrature point, given evauations of the local basis and the source function
14 for (size_t ii = 0; ii < local_basis.size(); ++ii) {
15 local_vector[ii] += integration_element * quadrature_weight
16 * (source_value * basis_values[ii]);
17 for (size_t jj = 0; jj < local_basis.size(); ++jj) {
18 local_matrix.add_to_entry(ii, jj,
19 integration_element * quadrature_weight
20 * (basis_values[ii] * basis_values[jj]));
21 }
22 }
Note that we neither have to manually specify the correctly matching matrix and vector
types nor to include the correct headers (which depend on the current build configura-
tion). The Container traits together with any of the default_... defines always yields
appropriate available types.
We will see further below how these matrices and vectors are used in a variety of
circumstances and examples.
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Generic linear solvers in Dune::Stuff::LA. The last example from the previous para-
graph illustrates how to generically create appropriate dense matrices and vectors. In
order to determine the local DoF vector in the above example, we need to solve the
algebraic problem: find local_DoFs, such that
local_matrix · local_DoFs = local_vector.
In addition to such small dense problems we also require the inversion of large (sparse)
system and product matrices (compare Problems (3.1.15) and (3.1.24)). For interesting
large and real-world problems, however, there are few linear solvers available which can
be used as a black box (if at all). Most problems require a careful choice and detailed
configuration of the correct linear solver. We thus require access to linear solvers which
can be used in a generic way but also exchanged and configured at runtime.
In dune/stuff/la/solver.hh we provide such solvers via the Solver class:
1 template< class MatrixType >
2 class Solver
3 {
4 // simplified variant
5 public:
6 Solver(const MatrixType& matrix);
7
8 static std::vector< std::string > types();
9
10 static Configuration options(const std::string type = "");
11
12 template< class RhsType, class SolutionType >
13 void apply(const RhsType& rhs, SolutionType& solution) const;
14
15 template< class RhsType, class SolutionType >
16 void apply(const RhsType& rhs, SolutionType& solution, const std::string& type) const;
17
18 template< class RhsType, class SolutionType >
19 void apply(const RhsType& rhs, SolutionType& solution, const Configuration& options) const;
20 };
We provide specializations of the Solver class for all matrix implementations derived
from MatrixInterface (see the previous paragraph). Continuing the example from the
previous paragraph, this allows to determine the local DoF vector of an L2 projection:
1 #include <dune/stuff/common/exceptions.hh>
2 #include <dune/stuff/la/solver.hh>
3
4 try {
5 Stuff::LA::Solver< LocalMatrixType >(local_matrix).apply(local_vector, local_DoFs);
6 } catch (Stuff::Exceptions::linear_solver_failed& ee) {
7 DUNE_THROW(Exceptions::projection_error,
8 "L2 projection failed because a local matrix could not be inverted!\n\n"
9 << "This was the original error: " << ee.what());
10 }
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The above example shows a typical situation within the library code of dune-gdt: we
need to solve a small dense system for provided matrices and vectors of unknown type.
We can do so by instantiating a Solver and calling the black-box variant of apply (line
5). This apply variant is default implemented by calling
apply(rhs, solution, types()[0]);
where types() always returns a (non-empty) list of available linear solvers for the given
matrix type, in descending priority (meaning the first is supposed to “work best”). For
instance, if local_matrix was an EigenDenseMatrix, a call to types() would reveal
the following available linear solvers:
{"lu.partialpiv", "qr.householder", "llt", "ldlt", "qr.colpivhouseholder",
"qr.fullpivhouseholder", "lu.fullpiv"}
On the other hand, if the matrix was an EigenRowMajorSparseMatrix, a call to types()
would yield
{"bicgstab.ilut", "lu.sparse", "llt.simplicial", "ldlt.simplicial", "bicgstab.diagonal",
"bicgstab.identity", "qr.sparse", "cg.diagonal.lower", "cg.diagonal.upper",
"cg.identity.lower", "cg.identity.upper"}
Given a (large sparse) system_matrix (for instance stemming from a discretized elliptic
operator) and rhs vector, we can solve the corresponding linear system using a specific
solver by calling
1 #include <dune/stuff/la/solver.hh>
2
3 Stuff::LA::Solver< SystemMatrixType > linear_solver(system_matrix);
4 linear_solver.apply(rhs, solution, "ldlt.simplicial");
The above call to apply is default implemented by calling
apply(rhs, solution, options(type));
where options(type) always returns a Configuration object with appropriate options
for the selected type. With type = "ldlt.simplicial", for instance, we are implicitly
using the following options (which are the default for "ldlt.simplicial"):
type = ldlt.simplicial
post_check_solves_system = 1e-5
check_for_inf_nan = 1
pre_check_symmetry = 1e-8
All implemented solvers per default check whether the computed solution does actually
solve the linear system and provide additional sanity checks. We make extensive use of
exceptions if any check is violated, which allows to recover from undesirable situations
in library code (as shown in the example above).33 The "ldlt.simplicial" solver,
33We also provide our own implementation of the DUNE_THROW macro in dune/stuff/common/
exceptions.hh which replaces the macro from dune-common and can be used with any
Dune::Exception. Apart from a different formatting (and colorized output), it also provides in-
formation of interest in distributed memory parallel computations.
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for instance, does only work for symmetric matrices and we thus check the matrix for
symmetry (which can be disabled by setting "pre_check_symmetry" to 0). Each type
of linear solver provides its own options, which allow the user to fine-tune the linear
solver to his needs. For instance, the iterative "bicgstab" solver with "ilut" precon-
ditioning accepts the following options (in addition to "post_check_solves_system"
and "check_for_inf_nan", which are always supported):
1 #include <dune/stuff/la/solver.hh>
2
3 Stuff::LA::Solver< SystemMatrixType > linear_solver(system_matrix);
4 auto options = linear_solver.options("bicgstab.ilut");
5
6 options["max_iter"] = 1000;
7 options["precision"] = "1e-14";
8 options["preconditioner.fill_factor"] = 10;
9 options["preconditioner.drop_tol"] = "1e-4";
10
11 linear_solver.apply(rhs, solution, options);
The actually implemented variant of Solver in dune-stuff also takes a communicator
as an optional argument, to allow for distributed parallel linear solvers. We provide
several implementations of such parallel solvers based on dune-istl. A linear solver
for IstlRowMajorSparseMatrix, for instance, supports the following types(), most of
which can readily be used in distributed parallel environments:
{
#if !HAVE_MPI && HAVE_SUPERLU
"superlu",
#endif
"bicgstab.amg.ssor", "bicgstab.amg.ilu0", "bicgstab.ilut", "bicgstab.ssor",
"bicgstab"
#if HAVE_UMFPACK
, "umfpack"
#endif
}
This finalizes our discussion of the main features of dune-stuff that we require for
our discretization framework. Of course, dune-stuff provides many additional features,
and we redirect any further interest to the project homepage: https://github.com/
wwu-numerik/dune-stuff.
3.1.4.2 dune-gdt
The DUNE module dune-gdt is open source software and freely available on GitHub:
https://github.com/pymor/dune-gdt. It is mainly developed by R. Milk and F.
Schindler with contributions from M. Drohmann, S. Girke, S. Kaulmann, T. Leibner, M.
Nolte and K. Weber. It forms the main part of our discretization framework and makes
use of dune-fem and dune-pdelab (if available). Similar to the previous section we give
illustrating code excerpts that are not necessarily directly usable.
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As motivated in Section 3.1.1.1, there exist two main ingredients of discretization
schemes: an approximation of ansatz and test spaces by discrete function spaces and an
approximation of operators and functionals by discrete counterparts. We begin with a
discussion of the former.
Generic discrete function spaces, mappers and base function sets. We already iden-
tified the mathematical requirements of a discrete function space in Definition 3.1.16.
In dune/gdt/spaces/interface.hh we provide a CRTP interface which realizes these
requirements:
1 template< class Traits, size_t dimDomain, size_t dimRange, size_t dimRangeCols = 1 >
2 class SpaceInterface
3 : public Stuff::CRTPInterface< SpaceInterface< Traits, dimDomain, dimRange, dimRangeCols >
4 , Traits >
5 {
6 // not all methods and types shown ...
7 public:
8 const BackendType& backend() const;
9 const GridViewType& grid_view() const; // τh
10 const MapperType& mapper() const; // ι
11
12 BaseFunctionSetType base_function_set(const EntityType& entity) const; // ϕtk(t)
13
14 template< class G, class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC >
15 PatternType compute_pattern(const GridView< G >& local_grid_view,
16 const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& ansatz_space) const;
17
18 template< class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC, class C >
19 void local_constraints(const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& ansatz_space,
20 const EntityType& entity,
21 Spaces::ConstraintsInterface< C >& ret) const;
22 };
All spaces in dune-gdt provide access to the DoF mapping ι and the set of local base
functions ϕtk(t), both of which we discuss further below. In addition, each space can com-
pute local constraints (such as hanging nodes or Dirichlet constraints) and compute the
sparsity pattern for operators acting on this space. The implementation of either is op-
tional and depends on the space in question (for instance, a discontinuous Galerkin space
does not provide any constraints while a continuous Lagrange space implements Dirich-
let constraints, compare Definition 3.1.21). The SpaceInterface also grants access to a
communicator for parallel computations and provides several default implementations,
for instance to visualize the local basis functions or compute several types of patterns
(not shown).34
Accompanying the SpaceInterface, we provide the MapperInterface in dune/gdt/
mapper/interface.hh, modeling the DoF map ι (see Definition 3.1.16):
34We can also observe a nice use of CRTP interfaces in the above example (lines 15, 16, 19 and 21),
following up on our discussion in the previous section. This use of CRTP enforces the correct type of
arguments at compile time and documents expectations (as opposed to Duck typing, for instance).
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1 template< class Traits >
2 class MapperInterface
3 : public Stuff::CRTPInterface< MapperInterface< Traits >, Traits >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 const BackendType& backend() const;
8 size_t size() const; // I
9 size_t maxNumDofs() const; // maxt∈τh I(t)
10
11 size_t numDofs(const EntityType& entity) const; // I(t)
12 void globalIndices(const EntityType& entity, Dune::DynamicVector< size_t >& ret) const;
13 size_t mapToGlobal(const EntityType& entity, const size_t& localIndex) const;
14 };
Given an element t ∈ τh of the grid (modeled by entity) and the size of the local basis
I(t) ∈ N (modeled by numDofs(entity)), we have ι(t, i) = mapToGlobal(entity, i),
for all 0 ≤ i < I(t). Since we usually treat all elements of a local basis at once,
we also provide globalIndices, which computes ret =
(
ι(t, i)
)I(t)−1
i=0
. Depending on
the backend, one of the methods is usually implemented in terms of the other (which
is documented in each implementation). Thus, the interface allows for non-optimal
methods, which one might argue against. However, we see this as a strength, as it
facilitates quick prototyping of new discretization schemes.
A call to space.base_function_set(entity) yields a set of local basis functions,
an interface for which we provide in dune/gdt/basefunctionset/interface.hh (recall
the shorthands D and d, modeling Rd and R, r and rC, modeling Rr×c, from the previous
section):
1 template< class Traits, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t r, size_t rC = 1 >
2 class BaseFunctionSetInterface
3 : public Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< typename Traits::EntityType, D, d, R, r, rC >
4 , public Stuff::CRTPInterface< BaseFunctionSetInterface< Traits, D, d, R, r, rC >, Traits >
5 {
6 // not all methods and types shown ...
7 public:
8 const BackendType& backend() const;
9 };
Obviously, the main purpose of a set of basis functions is to behave like a set of local
functions and all relevant requirements are inherited by LocalfunctionSetInterface.
Since we use existing implementations of discrete function spaces from dune-fem and
dune-pdelab we always provide direct access to the underlying space, mapper, local
base function set or local space object from these modules, by means of the backend()
method in SpaceInterface, MapperInterface and BaseFunctionSetInterface.35 At
this point, a review of the above interfaces is in order.
Remark 3.1.42 (Scope of the interfaces in dune-gdt and dune-stuff). It is apparent
that the above interfaces are intended to model a single function space, and only in a
35The same is true for the matrices and vectors from the previous section: a user can always call
backend() on any matrix or vector to access the underlying wrapped object.
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straightforward way. For instance, we always presume DoF vectors to be consecutively
indexed and do not realize adaptivity by means of an adaptive grid view (we rather
consider spaces on individual levels of the grid), in contrast to dune-fem.
For the approximation of systems (or in the context of domain decomposition) we
provide support for blocked spaces and mappers. While this allows to realize different
local DoF orderings, we do not provide support for arbitrary nested and combined spaces
as dune-pdelab does (though it is by no means prohibited by the interfaces).
One motivation for this was for dune-gdt to be usable in the broader context of model
reduction, where we often require access to underlying (consecutive) containers. The
main motivation, however, was to keep things simple and to enable developers and users
to easily understand and use the spaces, mappers and base function sets in dune-gdt
when developing new schemes, and to provide generic and transparent access to all un-
derlying (mathematically relevant) components and concepts. It is clear that these design
decisions limit the scope of dune-gdt; on the other hand dune-gdt may thus be easier
to pick up than other discretization frameworks.
In addition to the SpaceInterface, we provide interfaces for each class of discrete
function spaces. For instance, we provide the Spaces::CGInterface in dune/gdt/
spaces/cg/interface.hh, modeling a continuous Lagrange discrete function space in
the sense of Definition 3.1.19:
1 template< class Traits, size_t dimDomain, size_t dimRange, size_t dimRangeCols = 1 >
2 class CGInterface
3 : public SpaceInterface< Traits, dimDomain, dimRange, dimRangeCols >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 // required by any derived class
8 std::vector< DomainType > lagrange_points(const EntityType& entity) const;
9
10 std::set< size_t > local_dirichlet_DoFs(const EntityType& entity,
11 const BoundaryInfoType& boundaryInfo) const;
12
13 // default implemented
14 template< class G, class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC >
15 PatternType compute_pattern(const GridView< G >& local_grid_view,
16 const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& ansatz_space) const
17 {
18 return BaseType::compute_volume_pattern(local_grid_view, ansatz_space);
19 }
20
21 template< class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC, class ConstraintsType >
22 void local_constraints(const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& /*other*/ ,
23 const EntityType& /*entity*/ , // Use of CRTP: reject
24 ConstraintsType& /*ret*/ ) const // arbitrary ConstraintsType,
25 {
26 static_assert(AlwaysFalse< S >::value, "Not implemented for these constraints!");
27 }
28 // but implement for
29 template< class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC > // DirichletConstraints.
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30 void local_constraints(const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& /*other*/ ,
31 const EntityType& entity,
32 DirichletConstraints< IntersectionType >& ret) const
33 {
34 const auto local_DoFs = this->local_dirichlet_DoFs(entity, ret.boundary_info());
35 if (local_DoFs.size() > 0) {
36 const auto global_indices = this->mapper().globalIndices(entity);
37 for (const auto& local_DoF : local_DoFs) {
38 ret.insert(global_indices[local_DoF]);
39 }
40 }
41 } // ... local_constraints(...)
42 }; // class CGInterface
The CGInterface enforces all derived classes to provide the local Lagrange points(
νˆti
)I(t)−1
i=0
(see Definition 3.1.19), as well the indices of those points, which lie on the
Dirichlet boundary (modeled by local_dirichlet_DoFs, given a boundary info as dis-
cussed in the previous section). It also computes the correct sparsity pattern (by calling
the appropriate method on SpaceInterface, not shown) and Dirichlet constraints, once
again demonstrating a nice use for the CRTP paradigm.
As already hinted at we provide implementations of these interfaces based on the
dune-fem and dune-pdelab modules in dune/gdt/spaces/cg/{fem,pdelab}.hh. Ei-
ther implementation has its strengths and weaknesses, in particular regarding paral-
lelization and supported grid types. Mathematically, however, both behave identi-
cally and model the same continuous Lagrange discrete function space. In order to
facilitate the use of different backends we provide the Spaces::CGProvider traits in
dune/gdt/spaces/cg.hh, along with the ChooseSpaceBackend enum class. They allow
for generic code by using the grid provider discussed in the previous section and the
appropriate tags:
1 #include <dune/gdt/spaces/cg.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Grid;
4 using namespace Dune::GDT::Spaces;
5
6 template< class GridType, ChooseLayer layer_type, ChooseSpaceBackend backend_type >
7 void discretize(ProviderInterface< GridType >& grid_provider,
8 const int lv = 0)
9 {
10 // create a CG space of scalar piecewise linear functions
11 typedef CGProvider< GridType, layer_type, backend_type, 1, double, 1 > SpaceProvider;
12 auto cg_space = SpaceProvider::create(grid_provider, lv);
13 // ...
14 }
Note that the user neither has to provide the correct includes (which depend on the
build configuration), nor does he have to create the correct grid view or grid part
to match the designated space. By providing a backend_type (e.g., fem, pdelab or
default_cg_backend) and a layer_type (e.g., level or leaf), the correct leaf/level
view/part is automatically created from the given grid_provider (where lv is ignored,
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if layer_type == leaf). It is thus finally possible to completely exchange the imple-
mentation of a discrete function space by only changing one compile-time constant.
In addition to the CGInterface, we also provide respective interfaces and imple-
mentations for discontinuous Galerkin, Finite Volume and Raviart-Thomas-Ne´de´lec dis-
crete function spaces in dune/gdt/spaces/{dg,fv,rt}.hh (compare Sections 3.1.1.1
and 3.1.1.2).
The discrete function. The discrete function spaces from the previous paragraph are
modeled after the mathematical requirements in Definition 3.1.16. The resulting inter-
pretation of each local basis function as a local function of a global basis functions greatly
simplifies the implementation of discrete functions in the sense of Definition 3.1.17: con-
ceptually, only a single implementation is required. In dune/gdt/discretefunction/
default.hh, we provide the
1 template< class SpaceType, class VectorType >
2 class ConstDiscreteFunction
3 : public Stuff::LocalizableFunctionInterface< ... >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 const SpaceType& space() const;
8 const VectorType& vector() const;
9
10 virtual std::unique_ptr< LocalfunctionType >
11 local_function(const EntityType& entity) const override;
12
13 std::unique_ptr< ConstLocalDiscreteFunctionType >
14 local_discrete_function(const EntityType& entity) const;
15 };
which allows to interpret a given const vector as a discrete function (read-only) and
1 template< class SpaceType, class VectorType >
2 class DiscreteFunction
3 : Stuff::Common::StorageProvider< VectorType >
4 , public ConstDiscreteFunction< SpaceType, VectorType >
5 {
6 // not all methods an types shown ...
7 public:
8 VectorType& vector();
9
10 std::unique_ptr< LocalDiscreteFunctionType >
11 local_discrete_function(const EntityType& entity);
12 };
which also allows to alter the DoF vector. Both implementations provide a local discrete
function (in the sense of Definition 3.1.17), which in turn allows to access the local DoF
vector (read-only or writable, respectively).
The main purpose of the ConstDiscreteFunction is to allow to represent a given DoF
vector as a discrete function of a given space. It can for instance be used to visualize an
approximate solution:
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1 #include <dune/gdt/discretefunction/default.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::GDT;
4
5 template< class SpaceType, class VectorType >
6 void visualize_solution(const SpaceType& space, const VectorType& solution,
7 const std::string& filename)
8 {
9 ConstDiscreteFunction< SpaceType, VectorType >(space, vector).visualize(filename);
10 }
The DiscreteFunction, on the other hand, can also be created without an existing
vector (in which case a vector of correct size is automatically created, see lines 19 and
21):36
1 #include <dune/stuff/la/container/vector-interface.hh>
2 #include <dune/gdt/discretefunction/default.hh>
3 #include <dune/gdt/spaces/interface.hh>
4
5 using namespace Dune::Stuff::LA;
6 using namespace Dune::GDT;
7
8 template< class S, size_t d, size_t r, size_t rC, class V, class R >
9 typename VectorInterface< V >::derived_type
10 prolong_vector(const SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >& source_space,
11 const VectorInterface< V >& source_vector,
12 const SpaceInterface< R, d, r, rC >& range_space)
13 {
14 typedef typename SpaceInterface< S, d, r, rC >::derived_type SourceSpaceType;
15 typedef typename VectorInterface< V >::derived_type VectorType;
16 typedef typename SpaceInterface< R, d, r, rC >::derived_type RangeSpaceType;
17 ConstDiscreteFunction< SourceSpaceType, VectorType > source(source_space.as_imp(),
18 source_vector.as_imp());
19 DiscreteFunction< RangeSpaceType, VectorType > range(range_space.as_imp());
20 // carry out the prolongation ...
21 return range.vector(); // <- No copy required here, due to copy-on-write
22 } // and move semantics for all containers.
The above (ficticous) example also demonstrates the use of CRTP interfaces to enforce
matching dimensions of the spaces (modeled by d, r and rC); the template arguments S,
V and R model the traits of the source space, vector and range space type, respectively.
The main purpose of the DiscreteFunction is to allow write access to the DoF vector.
It is thus used for projections and prolongations, as presented further below.
A note on operators and two-forms. Before we introduce the local building blocks for
operators and functionals we revisit the concept of operators and two-forms. As already
discussed, for instance in Remark 3.1.1, there is a close relationship between operators
and two-forms (such as products and bilinear forms). In the discrete (finite dimensional)
36This is possible since the StorageProvider from dune/stuff/common/memory.hh allows to generically
handle the case where we want to hold a reference to an existing object or create a new object.
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setting the situation is similar, but at the same time slightly more difficult regarding the
implementation. Consider two spaces of localizable functions, Q(τ sh) and R(τ
r
h), and two
discrete function spaces Vh(τ sh) ⊂ Q(τ sh) and Wh(τ rh) ⊂ R(τ rh). In general, we think of a
discrete operator B and its inverse B−1 as mappings between two spaces of localizable
functions37 (which we denote the source and range of the operator),
B : Q(τ sh)→Wh(τ rh) and B−1 : R(τ rh)→ Vh(τ sh),
and of products (or bilinear forms) as an interpretation of the operator as a two-form:
(·, ·)B : R(τ rh)×Q(τ sh)→ R, (r, q) ↦→ (r, q)B := B[q](r).
Actual implementations of operators and two-forms may also be restricted to acting only
on the discrete spaces Vh(τ sh) and Wh(τ rh). This already indicates that the implementa-
tion of an operator differs from that of a two-form (although the mathematical concepts
are closely related): operators shall provide
void apply(const SourceType& source, RangeType& range);
allowing them to alter the range discrete function, while the interpretation of an operator
as a two-form shall provide
FieldType apply2(const RangeType& range, const SourceType& source);
only requiring read access to its arguments. While we discuss the OperatorInterface
in detail further below, the above distinction is vital for an understanding of the local
building blocks introduced in the following paragraph.
Local evaluations, two-forms and functionals. As discussed extensively in Sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2, we require operators, two-forms and functionals, which can be expressed
in a localized fashion with respect to a grid. We first consider operators and functionals
based on integrals, which in turn are transformed to local integrals on the reference
elements of the grid. We approximate those local integrals by a splitting into the inte-
grand and the numerical quadrature. The former is modeled by local evaluations, while
the latter is modeled by local integral operators and functionals. We discuss our imple-
mentation of this concept for volume integral operators; coupling and boundary integral
operators and integral functionals work analogously.
Therefore, we consider the example of an elliptic PDE from section 3.1.1.1. At some
point we need to evaluate the local elliptic operator which approximates the following
local integral on the reference element tˆ, where λ and κ model the diffusion factor and
tensor, φt and ψt denote local ansatz and test basis functions and Λt stems from the
geometric transformation of the integral (compare Definition 3.1.6 and Example 3.1.7):
Bth[φ
t](ψt) = Σth
[
Υtell.[λ, κ]
](
ψt, φt
) ≈ ∫
tˆ
Λt
(
λtκt∇tψt
) ·φt  
Υtell.
dx.
37Note that each localizable function has locally fixed polynomial degrees. Thus, we can think of Q(τsh)
as finite dimensional.
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The local elliptic operator Bth is composed of the elliptic evaluation Υ
t
ell. (modeling
the integrand) and the local volume operator Σth, the purpose of which is to approx-
imate the integral (given any integrand). We provide an implementation of Σth in
dune/gdt/localoperator/integrals.hh (of which we show a simplified variant). Note
that the LocalVolumeIntegralOperator is actually a local two-form and thus derived
from LocalVolumeTwoFormInterface:
1 #include <dune/common/dynmatrix.hh>
2 #include <dune/geometry/quadraturerules.hh>
3 #include <dune/stuff/functions/interfaces.hh>
4 #include "interface.hh"
5
6 using namespace Dune;
7 using namespace Dune::Stuff;
8
9 template< class BinaryEvaluationType >
10 class LocalVolumeIntegralOperator // Σth from Definition 3.1.6.
11 : public LocalVolumeTwoFormInterface< ... >
12 {
13 // not all methods and types shown ...
14 public:
15 template< class ...Args >
16 explicit LocalVolumeIntegralOperator(const size_t over_integrate, Args&& ...args)
17 : integrand_(std::forward< Args >(args)...)
18 , over_integrate_(over_integrate)
19 {}
20
21 template< class E, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t rT, size_t rCT, size_t rA, size_t rCA >
22 void apply2(const LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rT, rCT >& test_base, //
(
ψti
)
i
23 const LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rA, rCA >& ansatz_base, //
(
φtj
)
j
24 Dune::DynamicMatrix< R >& ret) const //
(
Σth[. . . ][φ
t
j ](ψ
t
i)
)
i,j
25 {
26 const auto& entity = ansatz_base.entity();
27 const auto local_functions = integrand_.localFunctions(entity);
28 // create quadrature
29 const size_t integrand_order = integrand_.order(local_functions, ansatz_base, test_base)
30 + over_integrate_;
31 const auto& quadrature
32 = QuadratureRules< D, d >::rule(entity.type(),
33 boost::numeric_cast< int >(integrand_order));
34 // prepare storage
35 ret *= 0.0;
36 const size_t rows = test_base.size();
37 const size_t cols = ansatz_base.size();
38 DynamicMatrix< R > evaluation_result(rows, cols, 0.);
39 // loop over all quadrature points
40 for (const auto& quadrature_point : quadrature) {
41 const auto xx = quadrature_point.position(); // xtn
42 // integration factors
43 const auto integration_factor = entity.geometry().integrationElement(xx); // Λt(x
t
n)
44 const auto quadrature_weight = quadrature_point.weight(); // wtn
45 // evaluate the integrand
46 integrand_.evaluate(local_functions, ansatz_base, test_base, xx, evaluation_result);
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47 // compute integral
48 for (size_t ii = 0; ii < rows; ++ii) {
49 auto& ret_row = ret[ii];
50 const auto& evaluation_result_row = evaluation_result[ii];
51 for (size_t jj = 0; jj < cols; ++jj)
52 ret_row[jj] += evaluation_result_row[jj] * integration_factor * quadrature_weight;
53 } // compute integral
54 } // loop over all quadrature points
55 } // ... apply2(...)
56
57 private:
58 const BinaryEvaluationType integrand_;
59 const size_t over_integrate_;
60 }; // class LocalVolumeIntegralOperator
The only method that is enforced by the LocalVolumeTwoFormInterface is the above
apply2 method. As input, apply2 takes any two sets of local functions,
(
φtj
)
j
and
(
ψti
)
i
modeled by test_base and ansatz_base, which are defined on the same grid (modeled
by the template parameters E, D and d) but may map to different dimension (modeled
by rT and rCT for the test and by rA and rCA for the ansatz functions). As output, the
evaluation of the local two-form operator for all combinations of these local functions,(
Σth[. . . ][φ
t
j ](ψ
t
i)
)
i,j
, is written to ret.
Before we continue with the discussion of the implementation of apply2, we demon-
strate how to combine the LocalVolumeIntegralOperator (modeling Σth) with the
Elliptic evaluation from dune/gdt/localevaluation/elliptic.hh (modeling Υtell.),
in order to form the elliptic operator Bth from Example 3.1.7. The Elliptic evaluation
needs to hold the diffusion factor λ and tensor κ, while the LocalVolumeIntegral-
Operator holds the Elliptic evaluation as the integrand_ member. In order to sim-
plify the creation of the resulting operator, all integral operators provide perfect for-
warding (lines 15–17). We thus create the final operator by simply defining its type
and passing on the required arguments of the Elliptic evaluation (without the need to
create the evaluation first):
1 #include <dune/gdt/localevaluation/elliptic.hh>
2 #include <dune/gdt/localoperator/integrals.hh>
3
4 using namespace Dune::GDT;
5
6 typedef LocalVolumeIntegralOperator< LocalEvaluation::Elliptic<
7 DiffusionFactorType, DiffusionTensorType > > EllipticOperatorType;
8
9 EllipticOperatorType elliptic_operator(1, // Integrate one order higher than required.
10 diffusion_factor, // <- λ
11 diffusion_tensor); // <- κ
The elliptic evaluation is a binary (since it accepts two sets of local functions) codim
0 evaluation (since it can be evaluated on a codim 0 reference element) and thus derived
from LocalEvaluation::Codim0Interface< ..., 2 >, which we provide in dune/gdt/
localevaluation/interface.hh:
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1 template< class Traits >
2 class /*LocalEvaluation::*/Codim0Interface< Traits, 2 >
3 : public Stuff::CRTPInterface< Codim0Interface< Traits, 2 >, Traits >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 LocalfunctionTupleType localFunctions(const EntityType& entity) const,
8
9 template< class R, size_t rT, size_t rCT, size_t rA, size_t rCA >
10 size_t order(const LocalfunctionTupleType& local_functions_tuple,
11 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rT, rCT >& test_base,
12 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rA, rCA >& ansatz_base) const;
13
14 template< class R, size_t rT, size_t rCT, size_t rA, size_t rCA >
15 void evaluate(const LocalfunctionTupleType& local_functions_tuple,
16 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rT, rCT >& test_base,
17 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rA, rCA >& ansatz_base,
18 const FieldVector< D, d >& local_point,
19 DynamicMatrix< R >& ret) const;
20 };
All interfaces for local evaluations enforce the above three methods (localFunctions,
order and evaluate) and only differ in their respective arguments.
We return to the discussion of the implementation of the apply2 method of the Local-
VolumeIntegralOperator above. This method is called on each grid element t ∈ τh
(modeled by entity) and in turn calls the elliptic evaluation at each quadrature point.
The elliptic evaluation holds the localizable functions λ and κ, but requires the respective
local functions on each grid element, λt and κt, in order to compute the elliptic evalu-
ation
(
λt(xtn)κ
t(xtn)∇tψt(xtn)
) ·∇tφt(xtn) for each quadrature point xtn. Since we do not
want the elliptic evaluation to create the local functions λt and κt for each quadrature
point anew, each local evaluation exports its required local functions for a grid element
via the localFunctions method (returning a std::tuple of std::shared_ptrs of lo-
cal functions). And since the local operator does not know about the individual local
functions (and does not have to), it just passes this tuple back to the local evaluation in
each call (for the local evaluation to extract the required local functions).
For instance, in order to obtain a quadrature of correct order, the local operator
passes λt and κt wrapped inside local_functions as well as the test and ansatz bases
to the local evaluation to obtain the polynomial order of the integrand (see line 29 of
the apply2 implementation above). At each quadrature point xtn (modeled by xx), the
operator passes the same arguments along with xx to the evaluate method of the local
evaluation (see line 45 of the apply2 example above). After evaluating the integrand,
the operator computes the approximation of the integral by multiplication with the
quadrature weight wtn and Λt(x
t
n), for all combinations of local test and ansatz functions
(see lines 47–52 of the apply2 implementation above).
Let us now consider the implementation of the Elliptic evaluation, for example the
evaluate method. As demonstrated in apply2, evaluate is called for each quadrature
point, given a tuple of local functions as the first argument. The first step in the
implementation of the Elliptic evaluation is to extract the individual local functions
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λt and κt and redirect the actual computation of the evaluation:
1 template< class R, size_t rT, size_t rCT, size_t rA, size_t rCA >
2 void evaluate(const LocalfunctionTupleType& local_functions_tuple,
3 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rT, rCT >& test_base,
4 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, rA, rCA >& ansatz_base,
5 const FieldVector< D, d >& local_point,
6 DynamicMatrix< R >& ret) const
7 {
8 const auto local_diffusion_factor = std::get< 0 >(local_functions_tuple);
9 const auto local_diffusion_tensor = std::get< 1 >(local_functions_tuple);
10 evaluate(*local_diffusion_factor, *local_diffusion_tensor,
11 test_base, ansatz_base, local_point, ret);
12 }
After extracting the local functions, an implementation of the redirected evaluate
method (line 10) could be provided by
1 template< class R >
2 void evaluate(const Stuff::LocalfunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, 1, 1 >& diffusion_factor,
3 const Stuff::LocalfunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, d, d >& diffusion_tensor,
4 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, 1, 1 >& test_base,
5 const Stuff::LocalfunctionSetInterface< E, D, d, R, 1, 1 >& ansatz_base,
6 const Dune::FieldVector< D, d >& local_point,
7 Dune::DynamicMatrix< R >& ret) const
8 {
9 // evaluate local functions
10 const auto diffusion_factor_value = diffusion_factor.evaluate(local_point);
11 const TensorType diffusion_tensor_value = diffusion_tensor.evaluate(local_point);
12 const auto diffusion_value = diffusion_tensor_value * diffusion_factor_value;
13 // evaluate basis functions (yields std::vector< ... > of jacobian evaluations)
14 const auto test_gradients = test_base.jacobian(local_point);
15 const auto ansatz_gradients = ansatz_base.jacobian(local_point);
16 // compute elliptic evaluation
17 for (size_t ii = 0; ii < test_base.size(); ++ii)
18 for (size_t jj = 0; jj < ansatz_base.size(); ++jj)
19 ret[ii][jj] = (diffusion_value * test_gradients[jj][0]) * ansatz_gradients[ii][0];
20 }
making use of our extension of dune-common’s FieldMatrix38 (as TensorType above)
to provide convenience multiplication operators (lines 12 and 19).39 The above example
demonstrates the power of the LocalfunctionSetInterface: we can exchange functions
at runtime, but only those with respect to the same grid and dimensions. Together with
the matching of template arguments above, we can ensure the correctness of arguments
at compile time (for instance the dimensions of λt, see line 3) and at the same time
allow the compiler to generate optimal code (since all vector and matrix types and
38dune/stuff/common/fmatrix.hh
39The use of such convenience operators does involve the creation of temporary objects, which
is not optimal. On the other hand, they allow for generic code such as the one displayed
above, which would otherwise not compile for all dimensions (since the implementation of
Dune::FieldMatrix< double, 1, 1 > does not provide the required mv method, in contrast to the
implementation for all other dimensions).
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sizes are fixed at compile time). While a fairly simple example, the implementation of
the Elliptic evaluation demonstrates how developers and users can provide custom
implementations of their integrands for different combinations of dimensions, if desired.
In addition to the LocalVolumeIntegralOperator, we provide similar implementa-
tions for coupling and boundary integral operators and volume and boundary integral
functionals, which together cover all possibly arising integrals. In the context of contin-
uous and discontinuous discretizations of linear elliptic PDEs, we provide the following
local evaluations within the LocalEvaluation namespace:
• Elliptic in dune/gdt/localevaluation/elliptic.hh, implementing the local
elliptic evaluation Υtell. from Example 3.1.7.
• Product in dune/gdt/localevaluation/product.hh, implementing the local prod-
uct evaluation Υtprod. from Examples 3.1.10, 3.1.13 and 3.1.30. We do so by deriv-
ing from Codim0Interface< ..., 1 >, Codim0Interface< ..., 2 >, Codim1-
Interface< ..., 1 > and Codim1Interface< ..., 2 >, and by providing the
appropriate specializations of order and evaluate for all cases.
• The SWIPDG namespace in dune/gdt/localevaluations/swipdg.hh, providing
– Inner, implementing the local SWIPDG coupling evaluation
◦
ΥSWIP from Ex-
ample 3.1.27 and
– Boundary{LHS,RHS}, implementing the local SWIPDG boundary evaluation
Υ
e
SWIP from Examples 3.1.25 and 3.1.23.
Local operators. In addition to the integral operators and functionals discussed in the
previous paragraph we also provide an interface for local building blocks for other more
general operators in dune/gdt/localoperator/interfaces.hh:
1 template< class Traits >
2 class LocalOperatorInterface
3 : public Stuff::CRTPInterface< LocalOperatorInterface< Traits >, Traits >
4 {
5 // not all types shown ...
6 public:
7 template< class SourceType, class RangeSpaceType, class VectorType >
8 void apply(const SourceType& source,
9 LocalDiscreteFunction< RangeSpaceType, VectorType >& local_range) const;
10 };
The apply methods of the LocalOperatorInterface allows for a localizable function
or a discrete function as source. While being sufficient for our purposes this interface
might have to be extended for general matrix-free operators in the future.
The LocalOperatorInterface is for instance suitable for the local L2-projection op-
erator from Definition 3.1.40, which is given by its action on the local discrete function
of its range. A possible implementation of the local operator constituting the local L2-
projection operator could be realized in terms of the LocalVolumeIntegralOperator,
LocalVolumeIntegralFunctional and LocalEvaluation::Product:
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1 #include <dune/stuff/functions/interfaces.hh>
2 #include <dune/stuff/la/container/common.hh>
3 #include <dune/stuff/la/solver.hh>
4
5 #include <dune/gdt/discretefunction/local.hh>
6 #include <dune/gdt/localevaluation/product.hh>
7 #include <dune/gdt/localfunctional/integrals.hh>
8 #include <dune/gdt/localoperators/integrals.hh>
9
10 class LocalL2ProjectionOperator
11 : public LocalOperatorInterface< ... >
12 {
13 // not all methods and types shown ...
14 public:
15 template< class E, class D, size_t d, class R, size_t r, size_t rC
16 , class RangeSpaceType, class VectorType >
17 void apply(const Stuff::LocalizableFunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, r, rC >& source,
18 LocalDiscreteFunction< RangeSpaceType, VectorType >& local_range) const
19 {
20 // create local L2 operator and functional
21 const LocalVolumeIntegralOperator< LocalEvaluation::Product< /*...*/ > >
22 local_l2_operator(over_integrate_/*, ...*/ );
23 const LocalVolumeIntegralFunctional< LocalEvaluation::Product< SourceType >
24 local_l2_functional(over_integrate_, source);
25 // create local lhs and rhs
26 const auto& local_basis = local_range.basis();
27 Stuff::LA::CommonDenseMatrix< R > local_matrix(local_basis.size(), local_basis.size());
28 Stuff::LA::CommonDenseVector< R > local_vector(local_basis.size());
29 // assemble
30 local_l2_operator.apply2(local_basis, local_basis, local_matrix.backend());
31 local_l2_functional.apply( local_basis, local_vector.backend());
32 // solve
33 Stuff::LA::CommonDenseVector< R > local_solution(local_basis.size());
34 try {
35 Stuff::LA::Solver< Stuff::LA::CommonDenseMatrix< R > >(local_matrix).apply(tmp_rhs,
36 local_solution);
37 } catch (Stuff::Exceptions::linear_solver_failed& ee) {
38 DUNE_THROW(Exceptions::projection_error,
39 "L2 projection failed because a local matrix could not be inverted!\n\n"
40 << "This was the original error: " << ee.what());
41 }
42 // set local DoFs
43 for (size_t ii = 0; ii < local_range_vector.size(); ++ii)
44 local_range.vector().set(ii, local_solution[ii]);
45 } // ... apply(...)
46
47 private:
48 const size_t over_integrate_;
49 }; // class LocalL2ProjectionOperator
While possibly not an optimal implementation, the above example demonstrates how
to realize a local L2-projection using existing building blocks. We initialize the L2-
product operator from Definition 3.1.30 (line 22) and the local L2-volume functional
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from Example 3.1.10 (line 24) and assemble both into appropriate local containers (lines
30–31). We immediately obtain the local DoF vector as the solution of the local dense
linear system using the linear solvers introduced in the previous Section (line 35).
Putting it all together: unified computation of localized quantities. With the local
operators, two-forms and functionals we have all the local building blocks we need to
approximate the solution of a linear elliptic PDE. Further below, we also introduce
ready built global operators, two-forms and functionals that are more convenient in
many scenarios. However, sometimes convenience has to be traded in for full control
over all building blocks (for instance when developing a new discretization scheme). For
such use cases we provide local assemblers (which copy a local matrix into the respective
entries of a global matrix) and the SystemAssembler as an extension of the GridWalker
from dune-stuff (introduced in the previous section).
Given a test and ansatz discrete function space, the purpose of the SystemAssembler
is to allow for the assembly and computation of any local operator, local two-form or local
functional (in addition to the functors already accepted by the GridWalker). Presuming
we have already created the local building blocks (for instance as detailed in the previous
paragraph), we can add them to the SystemAssembler in order to compute them all in
one iteration over the grid:
1 #include <dune/gdt/assembler/local/codim0.hh>
2 #include <dune/gdt/assembler/local/codim1.hh>
3 #include <dune/gdt/assembler/system.hh>
4
5 // Given a local elliptic operator for λ and κ, a local L2 volume functional for f,
6 // a local L2 boundary functional for gN and a dirichlet projection for gD, ...
7 // create local assemblers,
8 LocalAssembler::Codim0Matrix
9 < LocalEllipticOperatorType > elliptic_assembler(local_elliptic_operator);
10 LocalAssembler::Codim0Vector
11 < LocalL2VolumeFunctionalrType > force_assembler(local_force_functional);
12 LocalAssembler::Codim1Vector
13 < LocalL2BoundaryFunctionalrType > neumann_assembler(local_neumann_functional);
14 // create system matrix and right hand side,
15 MatrixType system_matrix(test_space.mapper().size(), // (Choose the correct sparsity
16 ansatz_space.mapper().size(), // pattern for elliptic operator
17 test_space.compute_volume_pattern(ansatz_space); // and CG space.)
18 VectorType rhs_vector(test_space.mapper().size());
19 // add them to the system assembler,
20 SystemAssembler< SpaceType > assembler(test_space, ansatz_space);
21 assembler.add(elliptic_assembler, system_matrix);
22 assembler.add(force_assembler, rhs_vector);
23 assembler.add(neumann_assembler, rhs_vector, // (only on Neumann boundary intersections)
24 new Stuff::Grid::ApplyOn::NeumannIntersections< GridViewType >(boundary_info));
25 assembler.add(dirichlet_projection); // (is not assembled but locally computed)
26 // compute everything in one grid iteration and
27 assembler.assemble();
28 // solve the linear system (see previous section) ...
We manually create the global system matrix with the correct sparsity pattern (lines 15–
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17) and add the corresponding local assembler (line 21). During the grid walk triggered
in line 27, the local elliptic two-form operator will compute the elliptic integrals for
all test and ansatz basis functions and the local assembler (created in lines 8–9) will
copy the resulting local matrix into the global matrix using the mapper()s of the test
and ansatz space. In the same spririt, we create a global right hand side vector (line
18) that the two local vector assemblers (created in lines 10–13) will assemble into.
Note that we restrict the assembly of the local L2 boundary integral for the Neummann
boundary values to those intersections of the grid that lie on the Neumann boundary,
by simply providing the ApplyOn::NeumannIntersections tag (line 24) together with
a boundary_info object (see the previous section). We provide various tags of this kind
in dune/stuff/grid/walker/apply-on.hh to manually restrict the set of entities or
intersections a local functor is applied on.
We demonstrate further below how many of these manual tasks are provided by ready
built global operators, two-forms and functionals and how a complete approximation of
a linear elliptic PDE can be easily realized in terms of these global objects. Nevertheless,
the above example demonstrates how a user or developer has full control over all local
building blocks. Since these local building blocks can be combined in many ways, he or
she is empowered to rapidly develop new discretization schemes by combining existing
building blocks with new custom implementations.
We would also like to note (again), that the above assemble method can be used to
trigger a sequential as well as a shared memory parallel iteration over the grid by simply
providing a runtime switch.
Operators, two-forms and functionals. We already introduced the local building blocks
which are essential to our discretization framework, above, in a paragraph on local oper-
ators, local two-forms, local functionals and local evaluations. However, as demonstrated
in the previous paragraph, those need to be combined in the correct way to successfully
define a discretization scheme (e.g., the sparsity pattern of the system matrix has to
match the local operator and discrete function space, the assembly of the boundary in-
tegrals has to be restricted to the right set of intersections, and so forth). While there
exist circumstances where this fine-grained control is exactly what we wish for, it is also
convenient to have access to ready built global operators, two-forms and functionals.
In addition, the local building blocks lack important information that is only available
if we consider the respective global counterpart: while a local operator might be enough
to determine how to apply an operator, it is for instance not sufficient to define how
the operator should be inverted (e.g., by an iterative linear solver repeatedly applying
the operator or by a Newton scheme requiring access to the operators jacobian). Lastly,
we require global operators and functionals in the context of model reduction. Most
model reduction algorithms can be generically implemented acting on (global) operators
and functionals and do not require any knowledge about the local building blocks of the
operator (compare Section 3.2).
We briefly revisit our view on operators, two-forms and functionals before presenting
their respective implementation in dune-gdt. In general, we think of a discrete operator
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B and its inverse B−1 as mappings between two spaces of localizable functions (which
we denote the source and range of the operator),
B : Q(τ sh)→ R(τ rh) and B−1 : R(τ rh)→ Q(τ sh),
and of products or bilinear forms as an interpretation of the operator as a two-form:
(·, ·)B : R(τ rh)×Q(τ sh)→ R, (r, q) ↦→ (r, q)B := B[q](r). (3.1.31)
While we do provide implementations of products acting on localizable functions (for
instance in the spirit of Definition 3.1.32), operators usually need to act on discrete
function spaces: the application of the operator or its inverse requires access to the
image, which is only possible through the DoF vector of a discrete function. To illustrate
this point we consider some examples:
• Consider a Finite Volume operator Lh in the context of a (possibly nonlinear) time-
dependent PDE. Such an operator would act on the solution at the previous time
step to produce the solution at the next time step (which would be sufficient for
an explicit scheme). Thus, Lh would map onto a (Finite Volume) discrete function
space Wh(τ rh) ⊂ R(τ rh), taking as input any localizable function or possibly only
Finite Volume discrete functions (for performance reasons). We thus either have
Lh : Q(τ
s
h)→Wh(τ rh) or Lh : Vh(τ sh)→Wh(τ rh), (3.1.32)
with a (Finite Volume) discrete function space Vh(τ sh) ⊂ Q(τ sh). If required (for
instance for an implicit scheme), the inverse of the operator would be realized by
a generic iterative linear solver if Lh was linear (solely requiring the application of
the operator) or a variant of a Newton scheme if Lh was nonlinear (requiring the
application of the operator and its jacobian). Either way, the inverse of Lh would
exclusively map between discrete function spaces:
L−1h :Wh(τ
r
h)→ Vh(τ sh).
If the operator was implemented to act on Vh(τ sh) (in contrast to Q(τ sh)), it could
also be interpreted as a two-form, by means of the Euclidean product on Wh(τ rh):
(·, ·)Lh :Wh(τ rh)× Vh(τ sh)→ R, (wh, vh)Lh := wh · Lh[vh] (3.1.33)
• Consider on the other hand the elliptic operator Bh and its matrix representation
Bh in the context of a stationary linear elliptic PDE (see Definition 3.1.14). If
interpreted as a product, Bh can act on localizable functions:
(·, ·)Bh : R(τ rh)×Q(τ sh)→ R. (3.1.34)
However, by means of its matrix representation, we obtain an operator (and its
inverse) acting on discrete functions,
Bh : Vh(τ sh)→Wh(τ rh), vh ↦→ wh := Bh[vh], with wh := Bh vh, (3.1.35)
B−1h :Wh(τ
r
h)→ Vh(τ sh), wh ↦→ vh, such that Bh vh != wh, (3.1.36)
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where vh ∈ RdimVh(τsh) and wh ∈ RdimWh(τrh) denote the DoF vectors of vh ∈ Vh(τ sh)
and wh ∈Wh(τ rh), respectively. In addition, the matrix representation of Bh allows
to provide a variant of the product acting on discrete functions only:
(·, ·)Bh :Wh(τ rh)× Vh(τ sh)→ R, (wh, vh)Bh := wh⊥ ·
(
Bh vh
)
. (3.1.37)
While less general than the variant acting on localizable functions (since this one
also works for discrete functions) this one might be preferable, depending on the
circumstances: while the matrix representation requires more storage, it only has
to be computed once and can repeatedly be applied to different discrete functions.
For functionals lh : Q(τh) → R or lh : Vh(τh) → R, the situation is similar (though
slightly simpler) and we do not discuss it further in this context.
The above considerations on operators and products are reflected by the abstract
interface we provide in dune/gdt/operators/interfaces.hh, representing an operator,
its inverse and its interpretation as a two-form:
1 template< class Traits >
2 class OperatorInterface
3 : public Stuff::CRTPInterface< OperatorInterface< Traits >, Traits >
4 {
5 // not all methods and types shown ...
6 public:
7 template< class SourceType, class RangeType > // wh = Bh[vh]
8 void apply(const SourceType& source, RangeType& range) const;
9
10 template< class RangeType, class SourceType > // (wh, vh)Bh
11 FieldType apply2(const RangeType& range, const SourceType& source) const;
12
13 template< class SourceType >
14 JacobianType jacobian(const SourceType& source) const;
15
16 template< class RangeType, class SourceType > // vh = B
−1
h [wh]
17 void apply_inverse(const RangeType& range, SourceType& source,
18 const Stuff::Common::Configuration& opts) const;
19
20 std::vector< std::string > invert_options() const; // To be used like types() and options()
21 // of a linear solver (see previous
22 Stuff::Common::Configuration invert_options(const std::string& type) const; // section).
23
24 // default implemented
25 template< class RangeType >
26 FieldType induced_norm(const RangeType& range) const
27 {
28 return std::sqrt(apply2(range, range));
29 }
30 };
This templated interface pays respect to the fact that we know little about the source
and range of an operator (at least in the sense of C++ types). Again, the CRTP paradigm
is a perfect fit for this situation, as it allows us to define what functionality we expect of
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an operator while allowing the actual argument types of the methods to differ for each
implementation. It is clear from the above discussion that not every implementation of an
operator will completely fulfill the above OperatorInterface and we raise an exception
which provides additional information, whenever an operator does not implement one of
the methods.
Nevertheless, following the above examples, we identify three archetypes of operators:
(i) an operator given by its matrix representation, (ii) a product acting on localizable
functions and (iii) a matrix-free (linear or nonlinear) operator acting on localizable or
discrete functions. In order to facilitate the implementation of new operators, products
and bilinear forms we provide a default implementation for each of the three archetypes
in dune/gdt/operators/default.hh (the use of which is demonstrated further below):
(i) For all operators Bh, which are given by their matrix representation, we provide
the MatrixOperatorDefault: for fixed source and range discrete function spaces
Vh(τ sh) and Wh(τ rh), such operators provide an assembled matrix representation
of themselves. They fully comply to the OperatorInterface and implement the
apply, apply2 and apply_inverse methods for discrete functions vh and wh and
their respective DoF vectors vh and wh (compare Equations 3.1.35, 3.1.36 and
3.1.37).
(ii) For all product operators B, which work on arbitrary localizable functions, we
provide the LocalizableProductDefault: for fixed source and range localizable
functions q and r, such operators can be evaluated as a two-form. Localizable-
ProductDefault does not derive from OperatorInterface but can be used to
implement an operator derived from OperatorInterface, which only implements
the apply2 method (compare Equation 3.1.33).
(iii) For all matrix-free operators Lh, we provide the LocalizableOperatorDefault:
for a fixed source function vh and a range discrete function wh, such operators
can be applied. LocalizableOperatorDefault does not derive from Operator-
Interface but can be used to implement an operator derived from Operator-
Interface which implements the apply method (compare Equation 3.1.32), the
apply2 method (if the source function is a discrete function, compare Equation
3.1.33) and the apply_inverse method, if proper generic linear solvers or Newton
schemes are available (where we do not yet provide the latter).
The purpose of these default implementations is to greatly simplify the implementa-
tion of new operators by providing as much infrastructure as possible. Therefore,
the MatrixOperatorDefault is derived from SystemAssembler, while Localizable-
ProductDefault and LocalizableOperatorDefault are derived from dune-stuff’s
GridWalker. In order to implement a new operator, one simply has to derive from the
appropriate default implementation and add the constituting local operator or two-form.
For instance, we implement the elliptic operator Bh from above (that is given by its
matrix representation) in dune/gdt/operators/elliptic.hh as follows:
1 template< /*...*/ >
2 class EllipticMatrixOperator
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3 : public MatrixOperatorDefault< /*...,*/ ChoosePattern::volume >
4 {
5 // not all types shown ...
6 typedef LocalVolumeIntegralOperator
7 < LocalEvaluation::Elliptic< DiffusionFactorType, DiffusionTensorType > >
8 LocalEllipticOperatorType;
9 public:
10 template< class ...Args >
11 explicit EllipticMatrixOperator(const DiffusionFactorType& diffusion_factor,
12 const DiffusionTensorType& diffusion_tensor,
13 Args&& ...args)
14 : MatrixOperatorDefault< /*...*/ >(std::forward< Args >(args)...)
15 , local_elliptic_operator_(diffusion_factor, diffusion_tensor)
16 {
17 this->add(local_elliptic_operator_);
18 }
19
20 private:
21 const LocalEllipticOperatorType local_elliptic_operator_;
22 };
This example shows the minimum amount of boilerplate code which is required to im-
plement new matrix-based operators. We create the local two-form constituting the
operators and pass all other arguments to the MatrixOperatorDefault base using per-
fect forwarding. All we have to do is to register the local two-form with the system
assembler (line 17), and the base class provides the assembly as well as the full function-
ality of the OperatorInterface. The above EllipticMatrixOperator can be created
with an existing matrix as well as without. In the latter case, a matrix with the appro-
priate sparsity pattern is automatically created (since we provide the volume tag, see
line 3).
In addition, we provide a generator function which further alleviates the user from
manually specifying the correct template arguments. Given a discrete function space
and data functions, one can obtain an elliptic matrix operator with
auto elliptic_operator = make_elliptic_matrix_operator< MatrixType >(diffusion_factor,
diffusion_tensor,
space);
the use of which we demonstrate in the next paragraph.
In addition, we provide an implementation of the elliptic operator as a localizable
product (compare Equation 3.1.34), acting on localizable functions:
1 class EllipticLocalizableProduct
2 : public LocalizableProductDefault< /*...*/ >
3 {
4 // not all methods and types shown ...
5 typedef LocalVolumeIntegralOperator
6 < LocalEvaluation::Elliptic< DiffusionFactorType, DiffusionTensorType> >
7 LocalEllipticOperatorType;
8 public:
9 template< class ...Args >
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10 explicit EllipticLocalizableProduct(const DiffusionFactorType& diffusion_factor,
11 const DiffusionTensorType& diffusion_tensor,
12 Args&& ...args)
13 : BaseType(std::forward< Args >(args)...)
14 , local_elliptic_operator_(diffusion_factor, diffusion_tensor)
15 {
16 this->add(local_elliptic_operator_);
17 }
18
19 private:
20 const LocalEllipticOperatorType local_elliptic_operator_;
21 };
Note that the EllipticLocalizableProduct and the EllipticMatrixOperator are
very similar and mostly differ in the base class they are derived from. In particular, they
both use the same local elliptic two-form operator, which is, however, interpreted by the
respective base class in a different way: while the MatrixOperatorDefault computes
local matrices for all test and base functions on all grid elements (and assembles those
together into the global matrix), the LocalizableProductDefault evaluates the local
two-form with the local functions of the prescribed source and range and accumulates
the local results.
Given such fixed source and range localizable functions vh and wh, the purpose of the
EllipticLocalizableProduct is to represent the evaluation of the product (wh, vh)Bh
as an object, the computation of which can be localized by means of dune-stuff’s Grid-
Walker. The source and range functions are passed on to LocalizableProductDefault
by means of perfect forwarding, again.
Localizable products can be used to compute several products or norms of localizable
functions in a single grid walk. Suppose we are given the exact solution p and a discrete
approximation p_h and want to compute several error norms:
1 // prepare the products
2 EllipticLocalizableProduct< /*...*/ > energy_product(diffusion_factor, diffusion_tensor,
3 grid_view, p - p_h, p - p_h);
4 L2LocalizableProduct< /*...*/ > l2_product(grid_view, p - p_h, p - p_h);
5 // use the first as grid walker
6 energy_product.add(l2_product); // register the second for computation
7 energy_product.walk(); // compute both in one grid walk
8 // access the results
9 double energy_error = energy_product.induced_norm();
10 double l2_error = l2_product.induced_norm();
This is the computationally most efficient way to compute several products in one grid
walk. If we are only interested in a single product, however, the specification of the
energy_product, for instance, is not very intuitive. We thus additionally provide a
generic EllipticOperator in dune/gdt/operators/elliptic.hh, which derives from
OperatorInterface and implements apply, apply2 and apply_inverse by redirecting
the computation to the EllipticMatrixOperator or EllipticLocalizableProduct,
depending on the method in question and its arguments. Using this generic operator
(and a generator method as discussed above) we can obtain the same error norm in a
more intuitive way:
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auto elliptic_operator = make_elliptic_operator(diffusion_factor, diffusion_tensor,
grid_view);
double energy_error = elliptic_operator->induced_norm(p - p_h);
The LocalizableOperatorDefault can be used in a similar way to form any matrix-
free operator. For instance, we realize the L2 projection operator from Definition 3.1.40
by deriving from LocalizableOperatorDefault and using the LocalL2Projection-
Operator presented above.
This finalizes our discussion of how we implement global operators and two-forms in
dune-gdt. Of course, we also provide similar default implementations for functionals.
System tests: a full example of discretizing a linear elliptic PDE. With dune-gdt,
we provide and ship an extensive test suite in dune-gdt/tests (based on the googletest
framework40). We provide unit tests for all spaces, products and operators as well as
system tests. Given predefined grid and problem descriptions, the latter compute a series
of approximate solutions, the associated discretization errors in several norms and the
corresponding EOCs (compare Section 3.1.1.2). The resulting error- and EOC-values
are then compared to an internal database to ensure the quality of the approximation.
To finalize the presentation of dune-gdt, we provide the actual code that is used in
dune/gdt/tests/linearelliptic/discretizers/cg.hh in order to compute a contin-
uous Galerkin FE approximation of a linear elliptic PDE:
1 using namespace Dune::Stuff::Grid;
2
3 static DiscretizationType discretize(ProviderInterface< GridType >& grid_provider,
4 const ProblemType& problem,
5 const int level = 0)
6 {
7 // create discrete function space
8 auto space = Spaces::CGProvider< /*...*/ >::create(grid_provider, level);
9 auto boundary_info = BoundaryInfoProvider< /*...*/ >::create(problem.boundary_info_cfg());
10 // define all operators and functionals
11 auto elliptic_operator
12 = make_elliptic_matrix_operator< MatrixType >(problem.diffusion_factor(),
13 problem.diffusion_tensor(),
14 space);
15 auto l2_force_functional
16 = make_l2_volume_functional< VectorType >(problem.force(), space);
17 auto l2_neumann_functional // Assemble both
18 = make_l2_boundary_functional(problem.neumann(), // functionals into
19 l2_force_functional->vector(), // the same vector.
20 space,
21 new ApplyOn::NeumannIntersections< /*...*/ >(*boundary_info));
22 // prepare the dirichlet projection and constraints
23 auto dirichlet_function
24 = make_discrete_function< VectorType >(space, "dirichlet values");
25 auto dirichlet_projection
26 = Operators::make_localizable_dirichlet_projection(space.grid_view(),
40https://code.google.com/p/googletest/
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27 *boundary_info,
28 problem.dirichlet(),
29 dirichlet_function);
30 Spaces::DirichletConstraints< /*...*/ >
31 dirichlet_constraints(*boundary_info, space.mapper().size());
32 // register everything for assembly in one grid walk
33 SystemAssembler< SpaceType > assembler(space);
34 assembler.add(*elliptic_operator);
35 assembler.add(*l2_force_functional);
36 assembler.add(*l2_neumann_functional);
37 assembler.add(dirichlet_projection);
38 assembler.add(dirichlet_constraints);
39 assembler.assemble();
40 // assemble the dirichlet shift
41 auto& system_matrix = elliptic_operator->matrix();
42 auto& rhs_vector = l2_force_functional->vector();
43 auto& dirichlet_shift = dirichlet_function.vector();
44 rhs_vector -= system_matrix * dirichlet_shift;
45 dirichlet_constraints.apply(system_matrix, rhs_vector);
46 // create the discretization (no copy of the containers done here, bc. of cow)
47 return DiscretizationType(problem, space, system_matrix, rhs_vector, dirichlet_shift);
48 }
This static method is the main methods of the CGDiscretizer and returns a stationary
discretization object, which holds all assembled containers and provides a solve method.
The CGDiscretizer is instantiated (and discretize and solve are called) for all avail-
able combinations of discretization and linear algebra backends; the appropriate tags are
passed on to Spaces::CGProvider (line 7, not shown) and Stuff::LA::Container (also
not shown). Note (again), that we are thus able to switch between different backends
for the linear algebra containers and linear solvers as well as for the discrete function
spaces by just passing on two compile-time constants, yielding the above generic code
that works for all implementations.
This finalizes the demonstration and discussion of our discretization framework, which
we utilize for all high-dimensional computations in the context of elliptic parametric
multiscale problems. The remainder of this chapter gives a presentation and discussion
of our model reduction software framework.
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3.2 Model reduction framework
Similar to the presentation of our discretization framework in the previous section, we
begin the discussion of our designated model reduction framework by revisiting our re-
quirements. Following our earlier work [MRS2015] we continue with a discussion of
existing model reduction frameworks and motivate the design of our framework, which
mainly consists of pyMOR. We finish this chapter with a presentation of pyMOR’s archi-
tecture and implementation and a brief presentation of our related software packages,
dune-pymor and dune-hdd.
3.2.1 Requirements
We refer to Sections 1.3 for a presentation of the reduced basis (RB) method and briefly
summarize the required building blocks in view of their relevance for a model reduction
software framework.
The reduced basis method is by nature a very generic model reduction technique
which can be applied to a wide range of high-dimensional problems. It is an important
feature of RB methods that existing high-dimensional discretizations can be used (and
are usually required) in order to derive a reduced order model: any discretization (in
particular those discussed in Section 3.1.1.1) can be used as long as the high-dimensional
problem is of an appropriate form, such as
• in Definition 1.3.4 for stationary linear problems; or
• in the form of: for µ ∈ P find ph(µ) ∈ Qh, such that
Bh[ph(µ);µ] = lh in Qh (3.2.1)
for stationary nonlinear problems; or
• in the form of: for µ ∈ P find ph(t;µ) ∈ Qh, such that
< ∂tph(t;µ), qh > +Bh[ph(t;µ);µ](qh) = lh(qh), for all qh ∈ Qh and (3.2.2)
ph(0;µ) = p0,h(µ) for some p0,h(µ) ∈ Qh,
for instationary problems,
where Qh denotes a high-dimensional discrete function space, lh ∈ Q′h denotes a linear
functional and Bh : P → [Qh → Q′h] denotes a parametric operator.41
While high-dimensional discretizations are essential to model reduction and while the
reduced scheme only depends on the form of the above problem (not its implementa-
tion), the code implementing the high-dimensional discretization nearly always has to be
adapted for model order reduction. We thus briefly summarize which main operations
are needed when implementing reduced basis schemes.
41The two problems sketched here are of course not mathematically complete, can be further extended
(by additional parameter and time-dependencies) and are only meant to be illustrating.
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3.2.1.1 High-dimensional operations
Going through the reduction process as laid out in Section 1.3, the following operations
associated with the high-dimensional discretization have to be performed:
Computation of solution snapshots ph(µ): During any variant of the greedy basis gen-
eration (Algorithm 1.3.10), solution snapshots ph(µ) need to be computed for certain
training parameters µ ∈ Ptrain selected by the algorithm. Since these parameters are
not known a priori, either the high-dimensional solver has to stay initialized in memory
during the whole offline phase, or the solver has to be re-initialized (grid generation,
matrix assembly, etc.) for each new solution snapshot.
Basis extension: To ensure the numerical stability of the reduced model, system ma-
trices need to be assembled with respect to an orthonormal basis of Qh. For greedy basis
generation, a stabilized Gram-Schmidt algorithm is the standard choice for orthonormal-
ization, as it generates hierarchical bases which are compatible with the nesting of the
reduced spaces Q
(0)
red ⊂ Q(1)red ⊂ · · · . For instationary problems such as (3.2.2), the solu-
tion trajectory has to be orthogonally projected onto the current reduced space Qred and
a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) of the projection errors has to be computed.
Assembly of reduced system matrices: To assemble the reduced Problem 1.3.6, the
high-dimensional bilinear form bh and the right-hand side lh have to be evaluated for
each (combination of) basis vector(s) of Qred. The implementation needs to be aware of
the affine decomposition 1.3.7 in order to achieve offline/online decomposition.
Assembly of reduction error estimator: In order to estimate the model reduction error
(see Section 2.3.1), all scalar products between Riesz representatives of the components
of the residual rε,h[·;µ] with respect to the affine decomposition 1.3.7 need to be com-
puted. This standard approach for offline/online decomposition of the residual norm
shows bad numerical stability, however. An improved algorithm [BEOR2014] requires
the computation of an orthonormal basis for the span of the Riesz representatives of the
residual components and the computation of the coefficients of these components with
respect to the orthonormal basis.
Generation of empirical interpolation data: For the reduction of nonlinear prob-
lems such as (3.2.1), we need to perform an offline/online decomposition according to
[DHO2012] or [MRS2015, Section 2.4.3]. Therefore, we have to evaluate the nonlinear
operator at appropriately selected solution snapshots, generate a collateral basis and in-
terpolation points using the EI-Greedy [HOR2008] or DEIM [CS2010] algorithm and
finally compute projections and evaluate restricted operators (see the above mentioned
references).
Reconstruction and visualization: In many cases we want to be able to access the re-
duced solutions pred(µ) of the reduced Problem 1.3.6 as elements of the high-dimensional
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discrete function space Qh, to perform visualizations or to compute quantities of interest
not available in the reduced model. Therefore, a reconstruction as a linear combination
of the reduced basis functions has to be computed. Additional discretization data such
as the grid used for discretizing will be needed for visualization.
3.2.1.2 Low-dimensional operations
The following operations within reduced basis schemes are low-dimensional in nature
and do not depend on high-dimensional data:
Solution of reduced problem: For the solution of the reduced Problem 1.3.6, the re-
duced system matrix needs to be assembled for a given parameter µ and a dense linear
solver is invoked to determine the coefficient vector pred(µ). For instationary problems
such as (3.2.2), a time-stepping scheme is additionally required.
Error estimation: Given a coefficient vector pred(µ) the norm of the residual has to
be evaluated using the pre-computed data.
greedy basis generation: While many high-dimensional operations have to be per-
formed during the offline phase, the logic of the main greedy search loop driving these
operations is low-dimensional in nature. While a greedy Algorithm such as 1.3.11 is
quite simple and easily implemented, much more complicated search strategies, for in-
stance using an adaptive parameter training set Ptrain or dictionaries of reduced bases
for different parameter space regions, are conceivable and are used in practice (see for
instance [HDO2011]).
Interpolated operator evaluation: When empirical interpolation is used, interpolated
operators have to be evaluated, in the linear case for the assembly of the system matrix,
in the nonlinear case to compute the residual inside a Newton algorithm (see [MRS2015]).
This does in particular involve the evaluation of a restricted operator, which therefore
needs to be available during the online phase. For Newton schemes, access to the Jaco-
bian of the restricted operator is additionally required.
3.2.2 Existing implementations
As discussed, implementations of reduced basis schemes involve several building blocks,
which we have categorized by whether they involve direct manipulation of high-dimen-
sional data or not. This naturally leads to the following three basic designs for reduced
basis software: 1. Implement the whole reduced basis scheme as an individual software
package, loading high-dimensional solution snapshots and system matrices from disk.
2. Implement the whole reduced basis scheme as a ‘model reduction mode’ of the high-
dimensional solver software. 3. Only implement low-dimensional building blocks as a
separate model reduction software package and communicate via interfaces with the
high-dimensional solver, which performs the high-dimensional operations.
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We discuss the main advantages and disadvantages of these designs, before presenting
the new approach which has been taken by pyMOR.
3.2.2.1 Approach 1: Separate software
Maybe the most simplistic design of reduced basis software is to implement the whole
reduced basis machinery as a single software package which is able to read and pro-
cess high-dimensional data which has been produced by some external high-dimensional
solver. All high-dimensional operations (Section 3.2.1.1) within the offline phase are
carried out by the reduced basis software, with the exemption of the solution snapshot
computation which may be performed by the solver. A typical example of such a soft-
ware is the rbMIT [PR2006] package for Matlab.
Advantages: The main benefit of this approach is its simplicity: a single self-contained
software package can be developed and maintained by experts for model order reduc-
tion in a programming language ecosystem of their choice. Interfacing external high-
dimensional solvers is simple, only export of system matrices and (solution) vectors has
to be implemented on the solver side.
Disadvantages: Implementing all high-dimensional operations within the model reduc-
tion software means that the software has to be able to efficiently work with the high-
dimensional data produced by the external solver. For instance, this means that matrix-
vector products for the (usually) sparse matrix format at hand have to be computed for
the assembly of the reduced system matrices, and a linear solver for the computation of
the residual Riesz representatives needs to be available.
While this may be easily possible for small to medium sized discretizations using the
tools provided by numerics packages such as Matlab, the limitations of this approach
become obvious when we think of large-scale memory distributed problems solved on
computer clusters where, for instance, a single system matrix for the whole problem
is never assembled. By design, this approach also cannot be used in conjunction with
matrix-free solvers.
Handling of nonlinear problems is problematic as well: since evaluating the high-
dimensional nonlinear operator inside the reduced basis software would amount to a
more or less complete re-implementation of the high-dimensional discretization, evalu-
ations of the operator for certain solution snapshots have to be produced by the high-
dimensional solver. However, the reduced basis software still needs to be able to evaluate
the restricted operators. Thus the restricted operator has to be re-implemented within
the reduced basis software. This is not only a duplication of effort but also only possible
if the exact details of the high-dimensional discretization are known. Alternatively, the
restricted operator has to be provided by the external solver in some way, which however
does not fit the paradigm of this approach very well.
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3.2.2.2 Approach 2: Inside high-dimensional solver
In this approach the complete reduction process is carried out by the high-dimensional
solver which has been extended by a reduced basis module. Examples for this approach
are the reduced basis implementations of the libMesh [KP2011] and feel++ [DVTP2013]
PDE solver packages.
Advantages: Implementing all reduction algorithms as part of the high-dimensional
solver offers the tightest possible integration between the high-dimensional model and
the reduced basis code. This allows for maximum performance of the implementation
and easy development of more advanced reduction techniques, which might require spe-
cial operations on the high-dimensional data. A single code base also eliminates any
interoperability issues between different versions of the model reduction and the solver
code.
Disadvantages: An obvious consequence of this design is that, despite the generality
of reduced basis methods, implemented algorithms can only be used within a specific
software ecosystem. Given the large number of PDE solver software libraries devel-
oped by research groups and software vendors around the world, this vastly diminishes
the reusability of the code and ultimately hinders collaboration between researchers.
Moreover, the implementor is required to have a good understanding of the inner work-
ings of the PDE solver library, which is typically written in a system language such as
C++. Many researchers working on model order reduction do not have such technical
knowledge, however. Consequently many new methods are only evaluated for ad hoc
implementations of academic ‘toy problems’.
3.2.2.3 Approach 3: Separate low- and high-dimensional operations
In this approach, as a compromise between the aforementioned ones, all low-dimensional
operations (Section 3.2.1.2) are implemented as a reduced basis software package which
communicates over well-defined software interfaces with the high-dimensional solver car-
rying out all high-dimensional operations (Section 3.2.1.1). This approach has been pur-
sued by the integration of RBmatlab with the dune-rb module of the DUNE numerics
environment [DHKO2012].
Advantages: This interface-based approach shares many benefits of the previous two
approaches. All low-dimensional algorithms can be developed independently from the
high-dimensional solver in a programming language of choice and these algorithms can
be integrated with any external solver implementing the necessary interfaces. Since all
high-dimensional operations are carried out by the PDE solver, the size of the high-
dimensional model is only limited by the performance of the solver’s implementation.
Memory distributed or matrix-free implementations can be easily utilized.
Disadvantages: To fulfill the interfaces required by the model reduction software, exter-
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nal solvers have to be extended to implement the high-dimensional operations defined in
Section 3.2.1.1. Apart from the computation of solution snapshots, all these operations
are model reduction specific. Thus, implementing these interfaces requires substantial
work on the solver side which can only be done with some background on reduced basis
methods. Moreover, apart from certain special cases, a change of the reduction algorithm
will almost always require modification of the reduced basis code in the high-dimensional
solver. (Think of switching from Galerkin projection to a Petrov-Galerkin approach as in
[DPW2014].) This can be a major issue when the high-dimensional solver is developed
by a different team than the group implementing the model reduction algorithms, in
particular for research projects where both the PDE solver and the reduction algorithm
are under constant development. Moreover, as with design approach 1, the evaluation
of restricted nonlinear operators is problematic: either the nonlinear operator has to
be re-implemented in the reduced basis software, or the restricted evaluations have to
be performed by the PDE solver which breaks the paradigm of separating high- and
low-dimensional operations between the two software packages.
3.2.3 Design principles
The main goal for the development of pyMOR is to create a model reduction software
library that serves as a flexible tool for scientists in education and research which, at
the same time, can be effectively used for the reduction of large real-world application
problems.
pyMOR’s design is based on the central observation that all high-dimensional operations
during the offline phase of reduced basis schemes (Section 3.2.1.1) can be expressed
using only a small set of basic operations on operators, (collections of) vectors and the
discretization, which are independent from the concrete reduction scheme in use. This
observation leads to the following basic design paradigm for pyMOR:
1. Define model reduction agnostic interfaces for the mathematical objects involved
with reduced basis methods and related schemes.
2. Generically implement all algorithms through operations provided by these inter-
faces.
We shall discuss pyMOR’s interfaces and how the high-dimensional reduction operations
can be implemented via these interfaces in Section 3.2.4.1 in more detail. For the re-
mainder of this section, we consider the general consequences of the design approach.
As with design approach 1, pyMOR contains all model reduction code as a separate
self-contained software package, allowing us to choose an implementation language which
optimally fits our requirements. For pyMOR we chose the Python scripting language to
make pyMOR an easy to pick up tool for rapid algorithm development. In addition, pyMOR
provides its own basic discretization toolkit to easily test new reduction algorithms. The
data types provided by the toolkit can also be used to import high-dimensional data
from disk which have been produced by an external solver. This allows for pyMOR’s
algorithms to be used in a workflow similar to design approach 1.
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The interface-based design of pyMOR allows to integrate pyMOR’s algorithms with any
high-dimensional solver implementing these interfaces. As with design approach 3, doing
so requires additional work on the solver side. However, a major benefit of the generic
nature of pyMOR’s interfaces over design approach 3 is that no model reduction specific
code has to enter the high-dimensional solver, allowing to develop the model reduction
algorithms independently from the solver. This, for instance, allows a workflow where for
a given high-dimensional problem the reduction algorithm can be effortlessly developed
and tested using a low-fidelity version of the high-dimensional model implemented with
pyMOR’s own discretization toolkit, before the very same algorithms are used to reduce
the actual high-dimensional model implemented in a high-performance solver running
on a large computer cluster.
In addition, our approach offers strongly improved code reusability and maintainability
since the complete reduction algorithms can be implemented in a single software library.
This is particularly important when the model reduction library is used in conjunction
with different PDE solver ecosystems.
pyMOR’s interfaces correspond to data structures which are present in most PDE solver
designs: operators, vectors and discretizations. Thus, implementing pyMOR’s interfaces
is basically equivalent to exposing the solver’s internal data structures via a public API.
Refactoring a PDE solver to offer such an API has many benefits apart from allowing
model order reduction, as it enables the user to easily use and extend the solver in
new ways which have not been envisioned by the developers of the solver. For instance,
pyMOR implements time-stepping algorithms via its interfaces which can be used to easily
create instationary discretizations out of stationary discretizations (see [MRS2015, Sec-
tion 5.3]). While implementing time-stepping schemes is clearly not a focus of pyMOR’s
development, a software library of advanced time-stepping algorithms could use such an
API to allow for easy testing of these algorithms with a given discretization, after which
a selected algorithm might be implemented in the solver for maximum performance.
Apart from such opportunities for extending the solver, a public API also allows
to interactively control the solver, especially when used in conjunction with dynamic
languages such as Python. Such interactive sessions can be a powerful tool for debugging
and allow to inspect and modify the solvers state in ways, which are not possible with
a classical debugger.
Note that design approach 3 and pyMOR’s design strongly differ in the view on the re-
lationship between the model reduction software and the high-dimensional solver: while
approach 3 advocates a strong separation between low- and high-dimensional operations,
we think of both components as strongly intertwined. For instance, pyMOR makes it nat-
ural to perform preliminary analyses of models which have been reduced only partially
and still require high-dimensional operations for solving, e.g., a reduced basis projection
of problems for which an affine decomposition is not yet available. In particular, using
the PDE solver for a restricted evaluation of nonlinear operators is a natural option in
our design.
While design approaches 2 and 3 allow to perform all high-dimensional reduction
operations with the maximum efficiency the high-dimensional solver has to offer, it is
clear that pyMOR’s interface design comes at a price of sub-optimal performance: every
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call of an interface method incurs a certain overhead, compiler optimizations may be
hindered and the restriction to the available interface methods may prevent implemen-
tations which optimally exploit the given data structures. To asses the possible loss
in performance, we conduct several performance benchmarks (Section 4.3) which show
that, while a certain overhead exists, this overhead usually becomes negligible for large
enough problems. In the rare cases where pyMOR’s generic algorithms might not perform
sufficiently well for a given problem, the possibility still remains to re-implement the
critical parts inside the solver.
While we have designed pyMOR’s interfaces with model reduction in mind, we are
convinced that there should be a general paradigm shift towards a more modular, library
oriented design of high-performance PDE solvers, allowing non-expert scientists to use
these solvers more easily and in new ways, using a programming language which suits
their needs. We see pyMOR as one step in this direction.
3.2.4 A new model reduction framework
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, none of the existing model reduction frameworks pro-
vided the functionality we required (compare Section 3.2.3), in particular since we pro-
vide our own discretization framework. We thus provide our own implementation of a
model reduction framework, which mainly consists of pyMOR and the support packages
dune-pymor and dune-hdd:
pyMOR forms the heart of our model reduction framework: it contains all required
interfaces and generic algorithms, based on the design principles from Section 3.2.3.
It also contains vectorized grids and discretizations itself, but one of its purposes
is to be coupled with existing discretization frameworks.
dune-pymor introduceds the concepts of parameter dependency and affine decom-
position, which are required to treat parametric problems in the sense of Section
1.3, to the C++ discretization framework from Section 3.1. It provides parametric
variants of functions from dune-stuff and operators from dune-gdt as well as
affinely decomposed variants of the containers from dune-stuff and the operators
form dune-gdt. In addition, it provides Python bindings for these objects. This
allows to access most parts of the discretization framework within an interactive
Python session, providing a low entry point for users as well as powerful interactive
debugging for developers. It also enables our discretization framework to be used
by other software packages such as pyMOR, for instance in the context of model
reduction.
dune-hdd bundles the other modules together and provides ready to use parametric
discretization objects, which are required for model reduction with pyMOR.
In the following sections, we give a brief presentation of these software packages.
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3.2.4.1 pyMOR
The Python package pyMOR is open source software and freely available: http://pymor.
org. It is mainly developed by R. Milk, S. Rave and F. Schindler with contributions
from A. Buhr, M. Laier, P. Mlinaric and M. Schaefer.42
In this section we present the architecture of pyMOR in more detail. We demonstrate
how high–dimensional model reduction operations (see Section 3.2.1.1) can be expressed
via pyMOR’s interfaces and cover the parallelization of pyMOR’s reduction algorithms.
First of all, however, we discuss our reasons for choosing Python as the implementation
language.
Implementation. One of pyMOR’s main design goals is to provide an easy to use library
of tools for the research of new model order reduction algorithms. It was therefore clear
to us to choose for pyMOR a managed, dynamically typed language such as Python, which
is easy to pick up (even for unexperienced programmers) and in which the user does not
have to care about memory management or data types during his or her daily work.
In contrast to Matlab, Python does not have copy-on-write semantics for assignment,
which allows for more precise control over data, but often raises the issue of object
ownership. To alleviate the user from having to care too much about ownership, pyMOR
enforces immutablility on all Discretizations and Operators, as well as all classes
of pyMOR’s own discretization toolbox. In combination with Python’s dynamic memory
management, this makes the question of ownership irrelevant for these objects.43 While
Python is designed as a general purpose language, the NumPy [Oli2007] package offers a
multi-dimensional array class with a very similar feature set and performance as Matlab
matrices. Many numerical algorithms and several sparse matrix types can be found in
the SciPy [JOPo2001] package. Both packages are used extensively in pyMOR for all
low–dimensional operations as well as for pyMOR’s builtin discretization toolbox.
pyMOR’s interfaces do not make any assumption on how the communication between
pyMOR and the external solver is implemented by the interfacing classes, and many com-
munication patterns are conceivable, such as disk-based communication via job and
output files or network-based communication via a standard protocol such as xml-rpc44
or some custom protocol. Being a long-running general purpose scripting language,
Python is ideally suited for pyMOR’s interface-based approach, offering a large selection
of extension packages for handling virtually any established input-output protocol.
However, in spirit of the tight coupling between pyMOR and the external solver as
promoted by our design, we favour, whenever possible, to integrate the solver by re-
compiling it as a Python extension module, which gives Python direct access to the
solver’s data structures. This design not only delivers maximum performance as no
42Regarding the contributions in pyMOR: the design is based on discussions which mainly involve R. Milk,
S. Rave and F. Schindler, while S. Rave is responsible for most of the implementation.
43Since VectorArrays are mutated very often in pyMOR, enforcing immutability on VectorArrays is not
feasible. However, we plan to enforce deep-copy-on-write semantics for the copy operation as part of
the interface in future version of pyMOR.
44http://xmlrpc.scripting.com/
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communication overhead is present, it also allows to directly manipulate the solvers
state from within Python beyond the operations available via pyMOR’s interfaces. This
makes it possible to quickly extend or modify the solver’s behavior using NumPy or SciPy
for debugging or the exploration of new ideas, and gives the user an interactive Python
debugging shell with direct access to the solver’s memory.
Again, Python’s long-standing tradition as a glue language vastly facilitates this ap-
proach with a wide array of tools for generating Python bindings for foreign language
libraries. We took this approach in [MRS2015, Sections 5.2 and 5.3] and showed its
feasability, even for MPI-distributed solvers running on high-performence computing clus-
ters. This approach has also been taken for the integration of pyMOR with the BEST
battery simulation code as part of the Multibat project [ORSZ2014].
Finally, we note that choosing arrays of vectors instead of single vectors as elementary
objects in pyMOR not only allows to concisely express many model reduction operations
in a vectorized manner (see the examples below), it also makes vectorized VectorArray
implementations possible, which optimally exploit the vectorized structure of the op-
eration for increased performance. An example of such an implementation is pyMOR’s
NumpyVectorArray (see the benchmarks in Section 4.3). However, since few external
solvers use such data structures, pyMOR also ships a generic ListVectorArray which
manages a Python list of vector objects provided by the external solver.
Algorithms and Interfaces. From a bird’s eye perspective, pyMOR can be seen as a col-
lection of generic algorithms operating on VectorArray, Operator and Discretization
objects. These objects are expected to be instances of subclasses of the abstract base
classes VectorArrayInterface, OperatorInterface and DiscretizationInterface,
which define methods each derived object is expected to provide. To integrate pyMOR
with an external high–dimensional solver, wrapper classes for these types have to be im-
plemented (as discussed above) to represent high–dimensional objects inside the solver,
which can be manipulated through the interface methods implemented by these classes.
It is an important property of pyMOR’s interfaces that each interface method returns
either low–dimensional data or new VectorArray, Operator or Discretization ob-
jects. This ensures that no high–dimensional data ever has to be communicated between
the external solver and pyMOR and that no code for handling the solver-specific high–
dimensional data structures has to be added to pyMOR. Instead, all high–dimensional
manipulations can be performed by specialized routines already implemented inside the
solver.
Note that not only the high–dimensional model but also the reduced low-dimensional
model is represented by VectorArrays, Operators and Discretizations, implemented
inside pyMOR using data structures and solvers provided by the NumPy package. This
allows to use all algorithms in pyMOR with both high- and low–dimensional objects. For
instance, the reduced model could be interpreted again as the high–dimensional model
for an additional reduction step.
A full documentation of pyMOR’s interface classes can be found online45. We present
45http://docs.pymor.org/
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some of their methods by indicating how the operations of Section 3.2.1.1 can be ex-
pressed through the interfaces. In the following paragraphs, the variables V, o, d will
always represent VectorArray, Operator and Discretization objects, respectively.
Computation of solution snapshots ph(µ): Each high–dimensional (or low-dimensional)
model is represented by a Discretization object d. We obtain a solution snapshot
ph(µ) by executing
V = d.solve(mu)
which returns for a given parameter µ a VectorArray V containing the solution ph(µ).
VectorArrays are ordered collections of vectors of the same dimension. For a sta-
tionary problem, we have len(V) == 1, whereas for instationary problems V usually
contains multiple vectors forming the discrete solution trajectory.
Basis extension: Reduced bases are stored inside VectorArrays. To extend a basis RB
by a new solution snapshot contained in V, we could call
RB.append(V, remove_from_other=True)
which moves the vector(s) in V to the end of RB. However, in order to guarantee numerical
stability, RB has to be orthonormalized, for instance using Gram-Schmidt orthonormal-
ization (Algorithm 3.2.1). In this algorithm, scalar products are computed using the
V.dot(other, ind, o_ind) method, which returns a matrix of all scalar products be-
tween vectors in V and other. The optional ind and o_ind parameters can be numbers
or lists of numbers specifying the vectors in V and other on which to operate. (ind
parameters can be passed to most methods of VectorArrays and Operators.)
Algorithm 3.2.1 Simplified version of the stabilized Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
algorithm contained in pyMOR.
def gram_schmidt(V, offset=0):
for i in range(offset, len(A)):
for j in range(i):
alpha = V.dot(V, ind=i, o_ind=j)[0, 0]
V.axpy(-alpha, V, ind=i, x_ind=j)
norm = V.l2_norm(ind=i)[0]
V.scal(1./norm, ind=i)
pyMOR provides an extended version of Algorithm 3.2.1 which includes re-orthonor-
malization of vectors for improved numerical accuracy, absolute and relative tolerances to
detect linear dependent vectors and an additional orthonormality check for the resulting
array (see pymor.algorithms.gram_schmidt). Moreover, it is possible to provide a
scalar product with respect to which to orthonormalize, given as an Operator. The
scalar product alpha is then obtained as
alpha = product.apply2(V, V, U_ind=i, V_ind=j)[0, 0].
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In general, every operator has an apply method which returns (in the parametric case
for a given parameter mu) the applications of the operator to the vectors of a provided
VectorArray as a new VectorArray. Calling o.apply2(V, U, U_ind, V_ind) is then
equivalent to
V.dot(o.apply(U, ind=U_ind), ind=V_ind)
as it is default implemented in pymor.operators.basic.OperatorBase.
Algorithm 3.2.2 Simplified version of the POD algorithm contained in pyMOR.
def pod(V, modes):
a = V.gramian()
evals, evecs = eigh(a, eigvals=(len(V) - modes, len(V) - 1))
singular_values = np.sqrt(evals)
return V.lincomb((evecs / singular_values).T)
An alternative orthonormalization procedure is given by proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD). pyMOR includes a POD algorithm based on the so called ‘method of
snapshots’ (Algorithm 3.2.2). In this algorithm, the Gramian of the vectors in V is com-
puted using the gramian method which is default implemented as V.dot(V). Then the
SciPy method eigh is used to compute the first modes vectors of the eigenvalue decom-
position of the Gramian. Finally, the POD modes are computed by forming the linear
combinations of the vectors in V with the Gramian’s eigenvectors as coefficients, scaled
by its singular values. Note that the size of the eigenproblem is given by the number of
vectors in V which we always assume to be small in relation to their dimensions, making
this low–dimensional problem easy to solve (compare the benchmarks in Section 4.3).
Again, pyMOR’s actual implementation of Algorithm 3.2.2 (pymor.algorithms.pod) is
numerically more robust, allows to choose the number of computed POD modes based
on relative and absolute tolerances for the singular values and allows to compute the
POD with respect to arbitrary scalar products.
Assembly of reduced system matrices: The reduced basis projection (compare Section
1.3.2.1) of bilinear forms (or operators) in pyMOR is performed by calling the operator’s
projected method
o.projected(range_basis=RB, source_basis=RB)
which returns a new Operator representing the projected bilinear form (operator). For
linear, nonparametric Operators, this method can be default implemented as
NumpyMatrixOperator(o.apply2(range_basis, source_basis))
Here, NumpyMatrixOperator is an Operator provided by pyMOR, which implements a
thin wrapper around NumPy arrays and SciPy sparse matrices in order to fulfill pyMOR’s
Operator interface. NumpyMatrixOperators can be applied to NumpyVectorArrays
which is a vectorized VectorArray implementation, again based on NumPy arrays.
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Affinely decomposed bilinear forms (compare Definition 1.3.7) are represented in
pyMOR as instances of LincombOperator which hold lists of the Operators bξ and the
ParameterFunctionals θξ. The projected method for LincombOperator is then sim-
ply implemented as
LincombOperator([o.projected(range_basis, source_basis) for o in self.operators],
self.coefficients)
constructing a new LincombOperator holding the projected summands with the same
coefficient functions as the original operator.
Note that LincombOperators can hold arbitrary Operators as summands. In partic-
ular, if such an operator itself contains LincombOperators as summands, the reduced
basis projection is performed recursively, yielding automatic offline/online decomposition
of arbitrary nested trees of operators.
To keep the amount of interface classes in pyMOR as small as possible, Operators also
represent functionals. Such operators have the special property that they map Vector-
Arrrays (of an arbitrary fixed type) to NumpyVectorArrays of dimension 1 which hold
the functional evaluations. For an operator representing a functional, the reduced basis
projection is obtained by calling
o.projected(range_basis=None, source_basis=RB).
In the same spirit, parameter dependent vectors are represented by linear operators
mapping one–dimensional NumpyVectorArrays to VectorArrays of appropriate type,
such that 1 maps to the vector the Operator represents. Vectors are (usually) projected
orthogonally onto Qred which is for such vector-operators o achieved by invoking
o.projected(range_basis=RB, source_basis=None, product=p),
where p represents theQh-scalar product. For vector-like operators, this call to projected
returns a new vector-like operator that, for a parameter mu, maps 1 to
NumpyVectorArray(p.apply2(v.apply(NumpyVectorarray([1]), mu), RB)),
which, assuming RB is p-orthogonal, is the coefficient vector of the p-orthogonal projec-
tion of the vector onto the linear span of RB.
Note that pyMOR provides a default implementation for projected which allows to
project any given Operator in pyMOR. While for arbitrary parametric (or nonlinear)
Operators no offline/online decomposition is performed, this allows to easily test the
approximation quality of the reduced model before further steps for offline/online de-
composition are taken.
pyMOR’s Discretizations hold dictionaries of all operators, functionals, vectors and
scalar products which appear in the definition of the discrete problem. As the reduced
basis projection does not change the structure of the problem but merely replaces high–
dimensional objects by their respective projected low–dimensional counterparts, the re-
duced model for a standard reduced basis approximation can be computed generically
using Algorithm 3.2.3. In this algorithm, the with_ method of the Discretization
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Algorithm 3.2.3 Generic reduced basis projection of arbitrary discretizations (simpli-
fied).
def reduce_generic_rb(d, RB, product=None):
p_o = {k: o.projected(RB, RB)
for k, o in d.operators.items()}
p_f = {k: f.projected(None, RB)
for k, f in d.functionals.items()}
p_v = {k: v.projected(RB, None, product=product)
for k, v in d.vector_operators.items()}
p_p = {k: p.projected(RB, RB)
for k, p in d.products.items()}
return d.with_(operators=p_o, functionals=p_f, vector_operators=p_v, products=p_p)
d is called to return a new (reduced) Discretization in which the high–dimensional
Operators have been replaced by the provided projected Operators.
pyMOR provides generic Discretization classes for stationary and instationary prob-
lems which implement solve by operations on the Operators they contain. For these
Discretizations, the reduced problem can be described by an instance of the very same
class. Discretizations which call a specialized solve method of the external solver
are usually implemented as a subclass of one of these classes, and the with_ method is
adapted to return an instance of the base class.
Assembly of reduction error estimator: In order to evaluate the estimator for the model
reduction error, Riesz representatives of the affine summands of the residual have to be
computed with respect to a scalar product (compare Section 2.3.1). If this product is
given by the operator p, the Riesz representatives of vectors in V can be obtained by
calling
p.apply_inverse(V)
which gives access to linear (and possibly nonlinear) solvers for the Operator p and
right-hand side V.
pyMOR includes a generic, numerically stable algorithm for the assembly of residual-
based error estimators based on [BEOR2014], which (recursively) computes the residual
component Riesz representatives (for a given reduced basis), determines a p-orthonormal
basis for the vectors and then projects the residual operator onto this basis (pymor.
reductors.residual). This algorithm can be used in conjunction with any operator
for which an appropriate estimate of its range when applied to a set of vectors is known.
In particular, this includes empirically interpolated operators for which the range is given
by the span of the collateral basis (compare [MRS2015, Section 2.4.3]).
Generation of empirical interpolation data: For the computation of the interpolation
points and the collateral basis, which are required for the empirical interpolation of
Operators (compare [MRS2015, Section 2.4.3]), pyMOR provides two commonly used,
similar algorithms: EI-Greedy [HOR2008] and DEIM [CS2010] (pymor.algorithms.
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ei). These algorithms require access to individual entries of the high–dimensional vec-
tors at indices selected such that the absolute values of the entries of a certain vector
are maximized. Both operations can be supported by pyMOR’s VectorArrays by imple-
menting
V.components(component_indices)
for vectorized extraction of the entries at the given list of indices and
V.amax()
to obtain the maximizing indices. Note that len(component_indices) is expected to
be small. Thus, the components method is not intended for communication of high-di-
mensional data.
Reconstruction and visualization: A high–dimensional reconstruction of the solution
vector V from a reduced coefficient vector v is easily performed by executing
V = RB.lincomb(v.data).
Here, the data property of NumpyVectorArray is used to extract the actual (low-dimen-
sional) array data from the VectorArray to pass it into the lincomb method. To allow
more complex usage scenarios, reduction algorithms in pyMOR return a reconstructor
class rc along with the reduced discretization which allows to obtain V by calling
V = rc.reconstruct(v).
In the basic setting presented here, rc simply holds a reference to RB in order to perform
the lincomb call, but more complex reconstructors are conceivable.
Visualization of solution vectors may be supported by the high–dimensional solver by
implementing d.visualize(V).
Parallelism in pyMOR. Reduced basis methods have proven themselves to provide reli-
able, high-accuracy reduced order models for various application problems, which can
offer savings of computation time of multiple orders of magnitude. However, for many
applications, the time needed in the offline phase for computing the reduced order model
– which can take days or longer – needs to be taken into account. Therefore, a reduced
basis software which is suited to handle large-scale problem needs to be able to per-
form offline computations with good computational efficiency. For modern computing
architectures this requires parallelization of algorithms.
Considering a standard greedy basis generation algorithm (Algorithm 1.3.10) for the
offline phase, the main loop consists of three parts: 1. solving of the reduced problem
and error estimation on a training set Ptrain to obtain the parameter µ∗, 2. computation
of the solution snapshot ph(µ
∗), 3. extension of the reduced basis using ph(µ∗) and
reduction of the high–dimensional model. Note that for small to moderate sizes of the
reduced basis, steps 2 and 3 are mainly limited by the dimension of Qh, whereas step
1 is mainly limited by the size of Ptrain. (In particular for high–dimensional parameter
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spaces P, Ptrain can easily contain millions of parameters.) Therefore, in pyMOR we chose
different strategies for the parallelization of step 1 and steps 2 and 3.
For the parallelization of steps 2 and 3, pyMOR relies on an already existing, high-
performance parallelization of the external solver. Since pyMOR’s interfaces require no
communication of any high–dimensional data and are completely implementation agnos-
tic, memory distributed vector data can be handled via the VectorArray interface as
efficiently as any non-distributed data.
Adapting the solver to perform memory distributed operations on operators and vec-
tors at pyMOR’s command, however, might be a non-trivial task. pyMOR therefore offers
tools which help transitioning to an MPI parallel use of the solver when pyMOR bindings
for the serial case already exist: based on the mpi4py [DPSD2008] library, a simple
event loop is provided to run as the main loop on all MPI ranks except for rank 0 (see
pymor.tools.mpi). This allows the user to execute arbitrary Python functions simul-
taneously on all MPI ranks. A basic resource manager allows to locally store and return
function return values via a data handle.
Based on these tools, MPIVectorArray, MPIOperator and MPIDiscretization classes
are implemented which hold data handles to the distributed objects they represent and
pass interface method calls via MPI to these distributed objects. Communication between
the distributed objects (for instance exchange of shared degrees of freedom after opera-
tor application) is still implemented by the solver as usual. However, for VectorArrays
we also provide MPIVectorArrayAutoComm which implements communication and sum-
mation of local scalar products, etc., in Python. These tools have also been used to
integrate the high–dimensional solver for the numerical examples in [MRS2015, Section
5.3].
For the parallelization of step 1 and similar embarrassingly parallel tasks, which require
little to no communication, pyMOR provides an abstraction layer for existing Python
parallelization solutions based on a simple worker pool concept (pymor.parallel): after
instantiation of a worker pool p, a single function f can be applied to a sequence of
arguments args in parallel by calling
r = p.map(f, args)
which is equivalent to the sequential code
r = [f(arg) for arg in args]
The function and all arguments are automatically serialized and distributed to the work-
ers of the pool.
For the case that the same arguments are required repeatedly on the workers, single
objects can be distributed to all workers using the distribute method, whereas lists of
objects can be scattered among the workers using distribute_list. In both cases, a
handle object is returned which can later be passed to map or the simpler apply function
(which does not scatter arguments among workers), which transparently map the handle
to the already distributed data on the workers. This mechanism is used in Algorithm
3.2.4 to estimate the model reduction error in parallel over a previously distributed
training set of parameters.
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Algorithm 3.2.4 Parallel error estimation in greedy algorithm.
with p.distribute_list(training_set) as s:
while ...
...
errs, mus = zip(*p.apply(_estimate, rd=rd, training_set=s))
max_err_ind = np.argmax(errs)
max_err, max_mu = errs[max_err_ind], mus[max_err_ind]
...
def _estimate(rd=None, training_set=None):
errs = [rd.estimate(rd.solve(mu), mu) for mu in samples]
max_err_ind = np.argmax(errs)
return errs[max_err_ind], training_set[max_err_ind]
pyMOR currently provides a worker pool implementation based on the IPython [PG2007]
toolkit, which easily allows for parallel computation with large collections of heteroge-
neous compute nodes. An MPI-based implementation using pyMOR’s event loop, which
can seamlessly be used in conjunction with external solvers using the same event loop,
is planned.
3.2.4.2 dune-pymor
The DUNE module dune-pymor is open source software and freely available on GitHub:
https://github.com/pymor/dune-pymor. It is mainly developed by S. Rave and F.
Schindler with contributions from R. Milk. dune-pymor serves several purposes: first,
it provides the concept of a parameter µ and parametric objects for C++-based dis-
cretizations of parametric problems. Second, it provides the infrastructure for Python
bindings of these objects and the linear algebra components of dune-stuff, based on
pybindgen46. Third, it provides Python wrappers around these objects which con-
form to the corresponding pyMOR interfaces. In this section, we briefly discuss some of
dune-pymor’s features and give illustrating examples by discussing a possible implemen-
tation of the thermal block problem (compare Example 1.3.2).
Parameters in dune/pymor/parameters/ Similar to pyMOR, we model parameters µ ∈
P as key/value pairs represented by the Parameter class, where the key is an identifier
and the value is a collection of doubles. Each parameter is of a ParameterType, con-
sisting of its keys and the size of the corresponding values.47 For instance, if we consider
a thermal block problem with four subdomains and a parametric right hand side, the
parameter types of the data functions could be modeled by
Dune::Pymor::ParameterType("diffusion", 4);
Dune::Pymor::ParameterType("force", 1);
46https://code.google.com/p/pybindgen/
47For simplicity, we restrict parameter values to vectors in dune-pymor, while pyMOR also allows for
arrays of arbitrary dimensions.
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Every parametric object is derived from Parametric, the purpose of which is to export
the ParameterType of the object via type() (and to provide some management tools for
the implementor of parametric objects). As in pyMOR, parameters (and their types) can
be joined: suppose we are given two parametric data functions (diffusion and force)
of the above ParameterTypes, we could construct a simple parametric problem class:
1 #include <dune/pymor/parameters/base.hh>
2
3 using namespace Dune::Pymor;
4
5 class ThermalblockProblem
6 : public Parametric
7 {
8 public:
9 ThermalblockProblem(const DiffusionType& diffusion,
10 const ForceType& force)
11 {
12 this->inherit_parameter_type("d", diffusion); // Provided by
13 this->inherit_parameter_type("f", force); // Parametric.
14 }
15
16 void visualize(const Parameter& mu, const std::string filename);
17 };
The parameter type() of this problem is given by ({"diffusion", "force"}, {4, 1}).
A parameter µ corresponding to this type is for instance given by
Dune::Pymor::Paramer mu({"diffusion", "force"}, {{0.1, 0.2, 3.0, 4.0}, 0.5});
If such a combined parameter is passed to a parametric function, say by calling problem.
visualize(mu, "problem"), it can be split into the individual parameters again:
1 void visualize(const Parameter& mu, const std::string filename)
2 {
3 assert(mu.type() == this->type());
4 auto mu_diffusion = this->map_parameter(mu, "d"); // ("diffusion", {0.1, 0.2, 3.0, 4.0})
5 auto mu_force = this->map_parameter(mu, "f"); // ("force", 0.5)
6 // ...
7 }
The parameters mu_diffusion and mu_force match the respective parameter types of
diffusion and force and can be passed on to these data functions.
To realize affine decompositions as in Definition 1.3.7, we provide the Parameter-
Functional, modeling θξ : P → R. ParameterFunctionals are created with a Pa-
rameterType and an expression modeling the evaluation of θξ. The four parameter
functionals required for the above thermal block problem (which map to the respective
parameter component) could for instance be created by:
1 #include <dune/pymor/parameters/functional.hh>
2
3 Dune::Pymor::ParameterFunctional theta_0(diffusion.type(), "diffusion[0]");
4 Dune::Pymor::ParameterFunctional theta_1(diffusion.type(), "diffusion[1]");
5 Dune::Pymor::ParameterFunctional theta_2(diffusion.type(), "diffusion[2]");
6 Dune::Pymor::ParameterFunctional theta_3(diffusion.type(), "diffusion[3]");
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The keys of the parameter type ("diffusion") can be used as variables in expres-
sions, which (in contrast to the simple ones above) can contain mathematical expressions
and function evaluations (compare Stuff::Functions::Expression in Section 3.1.4.1).
ParameterFunctionals can be evaluated with a matching Parameter: an evaluation of
θ2(µ) by calling theta_2.evaluate(mu_diffusion) would yield 3.0.
Parametric functions in dune/pymor/functions/. To facilitate the handling of para-
metric data functions we provide the AffinelyDecomposableFunctionInterface for
all affinely decomposable functions, such as in Example 1.3.8. It provides access to
the components and coefficients of the affine decomposition, where component(ξ) yields
a Stuff::LocalizableFunctionInterface (see Section 3.1.4.1) and coefficient(ξ)
yields a ParameterFunctional as discussed above, for 0 ≤ ξ < Ξ =: num_components().
With Pymor::Functions::Checkerboard, we also provide a ready-to-use parametric
thermal conductivity for the thermal block Example 1.3.2 in dune/pymor/functions/
checkerboard.hh. It can be created with a Stuff::Common::Configuration similar to
Stuff::Functions::Checkerboard. Instead of prescribing the functions value on each
subdomain, however, we have to provide a name that is used as the key to determine the
parameter type. In order to obtain the data function for the example above we could
use
lower_left = [0 0]
upper_right = [1 1]
num_elements = [2 2]
parameter_name = diffusion
yielding a function with parameter type ("diffusion", 4).
Apart from this specific function we also provide two generic default implementations
to facilitate the creation of functions in dune/pymor/functions/default.hh:
Functions::NonparametricDefault wraps any function derived from Stuff::
LocalizableFunctionInterface to conform to AffinelyDecomposableFunction-
Interface. This allows to implement generic discretizations which can always
assume to be provided with a function derived from AffinelyDecomposable-
FunctionInterface, even in the nonparametric case.
Functions::AffinelyDecomposableDefault can be used to build arbitrary affinely
decomposed functions out of functions derived from Stuff::LocalizableFunction-
Interface. Via the register_component(comp, coeff) method, one can regis-
ter any number of nonparametric component functions together with the corre-
sponding ParameterFunctional modeling the coefficient; the parameter type of
the resulting function is automatically deduced from the given coefficient function-
als.
We also provide the AffinelyDecomposableFunctionsProvider factory class in dune/
pymor/functions.hh which can be used similarly to the FunctionsProvider (compare
Section 3.1.4.1) to create affinely decomposed functions at runtime, which are given by
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a Stuff::Common::Configuration (for instance obtained from a data file). The follow-
ing Configuration would yield a parametric force f(x;µ) = µ 5 + (1 − µ) cos(x), for
instance:
component.0.type = stuff.functions.constant
component.0.value = 5.0
coefficient.0.force = 1 # determines parameter type: ("force", 1)
coefficient.0.expression = force[0]
component.1.type = stuff.functions.expression
component.1.variable = x
component.1.expression = cos(x[0])
coefficient.1.force = 1 # determines parameter type: ("force", 1)
coefficient.1.expression = -force[0]
affine_part.type = stuff.functions.expression
affine_part.variable = x
affine_part.expression = cos(x[0])
The final parameter type of the above function, ("force", 1), is determined by setting
force = 1 in the above Configuration, yielding µ ∈ R.
Parametric operators and functionals. We provide interfaces for parametric opera-
tors and functionals (Pymor::FunctionalInterface and Pymor::OperatorInterface)
in dune/pymor/{functionals,operators}/interfaces.hh, which are very similar to
the ones provided by dune-gdt (see Section 3.1.4.2). In contrast to their respective non-
parametric counterparts in dune-gdt, the interfaces in dune-pymor are restricted to act
on vectors only and provide some additional information about their source and range
(which are fixed per functional/operator to yield non-templated methods). Of course,
they are derived from Parametric and every method additionally accepts an optional
Parameter, e.g.:
void apply(const SourceType& source, RangeType& range,
const Parameter mu = Parameter()) const;
For nonparametric or affinely decomposed functionals (operators) which are based on
vectors (matrices), we provide default implementations of the above interfaces. They are
based on LA::AffinelyDecomposedConstContainer and LA::AffinelyDecomposedCon-
tainer in dune/pymor/la/affine.hh, which allows (const) access to the components
and coefficients of the affine decomposition of the vector representation of a functional
(or matrix representation of an operator) similar to AffinelyDecomposableFunction-
Interface above. Analogously to Functions::AffinelyDecomposableDefault, they
also allow to create arbitrary affinely decomposed containers by registering any container
from dune-stuff (see Section 3.1.4.1) along with a matching coefficient Parameter-
Functional.
Parametric discretization. In the spirit of pyMOR, we provide the StationaryDiscre-
tizationInterface in dune/pymor/discretizations/interfaces.hh. It is meant as
a container of a collection of discrete operators, functionals, products and vectors:
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1 template< class Traits >
2 class StationaryDiscretizationInterface
3 : public Parametric
4 , public Stuff::CRTPInterface< StationaryDiscretizationInterface< Traits >, Traits >
5 {
6 // not all methods and types shown ...
7 public:
8 OperatorType get_operator() const;
9 FunctionalType get_rhs() const;
10
11 std::vector< std::string > available_products() const;
12 ProductType get_product(const std::string id) const;
13
14 std::vector< std::string > available_vectors() const;
15 AffinelyDecomposedVectorType get_vector(const std::string id) const;
16
17 std::vector< std::string > solver_types() const; // To be used like types() and
18 DSC::Configuration solver_options(const std::string type = "") const; // options() of
19 void solve(const DSC::Configuration options, VectorType& vector, // a Stuff::LA::Solver.
20 const Parameter mu = Parameter()) const;
21 };
Each operator, product, functional or vector may be parametric or nonparametric and
is meant to be created by a discretization framework such as dune-gdt (see the next
section). Each call to solve is redirected to the apply_inverse method of the system
operator (which can be obtained by get_operator()).
The purpose of the above operators, functionals and discretizations is two-fold: as
pure C++ classes, they can be used by a discretization framework to mange parameter
dependent discretizations. Their main intention, however, is to facilitate Python bindings
and to be used in conjunction with pyMOR.
Python bindings. With dune-pymor, we ship the required Python and cmake infras-
tructure to generate Python bindings for dune-pymor, parts of dune-stuff and any
user defined classes derived from dune-pymor’s interfaces. Within the Python module
dune.pymor.core.bindings, we provide the prepare_python_bindings, inject_lib_
dune_stuff, inject_lib_dune_pymor and finalize_python_bindings functions. We
also provide the cmake macro add_python_bindings, which is available to all DUNE
modules which depend on dune-pymor.
To generate Python bindings, a user has to provide a C++ header and a correspond-
ing Python script, say foo_bindings_generator.hh and foo_bindings_generator.py.
The header should include all required C++ headers and define all required C++ sym-
bols. The Python script can make use of the aforementioned functions to generate the
bindings:
# not all imports shown ...
from dune.pymor.core import (prepare_python_bindings, inject_lib_dune_pymor,
finalize_python_bindings)
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# Prepare the module,
module, pybindgen_filename, config_h_filename = prepare_python_bindings(sys.argv[1:])
# add all of libdunepymor,
module, exceptions, interfaces, CONFIG_H = inject_lib_dune_pymor(module, config_h_filename)
# add example user code (see below),
inject_Example(module, exceptions, interfaces, CONFIG_H)
# and write the resulting .cc file.
finalize_python_bindings(module, pybindgen_filename)
Using the functions provided in dune.pymor.core.bindings, the user obtains the Python
module (in the sense of pybindgen), access to the interfaces of dune-pymor and a Python
dict modeling the config.h file of DUNE. The latter is required to enable or disable
the generation of Python bindings of features that depend on external libraries (which
may or may not be present in the current build configuration). After adding the user
code (see below), the C++ file foo_bindings_generator.cc is written to disk. Using
the cmake macro in a corresponding CMakeLists.txt file,
add_python_bindings(foo
foo_bindings_generator.py
foo_bindings_generator.hh
libfoo) # optional: linked against libfoo
generates a cmake target foo, which can be treated as any target (e.g., to add additional
compile flags):
add_dune_alugrid_flags(foo)
add_dune_mpi_flags(foo)
Compilation of the foo target yields a shared object file foo.so which can be imported
as a Python module.
In the above example, the user code is added via the inject_Example function.
For instance, if foo_bindings_generator.hh provides a discretization derived from
StationaryDiscretizationInterface (say FooDisc, depending on the type of the grid
and the containers), the user code could be added as:
# not all imports shown ...
from dune.pymor.discretizations import inject_StationaryDiscretizationImplementation
def inject_Example(module, exceptions, interfaces, CONFIG_H):
assert CONFIG_H[’HAVE_ALUGRID’]
assert CONFIG_H[’HAVE_DUNE_ISTL’]
# define all types
GridType = ’Dune::ALUGrid< 2, 2, Dune::simplex, Dune::conforming >’
MatrixType = ’Dune::Stuff::LA::IstlRowMajorSparseMatrix< double >’
VectorType = ’Dune::Stuff::LA::IstlDenseVector< double >’
OperatorType = (’Dune::Pymor::Operators::LinearAffinelyDecomposedContainerBased< ’
+ MatrixType + ’, ’ + VectorType + ’ >’)
FunctionalType = (’Dune::Pymor::Functionals::LinearAffinelyDecomposedVectorBased< ’
+ VectorType + ’ >’)
DiscretizationType = ’FooDisc< ’ + GridType + ’, ’ + MatrixType + ’, ’ + VectorType + ’ >’
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# add FooDisc to the python module
inject_StationaryDiscretizationImplementation(module, exceptions, interfaces, CONFIG_H,
DiscretizationName,
Traits={’VectorType’: VectorType,
’OperatorType’: OperatorType,
’FunctionalType’: FunctionalType,
’ProductType’: OperatorType},
template_parameters=[GridType,
MatrixType,
Vectortype])
In addition to inject_StationaryDiscretizationImplementation, we provide similar
functions to add user classes derived from any of the interfaces in dune-pymor. These
functions always return the injected class (not shown), which allows the user to add
additional functionality (like special constructors) using the syntax of pybindgen.
As we can see from the above example, the C++ code has to be exactly mirrored within
the Python script to successfully generate Python bindings. This may become quite
elaborate for more complicated examples. In addition, this induces quite a maintenance
overhead since any change to the C++ classes in dune-pymor has to be mirrored in the
inject_... functions on the Python side.48
Python wrappers. In addition to the Python bindings we also provide pure Python
wrappers of the resulting objects, which conform to the interfaces in pyMOR and fi-
nally allow the C++-based discretization to be used in conjunction with pyMOR. In
dune.pymor.core we therefore provide the wrap_module function, which recursively
traverses the generated Python module and creates a wrapper instance which allows
to convert user defined classes to pyMOR conforming classes (if they are derived from
the interfaces in dune-pymor and injected into the module with the above mentioned
inject_... functions).
Let us return to the above example and let us assume that there exists a successfully
generated foo.so containing a simple Example class to setup the grid and the discretiza-
tion. Using wrap_module, we wrap the resulting discretization, which is then directly
usable by all algorithms in pyMOR:
from dune.pymor.core import wrap_module
# import and wrap foo.so
include foo as dune_module
_, wrapper = wrap_module(dune_module)
# create the example and obtain the discretization
example = dune_module.Example()
discretization = example.discretization()
# wrap the discretization
discretization = wrapper[discretization]
48Since our use of pybindgen is purely historically motivated it is likely that in the future we will switch
to using boost.python: http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_58_0/libs/python/doc/.
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# start using the discretization
# ...
The resulting discretization object is derived from DiscretizationInterface in
pymor.discretizations.interfaces. Consequently, all operators, functionals, prod-
ucts and vectors are also wrapped and derived from the respective interface in pyMOR.
While the user can always access the original objects via the _impl attribute, the
wrapped objects can now be used like native pyMOR operators, functionals, products,
discretizations and vector arrays.
While dune-pymor provides the infrastructure for handling parametric problems, it
does not actually provide discretizations of such problems. This is the purpose of
dune-hdd, based on the nonparametric discretizations from dune-gdt.
3.2.4.3 dune-hdd
The DUNE module dune-hdd is open source software and freely available on GitHub:
https://github.com/pymor/dune-hdd. It is mainly developed by F. Schindler with
contributions from S. Kaulmann, R. Milk, S. Rave and K. Weber. The purpose of
dune-hdd is to provide ready-to-use discretizations for parametric problems. In contrast
to dune-gdt it is not meant as a flexible discretization toolbox but rather as a complete
PDE solver that can be coupled with pyMOR for model reduction of parametric PDEs.
To treat linear elliptic parametric PDEs (compare Section 1.3) we provide several
problem and discretization classes within the Dune::HDD::Linearelliptic namespace.
Parametric linear elliptic problems. We provide the virtual ProblemInterface in
dune/hdd/linearelliptic/problems/interfaces.hh, the purpose of which is to act
as a container of all required data functions (compare Example 1.3.2):
1 #include <dune/grid/common/gridview.hh>
2 #include <dune/pymor/parameters/base.hh>
3 #include <dune/pymor/functions/interfaces.hh>
4
5 using namespace Pymor;
6
7 template< class E, class D, int d, class R, int r >
8 class ProblemInterface
9 : public Pymor::Parametric
10 {
11 // not all methods and type shown ...
12 public:
13 typedef AffinelyDecomposableFunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, 1, 1 > DiffusionFactorType;
14 typedef AffinelyDecomposableFunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, d, d > DiffusionTensorType;
15 typedef AffinelyDecomposableFunctionInterface< E, D, d, R, r > FunctionType;
16
17 virtual const std::shared_ptr< const DiffusionFactorType >& diffusion_factor() const = 0; // λ
18 virtual const std::shared_ptr< const DiffusionTensorType >& diffusion_tensor() const = 0; // κ
19 virtual const std::shared_ptr< const FunctionType >& force() const = 0; // f
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20 virtual const std::shared_ptr< const FunctionType >& dirichlet() const = 0; // gD
21 virtual const std::shared_ptr< const FunctionType >& neumann() const = 0; // gN
22
23 template< class G >
24 void visualize(const GridView< G >& grid_view,
25 std::string filename,
26 const bool subsampling = true,
27 const VTK::OutputType vtk_output_type = VTK::appendedraw) const;
28
29 std::shared_ptr< NonparametricType > with_mu(const Parameter mu = Parameter()) const;
30 };
Similar to the nonparametric functions in dune-stuff and the parametric functions in
dune-pymor, this interface class is templated with the grid elements t ∈ τh (modeled by
E), the domain Rd (modeled by D and d) and the range Rr of the solution (modeled by R
and r). Given these template arguments, the types and dimensions of all data functions
can be fixed (lines 13–15); implementations of this interface can thus be exchanged at
runtime. In addition to providing the data functions (lines 17–21), the problem allows
to visualize those for a given grid_view. Being derived from Pymor::Parametric,
the problem inherits the Pymor::ParameterType of the data functions. If the problem
is parametric, it also yields a nonparametric variant of itself via with_mu(mu) (given a
Pymor::Parameter mu of appropriate type), where all data functions have been made
non-parametric by inserting the respective parameter components (compare the previous
section).
We provide ready-to-use implementations of this interface, most of which can be
created by a Configuration from dune-stuff. Similar to the Stuff::Grid::Boun-
daryInfoProvider, the Stuff::GridProviders, the Stuff::FunctionsProvider and
the Pymor::AffinelyDecomposableFunctionsProvider, we also provide the Problems-
Provider factory class in dune/hdd/linearelliptic/problems.hh, which allows to
select one of the following problem implementations from dune/hdd/linearelliptic/
problems/ at runtime, given a suitable Configuration (for instance by a corresponding
.ini file):
Problems::Default in default.hh provides any combination of nonparametric
functions from dune-stuff and affinely decomposed parametric functions from
dune-pymor, given a configuration where the sub-Configurations correspond-
ing to the keys diffusion_factor, diffusion_tensor, force, dirichlet and
neumann are passed on to the respective functions provider.
Problems::ESV2007 in ESV2007.hh models the nonparametric problem from
[ESV2007, Page 23] and Section 4.2.2.
Problems::OS2014::ParametricESV2007 in OS2014.hh models the parametric
problem from Sections 4.2.4.1 and 4.4.1.
Problems::OS2014::LocalThermalblock in OS2014.hh models the parametric
problem from Section 4.2.1.
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Problems::Spe10::Model1 in spe10.hh models the parametric problems from
Sections 4.2.3 and 4.4.2.
Problems::Thermalblock in thermalblock.hh models the thermal block problem
from Section 4.1.1.
We also provide a test case in dune/hdd/linearelliptic/testcases/ for each of the
above problems, which bundles the problem together with a corresponding BoundaryInfo
and a suitably refined grid. These test cases are used in automatic system testing to
reproduce the results of the respective publications.
Discretizations of parametric linear elliptic problems. We provide several discretiza-
tions for the above parametric linear elliptic problem within the LinearElliptic names-
pace. They are all derived from Discretizations::ContainerBasedDefault, which is
derived from Discretizations::CachedDefault, which is derived from LinearEllip-
tic::DiscretizationInterface, which is derived from Pymor::StationaryDiscret-
izationInterface.
In addition to the functionality required by Pymor::StationaryDiscretizationIn-
terface, the LinearElliptic::DiscretizationInterface enforces access to the un-
derlying grid_view(), the test_space(), the ansatz_space(), the boundary_info()
and the problem(). Those are required, for instance, in the context of error estima-
tion and to locally use arbitrary discretizations in the context of the LRBMS (compare
Section 2.1).
The Discretizations::CachedDefault adds a caching functionality to the solve
method by holding copies of the already computed solution vectors for each parameter
and solver options. This is particularly useful in the context of model reduction, where
we might want to solve for the same parameter several times. The caching is implemented
using a std::map and by enforcing any derived class to implement an uncached_solve
method.
Finally, Discretizations::ContainerBasedDefault implements the methods en-
forced by all of these interfaces, given matrix and vector representations of the involved
operators, products and functionals. The uncached_solve method is implemented using
the LA::Solver infrastructure from dune-stuff (see Section 3.1.4.1).
We provide ready-to-use implementations of the CG as well as the SWIPDG dis-
cretizations presented in Section 3.1.1.1 for the discretization of parametric linear ellip-
tic problems from above. These are based on dune-gdt to discretize the nonparametric
operators, functionals and products, which are then combined to form affinely decom-
posed parametric objects with the tools from dune-pymor (see previous Section). We
make use of the abstractions from dune-stuff and dune-gdt to allow for generic dis-
cretizations which work for any linear algebra and discrete function space backend. The
Discretizations::CG in dune/hdd/linearelliptic/discretizations/cg.hh, for in-
stance is templated by
1 template< class GridType, Stuff::Grid::ChooseLayer layer,
2 class RangeFieldType, int dimRange, int polOrder = 1,
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3 GDT::ChooseSpaceBackend space_backend = GDT::ChooseSpaceBackend::pdelab,
4 Stuff::LA::ChooseBackend la_backend = Stuff::LA::default_sparse_backend >
5 class CG;
and provides the following constructor:
1 CG(GridProviderType& grid_provider,
2 Stuff::Common::Configuration bound_inf_cfg,
3 const ProblemType& prob,
4 const int level = 0)
As demonstrated in Section 3.1.4.2, we automatically deduce the correct implementation
of the discrete function space (based on dune-fem or dune-pdelab) using the GridType,
the dimRange, the polOrder and the GDT::ChooseSpaceBackend space_backend tag.
Accordingly, we deduce the required GridPart or GridView given the GDT::Choose-
SpaceBackend space_backend, the Stuff::Grid::ChooseLayer layer and the Grid-
Type, as demonstrated in Section 3.1.4.1.
Similarly, we provide the Discretizations::SWIPDG in dune/hdd/linearelliptic/
discretizations/swipdg.hh, which accepts the same template and constructor argu-
ments. Both discretizations only differ in the respective implementation of the init()
method, which assembles the matrix and vector representations of the nonparametric
components of the operators, products and functionals, based on the corresponding op-
erators, products and functionals from dune-gdt (see Section 3.1.4.1).
Based on the two discretizations we also provide the Discretizations::BlockSWIPDG
in dune/hdd/linearelliptic/discretizations/block-swipdg.hh as an implementa-
tion of the discretization proposed in the context of the LRBMS (Section 2.1). This
discretization is created with a Multiscale::ProviderInterface< GridType > grid
provider from dune-grid-multiscale49. On each subdomain, one of the discretiza-
tions from above is created by passing on the multiscale grid provider along with the
Stuff::Grid::ChooseLayer::local tag and the subdomain encoded in the level vari-
able.
Since all of these implementations are derived from Pymor::StationaryDiscretiza-
tionInterface, pyMOR compatible Python bindings and wrappers are automatically
available through dune-pymor (compare previous section). Together with the ability to
exchange the problem at runtime (given any string-based Configuration), this allows
for an easy coupling of the high-performance discretizations from dune-gdt with the
interactive model reduction framework pyMOR.
49https://github.com/pymor/dune-grid-multiscale/
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This chapter presents experiments which demonstrate various aspects of the LRBMS
(Chapter 2), as well as experiments and benchmarks of the discretization and model re-
duction software framework (Chapter 3). We present those experiments in chronological
order to demonstrate the evolution of the methodology from a localization of traditional
reduced basis methods to a fully adaptive reduced basis multiscale method. In addition,
we discuss some of the obstacles we met along the way, which motivated and guided the
further development of the LRBMS and the required software packages.
4.1 The localized reduced basis (multiscale) method
First ideas of localized reduced basis methods for multiscale problems emerged in the
context of S. Kaulmann’s Diploma thesis [Kau2011, KOH2011]. The experiments in
[Kau2011] were realized within dune-rb [DHKO2012, DHO2012, Dro2012, KFH+2014],
the development of which was started by B. Haasdonk in 2008 and soon picked up by
M. Drohmann and S. Kaulmann. dune-rb provided a tight integration of discretization
and reduced basis schemes and could be coupled with RBmatlab1 [Dro2012]. (Compare
Section 3.2.2.)
Based on [KOH2011], the first variant of the LRBMS [AHKO2012] (joint work with
S. Kaulmann, B. Haasdonk and M. Ohlberger) was in essence a localization of the tradi-
tional reduced basis method, applied to multiscale problems. The detailed discretization
in both [KOH2011] and [AHKO2012] was limited to an SIPDG discretization on the full
fine triangulation, in contrast to the variant discussed in Chapter 2.
The a posteriori error estimate in [KOH2011] was based on local lifting operators,
which turned out to be disadvantageous in practice. In the context of a DFG project
on “Multiscale analysis of two-phase flow in porous media with complex heterogeneities”
(grant number OH 98/4-1), we decided to complement the existing method with the
residual-based a posteriori error estimator from Section 2.3.1 in [AHKO2012].2
4.1.1 The thermal block experiment
In [AHKO2012, Section 5.1] we considered the thermal block problem of stationary heat
diffusion from Example 1.3.2 on the unit cube Ω = [0, 1]2, which is a popular toy-problem
within the RB community. We chose 16 subdomains Ωξ, given by an equidistant cubic
1http://www.morepas.org/software
2The individual contributions in [AHKO2012] were as follows: the experiments were conducted by
S. Kaulmann while the development of the error estimator and the compilation of the publication
was carried out by F. Schindler.
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partitioning of Ω, yielding a 16-dimensional parameter, where each component models
the constant value of the thermal conductivity in the corresponding subdomain (compare
Figure 4.1). The problem definition was completed by setting f = 1, κ ∈ R2×2 as the
unit matrix and by prescribing homogeneous Dirichlet boundary values (gD = 0) on
the top an bottom of the domain as well as homogeneous Neumann boundary values
(gN = 0) on the left and right. We discretized the above problem with a first order
SIPDG scheme (see Section 2.1) on a 30× 30 equidistant rectangular grid (|τh| = 900).
Both the high-dimensional as well as the reduced discretization along with all required
algorithms were implemented in dune-rb, allowing for the tightest possible integration
of high- and low-dimensional schemes.3
µ0
µ1
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µ3
µ4
µ5
µ6
µ7
µ8
µ9
µ10
µ11
µ12
µ13
µ14
µ15
ΓN ΓN
ΓD
ΓD
Figure 4.1: Problem setup for the thermal block problem from Example 1.3.2 with 16
subdomains and indicated boundary types (left) and sample solution for µ =
(3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8, 1, 4, 7, 10, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8) (right), with values ranging between 0
(dark) and 3.05 · 10−2 (light).
We considered the 16-dimensional parameter space P = [0.1, 1]16 for this parametric
problem. For the basis generation we used the discrete weak greedy algorithm from
Definition 1.3.11 on a training set Ptrain ⊂ P of 100 randomly chosen parameters with the
localized extend method from Definition 2.4.1 (using a local Gram-Schmidt algorithm
for the orthonormalization of the local bases), together with ηred from Theorem 2.3.1 for
estimate and an empty basis in init.
Although this problem was computationally quite small and simple, it allowed us to
investigate a special property of the LRBMS: formally, the LRBMS interpolates between
a standard RB and a standard SIPDG method. By choosing different coarse grids TH
3The implementation corresponding to these experiments can be obtained at https://users.
dune-project.org/projects/dune-rb, roughly at around commit 493977c. The experiments were
conducted on standard Desktop machines of that time.
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Figure 4.2: Estimated error evolution and size of the global reduced basis to reach the
desired tolerance (thin black dots) during the greedy basis generation for the
thermal block experiment from Section 4.1.1 for different configurations of
the coarse grid (data for 225 and 900 subdomains beyond the tolerance is
not shown). Left: logarithmic plot of the maximum estimated model reduc-
tion error depending on the number of high-dimensional solution snapshots.
Right: logarithmic plot of the resulting size of the global reduced basis. Note
the numerical instabilities for 400 and 625 subdomains (thick colored dots).
as equidistant rectangular partitions of Ω with 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 15 × 15, 20 × 20,
25× 25 and 30× 30 subdomains, respectively, we were able to cover the complete range
between the two extremes: for |TH | = 1 the resulting scheme corresponds to a standard
RB approach where nearly all work is done offline, while for |TH | = 900 the resulting
scheme corresponds to a standard SIPDG discretizations where nearly all work is done
online.
Let us fist discuss the generation of the reduced basis, where we disregard the numerical
instabilities, which are visible in Figure 4.2 for 400 and 625 subdomains, for the moment.
As we observe in Figure 4.2 (left), by increasing the number of subdomains, we lower the
number of high-dimensional solution snapshots, which are required to reach the desired
tolerance during the greedy algorithm: while a standard RB method (|TH | = 1) requires
56 snapshots, only three suffice for a standard SIPDG method (|TH | = 900). The latter
is not surprising, since three DoFs are enough to fully specify piecewise linear functions
on rectangles in 2 dimensions.
On the other hand, as we observe in Figure 4.2 (right), the size of the global re-
duced basis grows considerably with an increasing number of subdomains, since for each
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of selected offline and online timings for the thermal block ex-
ample from Section 4.1.1. Left: Log/log plot of the measured total time
spent for assembling the reduced operator and estimator during the greedy
basis generation (over all extension steps). Right: Log plot of the measured
average time for computing a reduced solution, compared to the average
measured time for computing a high-dimensional solution (over 25 randomly
selected test parameters). Note the outliers (marked as individual red cir-
cles) corresponding to untrustworthy measurements obtained for numerically
unstable configurations (400 and 625 subdomains, compare Figure 4.2).
snapshot roughly |TH | basis functions are added to the global reduced basis (see the
discussion on local vs. global interpretation of the reduced basis in the context of the
LRBMS in Section 2.2).
The low number of required solution snapshots reflects the sizes of the local reduced
bases. Since many parts of the basis generation can be carried out locally in parallel, we
hope to significantly lower the offline time by increasing the number of subdomains. At
the same time, the size of the global basis reflects the size of the resulting reduced linear
system and we expect reduced solutions to take more time during the online phase.
As we observe in Figure 4.3, both is only partially true. By increasing the number of
subdomains we can decrease the total time spent for assembling the reduced operator
by several orders of magnitude, while the total time spent for assembling the reduced
estimator increases by several orders of magnitude (compare Figure 4.3, left). The latter
is not surprising, since the residual based estimator requires the inversion of a global
product matrix for each global basis function (compare Section 2.3.1).
As expected, the average time to solve the resulting reduced problem online increases
for more subdomains, eventually surpassing the average time to solve the full high-
dimensional problem (for 64 subdomains and above, compare Figure 4.3, right). While
the reduced system matrix is sparse, its pattern is less favorable due to larger dense blocks
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(compare Section 2.2). However, for the extreme case where the LRBMS coincides with
a SWIPDG discretization (|TH | = 900), the reduced system matrix corresponds to the
high-dimensional one again, which is reflected in the average time required for a reduced
solution.
Remark 4.1.1 (Discussion of the thermal block experiment). There are several things
worth noting regarding the comparison of standard RB, LRBMS and standard SIPDG
schemes in the context of the thermal block example. First of all, we could show that the
resulting local reduced bases allow for an increased flexibility of the global reduced space
(which is reflected in the size of the global reduced basis) and thus for greatly improved
reduced approximation quality. In particular, much less global solution snapshots were
required to reach the same accuracy, compared to standard RB. As a drawback (resulting
from the larger reduced system), we could observe an increase in average solution times.
Of course, the biggest effect of an increased number of subdomains was visible in
the offline basis generation. While we could observe a large potential for savings (e.g.,
regarding the assembly of the reduced operator) it also became clear that the standard
residual based a posteriori error estimator was not suitable for the LRBMS. Using that
estimator, the total offline time was much higher for the LRBMS than for the standard
RB method.
The purpose of the thermal block experiment was mainly to get a feeling for the
possible effects of varying the number of subdomains, though it was rather simple and
academic in nature. We thus conducted another experiment that was closer to the orig-
inal motivation for the LRBMS. At that time we were involved in the above mentioned
DFG project on “Multiscale analysis of two-phase flow in porous media with complex
heterogeneities” and were exploiting the possibilities of model reduction in the context
of two-phase flow (compare Section 1.4).
4.1.2 The Spe10 model2 experiment
The problem setup of the second experiment we conducted in [AHKO2012] modeled
the flooding of a domain in the context of two-phase flow in porous media (posed in the
global pressure formulation, compare Example 1.4.2). We chose the highly heterogeneous
data from the Spe10 model2 benchmark4 for the permeability field κε (compare Figure
4.4, right), f = 0 and boundary values modeling a flow through the domain along the
longest axis. To model a flooding of the domain by one of the two fluid phases we
chose a parametric total mobility λ as a linear combination of functions modeling a
saturation drop at different profiles throughout the domain, spreading from one corner
of the domain to the opposite (compare Figure 4.4, left). In this setup, we can think
of each parameter component being associated with a different time-step of the global
pressure system (1.0.1). We discretized this problem with the same SIPDG scheme as
above on a 60× 220× 42 rectangular grid (|τh| = 554, 400), implemented in dune-rb.
4http://www.spe.org/web/csp/datasets/set02.htm
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Figure 4.4: Problem setup for the Spe10 model2 experiment from Section 4.1.2. Left:
schematic plot of the positions of the saturation drops with the associated
parameter components and plot of the boundary values. Right: Re-scaled
logarithmic plot of the absolute value of the permeability field κε (from the
Spe10 model2 benchmark setup), with values ranging between 7 ·10−4 (dark)
and 2 · 104 (light).
For this parametric problem we considered the six-dimensional parameter space P =
[0.01, 0.95]6 and chose for the basis generation the same weak discrete greedy algorithm
with local Gram-Schmidt basis extensions as in the thermal block example of the pre-
vious section, searching over 100 randomly selected parameters. This problem was far
more challenging to tackle than the previous one: a single high-dimensional solution
snapshot took about 530 seconds on standard desktop machines of that time. While
the heterogeneous permeability certainly posed some difficulties for the linear solver, the
sheer size of the problem posed challenges for the projection and orthonormalization
algorithms in terms of memory and CPU demand (due to large operators and vectors).
Thus, this problem was a perfect test bed for the LRBMS, the purpose of which was
to allow for model reduction of such problems using less CPU time and memory than
standard RB approaches.
We again chose different coarse grids TH as equidistant rectangular partitions of Ω.
Due to time constraints, however, we only conducted experiments for 1, 2×2×2, 2×4×2
and 4×4×2 subdomains; thus, less data was available compared to the previous example.
Considering the basis generation, in Figure 4.5 (left) we can observe a similar be-
havior as in the thermal block case: with an increasing number of subdomains, less
high-dimensional solution snapshots are required to reach the desired tolerance during
the greedy algorithm. While the differences are not that pronounced (23 snapshots for
the standard RB approach vs. 19 snapshots for the LRBMS with 32 subdomains), this
nevertheless resulted in savings of 17% of the computational time spent for the high-
dimensional snapshots.
Unfortunately, this did not lead to overly large savings during the offline part: as
we observe in Figure 4.5 (right), the size of the global basis grows with an increasing
number of subdomains (as discussed in Section 4.1.1). While the total time spent for
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Figure 4.5: Estimated error evolution and size of the global reduced basis to reach the
desired tolerance (dotted) during the greedy basis generation for the Spe10
model2 experiment from Section 4.1.2 for different configurations of the
coarse grid. Left: logarithmic plot of the maximum estimated model reduc-
tion error depending on the number of high-dimensional solution snapshots.
Right: logarithmic plot of the resulting size of the global reduced basis.
computing solution snapshots decreases for an increasing number of subdomain, the
total time spent for the evaluation of the reduced estimator increases: although only
a low-dimensional summation is required, we still need to compute the sum of 62 · 608
reduced quantities for 32 subdomains, since the performance of the reduced estimator
depends on the size of the coarse grid (compare Section 2.3.1). Thus, the overall part
of the offline computation that was not spent for the assembly of the operator or the
estimator only slightly decreased (“rest” in Figure 4.6, left).
As expected, the growing size of the global reduced basis also led to an increase of the
average time required to solve the reduced problem, roughly by a factor of 100 (from
0.3ms to 34ms, see Figure 4.6, right).
Considering the time spent in individual parts of the offline computation (displayed in
Figure 4.6), we observe a similar behavior as in the thermal block case: while the total
time required to assemble the reduced operator decreases significantly, the total time
required for the assembly of the reduced estimator grows dramatically with an increasing
number of subdomains. Thus, the total offline time of the LRBMS is significantly larger
than for standard RB methods.
Remark 4.1.2 (Discussion of the Spe10 model2 experiment). There are several things
worth noting regarding the Spe10 model2 experiment. As already observed in the ther-
malb block experiment, the residual based a posteriori error estimate proved to be ill-fitted
for the LRBMS. While perfectly usable in the greedy basis generation in terms of its esti-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of offline and online timings for the Spe10 model2 experiment
from Section 4.1.2. Left: Breakdown of the individual parts of the measured
total time spent for the greedy basis generation during the offline part of the
computation (over all extension steps): assembling of the reduced operator
(dark), assembling of the reduced estimator (light) and remaining part of
the offline computation (medium). Right: Log plot of the measured aver-
age time for computing a reduced solution (over 25 randomly selected test
parameters). Note that computing a single high-dimensional solution takes
about 530s.
mation qualities, the computational time required to assemble the reduced estimator were
not acceptable.
Nevertheless, we were still satisfied with the overall results of this experiments. The
largest bottleneck in the context of multiscale problems is usually the computation of high-
dimensional solution snapshots (compare Section 1.2): the time to solve larger real-world
problems can grow arbitrarily large (up to month even on high-performance clusters).
The ability of the LRBMS to reach the same error tolerance with fewer global solution
snapshots thus made it a promising method for the model reduction of multiscale prob-
lems.
This early work on the LRBMS [AHKO2012] was the starting point and provided direc-
tions on what to pursue next. While we had learned about the strengths of the LRBMS
(namely its superior approximation quality and parallelization capabilities due to local-
ization) we had also identified several shortcomings of our approach in [AHKO2012],
concerning the error estimator as well as the software framework. On the mathematical
side, it was clear that the residual based a posteriori error estimator would have to be
replaced. Since we were incorporating spatial localization into RB methods it made
sense to develop a spatially localized estimator. In addition we could identify several
shortcomings of the existing software framework dune-rb. On the one hand, dune-rb
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was completely based upon dune-fem and thus suffered from limitations concerning the
discretization (as discussed in Section 3.1.3).5 The strict dependency on dune-fem would
in particular be an issue when implementing the new localized a posteriori error estima-
tor. On the other hand, dune-rb was also responsible for the model reduction process, in
particular the greedy basis generation. It thus suffered from the limitations discussed in
Section 3.2.2. In the thermal block experiment (Section 4.1.1), for instance, we observed
numerical instabilities during the basis generation, which probably stemmed from the
implementation of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure, or the products in-
volved. Due to its nature (implemented in the system language C++, tightly integrated
into the DUNE framework), dune-rb was not a very flexible model reduction frame-
work: it was, in particular, not easily possible to quickly adapt and change the model
reduction specific algorithms, try out different products, orthonormalization techniques
and so forth. . .
After the publication of [AHKO2012] we thus split efforts: S. Kaulmann further pur-
sued the original motivation of the LRBMS while M. Ohlberger and F. Schindler were
interested in developing the localized error estimator and pursuing new ideas regarding
local online adaptation of the reduced bases. S. Kaulmann thus integrated the LRBMS
as a model reduction technique for the pressure equation into the tool-chain required for
full two-phase flow simulations. In that context he demonstrated how an application of
the LRBMS could lead to large computational savings (see [KFH+2014]).
5The integration with dune-fem went so far that in some stage of the development of dune-rb, the
reduced basis space was actually derived from dune-fem’s discrete function space, in contrast to
being a collection of reduced basis vectors. Thus, all operator projections involved iterating over the
computational grid, in contrast to simple linear algebra operations.
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4.2 A new discretization framework: dune-gdt
Due to the above mentioned shortcomings of dune-rb and the fact that M. Drohmann
left the development team after his PhD, the public development of dune-rb came to
a halt in 2012 and we required new software frameworks to realize our ideas. In the
beginning of 2011, M. Drohmann, S. Girke and F. Schindler had already started to work
on a new discretization framework that was later to become dune-gdt. In the early stages
it was based upon dune-fem and later on abstracted further to additionally support
discrete function spaces from dune-fem-localfunctions [Gir2012] and dune-pdelab
(see Section 3.1 for further information). By 2012, S. Rave had joined our team and
he, R. Milk and F. Schindler began to work on pyMOR, which would become exactly the
flexible model reduction framework we required (see Section 3.2).
4.2.1 A first online enrichment experiment
The new localized a posteriori error estimate we were developing should not only bring
down the total time of the offline computation, it would also provide us with local
error information (in a spatial sense) during the offline and online phase. The latter
would enable us to identify those local reduced bases the approximation quality of which
was insufficient for the given parameter. While traditional RB methods only allow
an adaptation of the reduced basis by involving the full high-dimensional model, the
localized approach of the LRBMS would then allow us to enrich the insufficient local
reduced bases by local computations - much in the spirit of domain decomposition and
numerical multiscale methods (compare Chapters 1 and 2).
We thus conducted a first experiment in early 2013 in the context of the “Numerical
Upscaling for Media with Deterministic and Stochastic Heterogeneity” Oberwolfach mini-
workshop [AO2013]. At that time our newly developed discretization framework was in
good shape and we had additionally developed the dune-grid-multiscale6 module to
realize the coarse grid. In dune-grid-multiscale, each subdomain is modeled as a
GridView or GridPart (in the sense of dune-grid and dune-fem, respectively) which
allows to locally use arbitrary discretizations that are not aware of the LRBMS context.
Unfortunately, our model reduction framework pyMOR was not yet fully coupled with
our discretization framework and we conducted a simple experiment, which focused on
the aspect of solving local corrector problems (rather than performing the full model
reduction).
In [AO2013], we again considered the thermal block problem from Example 1.3.2 on
the unit cube Ω = [0, 1]2 with only three subdomains, yielding a three-dimensional
parameter (compare Figure 4.7, left). We completed the problem definition by setting
f = 1, κ ∈ R2×2 as the unit matrix and by prescribing homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
values (gD = 0) on the domain boundary (ΓD = ∂Ω). We discretized the above problem
with the generalized DG scheme from Section 2.1 (using a first order continuous Galerkin
FE discretization in each coarse grid element and a SWIPDG coupling with respect to
6https://github.com/pymor/dune-grid-multiscale/
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Figure 4.7: Problem setup and error evolution for the enrichment experiment from Sec-
tion 4.2.1. Left: Layout of the three subdomains (different shadings) for the
thermal block problem from Example 1.3.2, the associated parameter com-
ponents and the four coarse grid cells Ti. Right: error evolution during the
intermediate local enrichment phase for different overlap sizes (where, for in-
stance, 2 corresponds to an overlap of two layers of fine grid elements around
a coarse grid element).
the coarse grid) on a 50× 50 equidistant rectangular fine grid (|τh| = 2500) and a 2× 2
equidistant rectangular coarse grid (|TH | = 4).7
We were interested in modeling the situation outlined in Section 1.4: we are given an
insufficient reduced space and need to enrich the local reduced bases to approximate the
solution for an untrained parameter during the online phase. To this end we used the dis-
crete weak greedy algorithm from Definition 1.3.11 on a training set Ptrain := {(0.1, 1, 1)}
consisting of only one parameter, resulting in a local reduced basis of size one on each
of the four coarse grid elements. We then solved for the parameter µ = (0.1, 1, 0.01),
which differed from the training parameter only in the local region associated with the
third parameter component (compare µ2 in Figure 4.7, left), resulting in a locally high
contrast of the thermal conductivity.
The reduced basis was clearly insufficiently trained for this parameter and we started
the intermediate local enrichment phase as discussed in Section 2.4.2. Since the de-
velopment of our new local error estimator was not yet completed and we were mainly
interested in observing the error evolution during the basis enrichment, we used the local
relative model reduction H1-error, ||ph(µ)− pred(µ)||H1,T /||ph(µ)||H1,T for all T ∈ TH ,
as local error indicators and marked those subdomains for enrichment, where the local
error indicator lay above the average of all indicators.
7The implementation corresponding to this experiment can be obtained from https://github.com/
pymor/dune-hdd by checking out the oberwolfach-2013-abstract-albrecht-thermalblock commit.
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We conducted the experiment for different overlap sizes and recorded the number of
iterations required to reach the desired relative model reduction H1-error of 0.1%, as
well as the size of the resulting reduced basis. As we observe in Figure 4.7 (right), the
prescribed tolerance was reached after 14 local enrichment steps for ten overlap layers
(which corresponds to 2/5th of a coarse grid cell). The final sizes of the resulting local
reduced bases, |ϕT0red| = |ϕT2red| = 14 and |ϕT1red| = |ϕT3red| = 6, show the local influence of
the parameter component µ2 and the symmetry of the problem.
Remark 4.2.1 (Discussion of the first online enrichment experiment). First of all,
the results of our first experiment on local basis enrichment were very promising but
at the same time not too surprising. The use of local corrector problems to enrich
the solution is a well established technique in the context of numerical multiscale or
domain decomposition methods, and a similar error decay can be observed in that area.
Nevertheless we were satisfied to observe that the techniques of numerical multiscale
methods could be transferred in a straightforward way to the LRBMS.
In addition, we used this first experiment to demonstrated the state of our new dis-
cretization framework, as we were now able to locally use any discretization of at least
first order and couple those with respect to the coarse grid in a generic way.
The experiment on local enrichment was only one of several options we were pursu-
ing. By that time the theoretical development of our new localized a posteriori error
estimator had proceeded enough to start the corresponding implementation in our new
discretization framework, the development of which had proceeded enough to provide
the Raviart-Thomas-Ne´dele´c spaces required for the diffusive flux reconstruction.
4.2.2 A first validation of the new localized estimator
Our new localized a posteriori error estimate [OS2014] was based on the work of A. Ern,
A. F. Stephansen and M. Vohral´ık [ESV2007, ES2008, ESV2010] (compare Section 2.3.2).
To be applicable in the context of the LRBMS we had to adapt the original estimate
with respect to the parameterization of the problem and the coarse triangulation. In
a nonparametric setting our estimate was quite close to the original one, except for a
less favorable summation of the local contributions (since we were interested in localiza-
tion with respect to the coarse grid and not the fine grid, compare Theorem 2.3.3 and
[ESV2010, Theorem 3.1]).
In 2014 we conducted a first validation of the new error estimator in a nonparametric
setting in the context of the “Finite Volumes for Complex Applications VII” conference
[OS2014]. We considered Example 1.1.2 on Ω = [−1, 1]2 with f = λ = 1, κ as the unit
matrix in R2×2 and Dirichlet boundary values gD(x, y) = cos(1/2πx) cos(1/2πy), repro-
ducing the nonparametric example from [ESV2007, Section 8.1], where an exact solution
and data on the performance of the original estimator was available. We discretized the
above problem with the SWIPDG scheme from Section 2.1 using a 0th order diffusive
flux reconstruction on a series of fine grids to exactly match the experiment in [ESV2007,
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Section 8.1].8
The purpose of this experiment was to study the impact of the coarse grid on the
quality of the estimator and we considered several configurations of the coarse grid, each
given by equidistant rectangular partitions of Ω. We could reproduce the results from
[ESV2007, Section 8.1] with our discretization framework and refer to Section 4.2.4 for
a detailed discussion. As we observe in Figure 4.8, our estimator is not as sharp as the
original one (which is in particular due to the presence of the width of the coarse grid
in the residual component and thus not unexpected) but still very acceptable.
Another purpose of this first validation of the new error estimator was to demon-
strate the implementation of the a-posterior error estimator within our discretization
framework.
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Figure 4.8: Log/log plot of the decay of the
energy error, the estimator local
to the fine grid τh from [ESV2007]
and the estimator local to the
coarse grid TH for different con-
figurations of the coarse grid for
the estimator validation experi-
ment from Section 4.2.2.
In addition to this preliminary validation study, we were also interested in the local-
ization qualities of the estimator, in particular in the context of multiscale phenomena.
4.2.3 A first localization study of the new estimator
Once we had successfully implemented the estimator for the nonparametric setting we
turned our attention to its localization qualities in the context of highly heterogeneous
multiscale problems. For the presentation associated with [OS2014] we thus considered
Example 1.1.2 with λ = 1, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary values (gD = 0) and the
highly heterogeneous permeability field κ9 and forces f as depicted in Figure 4.9 (top).
We discretized this problem with the SWIPDG scheme from Section 2.1 using a 0th
order diffusive flux reconstruction on a triangular grid with 8, 000 elements.10
8The implementation corresponding to this experiment can be obtained from https://github.com/
pymor/dune-hdd-demos by checking out the OS2014-FVCA7-poster commit.
9With κε obtained from http://www.spe.org/web/csp/datasets/set01.htm, compare Figure 4.9.
10The implementation corresponding to this experiment can as well be obtained from https://github.
com/pymor/dune-hdd-demos by checking out the OS2014-FVCA7-poster commit.
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Figure 4.9: Data functions, pressure distribution and velocity reconstruction for the ex-
periment from Section 4.2.3, on a triangulation with |τh| = 8, 000 elements.
Top row, left: logarithmic plot of the absolute value of the permeability field
κε (from the Spe10 model1 benchmark setup) with values ranging from 10
−3
(dark) to 103 (light). Top row, right: plot of f , modeling two producers
(−1, light) and two injectors (1, dark), zero elsewhere. Middle row: plot
of the pressure solution ph (dark: low pressure, light: high pressure). Bot-
tom row: comparison of the magnitude of the diffusive flux reconstruction
R0h[ph] (right) and the piecewise Darcy velocity (−λκ∇hph)|t on each grid
element t ∈ τh (left). Note that both bottom plots share the color map of
the diffusive flux reconstruction (blue: low magnitude, red: high magnitude)
to better identify the discontinuities and overshoots in the Darcy velocity.
|TH | = 10× 2
|TH | = 50× 10 |TH | = 20× 4
Figure 4.10: Comparison of the spatial distribution of the local energy error contribu-
tion on a triangulation with |τh| = 8, 000 elements (top left) with the local
estimator contribution for different coarse grid configurations (small con-
tribution: light, large contribution: dark) for the experiment from Section
4.2.3.
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As a side-product, the computation of the error estimator also yields an Hdiv-con-
forming reconstruction of the Darcy velocity (compare Section 2.3.2.2), which is useful
when simulating slow flow (since in that context we require a good approximation of the
Darcy velocity, compare Equations 1.0.1). As we observe in Figure 4.9 (bottom), the
diffusive flux reconstruction R0h[ph] gives a physically more meaningful reconstruction of
the Darcy velocity than a straightforward computation (which gives undesirable results
due to the non-conformity of the pressure and the discontinuity of the permeability).
The main purpose of this experiment was to study the localization of the a posteriori
error estimator, compared to the localization of the true error in the energy norm.11
We thus computed the local estimator components (as discussed in Corollary 2.3.6) for
several configurations of the coarse grid |TH |. As we observe in Figure 4.10, the spatial
distribution of the estimator contributions aligns well with the spatial distribution of
the local energy error contributions.
By now, the theoretical work on the new localized a posteriori error estimator was
also completed for the parametric setting. In 2014, we finished the implementation of
this estimator in our discretization framework. Naturally, the next step was to study
the performance of the estimator in a parametric setting and we extended our previous
experiments accordingly.
4.2.4 Detailed study of the parametric localized error estimator
To study the convergence properties of our estimator we consider two experiments
[OS2015]. The first one is an extension of the experiment from Section 4.2.2 and thus
serves as an academic example and as a comparison to the work of [ESV2007, ESV2010].
The second experiment is an extension of the experiment from Section 4.2.3 and demon-
strates the efficiency of the parametric estimator in realistic circumstances. In both
experiments we compute estimator components η∗2 :=
∑
T∈TH η
T∗
2
, for ∗ = nc, r, df, and
the estimator ηh as defined in Corollary 2.3.6, using a 0th order diffusive flux reconstruc-
tion. We denote the efficiency of the estimator, ηh(ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ)/|||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ ≥ 1,
by “eff.” and the average (over all refinement steps) experimental order of convergence
of a quantity by “order”.
In both experiments, we discretized the respective problem with the SWIPDG scheme
of first order from Section 2.1 in each subdomain. For the fine grids τh we used
conforming refinements of triangular grids, represented by instances of ALUGrid< 2,
2, simplex, conforming > (see [DKN2014]). All coarse triangulations TH consist of
equidistant squared elements (though arbitrary shapes are possible), implement with
dune-grid-multiscale.12
11Since we did not have access to the true solution, we used an approximation on a refined grid with
128, 000 elements (compare the paragraph on “comparison with a more detailed discrete solution” in
Section 3.1.1.2).
12The implementation corresponding to these benchmarks can be obtained from the sources given in
[OS2015, References 40, 41, 49, 48, 50 and 51].
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4.2.4.1 Academic example
We again consider Example 1.1.2 on Ω = [−1, 1]2 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
values, f(x, y) = 12π
2 cos(12πx) cos(
1
2πy), λ(x, y;µ) = 1 + (1 − µ) cos(12πx) cos(12πy), κ
the identity in R2×2 and a parameter space P = [0.1, 1]. This setup coincides with the
one from Section 4.2.2 if we choose µ = 1 (where µ models the online parameter in the
context of reduced basis methods). Due to the design of the error estimator we have
another two parameters to choose (µ and µˆ) which are associated with the norm we
estimate against and the offline/online decomposition of the estimator (compare Section
2.3.2). We thus study the components of the estimator as well as its efficiency in several
circumstances, i.e., for different parameters µ, µ, µˆ ∈ P and triangulations τh and TH .13
|τh| |||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ ηnc(·;µ) ηr(·;µ) ηdf(·;µ, µˆ) eff.
128 3.28·10−1 1.66·10−1 5.79·10−1 3.55·10−1 3.36
512 1.60·10−1 7.89·10−2 2.90·10−1 1.76·10−1 3.40
2,048 7.78·10−2 3.91·10−2 1.45·10−1 8.73·10−2 3.49
8,192 3.47·10−2 1.95·10−2 7.27·10−2 4.35·10−2 3.91
order 1.08 1.03 1.00 1.01 –
Table 4.1: Discretization error, estimator components and efficiency of the error es-
timator for the academic example in Section 4.2.4.1 with |TH | = 1 and
µ = µ = µˆ = 1.
µˆ = 1 µˆ = 0.1
|τh| / |TH | ηr(·;µ) η(·;µ,µ, µˆ) eff. ηdf(·;µ, µˆ) η(·;µ,µ, µˆ) eff.
128 / 2× 2 2.89·10−1 8.10·10−1 2.47 3.16·10−1 7.71·10−1 2.35
512 / 4× 4 7.26·10−2 3.27·10−1 2.04 1.56·10−1 3.08·10−1 1.92
2,048 / 8× 8 1.82·10−2 1.45·10−1 1.86 7.74·10−2 1.35·10−1 1.73
8,192 / 16× 16 4.54·10−3 6.76·10−2 1.95 3.85·10−2 6.26·10−2 1.80
order 2.00 1.20 – 1.01 1.21 –
Table 4.2: Selected estimator components, estimated error and efficiency of the error
estimator for the academic example in Section 4.2.4.1 with τh and TH si-
multaneously refined, µ = 1 and two choices of µˆ. Note that the estimator
components ηnc and ηdf are not influenced by TH , the estimator components
ηnc and ηr are not influenced by µˆ and the discretization error is not influ-
enced by either. Thus only ηr, η and its efficiency are given for µˆ = 1 and only
ηdf, η and its efficiency are given for µˆ = 0.1 (the other quantities coincide
with the ones in Table 4.1).
We choose τh just as in [ESV2007, Section 8.1] and Section 4.2.2 and begin with
µ = µ = µˆ = 1, thus reproducing the nonparametric example studied above (and in
[ESV2007, Section 8.1], since λ ≡ 1 and all constants involving α and γ are equal to
1). For this specific choice of parameters an exact solution is available (see [ESV2007,
13The additional parameters µ and µˆ in particular determine the constants α and γ in Theorem 2.3.3.
A suitable choice for either is thus to minimize these constants.
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Section 8.1]). In this configuration, ηnc and ηdf coincide with their respective counter-
parts defined in [ESV2007, ESV2010] while ηr is directly influenced by the choice of the
coarse triangulation and the parametric nature of λ (entering cTε ). Choosing TH = Ω
(the coarse grid configuration with the worst efficiency, compare Section 4.2.2 and Figure
4.8), we observe results similar to [ESV2007, Table 1] for ηdf and ηnc in Table 4.1. In con-
trast, ηr shows only linear convergence while the residual estimator in [ESV2007, Table
1] converges with second order. Overall, the efficiency of the estimator η is around 3.5
(for fixed |TH | = 1) while the efficiency of the estimator in [ESV2007, Table 1] is around
1.2. (These observations are in line with the earlier validation study we conducted, see
Section 4.2.2.)
We can recover the superconvergence of ηr, however, by refining TH along with τh
(thus keeping the ratio H/h fixed), see the left columns of Table 4.2. As discussed ear-
lier, we have to fix µˆ throughout the experiment to make the estimator offline/online
decomposable. Choosing µˆ = 0.1 has no negative impact on the efficiency of the estima-
tor, as we observe in the right columns of Table 4.2. Additionally, it is often desirable
to fix the error norm throughout the experiments. Choosing µ = 0.1 we still observe a
very reasonable efficiency in Table 4.3.
|τh| / |TH | |||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ ηnc(·;µ) η(·;µ,µ, µˆ) eff.
128 / 2× 2 3.81·10−1 1.82·10−1 1.18·100 3.10
512 / 4× 4 1.87·10−1 8.57·10−2 5.00·10−1 2.67
2,048 / 8× 8 9.08·10−2 4.22·10−2 2.29·10−1 2.52
8,192 / 16× 16 4.05·10−2 2.11·10−2 1.10·10−1 2.71
order 1.08 1.03 1.14 –
Table 4.3: Discretization error, selected estimator component, estimated error and effi-
ciency of the error estimator for the academic example in Section 4.2.4.1 with
τh and TH simultaneously refined, µ = 1 and µ = µˆ = 0.1. Note that ηr and
ηdf are not influenced by µ and coincide with Table 4.2.
While the setup of the above experiment was rather simple, it allowed us to reconsider
the influence of the coarse grid and to recover the exceptional convergence rate of the
residual estimator by refining the coarse grid along with the fine grid. In addition, it
allowed us to demonstrate the influence of the parametric constants α and γ as well as
the two additional parameters µ and µˆ. Following this validation of the estimator in the
parametric setting the final step was to investigate the performance of the estimator in
a parametric multiscale setting.
4.2.4.2 Parametric multiscale example
To investigate the sharpness as well as the localization qualities of the estimator we
consider Example 1.1.2 on Ω = [0, 5] × [0, 1] with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
values (gD = 0) everywhere (ΓD = ∂Ω), f modeling one source and two sinks (see Figure
4.11, right), the parametric total mobility given by λ(x, y;µ) = 1 + (1 − µ)λc(x, y)
and the permeability given by κε = κ id, where id denotes the unit matrix in R2×2.
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Figure 4.11: Location of the channel λc (left) and plot of the force f (right) modeling
one source (black: 2 ·103 in [0.95, 1.10] × [0.30, 0.45]) and two sinks (dark
gray: −1 ·103 in [3.00, 3.15]× [0.75, 0.90] ∪ [4.25, 4.40]× [0.25, 0.40]), 0 else.
µ = 1 µ = 0.1
Figure 4.12: Data functions and sample solutions of the parametric multiscale example in
Section 4.2.4 on a triangulation with |τh| = 16,000 elements for parameters
µ = 1 (left column) and µ = 0.1 (right column). In each row both plots
share the same color map (middle) with different ranges per row. From top
to bottom: logarithmic plot of λ(µ)κ (dark: 1.41·10−3, light: 1.41·103), plot
of the pressure ph(µ) (dark: −3.92 ·10−1, light: 7.61 ·10−1, isolines at 10%,
20%, 45%, 75% and 95%) and plot of the magnitude of the reconstructed
diffusive flux R0h[ph(µ);µ] (blue: 3.10 ·10−6, red: 3.01 ·102).
On each t ∈ τh, κ|t is the corresponding 0th entry of the permeability tensor used in
the first model of the 10th SPE Comparative Solution Project14 (given by 100 × 20
constant tensors) and λc models a channel, as depicted in Figure 4.11 (left). The
right hand side f models a strong source in the middle left of the domain and two sinks
in the top and right middle of the domain, the influence of which is well visible in the
structure of the solutions (see Figure 4.12). We consider the parameter space P = [0.1, 1],
where the role of the parameter µ is to toggle the existence of the channel λc: µ = 0.1
models the removal of a high-conductivity region near the center of the domain (compare
Figure 4.12, top right) and for µ = 1 the effective diffusivity λ(µ)κε corresponds to the
nonparametric one from the experiment in Section 4.2.3. The missing channel has a
visible impact on the structure of the pressure distribution as well as the reconstructed
14http://www.spe.org/web/csp/datasets/set01.htm
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|τh| / |TH | |||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ ηnc(·;µ) ηr(·;µ) ηdf(·;µ, µˆ) eff.
16,000 / 25× 5 7.49·10−1 2.13·100 1.88·10−9 9.66·10−1 4.14
64,000 / 50× 10 4.52·10−1 1.46·100 7.05·10−10 6.05·10−1 4.58
256,000 / 100× 20 2.58·10−1 1.02·100 7.44·10−11 3.85·10−1 5.44
1,024,000 / 200× 40 1.26·10−1 7.20·10−1 2.00·10−10 2.49·10−1 7.70
order 0.86 0.52 1.07 0.65 –
Table 4.4: Discretization error, estimator components and efficiency of the error estima-
tor for the parametric multiscale example in Section 4.2.4 with τh and TH
simultaneously refined and µ = µ = µˆ = 1. Note that ηr should be close
to zero (since f is piecewise constant, compare Figure 4.11) and suffers from
numerical inaccuracies (ignoring the last refinement would yield an average
order of 2.33 for ηr).
µ = 1.0 µ = 0.1
Figure 4.13: Spatial distribution of the relative error contribution |||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ,T /
|||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ (top) and the relative estimated error contribution
ηT (ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ)/
(∑
T∈TH η
T (ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ)
2
)1/2
(bottom), for all T ∈
TH , for the parametric multiscale example in Section 4.2.4.2 with |TH | =
25× 5 and µ = µˆ = 0.1 for parameters µ = 1 (left, light: 2.26 ·10−3, dark:
3.78 ·10−1) and µ = 0.1 (right, light: 4.02 ·10−3, dark: 3.73 ·10−1).
velocities, as we observe in the left column of Figure 4.12. With a contrast of 106 in the
diffusion tensor and an ε of about |Ω|/2,000 this setup is a challenging heterogeneous
multiscale problem.
To study the convergence properties of the estimator we consider a series of refined
fine and coarse grids. As we observe in Table 4.4, the convergence rates of the estimator
components are not as good as in the academic experiment studied before. However, the
estimator shows an average efficiency of 5.5 which is quite remarkable considering the
contrast of the data functions. As already discussed above, the additional parameters µ
and µˆ need to be fixed to obtain a fully offline/online decomposable estimate with a fixed
error norm, while the online parameter µ is allowed to vary. We thus choose µ = µˆ = 0.1
and consider µ = 1, which yields an average efficiency of 10.2 (not shown). While the
resulting estimate is obviously not as sharp as the previous one, the efficiency is still
very reasonable (considering that we gain the capability to decompose the evaluation of
the estimator into an offline and an online part).
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We are also interested in the localization qualities of the estimator in the context
of parametric multiscale problems. Since the resulting local error indicators should be
fully offline/online decomposable as well we chose µ and µˆ as above and study the
spatial distribution of the relative error contribution and the relative local indicators for
a moderate-sized coarse grid: as we observe in Figure 4.13, both show a good agreement.
This last (and latest) experiment finalizes the demonstration of our discretization
framework in the context of parametric multiscale problems. In particular we presented
experiments regarding those aspects of the discretization framework that are concerned
with local CG and SWIPDG discretizations and error estimation. What is left for the
new implementation of the LRBMS are those parts of the software framework that are
concerned with model reduction.
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As already mentioned above we started to work on pyMOR in early 2012, first on its
theoretical design and soon on the actual implementation. From the beginning, one
of the main design goals was to allow for an easy coupling of pyMOR with external
PDE solvers, such as our discretization framework. Alongside pyMOR, we thus developed
dune-pymor to provide the necessary bridging code between Python and C++ (compare
Section 3.2). We performed several benchmark experiments of pyMOR’s core constructs
in [MRS2015]15. We also demonstrated other aspects and applications of pyMOR in
[MRS2015], in particular two examples concerning different parallelization paradigms
(compare [MRS2015, Sections 5.2 and 5.3]).16
The main goal of our benchmarks is to compare the performance of pyMOR’s Vector-
Array and Operator interfaces, when used to access external high-dimensional solver
data structures, to native NumPy based implementations of these classes. Moreover, we
want to investigate possible performance benefits for vectorized VectorArray implemen-
tations.
As native implementations within pyMOR we consider NumpyVectorArray, which allows
for vectorized operations on vectors by internally holding an appropriately sized two-
dimensional NumPy array, as well as ListVectorArray maintaining a Python list data
structure holding vector objects implemented as one-dimensional NumPy arrays. The
scalar products in the gram_schmidt and pod benchmarks are implemented with Numpy-
MatrixOperators holding sparse SciPymatrices coming from pyMOR’s own discretization
toolbox.
The external solver code is based on our discretization framework discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1. In particular we used vectors, matrices and linear solvers from dune-stuff
and parametric discretizations (used here to obtain appropriate scalar products for the
gram_schmidt and pod benchmarks) from dune-hdd, which in turn is based on dune-gdt.
The integration of the DUNE code with pyMOR is done by compiling the solver as a
Python extension module using the infrastructure provided by dune-pymor.
Our benchmarks were executed on a dual socket compute server equipped with two
Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 CPUs with 16 cores running at 2.30GHz each and 256GB of
memory available. All benchmarks were performed as single-threaded processes.
4.3.1 Vector array benchmarks
We consider the gramian and axpy methods of the VectorArrayInterface. The first
computes the Gramian of the vectors contained in the array A, i.e. the Euclidean scalar
products of all combinations of vectors contained in the array, while the latter performs
a vectorized BLAS-conforming axpy operation, i.e. pairwise in-place addition of the
vectors in the array with vectors of a second array multiplied by a scalar factor.
15Regarding the contributions in [MRS2015]: while the publication [MRS2015] was mainly written by
S. Rave, F. Schindler was mainly responsible for the benchmarks presented in this section.
16The implementation corresponding to these benchmarks can be obtained from the sources given in
[MRS2015, References 22, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36].
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Figure 4.14: Log/log plot of the measured execution time of A.gramian() (left) and
A.axpy(X) (right, with len(X)==len(A)) for different implementations
and several lengths (len(A)==1: , len(A)==4: ▲, len(A)==16: +,
len(A)==64: , len(A)==256: △).
In case of the gramian method, as we observe in Figure 4.14 (left), both ListVector-
Array-based implementations show about the same performance for sufficiently large ar-
ray dimensions. In fact, the DUNE-based implementation (IstlDenseVector) actually
performs better than the NumPy-based implementation (NumpyVector), showing the per-
formance of our tight integration between pyMOR and the external solver. The vectorized
NumpyVectorArray implementation, however, clearly outperforms both implementations
for sufficiently large array lengths. This shows that VectorArray implementations can
indeed greatly benefit from pyMOR’s vectorized interface design. NumpyVectorArray, for
instance, does so by calling NumPy’s dot method which is able to defer the task to highly
optimized BLAS implementations.
As we observe in Figure 4.14 (right), in case of the axpy method the NumpyVector-
Array implementation does not benefit from vectorization for larger array dimensions.
We assume that this is due to the fact that NumPy offers no native axpy operations,
such that a large temporary array has to be created holding all to be added and scaled
vectors. Here, the DUNE-based implementation performs better than both of pyMOR’s
native implementations.
4.3.2 Gram-Schmidt and POD benchmarks
The Gram-Schmidt and POD algorithms are important tools in the context of model
reduction. The implementation of a numerically stable Gram-Schmidt algorithm or a
correct POD might not be completely straightforward (compare the corresponding dis-
cussion in Section 4.1.1) and it is an important benefit that pyMOR’s interface design
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allows to provide tried and tested implementations of these algorithms which can auto-
matically be used with any external solver integrated with pyMOR.
Nevertheless, compared to a native implementation within the external solver, the
algorithms provided by pyMOR introduce a certain overhead since every operation on the
solver data structures has to pass through wrapper classes implementing VectorArray
or Operator interfaces. The main purpose of the gram_schmidt benchmark is thus to
measure the overhead introduced by these interface method calls, by comparing pyMOR’s
gram_schmidt algorithm operating on VectorArrays and Operators with native imple-
mentations of the identical algorithm: a C++ implementation operating directly on the
DUNE vectors within the ListVectorArray[IstlDenseVector] and two Python imple-
mentations operating directly on the NumPy arrays contained within NumpyVectorArray
and ListVectorArray[NumpyVector].
The POD algorithm mainly consist of three steps with different complexities: 1. com-
putation of a Gramian matrix with respect to the given scalar product (by calling
product.apply2) 2. computation of the eigenvalue decomposition of the Gramian (using
the SciPy eigh method) and 3. mapping right-singular vectors to left-singular vectors
(by calling lincomb on the original VectorArray). Note that the computational cost
for steps 1 and 3 depends on the VectorArray implementation, scaling linearly with
the array dimension and quadratically (resp. linearly) with the array length. The com-
putational cost for step 2 is independent of the VectorArray implementation and only
increases with the number of given vectors.
As the scalar product for both benchmarks and all implementations we have cho-
sen the full H1-product matrix stemming from a first order continuous Galerkin FE
discretization over the same structured triangular grid on the unit square.
As expected, we observe in Figure 4.15 (top left) that for the Gram-Schmidt algorithm
the native implementations (dashed) are faster than the generic variants (solid). For
higher dimensions, however, the overhead of the generic variant becomes negligible.
For the POD algorithm we can observe again in Figure 4.15 (top right) that both
ListVectorArray-based implementation show roughly equal performance. However,
the vectorized pyMOR implementation is able to outperform both other implementations
thanks to the fact that the computationally dominant steps 1 and 3 of the algorithm (see
Figure 4.15, middle and bottom) can be expressed idiomatically via a single interface
call.
Considering the benchmark results, we can clearly observe a performance benefit for
vectorized VectorArray implementations such as NumpyVectorArray. This justifies our
design decision of choosing arrays of vectors (over single vectors) as basic classes for vec-
tor data in pyMOR. We expect similar performance benefits for external high-dimensional
solvers, when consecutive-in-memory arrays of vectors are available as native data struc-
tures inside theses solvers.
In view of the numerical instabilities we observed in our earliest experiments (Section
4.1) it is of particular importance to have access to the numerically stable and thoroughly
tested Gram-Schmidt algorithm from pyMOR, since the benefit of numerical stability
greatly outweighs the slight performance overhead of using this generic algorithm.
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Figure 4.15: Log/log plot of the measured execution time of the Gram-Schmidt
(top left) and POD (top right) algorithms for several lengths of
the vector array (len(A)==1: , len(A)==4: ▲, len(A)==16: +,
len(A)==64: , len(A)==256: △) and breakdown of individual parts
of the POD algorithm (middle and bottom). Top left: Comparison
of gram_schmidt(A=A, product=h1, check=False, reiterate=False)
for several implementations of A and product (solid) and the
respective native implementation (dashed). Top right: Com-
parison of pod(A=A, modes=10, product==h1, orthonormalize=False,
check=False) for several implementations of A and product (solid) and
the respective time spent in scipy.eigh (dotted). Middle and bottom:
Comparison of the relative time spent in the three parts of the POD al-
gorithm (product.apply2: light, scipy.eigh: medium, A.lincomb: dark)
for len(A)==256 (middle) and len(A)==16 (bottom).
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We are now in the position where all building blocks for the online adaptive LRBMS
(compare Section 2.4) are readily implemented and thoroughly tested. By combining the
discretization and model reduction components (dune-stuff, dune-grid-multiscale,
dune-gdt, dune-pymor, dune-hdd and pyMOR), presented in Chapter 3, we obtain a
software framework that combines the computational power of DUNE (implemented in
the system language C++) with the flexibility of pyMOR (implemented in the interpreted
language Python).
To demonstrate the proposed adaptive online enrichment Algorithm 2.4.2 and the
flexibility of the LRBMS we study two distinct circumstances [OS2015, Section 6.2].
We first consider again the academic example from Section 4.2.4.1 where we disable the
greedy procedure and build the reduced bases only by local enrichment online. The
second example is again the parametric multiscale one from Section 4.2.4.2 with global
channels in the permeability and we allow for very few global solution snapshots offline
and adaptively enrich afterwards online.17
For the orthonormalization procedure ONB in the greedy Algorithm 2.4.1 we use the
stabilized Gram Schmidt procedure implemented in pyMOR18 with respect to the scalar
product given by (p, q) ↦→ bT (p, q;µ)+∑e∈FTh bTp (p, q;µ) on each T ∈ TH . In contrast to
other possible basis extension algorithms (e.g., a proper orthogonal decomposition) the
Gram Schmidt basis extension yields hierarchical local reduced bases. This is of partic-
ular interest in the context of online enrichment, since we can reuse reduced quantities
w.r.t. existing basis vectors after enrichment.
In all experiments, we initialize the local reduced bases with the coarse DG basis of
order up to one by setting kH = 1 in Algorithm 2.4.1. We choose the same orthonormal-
ization algorithm in the adaptive basis enrichment Algorithm 2.4.2 and consider several
marking strategies for MARK, depending on the circumstances (detailed below). Regard-
ing the overlap for the local enrichment we always chose the overlapping subdomains
Tδ ⊃ T to include T and all subdomains that touch it, thus choosing an overlap of O(H),
as motivated in [HP2013]. We also chose the coarse triangulation to be fine enough to
represent the coarse behavior of the solution, since in previous Experiments (compare
Section 4.2.1) we observed that a small coarse grid together with small overlaps lead to
extensive online computations in terms of the number of required enrichment iterations.
Since the error of any reduced solution |||p(µ)− pred(µ)|||µ cannot be lower than the
error of the corresponding detailed solution |||p(µ)− ph(µ)|||µ, we choose ∆red in Algo-
rithm 2.4.2 to be slightly larger than maxµ∈Ponline ηh(ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) in our experiments
(see below), where Ponline ⊂ P is the set of all parameters we consider during the online
phase. This is only necessary since we do not allow for an adaptation of τh; combining
our online adaptive LRBMS with the ideas of [Yan2014] would overcome this restriction
(compare the discussion in Section 1.3).
17We use the same software configuration as detailed in Section 4.2.4.
18http://docs.pymor.org/en/0.3.x/generated/pymor.la.html#module-pymor.la.gram_schmidt
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4.4.1 Academic example
We again consider the academic example from Section 4.2.4.1 on fixed triangulations
with |τh| = 131,072 and |TH | = 8 × 8 elements and choose the set of online parameters
Ponline to consist of 10 randomly chosen parameters µ0, . . . ,µ9 ∈ P. We set nmax = 0
and kH = 1, thus disabling any greedy search and initializing the local bases with the
coarse DG basis of order up to one (consisting of 4 shape functions). In this setup
maxµ∈Ponline ηh(ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) = 2.79 · 10−2 and we choose ∆red = 5 · 10−2 in Algorithm
2.4.2.
We begin by choosing MARK such that T˜H = TH (all coarse elements are marked;
denoted by uniform in the following). For each parameter µ ∈ Ponline this results
in a method that is similar to domain decomposition (DD) methods with overlapping
subdomains. In contrast to traditional DD methods, however, we start with an initial
coarse basis and perform a reduced solve before each iteration which helps to spatially
spread information. As we observe in Figure 4.16, top left, it takes four enrichment
steps (or equivalently four DD iterations) to lower the estimated error for the first online
parameter µ0 below the desired tolerance and another two enrichment steps for the next
on-line parameter µ1 (which is maxµ∈Ponline µ). With uniform marking this increases the
local basis sizes from four to ten on each coarse element. The resulting coarse reduced
space of dimension 640 is then sufficient to solve for the next four online parameters
µ2, . . . ,µ5 without enrichment. One additional enrichment phase is needed for µ6 (which
is minµ∈Ponline µ) and none for the remaining three online parameters. Note that while
this uniform marking strategy may be optimal in the number of enrichment steps it
takes to reach the desired error for all online parameters it also leads to an unnecessarily
high-dimensional coarse reduced space (of dimQred(TH) = 704) and a high work-load in
each enrichment step.
Another popular choice in the context of adaptive mesh refinement is a Do¨rfler mark-
ing strategy (see [MNS2002] and the references therein), where we collect those coarse
elements that contribute most to θdoerf
∑
T∈TH η
T (·;µ,µ, µˆ)2 in T˜H ⊆ TH , for a given
user-dependent parameter 0 < θdoerf ≤ 1. In addition, similar to [BDD2004, HDO2011],
we count how often each T ∈ TH was not marked and mark those elements the “age”
of which is larger than a prescribed Nage ∈ N (resetting the age count of each selected
element). We denote this marking strategy by doerfler age(θdoerf, Nage). We found
that a combination of θdoerf = 1/3 and Nage = 4 yielded the smallest overall basis size
(of 572), compared to other combinations of θdoerf and Nage and the uniform marking
strategy. The number of elements marked per step range between five and 52 (over all
online parameters and all enrichment steps; 23 steps in total) with a mean of 14 and a
median of ten. Of these marked elements between one and 44 have been marked due to
their age in 12 of these 23 steps (with an average of 12 and a median of eight, taken over
only those 12 steps where elements have been marked due to their age). We observe
in Figure 4.16, top right, that the general behavior of the method with this marking
strategy is similar to the one with uniform marking, with some commonalities and dif-
ferences worth noting. First of all it also takes three enrichment phases to reach the
prescribed error tolerance, and for the same parameters µ0, µ1 and µ6 as above. But
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Figure 4.16: Estimated error evolution during the adaptive online phase for the academic
example in Section 4.4.1 with |TH | = 64, nmax = 0, kH = 1, ∆red = 5 · 10−2
(dotted line) and µ = µˆ = 0.1 for several marking strategies: uniform mark-
ing of all subdomains (top left), combined Do¨rfler and age-based marking
with θdoerf = 1/3 and Nage = 4 (top right) and additional uniform marking
while η(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) > θuni∆red with θuni = 10 (bottom left). With
each strategy the local reduced bases are enriched according to Algorithm
2.4.2 for each subsequently processed online parameter µ0, . . . ,µ9 (bottom
right).
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each of these enrichment phases naturally needs more steps and large improvements can
usually be observed after a lot of elements have been marked due to their age count (see
for instance the fifth enrichment step for µ0 or µ1). In addition we observe that the
estimated error for a parameter sometimes increases, in particular in the very beginning
(see the first four steps for µ0, the fourth step for µ1 or the first step for µ6). This
is not troublesome since we can only expect a strict improvement in the energy norm
induced by the bilinear form that is used in the enrichment. This shows, never the less,
that there is still room for improvement, although using the doerfler age marking we
could reach a significantly lower overall basis size than using the uniform marking (572
vs. 704).
We propose a combination of the two strategies, namely a uniform marking while the
estimated error is far away from the desired tolerance, i.e., η(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) > θuni∆red
for some θuni > 0, followed by a Do¨rfler and age-based marking as detailed above.
We denote this marking strategy by uniform doerfler age(θuni, θdoerf, Nage). As we
observe in Figure 4.16, bottom left, this marking strategy combines advantages of both
previous approaches, recovering the rapid error decrease of the uniformmarking strategy
far away from the desired tolerance (see the first step for µ0 and µ1) while yielding the
smallest overall basis size of 530 (using a factor of θuni = 10) due to the doerfler age
marking strategy. The smoothness and symmetry of the problem is reflected in the
spatial distribution of the final local basis sizes (see Figure 4.17).
Figure 4.17: Spatial distribution of the final sizes of the local reduced
bases, |ΦT | (light: 7, dark: 11), for all T ∈ TH af-
ter the adaptive online phase for the academic example
in Section 4.4.1 with Ω = [−1, 1]2, |TH | = 8 × 8 and
the uniform doerfler age(10, 1/3, 4) marking strat-
egy (see Figure 4.16, bottom left).
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4.4.2 Parametric multiscale example
We again consider the multiscale example from Section 4.2.4.2 on fixed triangulations
with |τh| = 1,014,000 and |TH | = 25× 5 and choose the set of online parameters Ponline
to consist of the same 10 randomly chosen parameters µ0, . . . ,µ9 ∈ P as in the previous
example. In this setup maxµ∈Ponline ηh(ph(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) = 1.66 and we choose ∆red = 2 in
Algorithm 2.4.2.
We first set nmax = 0 and kH = 1 and thus disable any greedy search in the offline
phase and initializing the local bases with the coarse DG basis of order up to one; in the
online phase we use the uniform marking strategy (see above). This results in the same
DD-like approach that worked well for the academic example from the previous section.
As we observe in Figure 4.18 (top), however, it takes 129 enrichment steps to lower the
estimated error below the desired tolerance for the first online parameter µ0. After this
extensive enrichment it takes 12 steps for µ1 and none or one enrichment steps to reach
the desired tolerance for the other online parameters. The resulting coarse reduced space
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Figure 4.18: Estimated error evolution during the adaptive online phase for the paramet-
ric multiscale example in Section 4.4.2 with |TH | = 125, kH = 1, ∆online = 2
(dotted line), µ = µˆ = 0.1, for different on-line and offline strategies: no
global snapshot (greedy search disabled, Ngreedy = 0) during the offline
phase, uniform marking during the online phase (top) and two global snap-
shots (greedy search on Ptrain = {0.1, 1}, Ngreedy = 2) and combined uni-
form marking while η(pred(µ);µ,µ, µˆ) > θuni∆online with θuni = 10, Do¨rfler
marking with θdoerf = 0.85 and age-based marking with Nage = 4 (bottom
left); note the different scales. With each strategy the local reduced bases
are enriched according to Algorithm 2.4.2 while subsequently processing the
online parameters µ0, . . . ,µ9 (bottom right).
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is of size 10,749 (with an average of 86 basis functions per subdomain), which is clearly
not optimal. Although each subdomain was marked for enrichment, the sizes of the
final local reduced bases differ since the local Gram Schmidt basis extension may reject
updates (if the added basis function is locally not linearly independent). As we observe
in Figure 4.19 (left) this is indeed the case with local basis sizes ranging between 24
and 148. Obviously, a straightforward domain decomposition ansatz without any global
solution snapshots is not feasible for this setup. This is not surprising since the data
functions exhibit strong multiscale features and non-local high-conductivity channels
connecting domain boundaries, see Figure 4.12.
To remedy the situation we allow for two global snapshots during the offline phase (set-
ting nmax = 2, Ptrain = {0.1, 1}) and use the adaptive uniform doerfler age marking
strategy (see above) in the online phase. With two global solution snapshots incor-
porated in the basis the situation improves significantly, as we observe in Figure 4.18
(bottom left) and there is no qualitative difference of the evolution of the estimated
error during the adaptive online phase between the academic example studied above
and this highly heterogeneous multiscale example (compare Figure 4.16, bottom left).
In total we observe only two enrichment steps with uniform marking (see the first two
steps for µ0). The number of elements marked range between 11 and 110 (over all online
parameters and all but the first two enrichment steps) with a mean of 29 and a median
of 22. Of these marked elements only once have 87 out of 110 elements been marked
due to their age (see the last step for µ1). Overall we could reach a significantly lower
overall basis size than in the previous setup (1,375 vs. 10,749) and the sizes of the final
local bases range between only nine and 20 (compared to 24 to 148 above). We also
observe in Figure 4.19 (right) that the spatial distribution of the basis sizes follows the
spatial structure of the data functions (compare Figures 4.11, 4.12), which nicely shows
the localization qualities of our error estimator.
Figure 4.19: Spatial distribution of the final sizes of the local reduced bases, |ΦT | for
all T ∈ TH , after the adaptive online phase for the parametric multiscale
example in Section 4.4.2 with Ω = [0, 5] × [0, 1], |TH | = 25 × 5 for the two
strategies shown in Figure 4.18: no global snapshot with uniform enrich-
ment (left, light: 24, dark: 148) and two global snapshots with adaptive en-
richment (right, light: 9, dark: 20). Note the pronounced structure (right)
reflecting the spatial structure of the data functions (compare Figures 4.11
and 4.12).
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4.4 The online adaptive LRBMS
It is clear that these experiments do not cover all aspect of the LRBMS in all details.
In particular, we did not study the possible computational gain of an offline/online
decomposition of the localized error estimator. Instead we rather focused on those
aspects of the LRBMS that go beyond traditional reduced basis methods: localized error
control and online enrichment of the reduced basis. We could demonstrate that our new
localized a posteriori error estimator allows to identify problematic local reduced bases
and that the localized ansatz in general allows to enrich the local reduced basis online
without resorting to full high-dimensional computations. This combination enables the
LRBMS to be applicable in a far wider range of scenarios than traditional RB methods.
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